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ABSTRACT

RE-PRESENTING THE KNOWLEDGE WORKER:
A POSTSTRUCTURALIST ANALYSIS OF THE NEW EMPLOYED PROFESSIONAL

MAY,

ROY JACQUES,

M.B.A.,

Ph.D.,

1992

B.A.,

HOLY CROSS COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by:

Linda Smircich

This dissertation advances the claim that recent

lack of progress

in organization theory development has been due less to conceptual
inadequacy or lack of rigor,
sense'

than to unexamined assumptions and

about what constitutes

'good'

theory.

'common

Emerging work experience

cannot be represented in theory because current theory itself reflects
the values and problems of a specific

(industrial)

era.

Using a form of poststructuralist textual analysis,
genealogy,

Foucaultian

this dissertation establishes the need for understanding

theory development as a form of representation,

produced and sustained

through socially constituted relationships which are undergoing
transformational change.
organizational

It is argued that,

through these changes,

science itself could become a passing chapter in the

history of work.
To illustrate this claim,
"knowledge work,"

the study examines representations of

a term whose emergence appears to indicate attempts to

speak of new work relationships.
study is

The main object of analysis

structured observation of the work of an atypical,

vii

in this

but apropos,

group of knowledge workers — staff nurses

in a university teaching

hospital.
Using genealogical methods,
as a

this

structured observation is

studied

text created within the discourse of organization studies.

analysis of this text

is a

One

"history of the presentwhich follows the

emergence and present operation of the disciplinary practices of the
discourse of the employee.

Another analysis

studies contrasting

representations of nursing work in the dominant discourse of science and
the marginalized discursive voices of

"caring/connecting."

The claim advanced from these analyses

is that the failure of the

management disciplines to develop a self-reflexive dialogue about the
active role of representation in theory development

limits what can be

said about knowledge work to what has already been said about the
industrial employee.
research,

As one example of poststructuralist textual

genealogy is presented as a means

into theory development.

viii

for bringing this problem
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CHAPTER I
THE UNCERTAIN FUTURE OF ORGANIZATION THEORY
It would be no difficult task to compile...[a] Hand-Book of
Mercantile practice.
It would be still more profitable to
arrange this mass of material into something like a system,
and to construct out of them a true theory of business.
(Hunt, 1856:vi)
Since the last century,

theorists of organizations have been

consistently optimistic about both the possibility and the importance of
developing a science of organizing.
figures

In the last decade,

major

in organization theory have increasingly described the results

of this effort as

"trivial,"

fashion,"

"disintegrating"

or even

"disappointing,"

"meaningless,"

(table 1.1).

change are the stagnation of the grand theories
and 1960s,

"out of

Two symptoms of this
introduced in the 1950s

and the emergence in the management disciplines of differing

"paradigms,"
Tinker,

however,

interpreted by some as

1986).

One result of this

signs of

fragmentation

(e.g..

shift has been the appearance of a

self-reflexive questioning within organization studies about the
meanings,
done
1989;

purposes and methods by which organizational theorizing is

(c.f..

Academy of Management Review Theory Development Forums July,

October,

1989;

July 1990;

April,

This questioning has asked how

1991).

'good'

through more data / more rigorous methods
self-conscious enforcement of paradigmatic
Starbuck,

1988),

of good theory
concepts

1989),

standards

1983),

through

(Webster &

through restatement of organizing

the person/situation dichotomy,

and through linking with other disciplines
These approaches
lies

(Harrigan,

through better understanding of the scientific criteria

(Van de Ven,

(e.g.,

theorizing can be achieved

Mitchell & James,

(Bettis & Donaldson,

1989),

1990).

share the implicit assumption that the basic problem

in content or methodology — we must do more science or become

better scientists

.

Grounding this discussion is a very specific — and seldom examined
— philosophy of knowledge well captured in Whetten's
description of theorizing as,

"using

1

'arrows'

(1989:491)

to connect the

Table

1.1:

Views of Organization Theory

OPTIMISM 1857 - 1967
Out of these [anecdotes from
mercantile life] it would be no
difficult task...to construct out of
them a true theory of business.
And
it is strange, that while every
profession, every mechanical art, has
its theory, no one has as yet
attempted to construct the Science of
Business
(Hunt, 1857:vi).

PESSIMISM 1980-1990
The disintegration of much of
the received wisdom of the
social sciences...is based]
largely on the failure of
social scientists to find
support for their basic
theories once the methodology
became sophisticated and the
data plentiful (Perrow,
1981:2).

This paper has been written...to prove
that the best management is a true
science...and further to show that the
fundamental principles of scientific
management are applicable to all human
activities and...to convince the
reader that whenever these principles
are correctly applied, results must
follow which are truly astounding
(Taylor, 1911:7).

The systems paradigm has gone
out of fashion among
organizational
researchers...Explicit
recognition peaked in 1972
(Ashmos & Huber, 1987:608).

The scientific standard must be
applied to the whole of business
management; it is now applied to only
one part... Sheldon says,"...there can
be no science of co-operation," [but]
we believe there can be a science of
co-operation (Follett, 1925/1942:122).
I share with some of my colleagues the
conviction that the social sciences
could contribute more effectively than
they have to managerial progress with
respect to the human side of
enterprise [but] one need only
contrast the situation today with that
thirty years ago to recognize that
much has been accomplished (McGregor,
1960:4-5).
Now...the art of management can be
based on verifiable information
derived from rigorous, quantitative
research...Not only is the body of
knowledge more stable and accurate,
but it is likely to grow continuously
(Likert, 1967:1).
I believe it is a sign of relative
maturity when a field begins to focus
on patterned variations... In these
terms, I believe organization theory
is beginning to mature
(Thompson, 1967).
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[Research in I/O psychology]
may be creating a cloud of
statistically significant
differences and correlations
that not only have no real
meaning but that impede
scientific progress by
obscuring the truly
meaningful ones (Webster &
Starbuck, 1988:117).
Theorists often write trivial
theories because their
process of theory
construction is hemmed in by
methodological strictures
that favor validation, rather
than usefulness (Weick,
1989:516).
[While] the popular press is
filled with discussions of
major changes on the
organizational landscape...
organization studies have
been a source of recurrent
disappointment for practi¬
tioners and academics alike
...[Miner] concluded that
with the exception of
theories of motivation, there
is no relationship between
usefulness and validity.
[The field of organizational
studies is in] a normal
science straight-jacket.
(Daft & Lewin, 1990:1-2)

'boxes.'"

According to Whetten,

the world is assumed to consist of

objects and causal relations about which testable propositions can be
derived,

leading to comprehensive,

Kerlinger

(1986:4)

parsimonious,

falsifiable theory.

describes this type of theorizing as,

systematic and controlled extension of common sense,"
common sense,

"the conviction of those who possess

(Geertz,

1983:76;

Freedman,

exploring the social processes
common,

what is

if not a culturally specific system of sense-making

legitimated by,
validity"

but,

"a

1990)?

it of

Bittner

its value and

(1965)

advocates

through which specific beliefs come to be

rather than institutionalizing them as theoretical axioms.

Such self-reflexivity has not been discussed in recent theory
development

forums.

To the extent that scientific common sense allows theorists a
shared language of assumptions,
Kuhn

(1970)

called

it facilitates the development of what

"normal science."

If current circumstances have

changed from those which gave rise to this common sense,
and others

(e.g..

Bell,

1973;

Zuboff,

1988)

claim,

as Calas

however,

(1987)

these

constraints may act as barriers to theory development because they
require new work relationships to be framed according to old
assumptions.

Because these assumptions

unquestionable;

function as axioms,

there is no place in theory for examining them.

Arrow-and-box theorizing has been useful
domains,
one,

in a great number of

so much so that one can easily forget that

specific approach to theory development;

development

itself.

In this dissertation,

discussions of theory development
themselves,

they are

it

it constitutes only

is not theory

I will attempt to show that

focused on methodology are,

one of the barriers to developing new forms of theorizing,

forms which can be viewed more positively by their proponents.
This project builds upon the contribution of Calas
frames the problem of theory development

Calas

in the management disciplines

quite differently from the theorists cited above.
assumption that the wider cultural

(1987).

Starting from,

"the

space to which the organizational

3

sciences belong is undergoing a marked change from that on which they
were founded,"

Calas proposes:

Rather than staying within the discipline and asking: What are
the difficulties with theory and research in organizations
which prevent the organizational sciences from advancing more
conclusive results and more useful applications?, in this
project I move to a different kind of discussion that pertains
to the organizational sciences as they belong to the larger
social milieux of the modern knowledge producing institutions
and the modern scholarly disciplines (Calas, 1987:12-3).
Theory as Representation
Calas

looks at theory,

and knowledge in general,

from a perspective

questioning how it is possible to re-present experience within a system
of knowledge.

Instead of asking whether a theory is true or false,

this

approach asks how a theory comes to function as a truth in social
practices.

From this perspective,

both organizations and organization

theory are assumed to be productions of

social relationships which

structure the forms organizations and theories can take.

If these

relationships have been changing — and there is increasing evidence
that they are as a post-industrial work order emerges — one would
expect new theories reflecting this change to appear.
happened in organizational

studies,

perhaps

it is at

If this has not
least partially

because there is no framework for analyzing the connection between old
theories and their social context.

As a result,

new relationships and

practices are interpreted within the reified structure of old theories.
The analysis of representation presented in this dissertation seeks
to contribute to the production of such a framework.
analysis does not
them.

seek to refute current theories,

but to contextualize

Asking how the common sense grounding a specific theoretical

representation became
uses,

This type of

'common,'

allows one to better understand the

purposes and limits of that representation.

This dissertation

will attempt to establish both the possibility and the importance of
adding a new domain to organizational theorizing:
relationship between

theorizing and its social

vehicle for such an analysis,

examination of

context.

the

As one useful

I will propose a poststructuralist

theoretical position — genealogy — treating theory,

4

and knowledge

production in general,

as a form of representation.

Some of the

assumptions about knowledge and theorizing characterizing this position
include:
*

Physical experience does not have inherent meaning prior to its
entry into social relationships.
Material reality may exist
independently of human knowledge, but the meanings given to that
reality are human social products.

*

Meaning is a dynamic relationship between knowledge and experience.
The process of creating knowledge actively structures experience
and vice versa.
Theory/practice is a single relationship whose
components have no independent existence.

*

Studying the social context within which theories are produced
creates different possibilities for the meanings theory can assume
within that social context.

*

Conversely, without looking at the role of representation in
structuring theory, it is impossible to create theory grounded in
new assumptions.
Old representations become a "straight-jacket"
(Daft & Lewin, 1990) within which all experience, new or otherwise,
must be interpreted.
If theory is to change as problems change in the domain theorized,

'good'

theory building cannot be done simply by considering the

relationship between theoretical production and the object of theory.

A

dialogue about theorizing itself must exist to permit assessment of the
relationship between
theorizing,

(2)

(1)

the values and assumptions

the problems and purposes of theorists,

and the subjects of research.
show the

structuring
and

(3)

theory

One goal of this dissertation will be to

importance and the possibility of beginning such a process.
Studying Representation Using Foucaultian Genealogy

None of the

"paradigms"

currently familiar to organizational

theorists can serve as the basis
variety of

functionalist,

Sociological Paradigms
Each,

for an analysis of representation.

The

interpretive and radical positions outlined in

(Burrell & Morgan,

within its own assumptions,

1979)

share one key goal.

seeks to increase the amount of

positive knowledge of organizations,

to add to the stock of what

is

known.
What
direction.

I

seek to accomplish in this dissertation moves
Starting from what

in a different

is presumably known about organizations,

I want to ask how did it become possible to know this?
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My goal

is to

document the ways

in which current organizational theorizing is bounded

by a particular way of

seeing,

a way of

seeing connected to the problems

and values of a specific time period and place.

I will attempt to apply

poststructuralist analysis to a specific organizational problem,
'knowledge work,'

and to explore the possibility of doing post¬

structuralist work as a form of
I will employ a specific
Foucaultian genealogy,

for my purposes.

a representation

(a

fits

form of poststructuralist analysis,

Two specific aspects of genealogy make it

First,

'model').

experience to see what
what

field research.

to study the representation of knowledge in

organizational theorizing.
useful

into the model.

traditional theory building starts with
The model

fits.

By design,

is then tested against
analysis

fit.

Failure to confirm tells the researcher

nothing about the experience that did not fit,
it did not.

variance'

Similarly,

except that

the principle of parsimony,

this

'captured'

Starbuck,

1988)

'unexplained

by the model.

is desirable;

all experience except a small number of

model reinforces

other than the bare fact

nothing can be said about

it was not

At the same time,

is centered around

Confirmation tells the researcher something

about the experience that

that

'key'

the model

should exclude

focusing only on the data fitting a theoretical

"confirmatory strategies of
in which researchers,

confirmatory strategies turn theories

investigation"

(Webster &

"rarely use disconfirmatory
these

into self-fulfilling prophecies"

This is consistent with the principle of conservatism in

scientific theory development by which theoretical
if ever,
(Kuhn,

According to

variables.

strategies and they discount disconfirming observations:

(:95).

that of

investigation rarely,

finds that the theory itself should be reappraised or rejected

1970;

Quine,

1953).

Such theorizing is

incapable of assessing its ongoing applicability

to the problem domains to which it presumably relates.
sciences,

In the physical

this amounts to a crisis only when there is a change in the

perceptions of knowers.

The underlying physical phenomena have a high
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degree of permanence.

In the social

sciences one must account

for both

changing relationships among knowers and changing relationships among
the known.

The problem domain itself is dynamic.

In a sense,
That

is,

genealogy asks what fails to fit a representation.

one studies the boundaries of a way of knowing in order to

better understand the limits of that way of representing knowledge.

Its

figure/ground framing of experience is precisely the reverse of
traditional theorizing.

Genealogy

boundaries of a theory are and

(1)

(2)

allows one to ask what the

increases the possibility for

considering the legitimacy of other representations of experience.

It

does this by destabilizing any claim that one way of seeing is natural,
inevitable or objectively superior.
Where traditional theorizing takes a representation and its
assumptions as a basis

for studying experience,

genealogical analysis

takes the process by which that representation was produced as the

object of analysis.

Experience is not studied to advance theory; theory

is studied to better understand its influence on the ways social
practices can take on meaning.

The purpose of genealogical analysis is

to study the constraints placed upon interpretations of social action by
specific theoretical representations

in order to better understand the

relationships of power through which those representations are produced
and sustained
"starts

(Foucault,

1984a).

Genealogical

from current society and its problems.

genealogical history,
was"

1980,

interpretation,

It gives them a

without claiming to capture what the past really

(Dreyfus & Rabinow,

1983:204).

Since new representations would also constrain meanings,
different ways,

genealogy does not seek to produce a more true or more

comprehensive theory.
general,

albeit in

If genealogy,

appear to allow one,

in

"to drive a coach and horses through

everyone else's beliefs while not
having to adopt any yourself"

or deconstructive approaches

saddling you with the inconvenience of

(Eagleton,

1983:144),

it

is because prior

experience conditions us to imagine that authors must either advance or
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refute positive truth claims.
which is neither of these,

The process of contextualizing theory,

is thus confused with the outcome of

attempting to refute it.
This is a major,

and often poorly understood,

distinction between

poststructuralist theorizing and radical theories of social change such
as Marxist social theorizing.

The radical theorist seeks to establish

that currently dominant assumptions about social relations are wrong and
to replace

'false consciousness' or

awareness of the truth.
posing as natural,

'bad faith' with an enlightened

The genealogist attempts to show that systems

objective or true fail to meet this claim,

they reflect specific values in their assumptions,

because

foreground certain

problems as worthy of analysis and privilege the statements of certain
speakers at the expense of others.
This destabilizing research does not provide a basis for
determining any system right or wrong however.

The poststructuralist

may show who benefits and who is burdened by the operation of specific
beliefs.

S/he may express a value statement as a concrete subject

speaking from a specific social position,

but s/he cannot present an

alternative system as objectively superior.

Genealogy is not a means of

transcending the limits of theorizing; the genealogist also speaks from
within the limits of a specific theoretical framework.
Genealogical argument does attempt to show the role played by
unstated assumptions in the representation of knowledge,
the genealogy itself rests on assumptions,
explicit.

but,

of course,

not all of which can be made

The author can and should try to be self-conscious about

these limits,

but the genealogy itself is an appropriate subject for yet

another genealogical analysis.

The idea is not to regress infinitely,

but to reconceptualize theory development as a continuing process of
construction and deconstruction of meanings,

in which genealogy is one

among a group of destabilizing techniques which provide tools for
inquiring about the role of systems of knowledge in shaping and
structuring meaning(s).
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One goal of genealogy is to contribute to understanding theorizing
as a dynamic process
disappear.

in which representations appear,

change and

Another is to lower barriers to the production of other

representations by showing that existing representations of reality are
neither necessary nor

'natural.'

been produced through specific

If they have been produced,

social relations.

Genealogy is one means

of working toward a form of scholarship which recognizes that
sense'

they have

'common

represents a form of sedimented bias and which seeks to create

greater awareness that

'common sense'

itself is a shifting,

concept constituting a legitimate and important subject

changing

for analysis.

Analysis of Resistance
The genealogical analysis

I will present

process Foucault described as resistance.
(such as the management disciplines)

focuses on the study of a

Within a discursive community

'common sense'

is constituted by

representations that have become so entrenched there appears to be no
other way to sensibly articulate experience

(e.g.,

organizational

science used as a synonym for all possible forms of organizational
studies).

Where it can be shown that multiple representations have been

constructed to explain experience,
one of several ways of seeing
Taylor,

an action can take on meaning within

(e.g.,

labor as represented by Frederick

Tom Peters and Karl Marx).

In the margins of a community,

ways

of seeing exist which refute the naturalness of the dominant explanation
by showing other interpretations
only that

it

(these do not show that

it

is untrue,

is not the only truth).

Experience can take on meaning within either the dominant
representation or other representations,
representation is not possible

(e.g.,

but simultaneous multiple

science cannot simultaneously be

the only way of seeing and one of many ways of seeing).
the tension between competing systems of
experience can take on meaning.

Resistance is

interpretation through which

By studying resistance,

the genealogist

can uncover the process through which the dominant theory,
sense,

the

'common'

became common and in so doing s/he can document the other.
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competing representations which became marginalized as

false in this

process.
The questions produced from his type of analysis may at
unusual.

This is because the object of genealogical

experience,

but theorizing.

employees?,"

for instance,

Instead of asking,

'employee'

or

study is not

"what motivates

a genealogist might ask,

important to speak about motivation?",

first seem

"how did it become

"how was the representation

produced?"

What genealogical study makes possible is a different way of
theorizing.

Common sense is beyond analysis because its meaning is

taken to be obvious.
not

As

subject to change.

long as a meaning is taken as obvious,

it is

Genealogy lowers this barrier to change by

bringing common sense back into the realm of analysis.
cannot come from genealogy,

New theories

but must be produced by the discursive

community as a whole,

which is the final arbiter of the meanings

experience will have.

Genealogical analysis can influence this

production by creating different conditions

for the possibility of

understanding the meanings and roles of knowledge.
Building upon this theoretical

framework,

attempt to establish two key points.

The first

this dissertation will
is to establish that the

current malaise in theory development may stem from the
of theory development

'common sense'

itself and to suggest a different approach for

engaging this problem.

The second is to offer genealogy as a method for

analysis of representation,

in organizational theorizing.

Genealogical

methods have been applied very seldom in the management disciplines at
all.

In addition,

research'

is,

application of genealogy to interpretation of

to the best of my knowledge,

'field

an original contribution of

this dissertation.
Overview of This Dissertation
Increasingly,
spoken of as

one hears certain types of organizational activities

'knowledge work.'

This term putatively marks an emerging

area of organizational work relationships.
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Understanding knowledge work

is widely believed to be critical

for organizations — and thus

organizational theory — in the upcoming decades

(e.g.,

Drucker,

for
1991).

Because of the genealogical orientation of this dissertation,
primary goal

is not to define knowledge work per se,

my

but to study the

representation of work processes through which current assumptions about
knowledge and about theory building structure what can be said about
knowledge work.

Because of this unusual research focus,

the structure

of the dissertation is also somewhat unusual.
Structured Observation of Knowledge Work
In chapter two,

I review the literature of knowledge work,

which is

developing as a subset of the literature about the employed
professional.

This review shows the

'emerging'

role of knowledge work

and the traditional role of the employed professional to be basically
one and the same.

Thus

I ask:

Is knowledge work merely a new term for a

form of traditional organizational relationship or does

it have content

distinguishing it from this traditional role?
My analysis

focuses on field study of an atypical,

presented in chapter two)
staff nurses
hospital.

in a medical unit

(Med 5)

of a university teaching

Using structured observation techniques,

into

if anything,

'knowledge work'

(for reasons

very apropos group of knowledge workers — the

the content of the work practices of these nurses.
ask what,

but

I record in detail
In chapter three,

in the work of the Med 5 nurses offers

insight

that might require new theories of work and/or the

worker.
I

I

show that the Med 5 nurses

fit quite comfortably into

organizational theorizing as traditional employed professionals.
Whatever ambiguities are not explained by this theoretical role can be
explained using other elements of organization theory.

To this point,

my analysis does not support the idea of an emerging post-industrial
worker.
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Genealogical Study of the Representation of Knowledge Work
The dissertation through chapter three could have been presented as
a complete study, whose main finding is that existing theories of the
employee are adequate to explain,
claimed to be

'knowledge work.'

at least this one example, work
Up to this point,

I have not used

genealogical assumptions or techniques, but have represented what can be
said about my field research within the main stream of organizational
research.
said is,

Having done this,
itself,

I turn to the question of how what can be

a useful subject for research,

within existing social science "paradigms"
Within functionalist,

but this cannot be done

(Burrell & Morgan,

interpretive or radical paradigms,

would continue to focus on understanding the work itself.
genealogical framework,

1979).
research

Using a

I will take the analysis in another direction,

asking how this study may have been constrained by the discourse of
organizational

theorizing.

Chapters four and five present a philosophy,

methodology and design for this analysis.
I suggest reconceptualizing my field research as an enacted text.
Rather than seek to understand whether my observations are close to the
'truth' of what is

'really'

going on with the nurses,

as having textualized their experience.

I view my research

What meanings this text can

assume will be determined by the system of interpretation within which
the text is
read?'

and

'read.'

My main questions are

'what can be read?'

'who can write?'

Reflecting on chapter three,

'who can
I ask what

specific characteristics of organizational science structure the
meanings this text can assume.
Historical analysis is one way to approach this question.

Seeking

to identify the specific social relations from which the discourse of
the employee arose and identifying points of resistance between today's

ways of speaking about the employee and earlier ways helps to show
today's discourse as a historically and culturally specific way of
'reading' work experience.

Chapters six,

analysis.
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seven and eight present this

Chapter six outlines the conditions and changing social relations
from which the discourse of the employee emerged.

Chapter seven

outlines some of the specific characteristics of these disciplinary
relations.

Chapter eight returns to the Med 5 nurses,

identifying the

operation of these disciplinary practices in the work relations of the
nursing unit.
Another means of genealogically studying the limits of
representation is to compare two mutually incompatible ways of
representing the same

'enacted text.'

In chapter nine,

I contrast the

differing meanings the enacted text of the Med 5 nurses assumes within
two very different systems of understanding:

organizational/medical

science and "caring/connecting" voices of feminist theorizing.
Through these analyses,
extremely troublesome,

I show the concept of management to be

since much

'management'

by the employees studied, while the

of work practices is done

'manager' primarily does something

other than what is represented in theory as management.

This shows both

the presumed subject and the presumed object of organizational studies
to be problematic.

The discipline is constituted to speak about

management of employees,

not management by employees.

It is also

constituted to speak to 'managers.'
Using historical perspective,
representing

'the employee,'

I suggest that theory is limited to

a role emerging in organizational relations

as a knowledge worker a century ago.

I introduce the neologism learning

worker to mark changing relationships where a new worker may be emerging
outside the boundaries of contemporary organizational

new experience is emerging in work relationships,

science.

I claim,

Even if

only the

portions of that experience representable within the current language of
theorizing could be spoken of.

The new,

then,

can enter theory only as

another example of the familiar.
In chapter ten,

I return to the question of theory development,

having shown that academic participation in the discourse of organizing
has been built on specific — and changing — relationships.
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Without an

active dialogue regarding the role of these relationships in the future
of academic theorizing,

I claim,

the management disciplines themselves

could be but one "short and glorious"
history of work.

(Perrow,

1981)

chapter in the

Because current "paradigms" of social science

knowledge do not provide a basis for studying the limits of knowledge
systems,

I suggest that poststructuralist textual research strategies —

of which genealogy is one example — are a potentially crucial resource
for developing a self-reflexive dialogue about the ongoing relationship
between organizational knowledge,

organizational subjects and the

institutions of society.
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CHAPTER II
KNOWLEDGE WORK / PROFESSIONAL WORK:

There are few categories
in organizations.

in organizational theorizing for workers

The worker1 has been represented as the generic

subject of organizational theorizing at
Since the 1950s,
'professional'

A CONCEPTUAL REVIEW

least

since Taylor

(1911).

a subset of this group has been identified as the

employee.

'knowledge worker,'

Recently,

has appeared.

a new sub-subcategory,

the

Explicit theories and a literature do

not yet exist to explain knowledge work.

The growing perception that,

"[t]he single greatest challenge facing managers in the developed
countries of the world is to raise the productivity of knowledge and
service workers"

(Drucker,

1991:69)

bypasses a more basic question:

What

is knowledge work?
There is no generally accepted definition of knowledge work.
not yet catalogued in the Business Periodicals Index,

It is

nor does it appear

in the titles of any articles appearing in Administrative Science
Quarterly,

Academy of Management Review or Academy of Management Journal

from 1980 to the present.
workers,

Kelley

(1985:8-9)

notes that knowledge

"have yet to gain formal recognition as a subcategory by

academic researchers or the Department of Labor."
one of the few books

in which the term is

She defines knowledge workers are those,
supervised and controlled,

Ranter's

is

important enough to index.
"who cannot be closely

because the organization counts on their

knowledge and internal commitment to get the work done"
study of the

(1983)

"new professionals," Von Glinow

(:56).

(1988:11-12)

In her

associates

knowledge work and professionalism:
In some sense, the entire work force is changing to reflect
increased specialization, differentiation and knowledge.
Few

1.
In this dissertation I will argue that terms for the working body
reflect a particular era and philosophy about the person at work.
While
there is no escape from this embeddedness of terms,
I use the term
'worker' to mean the person at work, in any form of organization and in
any capacity.
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would dispute that knowledge is power; thus, the new breed of
professional worker might be called a "knowledge worker."
If one uses Von Glinow's deliberate elision of the knowledge worker
and the employed professional,

the changing demographics of this group

do suggest that a transformation of the work force may be under way.

The Importance of Knowledge Work:
Because U.S.

census categories have not changed since 1950,

emergence of knowledge workers
reflected by increases
(Reich,

1989).

in the labor force would be largely

Professional employees are often cited as the second
work force

(Martin & Shell,

does not

census categories of executive,

Naisbitt,

include any part of the workers in the
administrative,

service or precision work.

will also belong to that category.
thirds of the work force,

Since these groups compose two

the employed professional may already
in the U.S.

puts the figure at a no-doubt-optimistic
for the future of the U.S.

1988).

decrease the most
industry.

As

shown in table 2.1,

— Kelley

sixty percent.

work force show the

professional employee becoming yet more prominent
Abstracts,

technical,

some portion of these workers

constitute a majority of the employed workers

Projections

managerial,

Depending on the bracketing one uses

to describe the employed professional,

(1985)

1988;

This is conservative because the census category "professional

specialty occupations"

sales,

the

in statistics counting professional workers

largest group in the U.S.
1982).

Statistical Prominence

(Statistical

the occupations expected to

in the next decade are all tied to agriculture and

Those expected to increase are tied either to service or to

technical/professional occupations.
The plausibility of these predictions
historical trends.
from the U.S.
Using Raelin's

In figure 2.1,

is strongly supported by

I have summarized occupational data

censuses of 1850 and 1980 into broad occupational groups.
(1986)

estimate that three quarters of professionals are

currently salaried in large organizations,

approximately 3% of the

current work force is an autonomous professional
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in the traditional

Table 2.1:

Greatest Percentage Change, Selected Occupations:
(Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics)
[Estimated percent change in parentheses]

Decrease
Electrical and electronics assemblers
Industrial truck and tractor operators
Farm operators and managers
Farm workers
Sewing machine operators, garment
Typists and word processors
Payroll and timekeeping clerks

(-53.7)
(-33.6)
(-21.3)
(-20.3)
(-14.5)
(-13.9)

(-12.0)

Increase
Computer systems analysts
Computer programmers
Guards
Computer operators except peripheral equipment operators
Waiters, waitresses
Sales agents, real estate
Registered nurses
Receptionists and information clerks
Accountants and auditors
Physicians and surgeons
Licensed practical nurses
Teachers, preschool

sense — a figure comparable to that of
work force are technical,

1850.

nowhere,

(75.6)
(69.9)
(48.3)
(47.2)
(44.2)
(43.9)
(43.6)
(41.4)
(39.8)
(38.2)
(37.7)
(36.3)

Meanwhile,

28.3% of the

professional and craft workers within large

organizations — a category virtually nonexistent
over a century,

1986 - 2000

in 1850.

In little

the employed professional has appeared more or less

from

to become possibly a third or more of the entire work force.

In itself,

however,

an increase in the professional work force does

not mean that a new form of work is emerging.
statistical changes,

however,

In addition to

developments in organization studies

suggest that a qualitative change may be occurring in the work done in
organizations.

A comparison of themes

from the practitioner,

micro literatures of organization studies

macro and

indicates why one might expect

a new worker to be emerging.
Changing Work Organizations
Practitioner Themes
In the last

few years,

many books aimed largely at practitioner or

general audiences have appeared,
undergoing some form of

claiming that organizations are

"revolution"
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(Peters,

1987;

Kelley,

1985;

1850

1980

(1) AGRICULTURAL

Farmers
45.3%

Laborers
16%

1.3% Farmers
1.6% Laborers

4.5%

Non-agricultural
Labor
18.3%

(2) NONAGRICULTURAL
LABOR

Service work
12.9%

(3)

INDUSTRIAL/MERCANTILE

Manufacturers
Clerks
Trade

Exec/managerial
10.4%

1.4%
1.9%
2.8%

Administrative
17.3%
Sales

10%

(4) EXPERT/TECHNICAL
Professional
Craft

Autonomous
Professional 3.0%

2.7%

Salaried
Professional 12.3%

25.4%

Technical
Craft

Figure 2.1:

Major Census Categories,

1850 -

[Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1850/1980]
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1980

3.1%
12.9%

Naisbitt & Aburdene,
(1982:17)

1985;

argument that

Reich,

1988;

Zuboff,

1988).

Naisbitt's

"[w]e need a knowledge theory of value," to

replace theories based in production or labor represents the
millennialtone of this
In skeletal

form,

literature.
the logic of these arguments runs as follows:

A number of trends related to internationalization of markets,
technologies,

the pace of change,

available

worker and consumer expectations

dictate that organizations must become more flexible.

Flexibility

requires systems and thinking which are antithetical to the common sense
of traditional organizations geared to economies of scale and scope.

To

attain the necessary flexibility will require sophisticated technology
and radical decentralization of decision making.

Both technology and

decentralization will require a new worker capable of extensive self¬
management,

computer literacy and abstract thinking.

Despite a sometimes breathless rhetoric,
document

substantial changes.

these practitioner books

In manufacturing,

there has been a trend

away from unskilled labor processes toward numerically controlled
machinery
1989),

(Shaiken,

1985),

flexible manufacturing systems

design for manufacture
(1989)

computer integrated manufacturing

speak of the

with sales

(Hayes & Jaikumar,

(Harvard Business Review,

"service factory,"

Jaikumar,

1988),

1988),

these changes

Chase & Garvin

(Chase & Garvin,

and accounting and control

and,

systems

(Hayes &

with computerized information systems driving all of

(Clutterbuck,

1986;

Huppes,

1987).

By some estimates,

Hout,

as companies struggle to replace

"logic of

1988:115).

blurs as

the

(Reich,

"[h]ierarchies are becoming the buggy whips of

organizations,"
with the

1989).

(Clutterbuck,

information sector is now the largest sector of the economy
1989)

and

integrating manufacturing tasks

support and client service functions

Zuboff,

1988),

1989).

Similar change has transformed office management
1985;

(Avishai,

innovation"
The

"industrial" management

driving companies like Toyota

(Bower &

distinction between white and blue collar work

segments of both groups divide along a new axis
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separating

unskilled
collar")

"person-to-person"

services

(which will be partly "white

from complex manipulation of abstract

include much of the better-paying
These new systems,

"blue collar" work)

What were once considered

will demand

human resource policies

self-determination and participation have

if the new technologies,

systems,

and the

relationships they demand are to be effectively implemented
Susman,

1987).

1989).

flexibility and continuing education.

"enlightened"

concerning worker development,

(which will
(Reich,

according to their proponents,

vastly increased worker autonomy,

become necessities

symbols

(Walton &

The features of work which are emerging as critical are,

"responsibility,

abstractness and interdependence"

(Adler,

1986).

Macro OT and Change

Where have these changes been reflected in organizational theory
building?

Many of these changes have been seen primarily as production

management problems,

perhaps because new manufacturing technologies have

been such a prominent part of the changes.

Within organization theory

these changes have lead to the proposal of at least one new
organizational

form:

and disaggregating,"
network."

"[most organizations are]

producing a new form of organizing,

(Miles & Snow 1986:62;

that the network form is
it

is theoretical

downsizing,

Miles,

1989).

W.

Powell

"neither market nor hierarchy;"

decoupling,

the

"dynamic

(1990)

argues

in other words,

terra incognita.

While oriented toward structural considerations,

macro analyses

have mentioned in passing the need these new organizations will have for
a new employee.

Prominent

in the research agenda suggested by Powell

recognition that:
We know very little about the phenomenology of work under
different governance structures.
Do participants "experience"
networks as qualitatively different...?
If the argument that
markets, hierarchies and networks are distinctive forms, with
their own logic and procedures is correct, then we should find
important behavioral differences among them... How do people
cope with relationships that are both collaborative and
competitive, with circumstances in which control is not direct
and immediate, and conformity to well-established
administrative routines not guaranteed (Powell, 1990:327-8)?
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is

Miles reflects this same belief:
We know more about the organizations of the 21st century than
we do about the work force that will serve them...our existing
industrial relations system is geared to serve organizations
and industries that no longer exist (Miles, 1989:9).
What

is postulated is a disjuncture between the skills needed to

staff today's emerging organizations and the inherited traditions of
theoretical representation in the management disciplines.
employee expertise is

increasingly critical,

Reliance on

but the value of this

resource is not reflected in organizational reward structures.
& Simon,

(Prietula

1989).

Kanter

(1983:42-3),

work force of

summarizes the main dimensions of the changing

"post-hierarchical"

organizations

FROM:
Uneducated,
workers.

in these terms:

TO:

unskilled,

temporary

Educated, sophisticated,
employees.

Simple and physical tasks.

Electronic and biological
technologies.

Mechanistic views,
cause and effect.

Organic views, multiple
causes and effects.

direct

career

Stable markets and supplies.

Fluid markets and supplies.

Sharp distinction between workers
and managers.

Overlap between workers
and managers.

According to Kanter
label

(1983:42-3),

"[the 1960s -

1980s]

deserve the

'transforming eras'...when the working assumptions on which people

have depended become so inappropriate that they break down."

But:

So far, theorists have given scant attention to the
dramatically altered realities of managerial work in these
transformed corporations.
We don't even have good words to
describe the new relationships" (Kanter, 1989:85).
The term

'knowledge work'

these new relationships.

may represent one attempt to describe

Other terms dating back several decades may

indicate related attempts to develop new language to speak of workers.
The knowledge workers of
Etzioni

(1969),

workers

(Von Glinow,

New Class

Zuboff

(1988),

the semi-professionals of

post-industrial professionals

(Galbraith,

1988),
1958),

(Bell,

salaried professionals
the new middle class
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1973),

(Raelin,
(Mills,

high-tech
1986),

1956)

the

and the

professional-managerial class

(Ehrenreich & Ehrenreich,

1979)

all

represent attempts to theorize a worker qualitatively different from the
typical

industrial employee.

this emerging group,
adding that,

Derber

(1982:167)

has called members of

"a key new actor in contemporary capitalism,"

"there have been relatively few careful studies of what

professionals actually do"

(:8).

Micro Theories and Change
These practitioner and macro developments raise the question:
new organizational forms producing new organization members?
question has not been addressed in micro theorizing,
instances.

A search of the heading

This
in a few

"professional employees2"

Business Periodicals Index for the period July,
showed 77 articles.

except

1980,

in the

to June,

Most of these appeared in HRM journals.

them addressed issues of professional motivation,

are

1989,
All of

turnover and

commitment.
Books on this
& Shell,

1988)

subject

(Raelin,

1984,

1986;

Von Glinow,

frequently recognize that the demographics,

and task environments of the work force are changing.

1988;

Martin

motivations

These authors are

sometimes reflective about the magnitude of the implications of these
changes.
But,

Von Glinow even makes an effort to define knowledge work.

in each case the choice to write a book addressed to the immediate

concerns of human resource administrators and managers moves the author
away from considering basic theoretical questions raised by the
emergence of a new worker.
In summary,

both the practitioner and general

organizations suggest that changes
producing radical transformations

literatures of

in technologies and markets are
in organizational

forms.

The

literature suggests that these new forms will require a new kind of
employee,

a worker for whom a different set of theoretical assumptions

is appropriate.

2.

Very little is currently known about such workers.

Used because

'knowledge work'
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To

is not recognized as a category.

date,

they have been noted primarily as an enlargement of the category

"professional employee."
Professionals in the Organizational Literature:

Research to Date

Researchers have treated the concept of knowledge work very
casually.

Any specificity of meaning it has attained has been as a

subcategory of professional employee.
knowledge work,
professional,

one must

first ask what

To understand the meaning(s)

of

is known of the employed

and then ask if knowledge work represents a distinct

subcategory of that group.
In order to examine the claim that the emerging worker is
new professional,

somehow a

I will review the literature of professional work,

asking the question:

To what extent can knowledge work be adequately

represented in theory using the representation,

"professional employee?"

Macro and Micro Functionalist Research Streams:
The professional employee per se is not a new subject in
organizational theorizing

(cf..

S/he entered organizational

studies

the large research laboratory
international,

Administrative Science Quarterly,

in the 1950s with the development of

(Perrow,

1986)

multidivisional corporation

(Perrow,

1986),

and the emergence of the

(McGregor,

Researching the employed professional was a
1960s

1960).

"hot" topic

then interest declined.

Todor,
Evan,

(Miner,

1986)
1965;

1962;

Abrahamson,

in the so-called
1988;

1981;

Podsakoff,

and the research & development engineer

'competitive advantage'

Shell,

Tuma & Grimes,

1965).

a

1965;
to regain

in high-tech markets has generated new interest

Simpson & Simpson,

and a

Williams &

The perceived need in the U.S.

"high-tech" professional

'macro'

the college

(Tagiuri,

(Von Glinow,

1988;

Martin &

1988).

Reflecting the structuring of organization studies
decades,

in the early

Research to date has

focused almost exclusively on two occupational groups,
professor

1965).

'micro'

produced.

Characteristically,

consistent

in their assumptions,

in the last

discourse of professionalism have been

these two domains are generally
but they have little overlapping
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content.

Both have sought to explain two characteristics of

professional work which are problems

from management's perspective.

The first characteristic is that professional work is complex and
requires considerable worker discretion;
controlled indirectly.

Second,

as a result,

professional work is

it can only be
largely controlled

occupationally through internalized professional norms and loyalties
(Note that these are also the two criteria used by Kanter to define
knowledge work).
in Gouldner

Research in this area is almost exclusively grounded

(1957).

Gouldner proposed that professional employees were distinguished
from unskilled labor by a cluster of attributes so intercorrelated that
they form a unidimensional continuum.
"cosmopolitan"

He coined the terms

and "local" to refer to the extremes of this axis.

cosmopolitan has a national or international
organizational or community)
skills and values,
organization.
(1991)

reference group,

The

(as opposed to
commitment to professional

and loyalty to the occupation rather than to the

Conceptual reviews by Tuma & Grimes

(1981)

and Morrow

confirm the centrality of Gouldner to subsequent models of the

professional employee in organizational studies.
Grounding this work is the assumption that objective definition of
a profession can be supported by content differences between
professional and nonprofessional work.

This functionalist3 reasoning

rests upon early work in the sociology of the professions such as CarrSaunders & Wilson

(1933)

and Flexner

(1915).

Since this

line of

research has not converged upon a working definition of professionalism,
a more

"common sense"

or

"consensual"

Von Glinow & Schriesheim,

definition has been assumed

(Kerr,

1977).

Although professionalism has been defined in this literature in
terms of competing control
the conflict

systems — organizational and occupational —

implications of this

framing have been minimized

3. This term is not intended pejoratively,
thinking with a specific philosophy of knowledge.
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but

to

(Cullen,

identify

this

1978;

Von Glinow,

emphasized the
For

instance.

(1986)

1988;

Gerpott

symbiotic
Organ

potential

& Greene

have proposed that

decrease professional
conflict.

Hall

"legitimate"

(1968)

employee the

ideal

a

as

expertise,

(1988)

of

suggests

This
extends

work

is

subject to

labor

Simon,

explicit

Programming,

and managerial

'soft'

&

(e.g.

have treated

the manager

because the

so that

of

needs

to

Mintzberg,

'hard'

itself'

programmable.

programmability,
doing the work,

are difficult to

interests,

1979a).
steps

but

Taylor,

to work

and

semi-

objectives.
tasks
concept

Programmable

needed to perform

rational

(e.g.

'the work

to

task

largely through the

approaches

as

has

are

the manager to plan

makes possible

Both

differences

and professional

1968/1987)

skills

is

the professional's

elaboration of the

control.

integral

the manager

has broad

Herzberg,

is

to respect

argues that

to organizational

theory,

1958;

in turn,

Certain work eludes
the worker

ambiguity and

the professional

The professional

separation of managerial

(March

role

(1987)

and managerial

contributes

into macro organizational

the work.

role

The professional

task performance

"programming"

Raelin

the

constructive.

depth.

natural

structures may

structure within which the professional may

structure the organization's work
autonomous

Todor

"moderately

ethics makes

that

narrow interests;

little technical

roles.

for the executive.

Professional

entirely

but

code

&

found professionals

structures.

"aide-de-camp"

an organizational

presented

Williams

organizational

and to prefer

instead

and professional

Podsakoff,

(1970)

authority

reliance on

have task autonomy.

and

formalization of

and Engel

professional

create

Research has

of managerial

(1981)

organizational

Von Glinow

1985).

alienation through reduction of

managerial

bureaucratic"

& Domsch,

division of
1911)

and

in organizations

either because discretion of
because

develop or

skills

control.

are new,

or

One expedient

*

for

accomplishing

doing the work.
constitute the

such work

is

Occupational
core

to

give

control

definition of

control
and

over to the

lack of programmability

professional work
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occupation

in organization

of

theory.

While

control,

it

offer

a

occupational

has

been

substitute

authority

control

1959;

managerial
less

that

"programs"
work

into

to

exist
a

control,

the professional

another

all

Thus,

professional

standards

organization

of work that

is

problems,

but Mintzberg's

S/he must

fit

solutions.
Mintzberg,

all work

The

in

and written rules,

no

is

less

the

standardized.

used to

largely

"pigeonhole"

for which

exhausted the

occupation's
norms

a manner

The

and

programs

are

licensing to

recognizably
the

like

occupation.

organizational

internalization of

and

capable

cannot

Whyte,

of

produce
and

synonymous with expert
1981;

as

and program execution may give the

professional

Pfeffer,

rigid

an occupation may be

simply replaces

unstructured

is

as

having pigeonholed the

into existing categories

Professional
1979a;

has

is

conventional wisdom of

controlling pigeonholing

appearance

is

After

occupational rigidity.

formalization with

and authority

a discretionary worker,

categories

education,

performs

are within the

it

into

his/her work.

one professional

as

discretion

to deal with the work.

category,

stability,

duties

1979a),

but

fit unstructured work

assure that

machines

(Mintzberg,

controlled by professional

and

jurisdiction,

professional

discretionary portion of
rigidly

for bureaucratic

standardized through

to organizational

is,

organization of work does

a professional

Work

direct

1979a).

bureaucracy"

bureaucracy.

subject

of work

image of

According to Mintzberg,
work,

structure

Mintzberg,

Contrary to the
"professional

of work reduces management's

noted that professional

and establishment

(Stinchcombe,

this

control

1956).

coping with new
a

novel

program.

apply existing
(Ouchi,

1981;

Control may be vested

in

or one may:

'Buy' personnel who have complex rules built into them.
We
generally call these people professionals (Perrow, 1986:22).

Functionalist Research in Sociology
Both micro
that

and macro research has

accepted

as

axiomatic

the belief

criteria exist which objectively discriminate between professional

and nonprofessional
professions

shows

work.

this

Research to

assumption to be
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date

in the

a problem.

sociology of
In

its

early

decades,
the

the

sociology of

identifying

(Watson,

1987;

represented
1915;

characteristics
Moore,

in these

Follett,

Stinchcombe,

1959;

1945;

1987);

to

1970;

control

Wilson,

This

1953;

1970;

1970);

(2)

Etzioni,

1961;

research did not

1961);

and ethics

definitions

proliferated,

occupations
problems,
from

not

most

every

generally

seeking objective traits

dynamic

role professions

society

(Millerson,

all

of the

criterion

research

play

1964;

of

can

professions,

Johnson,

1987;

organization

Carr-Saunders

&

1964).

largely due to two

criteria

for

also be observed

in recent

in the

Mayo,

core definition of

considered professional.

sociological

1933;

Millerson,

a

1933;

(Watson,

1987;

converge on

no profession meets
Second,

1959;

(Flexner,

system of training

& Wilson,

(Watson,

Stinchcombe,

problems.

occupations

invariably

occupational

(4)

seeking

& Wilson,

Carr-Saunders

Carr-Saunders

Instead,

professionalism.

almost

an occupational

professionalism.
First,

are

autonomous

proprietary knowledge,

(1)

Moore,

training

Etzioni,

relatively

elements

1915;

assumption,

an ethic of community service

(3)

knowledge,

1933);

Four

Flexner,

Cogan,

shared this

of the

definitions:

Moore,

(Stinchcombe,

Moore,

1970).

1925/1942;

1959;

Watson,

professions

As

decades

in

a result

of

has moved

emphasizing

some
these

away

instead the

structuring of work relations

in

1972).

Can This Professional be the Knowledge Worker?
The professional worker portrayed
poor

candidate to

First,

represent

organization

the

studies'

professionalism prevents

emergence of

adoption of

Second,

the micro

professionalism as
commitment,
can

appear

traditional
1983;

Tuma

in the

organizational

a mediating variable

motivation

and turnover

literature

problems
& Grimes,

of

a

discussion of the

professionalism because these meanings
with.

in this

sense definition of
of

not made

to begin

studies
that

organizing
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professional.

explicit

literature's
in

is

changing meanings

assures

Abrahamson,

'new'

common

only where they

industrial

1981;

are

a

stream of theorizing

1965).

concentration on

of

organizational

new work relationships

share the
(e.g.,

structures

Robertson

of

& Wind,

Confirmatory research

a

into

commitment,

motivation

and turnover will

professionalism on these variables;
irrelevance

of

these

Similarly,
to

have been

doing

"unprogrammable"

"dynamic

The

is

dynamic

are

is

cumulative

organizational
these

industrial

occupational

The

organization.

the worker

This worker's

1986).
1979a).

"adhocracy."

specialized expertise
disciplines

ability to

1979a).

More than

of

In
is

and the

change

rather than
any other

on professionals

actors

of

a

sort,

professional

seem to be

the

conditions

offering

knowledge worker

in the

controlled by

and

neither

nor program-and-pigeonhole

of work without

Like the

capable of

Snow,

its

adhocracy undermines

control

rigidly

characterized by a mix

employees

the professional

a worker

speak across

Adhocratic

or

innovating,

adhocracy relies
are

of

belong to the

lack of

(Mintzberg,

qualities.

professionals.

network,

the

&

relevance

closer to Mintzberg's

experts

knowledge

shows

as

(Mintzberg,

indistinct,

"professionals"

traditional

Miles

legitimated through

form,

nonprofessional

is

not

effect

knowledge work.

professional,

does

static

form

in decision making,

its

This

1990;

but

network

roles

knowledge base

but

(Powell,

complex,

adhocracy,

valued

work.

show the

show the

theorizing

large organizations

bureaucratization,

network"

environment

by

to

cannot

question of

macro organizational

integral

occupational

the

issues to the

it

only

a model

for traditional

for the

and the member of

adhocracy exists

outside of

new

the dynamic

existing

theories.
In

1902

specialist."

Carnegie
Goode

industrializing
industrial
their

(1960:902)

society

professional

emergence,

announced

(1913:36)

as

industrial,

s/he

is

has been a part
be the

but

of

is

society."

large

the

age

of the

since

appearance

theorizing.

been heralded

If the

organizations

same worker whose

in post-industrial

information economy has

professional worker,

"[t]his

continued the theme that,"[a]n

a professionalizing

cannot

problematic

told workers,

as the

is

The post¬
society of the

the professional has already been constructed

in theory as a key actor of the industrial organization.
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Interpretive / Process-Oriented Research Streams
With
has

had

few exceptions

a

small

professions
Wilensky,
1976).

research.
small

in the

has

last

been
has

& Mills,

philosophical

1988;

Caplow,

Larson,

1977;

Gerstl

are often

Neither

research has
1983).

grounding
labeled

& Jacobs,

interpretive

for this

in

a

not

sought to produce

a theory of

lies

in the

interpretive theories.

interpretive

1954;

research only

sociological

The reason

explanation

sociology of

in organizational

studies.

(Atkinson,

assumptions

positions which

in the

(Abbott,

1966;

been reflected

interpretive

professionalism

functionalist

largely replaced by process-oriented,

interpretive

organizational

1978),

influence

three decades

Vollmer

This

body of

Cullen,

and diminishing

1964;

It

(e.g.,

The many

share:

The common characteristic of attempting to understand and
explain the social world primarily from the point of view of
the actors directly involved in the social process...Such a
view does not allow for the existence of 'organizations' in
any hard and concrete sense (Burrell & Morgan, 1979:227,260).
Nor
except

as

can

'professional'

it

is used by

actors

on meaning within

in

Meyerson,

a

specific

their

situation

often

studied

employed professionals

1973;

Gertzl,

1961;

the

(e.g.,

take

Becker,

1951),

context-specific meanings

occupations

is

suspect

likely to be

at

1983:363)."

Van Maanen

when they

since,

least partly

1989).

of the

context

Interpretive

(e.g.,

but

Gregory,

this work has

actors

studied.

"[t]wo or more

to make

sense of

researchers
1983;
sought

to emphasize

Comparison

(1984:287)

each other

express

this

have

Wolcott,

native viewpoints

incommensurable to

and Barley

interpretive theory

across

are

(Gregory,
suspicion

argue that:

The professions, when appropriately unpacked by specialty and
interest, are best viewed as occupational communities and that
they differ from other lines of work (and each other) only by
virtue of the relative autonomy each is able to sustain within
the political economy of a given society.
Interpretive
research

and

research goes

eliminates

Professionalism remains
sense of

their

the
only

experience.

to the opposite

concept
as
This

a

of

of trait

the professional worker

concept

invoked by

can be better
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extreme

entirely.

individuals to make

explained by

considering

the

literature

of

process

of which organizational

research

in the

interpretive

sociology of

the professions,

research has been

a

small

part.

Process Research in Sociology
Rather than
of
the

sociological
forms,

of

situations

a

core meaning of profession,

research have

asked,

"how will

professionalization...change?"

(Strauss,

evidence of

1975:78).

Where

elaborate the

(Becker,

functions

process

the meanings,

functionalist theories

of

theories

as well

as

in different work

objectively existing professions,

attempted to
construct

seeking

process

'profession'

have

theorists
as

sought

have

a cultural

1962).

If 'profession' may be described as a folk concept, then the
research strategy appropriate to it is phenomenological in
character.
One does not attempt to determine what profession
is in an absolute sense so much as how people in a society
determine who is a professional and who is not, how they
'make' or 'accomplish' professions by their activities, and
what the consequences are for the way in which they see
themselves and perform their work (Friedson, 1983:27).
This
(1976)
have

orientation has

uses

historical

contributed to

lead research

analysis

shaping the

Based on comparison with other
professionalism
analogues

show how cultural

structure of
cultures,

Friedson

of England

and the U.S.

attempting to define the

researchers

should

the members

of

a

(1966:vii-viii)

attempt

cultural

to

because

group.

This

is

much-cited definition of

it

in

summed up

has

termed

has

such poor

(1976)

of profession

study the meanings

relationships

professions.

(1984)

Dingwall

concept

Bledstein

power

the U.S.

"the Anglo-American disease,"

outside

instead of

to

into new areas.

argues
"by

fiat,"

circulation
in Vollmer

professionalization

that

as

among
& Mills'
a

process and professionalism as an Ideology,

adding that professions

professionals

types."

Several

do

not

exist

important

theorists.

changes

over time which

Derber,

1982).

concepts

as

have

"ideal

also emerged

from marxian

social

Deskilling theorists have documented the dynamic

process

"proletarianizes"

except

and

can occur

(Braverman,

as

1974;

an occupation professionalizes
Orlikowski,

1988;

Kraft,

or

1979;

Demystification theorists have focused on the processes

determining to what

extent

interpretation of
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a body of

knowledge will

remain the
1977;

exclusive province of

Rothschild
Also,

the

& Whitt,

need to

marxian theory has
in

industrialized

of managers
group the

or

employees.

the

knowledge worker

owning nor
or

analytical

suspicion that
importance.
class

a new,

Lynd,

The
the

analysis

&

Tipton,
concerns

historical

role

groups.

one

of

a

professions

communities"

approach

this

class

&

concept

of

between the
studies

a

is

from that
term this

group who

1982;

of

studies,

cracks

common

authors

for the

1956;

Galbraith,
Madsen,

and regulatory process

dynamics

and

has

importance
1958;

Sullivan,

theorists

one

1984),

"professional

study of

power

interested

sense-making of

knowledge

Barley,

structural

in

in the

organizational research may be

literature,

to

the

increasing

argue

Bellah,

Like

of

share the

succession of

(Mills,

generalization of meanings between them.
the general

of worker

(1979:9-10)

a distinct

of

specific

specific

but

in

studying
occupational

"occupational

actively opposes

Within this

employee"

is

of

research
little

stream,

interest.

Representing the Knowledge Worker In Interpretive/Process Theories
The

shift

theories

is

one that

very

to the phenomenological which has

a reminder
little

is

emerging organizations.

of the
known

of

1988).

in the

leads

(Van Maanen

class

of management

another to

Interpretive

of

a

have directed research toward

social

professionalism

This

fifties,

both radical

subset

(PMC)

fall

Derber,

Zuboff,

developments,

as

PMC

form or

1974;

1985;
of

class,"

group of workers

nineteen

professionalism.

understood
the

Braverman,

sociology of

study of

of

is

& Ehrenreich

and management

emerging professional

1972;

Swidler

Labor

there

identified with the working class.

of the

some nameless

Since the

that

semi-professional

categories.

Illich,

categories

relationship to work differs

Ehrenreich

"salaried mental workers"

of

insight

"professional-managerial
capital

1970,

reconcile the professional with the

societies whose

neither

(Lieberman,

1986).

lead to the

are

used

an occupation

observation of
about

produced process

Powell

(1990)

in

the phenomenology of work

Interpretive organizational
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chapter
in

research may

contribute to this understanding,
analysis across occupations.
"occupational community"

but

in a way that will not further an

The presumed uniqueness of each

prevents one from speaking of the shared

meaning of a concept between communities.

The overall

social context

within which these communities are embedded cannot be represented.
Neither the idea of knowledge work nor that of profession is meaningful
except as

it

is used within an occupational group.

Process theories

from sociology suggest ways that this

interpretive

theorizing might be extended through an approach sensitive to historical
change,

structural analysis and social power processes,

broader perspective,

but even this

does not seem to offer the tools needed in the

search for the amorphous group so many analysts seem to suspect

is

forming within the category of professional worker.
New Wine in Old Bottles
I have reviewed the literature of employed professionals to clarify
the concept of professional employee,

but

instead of clarification,

I

have found the literature to be characterized by numerous unstated
contradictions.

This can be seen in the oppositions commonly employed

in describing the professional:

"professional vs.

"professional vs.

manager";

vs.

expert or specialist."

craftsperson,
For instance,

"professional vs.

Mintzberg's

(1979a)

bureaucracy";

employee";

"professional

description of the professional

bureaucracy as a means for standardizing outputs blurs the presumed
opposition of professional vs.
research has
capitalism,

bureaucratic control.

studied the manager vs.
but the central

Organizational

the professional within managerial

indicator of the transition from

entrepreneurial to managerial capitalism at the turn of this century was
the

"professional" manager

(Brandeis,

1914).

Research continues to

oppose the autonomous professional to the employee,

but the salaried

professional — who is by definition an employee and not autonomous —
constitutes the majority of professional workers
Finally,

(Raelin,

1986).

most theorists do not or cannot clarify whether the
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professional

is part of or opposed to groups often described as

craftspersons,

experts and specialists.

Who or what,
organizational
the category of

then,

is the object of study?

If changing

forms are producing new organizational subjects within
"professional,"

these subjects cannot be represented in

theory because of an a priori consensus that all work can be discussed
as either professional or generic

labor.

tautologically maintained through the
Thus,

This dichotomy is

'common sense'

while many hail the entry of a new,

industrial work force,

of the discipline.

key actor in the post¬

attempts to study this actor produce nothing

except the employed professional who has been an essential player in the
construction of

industrial reality.

unanswered question:

what

is

This returns me to the basic,

yet

it about the content of knowledge work that

is distinctive?
The Nature of Knowledge Work
In chapter three,
of Mintzberg

I will

(1968).

What do managers do?
obvious;

investigate this question following the logic

Mintzberg asked the seemingly obvious question:
His research showed the answer to be less than

"[ajlthough an enormous amount of material has been published

on the manager's
(Mintzberg,

job,

we continue to know very little about it"

1973:7).

organizational

While the manager represented in the

literature still conformed closely to Fayol's

paramilitary framework of planning,

organizing,

(1916)

controlling etc.,

the

manager represented by Mintzberg was a communicator and mediator
operating in a high-paced,

fragmented environment

Fayol's manager had little relevance.

in which the image of

According to Sonnenfeld:

Mintzberg changed the way people looked at management.
Before
him, the formal aspects had been considered most important...
But Mintzberg put the emphasis on what the manager did...the
actual tasks and behaviors, the management by walking around.
By focusing on the minute-by-minute, he...changed the way
management schools looked at how we should be training
managers (1990:9-10).
Mintzberg's

study also raised an important,

epistemological point.

if unexamined,

What changed after Mintzberg was not
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simply the

view of what the manager did,
about who the manager was.
theory.

but organization theory's assumptions

A new entity was produced in organizational

Mintzberg's new representation of the manager allowed different

knowledge about organizational practice to be created.
longer had to feel they were
Calas,

1987).

"doing something wrong"

Managers no

(Mintzberg,

1979b;

New forms of experience could be represented in theory.

In chapter three I will ask whether this
knowledge worker.

Is

logic is applicable to the

it possible to identify and represent the distinct

work experience of this employee in a way that will allow her/him to
enter management theory?
The Subject for this Study
In order to investigate the work experience of
I have to have first answered,
who is a knowledge worker.
group of nurses4 for this

at

least provisionally,

For a number of reasons,

study.

'knowledge workers,'

In their own right,

the question of

I have selected a
nurses are an

important occupational group,

one expected to dramatically increase in

the next decade

One significant benefit of concentrating

(table 2.1).

on nursing is that this unlikely knowledge worker can be studied with
less

interference from existing stereotypes about knowledge work as a

form of

'high-tech'

work.

There are also a number of characteristics of nursing which make it
an appropriate research site.
nurses

Like the presumed knowledge worker,

fit neither the ideal of the industrial employee nor that of the

traditional professional.
of managers,

Table 2.2 tabulates some key characteristics

professionals and employees.

characteristics of extensive education,
intrinsic

satisfaction,

Nurses share the professional

commitment to work for its

a highly developed professional

language

4.
Reference to 'nursing' in this dissertation will be an ongoing
problem,
since as an occupational category,
nursing covers a widely
varying range of work situations, work skills and social statuses.
I have
selected a group of nurses who will seem 'normal' to most outside of
nursing — hospital-based, RNs on a medical recovery floor of a teaching
hospital.
When I refer to 'the nurse' in this dissertation, I can only
claim to speak of the nurse as I have observed her in this specific
context.
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Table 2.2:

Characteristics of the Manager,

MANAGER

.

Employee and Professional

PROFESSIONAL

EMPLOYEE

1

Education / Training
Daft (1978)

.

Simple skills

2

Professional activities
Daft (1978)
3.
Team player
4.
Seeks certainty

Autonomous
Daft (1978); Hall (1987); Taylor, 1911)

Tasks specified

Seeks ambiguity
Zubojf (1988); Mintzberg (1979a); Kanter (1977)

Seeks certainty

5.
Hierarchical recognition

Peer recognition

Hierarchical
position

Daft (1978)

.

6

Choose whether to
initiate innovations

7.
Career

.

Initiate technical
innovations; resist
managerial initiation
Daft (1978); Robbins (1990)
Calling
Krause (1971); Bellah et al (1985)

Do not initiate

Job

8

Satisfaction a mixture
Intrinsic satisfaction
Work for money
of worker and profes¬
from working
sional norms
Zald. & Denton (1963); Daft (1978), Etzioni (1961); McGregor (1960)
9.
Professional
Bureaucrat
Hall (1968)

.

10

"Own" knowledge which
can be made explicit
in organization

.

"Own" knowledge which
remains implicit in
organization

Characterized by
lack of owner¬
ship of
knowledge

Zuboff (1988)

11

Controls division of
labor (job design)

.

Has successfully
resisted division of
labor
Hall (1968)

"Divided"

Collegial standards

Impersonal
standards

labor

12

Impersonal standards

Hall (1968)
13.
Non-routiniz(ed/able)
skills.
Exercises
judgement

Routinized
skills. Organi¬
zation can
"train"

Hall (1987)
14.
Accountable to organ¬
ization's controlling
interests

Accountable proximally
to profession, ultim¬
ately to community
Hall (1987)

Accountable to
managers

(Continued next page)
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Table 2.2:
15.
Speaks the common
language of organization
members

Continued

Speaks professional
jargon which limits
speaking to others
Hall (1987)

16.
Socialized before
entering organization

"Good" employee
matches
organization

Robbins (1990)
17.
Power lies in control
of resources

Power lies in control
of knowledge

Characterized by
absence of power

Jackson & Morgan (1978)

18.
Has knowledge of goals
and directions which
neither professional
nor employee have

More informed about
task knowledge than
managers

Less informed
about task know¬
ledge than
managers

Perrow (1986)
19.
Initiates change

Resists or initiates
change
Barley (1988a)

.

Accepts or
resists change

20

Career made through
advances in hierarchy

.

"Career" made through
advance in occupational
standing
Elliott (1972)

"Career" made
through
seniority

21

Status dominant, but
lacks an institution
to guard it

.

Status guarded by
professional
organization
Thompson (1967)

Status (may be )
guarded by union

Charismatic
Etzioni (1961)

Rational

Means discretion
in performance
of work
March & Simon (1958)

Little
discretion

Identification with
occupational group

Identification
(if at all) with
class

22

Rational
23.
Means and ends dis¬
cretion in performance
of work
24.
Identification with
organization

March & Simon (1958)

incomprehensible to outsiders and strong group identification.
same time,
status

At the

nursing comes from a tradition of largely nonprofessional

(Kalisch & Kalisch,

1986).

Nursing has been written about both

by authors who assumed they were writing about a profession and by
authors assuming that they were writing about examples of the generic
category

'employee'

(e.g.,

Guy,

1985;
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Hackett,

Bycio & Guion,

1989).

Simply stated,

nursing has retained some of the professional dimension

of work complexity,
work.

but has not attained occupational control of the

By these criteria,

nurses are part employee,

But are nurses knowledge workers?
are hard to come by.

Bell's

one possible starting point.

(1973:117)

part professional.

Definitions of knowledge work
post-industrial professional

is

According to Bell this work is

characterized by:
A shift from emphasis on direct experience and empirical
knowledge to emphasis of abstract theory and codification of
knowledge.
A shift from a work environment dominated by production technology
to one in which "information" (code-producing) technology is
central.
A necessary increase in discretion exercised over work by the
worker as a result of the complexity of tasks.
Institutionalization of innovation as a central aspect of work.
A shift from dominance by manufacturing industries to primacy of
service industries such as health care and information services.
A work environment in which workers exhibiting the above points are
the norm, not a minority.
In recent decades,
pragmatic,

nursing has

task-based occupation to one actively building a theoretical

knowledge base.

Information technology is rarely deployed as densely,

in scale or scope,

as

in a modern hospital;

file documenting medically relevant
body,

indeed shifted from being a

the patient's

information),

"chart"

not the patient's

can become the primary organizational reality.

Increasing task

complexity has resulted from a shift away from the Taylorist,
centered model of team nursing popular since the 1960s,
centered models
recent years.

(a

task-

toward outcome-

such as primary nursing which have been introduced in
Revolution in health care as a result of legislation,

technological change and patient demands has become a permanent state.
Health services have become the largest

industry in the U.S.

economy,

and the country's two million nurses are the largest group within that
industry
1988b;

(Kalisch & Kalisch,

Long & Golden,

1986;

Elliott,

1989).
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1989;

Navarro,

1986;

Kelly,

The nurse is not generally conceptualized as a knowledge worker and
the hospital is not commonly cited as an example of a post-industrial
work environment

(cf.

Drucker,

previous nursing studies,

1988 for one notable exception).

however,

In my

I have found that assumptions about

both the employee and the professional fail to represent important
aspects of nursing experience.

In nursing,

as in knowledge work,

experience has been overlooked because there was no existing place for
it in theory.
Another benefit of using nursing as a research site is that it may
help expand the boundaries of knowledge work.

Just as research of the

employed professional has concentrated on the R&D organization,

current

discussions of knowledge work draw what I believe to be an artificial
boundary around work in so-called

'high-tech' environments.

To produce

yet another study of high-tech workers would contribute to reifying this
boundary when I wish to question it.
work'

If the emergence of

'knowledge

is an indication of a major shift in the social relationships

between workers and organizations,

theorists must be prepared to inquire

about its existence across the spectrum of work situations.

I hope my

choice of an unlikely knowledge worker will encourage such inquiry.
In the following chapter,

I will describe a field study in which I

documented the work experience of a group of nurses,

attempting to

determine whether their work practices contained elements which would
contribute to a better understanding of the content of
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'knowledge work.'

CHAPTER III
NURSING AS KNOWLEDGE WORK:
In chapter two,

FINDINGS FROM STRUCTURED OBSERVATION

I reviewed research to date on the emerging

category of knowledge worker and presented an argument for considering
nursing a potentially useful site for researching knowledge work.
have noted that,

to date,

I

knowledge work has appeared as a term within

the literature of research on professional employees.

If knowledge work

represents something other than an au courant synonym for the tradition¬
al,

employed professional,

there must be content to knowledge work not

adequately explained by current models of the professional employee,
this

'something else'

but

is not evident in the literature search reported

in chapter two.
In this chapter,

I will report results of field research describ¬

ing the work practices of a group of nurses.
answer in this chapter is whether there is a

The key question I hope to
'something else'

in this

work experience that is not explained by current models of managing the
employee or the employed professional,

something which might contribute

to understanding what knowledge work might be.
Reading This Chapter
The reporting in this chapter is a bit disingenuous in the sense
that it is not

'the last word'

I will have on these results.

In this

chapter I will report the results of my field research within the
theoretical structures and assumptive boundaries that have applied to
the main stream of research in organizational science.
this,

Having done

I will proceed in chapters four through eleven to present another

way of understanding research and will re-present these findings from a
different perspective.
the

'data'

Chapter three itself,

constitutes a portion of

for this re-presentation of findings.

However,

I am not presenting chapter three as a "straw man" to be

torn apart as a criticism of scientific inquiry.
a

'normal'

explanation for the field data;

'normalizing'

explanation.

Chapter three presents

subsequent chapters provide a

Each can make a contribution to knowledge
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and each has
manner is,

limits.

first,

al discourse and,
mal, '

My purpose in presenting the research in this

to bring the study of normalization into organization¬
second,

to use normalizing research to show,

discourse of organizational science as discourse.

the

'nor¬

This chapter

constitutes a contribution to the literature of the employed profes¬
sional/knowledge worker,

following in the method,

as well as the spirit

of Mintzberg's research in The Nature of Managerial Work.
The Nature of
In his classic study,

(Non)Manaqerial Work

Mintzberg

(1968,

1970,

1971,

1973)

observed

that a literature had grown up around managers without any systematic
study of what they do while working.
observing what they did,

Mintzberg provided one of the first empirical

descriptions of managerial work.
it

By following five CEOs and

Given the impact of Mintzberg's work,

seems odd that this study has not lead to similar attempts to

understand non-managerial work.

Mintzberg himself offers a clue to why

this might be when he describes the manager as,
contemporary American society"

"the folk-hero of

(:2).

Mintzberg himself seems to subscribe to this
While he observed only chief executive officers,
findings to

[sic]."

he generalizes his

"management" based on unsubstantiated,

cut across all

levels of management,

folk knowledge.

"similarities that

from chief executives to foremen

The boundary Mintzberg observes by including forepersons and

excluding those directly involved in production1
not an empirical distinction.

is a cultural a priori,

Beyond the folk myth of the manager,

there is no reason to assume that

first line supervisors are more

similar to corporate CEOs than to the workers with whom they spend their
work time.
what

is

The question left unanswered by

(and since)

Mintzberg is:

'the nature of non-managerial work?'

1. By "production" I mean to include, in the broadest sense, those
directly involved in making the product or performing the service that the
organization nominally exists to provide, as opposed to managers and staff
experts.
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I will
nurses.

focus on a segment of this excluded group,

hospital

staff

The work these nurses do has been treated as professional,

semi-professional and non-professional by various authors.
argue for an a priori categorization of this work,
empirically,

Rather than

I will proceed

comparing the work experience I observed to a model of

professional work and asking if what

fails to fit this model could be

considered evidence of knowledge work.
In chapter two,

I explained that the bulk of research in this area

has proceeded from either a

'common sense'

understanding of professional

work or from an attempt to objectively classify professional work
according to occupational-level characteristics.

The only remaining

research stream of note is a small body of interpretive research
emphasizing occupation or site-specific characteristics.

Careful

analysis of the content of professional work in organizations has been
virtually ignored.
What continues to provide a basis
professionals

for research about employed

is a relatively durable and functionally tractable folk

belief referred to by Von Glinow

(1988:12)

as a "consensual definition."

Prescriptions

for managing the putatively professional employee

Glinow,

Martin & Shell,

1988;

1988;

Raelin,

1984)

(Von

make detailed assump¬

tions about the work practices of this group based on this folk defini¬
tion,

ignoring the circularity of the logic used:

the work that professional employees do;
those who do professional work.

professional work is

professional employees are

With the addition of a prefix,

the

following passage from Mintzberg applies:
In no part of this literature is the actual content of [non]
managerial work systematically and meaningfully described.
Thus the question posed at the start — what do [non]managers
do? — remains essentially unanswered in the literature of
management (Mintzberg, 1970:98B).
About the Study
Following the general method used by Mintzberg,

I

set out to

document the practices of a group of workers who might offer insight
into the content of knowledge work.

Appendices A and B contain detailed
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descriptions of the design,
portion of the study.

data collection and data analysis

for this

The following is an overview of these topics.

The primary data for this field study consist of:
*

Structured observation of one complete day for each of
nurses on Med 5 of University Hospital2.

five staff

*

Half-hour interviews with each nurse observed.

*

Interviews with the manager, assistant manager and Clinical Nurs¬
ing Specialist to better understand the interaction of these
individuals with the staff nurses.

*

Preliminary observation, prior to development of the dissertation
proposal, spending one day with a nurse at each of three other
university teaching hospitals taking detailed field notes immedi¬
ately after leaving the research site.
The purpose of this data gathering was to observe first-hand the

detailed tasks which are part of a nurse's
unit.

'normal'

day on one nursing

Several nurses commented during the observation period about the

variability of work on the unit.

If one focuses on the order and

duration of

specific tasks,

there is no normal day,

differences

is a bedrock of

'common sense'

experience.

It is this normality that I

Following the data gathering,
interviews,

creating a set of

The second details all

practices ordering daily

sought to document.

I transcribed all

field logs and

four data bases tabulating different

elements of nursing activities.
contact made by the nurse,

but underlying these

The first data base identified each

its time,

duration and category of activity.

instances where the nurse acted as a go-between,

conveying information from one person to another.

The third contained

all decisions made by the nurse that were evident to me;
tabulated specifically and by category.

these were

The fourth contained the

elements and duration of every patient contact.
inductively derived after leaving the field.

Categories were

Activities were catego¬

rized based on the differences in skill requirements,

knowledge,

values

or personal qualities.
These data bases and the subjective experience of approximately 50
hours of observation,

2.

All

interviews and supplementary materials were used

locations and proper names have been disguised.
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Table 3.1: Summary of Time by Major Category
(Descriptions of categories are contained in Table B.4 in Appendix B)
CONTACTS,
|-AVERAGE-|
Number
Duration

|— PCT. OF TIME —|
AVG.
MAX
MIN
Patient contact
Communication
Forms
Technical
Maintenance
Administrative
Personal
Other

40.2%
22.9
18.1
6.5
9.3
1.4
1.2
0.4

Overtime work
13.0
Contacts/day:
*
Total
Total <=1.5 minutes
*

52.4%
25.6
25.5
5.4
10.3
3.2
2.7
1.3
26.2

0.2

*
*

to construct the activities of a
of appendix B.

34.2%
18.9
7.7
7.7
7.3
0.2
0.0
0.0

*
*

'normal'

96.2
70.6
52.2
16.2
35.4
1.8
3.4
0.8

2.3
1.8
1.9
2.2
1.4
4.1
2.0
3.0

*

*

276.6
151.2

(65%)

2.0
1.0

day presented in the tables

The main categories of contact are summarized in table

3.1.
Method of Analysis
My central question is whether there is anything represented in
these tables that cannot be accounted for by models of the employed
professional.

I will approach this question in two steps.

First,

I

will compare the experience observed to a model of professional charac¬
teristics,

noting what fits well,

poorly or ambiguously.

analyze whatever fits poorly or ambiguously,

Second,

asking whether this portion

of the experience can be accounted for by available theories.
ly,

there will be a

'something else'

I will

Hopeful¬

which will contribute to drawing a

more specific boundary between knowledge work and the work of the
traditional employed professional.
One of the most comprehensive descriptions of the conditions and
characteristics of the professional and the professional organization is
found in Mintzberg

(1979).

Mintzberg's points

(table 3.2)

are substan¬

tially consistent with the general assumptions of the functionalist
research about employed professionals reviewed in chapter two and the
work of which they are a part
(e.g.,

Robbins,

1990).

is widely cited in organizational theory

A recent conceptual review of the construct of
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Table 3.2:

Characteristics of Professional Work Within Organizations
Based on Mintzberg (1979)

PROFESSIONALS:

Do "complex jobs, specialized horizontally, but not vertically" (:79)
Use a technical system that is not regulating or sophisticated (:367)
Use a knowledge base that is sophisticated (:367)
Operate within internalized, occupational standards (:349)
Work relatively independently of colleagues, but close to clients (:349)
Are coordinated by the standardization of skills: "programming" (:352)
Use discretion to select programs "pigeonholing" (:352)
Seek collective control of relevant administrative decisions (:358)
Experience little control of the work outside the profession (:351,372)
Loyal to the profession, not the organization or the work team (:374)

THE CONTEXT OF PROFESSIONAL WORK:

Contains a professional "operating core" and "support staff" (:355)
Contains parallel hierarchies for support and professional staff (:360)
Substitutes professionalization for formalization (:101)
Is highly decentralized, both horizontally and vertically (:357)
Is an, "inflexible structure" producing "standard outputs" (:375)
Has wide span of control for independent professionals (: 143)
Widely uses "liaison devices" to integrate specialists (: 178)
Is administered by "handling disturbances in the structure" (:361)
Requires administrators to work maintaining "boundaries" (:362)

professionalism in organizational research

(Morrow,

important points that should be added to this
Comparing the work practices on Med 5

1991)

suggests no

list.

and the points

in table 3.2

showed eleven of Mintzberg's criteria for professional work to be met
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well.

Seven points were met with qualifications or ambiguity and one

point cannot be answered from the research data.

None of the points are

seriously at odds with the experience observed on Med 5.

These rela¬

tionships are summarized in table 3.3.
In the following section,
detail.

I will discuss each of these points

The fit between these characteristics and the work practices of

the Med 5 nurses is noted in each heading by the entry
ous]

or

in

[Well],

[Ambigu¬

[Poor].

Are the Med 5 Work Practices

*Professional'?

(1) Complex jobs, specialized horizontally, but not vertically, are
generally referred to as professional.
[Well]
According to Mintzberg,

professionals have a relatively high

degree of control over a very specialized,

complex area.

of the degree of complexity characterizing the nurses'
length of the training/learning period.

One indication

work is the

Of the five subjects,

all but

one had a four-year nursing degree and the fifth was completing hers.
Two of the five were enrolled in graduate programs.

Developing exper¬

tise is also formally recognized by a four-step clinical

ladder program.

Each advance is certified by examination and is rewarded with an
increase in pay.
of the clinical

While the time required to reach CN IV
ladder)

varies,

the subjects were in agreement:

takes years of experience really to get
don't care what anybody says"

learn.

One example is

"It

[a sense of priorities]...I

(Karen).

Complexity is also evident in the technical
must

(the top step

"morning report."

language these workers

Nurses begin the shift by

listening to a recorded message from the night shift.

Each nurse must

absorb an average of 20-30 pieces of information for each of four to six
patients

in a little over one minute per patient — while referencing

several other clinical documents.
information makes
trained,

it all but

The density and encryption of this

incomprehensible to those not specially

as this 20-second example indicates:

J_ did send a UA and CNS on evenings.
She also gave her
some Tylenol.
They DCed her with some mycin.
She also
got nitropaste one inch Q 8 hour.
She also gets 21 treat-
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ments nebulizer Q 4 hour wait.
She got 40 milligrams of
Lasex IV at 9:00 A.M. yesterday and an additional 20 milli¬
grams IV at 7:00 P.M.
The 2 liters nasocannular is main¬
tained [Morning report, June 4,1991].

Table 3.3:
i_
i

Well

Fit With Professional Criteria of Observed Subjects

- Fits-1
Ambig¬
uously
Poorly

X
X
X

(3)

Complex, specialized horizontally
Non-regulating technical system
Sophisticated knowledge base

X

(4)
(5)
(6)

Internalized occupational standards
Independent of colleagues; close to clients
Coordinated through standardization of skills

(7)
(8)
(9)

Use discretion to "pigeonhole"
Seek control of administrative decisions
Little control outside of profession

(1)
(2)

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
?

?

?

(10)
(11)
(12)

Loyal to profession above organization
Unit is a professional core & support staff
Parallel professional/support hierarchies

(13)
(14)
(15)

Professionalization replaces formalization
Horizontally and vertically decentralized
Inflexible structure / standard outputs

(16)
(17)
(18)

Wide managerial span of control
Wide use of liaison services
Manager handles disturbances in structure

(19)

Top administrators maintain boundaries

The forms used by the nurses represent yet another occupational
language.

These nurses spent an average of 98 minutes per day working

in 17 different forms of varying complexity,
procedures

each governed by specific

for recording technical information.

Another 35 minutes per

day involved direct use of technical equipment,

mostly apparatus related

to intravenous medication or blood work.
The complexity of the work practices of these nurses
indicated in the number activities packed into a
average

(about two minutes per activity).

initiated by interruptions,
secretary3.

3.

such as

'normal'

Many changes

is also
day — 277 on

in activity are

frequent messages from the unit

Many require evaluating the situation's urgency.

The

Called interchangeably the unit secretary or the unit clerk.
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slowly bleeding wound may not require immediate attention compared to
the lady vomiting into her lunch tray or the man attempting to check his
own IV pump.
Mintzberg also claims that professional work is specialized
horizontally.

During my observation time on Med 5,

I recorded more than

35 occupations sharing the patient care work of Med 5.

Within the

nursing function itself there were several distinctions:
chemotherapy nurse,

oncology nurse,

nursing specialist,

'med'(ication)

such as dietary,

ICU nurse,

discharge planning manager,
nurse and nurse's aide.

clinical

Departments

physical therapy and occupational therapy would also be

part of the nursing role in a smaller hospital.
According to Mintzberg,
ized.

On Med 5,

professionals are not vertically special¬

the staff nurses are only four reporting levels

the hospital CEO.

Nineteen nurses,

ance/housekeeping people,

several nurses'

aides and mainten¬

and at least four unit secretaries report to

the nurse manager of Med 5.

The primary administrative function of the

assistant managers appears to be limited to staff assistance.
workers care for patients and do not have direct reports.
assistant

(2)

These

In fact,

one

said her role as unofficial mediator between staff members

relies on the fact that she is not involved with evaluations.
then,

from

The unit,

consists of more than twenty people answering to a single manager.

[In a professional bureaucracy, the] technical system is...neither
highly regulating, sophisticated, nor automated.
[Well]
Mintzberg defines

"unsophisticated" technology as that which is

used when and as the user decides.

It may be technically complex,

it does not automate the routine of the users.
technology of Med 5

is

"unsophisticated."

In this sense,

but

the

Table 3.4 lists many of the

items the nurses used during the days of observation.

Only objects used

at least once in each day of observation are included.
Many of these items are quite simple.
items.
monitor,

The telemetry monitor,

Indeed,

some are household

which records heart rhythms and the lab

which provides computerized lab test results,
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are quite

Table 3.4 Objects Used at Least Once per Day
Blood pressure cuff
Sink
Disposable gloves
"Hat" for collecting urine/stool
Food menu
Towe1s/1inen s/gown
Utility closet
Humidifier
Breakfast cart
Bedpan
IV apparatus/blood supplies
Sharps box
Patient call light
Dressings/bandages/diapers

Scale
Meal tray/food/water
Thermometer
Urine jug
Supply cabinet
Supplies
Linen closet
Specimen container
"Egg crate" pad for bed
Stethoscope
Blood products/medications
Telemetry monitor
Lab monitor

sophisticated in their engineering,

but they are used only for brief

periods of time and at nurse discretion4
Another indication that the daily routine is not dictated by the
technology is to examine the log of activities
of the activities,
Apparently,

in table B.10.

For most

there is substantial variation from day to day.

the system allows room for individual style which contrib¬

utes to this

fluctuation.

During the interview,

Sarah explained that

she has a personal plan for prioritizing work based on:
...the individual patient.
There might be somebody who,
like, for instance, the cardiac patient who just — their
priority might be education...And if they're just going to
wash up a little bit and that's all you can get to...you
can't get to the family dynamics that are going on that
particular day, but what they needed was the education be¬
cause they're traumatizing over what had happened to them
...Other people just need somebody to sit there with them for
a minute...whatever that individual might need on that par¬
ticular day...A lot of the chronic people can tell you, "This
is my problem with the day.
This is what I'd like taken care
of," and then I just go from there.
This passage seems to reflect a semi-tacit,
by-case

framework for sequencing activities.

observation,
heuristics

subjective,

and case-

This was borne out

in

as the different nurses expressed different personal

for ordering their work tasks.

Overall,

the technology of

4. The telemetry nurse must answer an alarm whenever the monitor notes
an irregular heart rhythm, but the response varies depending on the
nurse's assessment of the situation.
One pointed to an irregular rhythm,
laughed and said to me, "That means he's washing up."
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the unit seems to fit Mintzberg's description of unsophisticated;

it is

neither "highly regulating" nor "automated."
(3) The technology of the organization — its knowledge base — is
sophisticated.
[Ambiguous]
The knowledge base grounding nursing practice on Med 5 cannot
easily be classified as professional or not professional by this
definition.

On the one hand,

nursing research and nursing theory

indicate that a professional knowledge base exists,
On the other hand,
permeability,

the

or is developing.

'folk' quality of the knowledge I observed,

and even its content,

its

are more characteristic of craft or

trade than of professional knowledge.
Models of Nursing and Nursing Research.

Development of a profes¬

sional knowledge base within nursing does appear to be an explicit
project

(Jenny,

1987; Jennings & Meleis,

1988).

University nurse

training has sought to ground nursing practice in formal principles of
nursing practice

(e.g.,

Rogers,

1970; Roy,

1971)5.

Conceptually,

nursing claims a discrete domain based on expertise in patient pain/comfort,

recovery and wellness.

This is at least potentially distin¬

guishable from the medical domain of diagnosis and treatment of dis¬
ease6.
Within this domain, the scientific search for theoretical princi¬
ples of practice is actively pursued.

Janet,

the nurse manager,

scribed nursing research as new within the last decade,
nurses who are generating,
Her comment echoes Downs

"to look at

scientifically, their own body of knowledge."

(1986:131)

that,

become the buzz phrase of the decade."

"'[r]esearch utilization'

has

There may have been an upsurge

of interest in nursing research in the last decade,
Kalisch (1986:649),

de¬

but Kalisch &

authors of a much-cited textbook of nursing history,

date the emergence of nursing research from the early 1950s when.

5.

Discussed in Cohen

(1981),

chapter 10.

6. In this study, "medicine" and "healthcare" are not used synonymous¬
ly.
As a conceptual category (if not in social power), "medicine" is co¬
equal with "nursing" as an occupational sphere within healthcare.
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"[developments

in medicine without

in nursing practice

had resulted

nursing."

of

Examples

alternative methods
testing urine,

adequate

corresponding developments

in a dilution

in the quality of

such research given by Janet

of patient mouth

care,

ways

of

items which would not

be of

primary

include evaluating
drawing blood
interest

and

to medical

research.
Integration of
tionalized
called

nursing theory

in the practices

"Journal

research.

Club,"

Another

which one of

the

is

in

the

evening

to be made

clinical

5.

clinical

hospital-wide
shift

staff

current

a

discuss

institu¬

a regular meeting

a piece of

nurses belongs.

There

for the existence of

is

is

recent

nursing research committee to

research

practice.

practice

One example

in which the nurses

charged with reviewing
utilized

of Med

into

for

are,

This

committee

new knowledge which
then,

a number of

sophisticated,

is

can be

arguments

proprietary nursing

knowledge base.

Sources of Ambiguity.
plaint
a

of

the

CNS

that

journal

club meeting.

knowledge

in use on Med

Development
authors
es

of

of

Of

only ten of

5

may not

theoretical

staff

nurses

I

must

also

account

twenty-seven nurses

The espoused knowledge
be

of

entirely one

principles may be more

than to the bedside

the

course,

nurses.

In

contain elements

addition,
not

had

com¬

signed up

nursing
and the

for the

for

and the
same.

important

to nurse

the knowledge practic¬

accounted

for

in Mintzberg's

definition.
One
been that

durable distinction between professions
the

latter pass

through experience,
abstract

principles,

program certified by
sense,

several

approximate

while the
studied

5.

apart

has

of

and

folk knowledge

encoded

its

from the work of
(cf.

knowledge use on Med

'mere'

has

acquired

knowledge

in

the profession,

chapter two).
5

crafts

in

In this

appear to more

closely

or trade knowledge.

'Folk Knowledge.'
them on Med

former

a university degree

aspects

craft

on experiential

and

She was

Barbara has
cited

been

several
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a nurse

times

in

for

12

years,

conversations

I

all

of

had with

a

her manager
what

she

and others

knew when

as

she

an example of

first

good practice.

started working,

she

When

I

asked her

replied:

B:

I think you would have probably seen me asking advice from
people, from people who were here longer, people who've had
more experience and probably, I would probably question
things a lot more.
Whereas now I feel like I have more, much
more of a knowledge base.

R:

What

B:

did you

I mean,

know when you

started...?

I think I had, you have your basic theory,

of

nursing, but, OK, say, for instance, as far as technical
skills...When I first started, it took awhile to learn
the skill of IV, for example.
So, now I can go right in
and put an IV in, but, say, if I first started I proba¬
bly would have taken a lot longer.
That type of thing.
On the one
knowledge

and

she

to

seems

little
ially

Her
of

it takes

It

is

her

value,

acquired

it.

On the other,

knowledge to the detriment

given her

"basic

instead to

common to

said

she

by her

college training,

my own

and,

and got
why

school

"I

one

she terms

theory,"

an example

of

a

but

of

"knowledge
she

says

an experient-

is this

that

degree or

all

learned what

learned because

staff

I

nurses

happening?'."

went

in

no positive

through,

I

and

In Lisa's

appears pretty much
I

another

could think of

friendly with

reading material
The

acquire

specific

skill.

Karen

show me that;

nursing has

experience based knowledge

returning

theme was

interviews.

that

that

considerable time to

schooling may have

its

This

Barbara validates

emphasize oral/experiential

principles.
base."

hand,

as

know,

an

of

the

contribution made

said,

I

went

off

'Show me this;

comment

below,

note

afterthought:

prepared me how to do

it, but I didn't get quite as much experience as when I got
onto the floor.
Observing, you know, other nurses, other
doctors, urn, even reading material too.
That helped me get
to, you know,
thing is just

how and why
experience.

better you'll

get

Permeability.

at

In

a professional

not

for

example,

also necessary that
does

not

support the

do something.
I think the main
The more experience you have, the

something.

addition to being grounded

principles,
enough,

I

knowledge base must

that

others

physicians

cannot.

institutions

can diagnose disease;

and practices
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in theoretical

be proprietary.

Knowledge that
of

is

on

It
it

is
is

common property

a profession.

Nursing knowledge
vague boundaries.
of many others.
practice.
support
is

Medical
also

specialty.

As

not my expertise.

fact that that's

flict with the

it

on to

Pfeffer

knowledge
'borrows'

Barbara
I

think I

reference to

has

(1981).
she

attitude

from every diagnostic,
"I

know a

know that
lot

but with
domains

of

nursing

therapeutic

or

dietary or nutrition
it

[but,]

I

respect the

share with me."
identifies

another

con¬

professional

knowledge be proprietary.

information,

the practice

(1987:119)

complains that,

and our

about

and they can

rather than to treat

Aydelotte,

distinct,

every element

sharing knowledge

proprietary

—

from the professional

influences

said,

their expertise

others

conflict when
tarian

knowledge

requirement that

Where the nurse
pass

relatively permeable

It utilizes

Nursing

Barbara's

is

eagerness

it

as

a

scarce

seems

resource

implicitly recognizes

"[w]ith our

[nurses']

current

exclusive"

a

la

this

to give knowledge to others,

impeding our drive to make our knowledge base

to be to

egali¬
we

are

(Aydelotte,

1987:119).
In

contrast,

Barbara presents

performing effectively.

when you share.
peers."

Karen

"You

learn

sharing

an enabling condition of

something new every day

When I learn something,
supports

as

in this

job

I like to share it with my

Barbara's view:

There's so much going on all the time...I can't just keep the
information to myself...So many people are involved in, in
every little situation.
It's not just me and my patient...
It's the clerk and the lab...It's not just the doctor or the
nurse.
You know, you've got the volunteers, we've got our
nurses' aide...or dietary... and I, I don't really think about

when I get information, other people
have to find out about it.
I can't keep it to myself.
it.

I

just

know that

Knowledge Content.
of

the Med

is

that

5

nurses'

a test

is

Yet

knowledge.

scheduled.

it theoretically derived.
knowledge
quality of

is

often

another point

such knowledge

is transient

to the

differs

ambiguity

example

Such knowledge

It

critical

In the

of

is

above,
not

substantially

commonly thought to ground professional
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the

Karen's

complex;

and mundane.

functioning of

is

knowledge

neither

is

While this

the organization,

from that which

expertise.

content

is

the

In

summary,

practice on Med
sional

it

5

is

is

ambiguous whether the

accurately described by definitions

knowledge base.

edge

required of

only

after

other hand,

this

There does

expert

several

of

seem to be

practitioners

years

of

knowledge

permeable than exclusive.
specifics

knowledge grounding

the patient

a

and this

It

a profes¬

complex body of
knowledge

specialized training
is more practical

of

is

knowl¬

acquired

and experience.

than theoretical,

On the

more

often has more to do with knowledge of

than knowledge of

the

general principles.

(4) The Professional Bureaucracy relies for coordination on... training
and indoctrination.
[Well]
Mintzberg emphasizes
internalization of their
more

succinct;

into them"

to

tions where this
One
practice,

This

is

"have

device
it

a

Perrow
complex

standards

functioning of

"unprogrammed"

a rule

cannot viably be

which carries with

concepts.

calls

apply

"indoctrinating"

characterized by

Internalization of

contribute to the orderly

can decide when to

are

of work behavior.

are workers who,

1986:22).

by performing what Mintzberg
they

professionals

standards

professionals

(Perrow,

professionals

that

and what

is

rules

built

allows

organizations

behavior.

rule to

even

apply

That
in

is,

situa¬

specified by management.
is

the

encoded

language of

nursing

standardized vocabulary of

enhanced through

self-conscious

selection

objects

and

in hiring:

When I hire people I look for three qualities...the first is
empathy; the second is an inquiring mind and the third is
flexibility...The nurses that meet that criteria [sic] are
people who put the patient first (Janet, Nurse Manager).
In the
her own to
There

are

strong

experience

sort

observed,

and prioritize

differences

sense of

I

of

nurse

a barrage of

personal

'the way things

the

style,

but

is,

to

all

information

appearances,
and events.

underlying these

is

a

are done':

When you're a new grad you don't know what to do first [then]
You learn what is a priority; what's not...who do I have to
see immediately?...what's out there?... It's just a matter of
the sickest patient gets your attention first...If I know
someone's got tests in the morning I know the first thing I
have to do is go out and make sure they have not had break¬
fast.
It's all a matter of, what is the plan for the day for
each patient.
I kind of have to
morning and, and think, "OK, who
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organize my thoughts in the
can I not see right away and

on

who's going to be OK if I don't do that ...what questions do
I have to have answered right away? (Karen).
The new nurse has to learn "what is a priority."
the norms

for prioritizing,

By internalizing

s/he learns to mediate between the pro¬

grammed routines of the structure and changing patient needs in a manner
similar to others:
So, report, and the kardex, and my basic knowledge of a
disease kind of helps me think, "OK, this is what my day is
going to be like" (Karen).
Through the unprogrammed nurse decision making,

formal routines

can be coordinated:
We have routines around here...You know, at eight o'clock and
12 o'clock is meals.
We have vital signs that should be done
at 8 o'clock and 12 o'clock.
We have A.M. care, which is
basic washing and things like that.
You have to try to plan
to see everybody as quickly as you possibly can in the mor¬
ning. . . because you never know what's going to happen when
you walk out there (Karen).
Every nurse interviewed was able to account
'managed'

her day in a manner similar to Karen's.

for the way she
This was most

commonly described to me as a semi-tacit hierarchy of priorities
constituting the framework for a set of decision rules,
elaborated through years of experience.
structure,

which are

Within this decision-making

ad hoc responses can be rapidly made without management

supervision as unpredictable events occur.

Mental
rated set of

'Bulletin Boards'.

Another indication of a highly elabo¬

internalized rules was evidenced in a common way the nurses

asked a question or conveyed information.

If,

immediately,

the patient

in room 24 needed to see Dr.

Carducci,

would very likely carry this

information in her head until Dr.

passed through the unit,

but not

for instance,

Carducci

possibly as much as an hour or two later.

was observed so routinely as to be unremarkable.
complex mental

the nurse

'bulletin board,'

By maintaining this

the nurse eliminates time spent search¬

ing for recipient of the information and contributes to the orderly
coordination of other workers'

This

activities.

Table B.15 tabulates 432

times this activity occurred in only five days — an average of one
message every six minutes.
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Clinical Ladder.
tated by the
(Raelin,
1)

between steps
one's

"clinical

1984).

to CN IV,

Development of rule internalization is facili¬
ladder."

This is a form of

Nurses can be promoted from CN I

without leaving bedside nursing.
is a modest 5%,

but one's

ID badge and is quite visible.

"dual

ladder"

(clinical nurse,

level

The salary increase

ladder status is printed on

Several comments during the

observation/interview period referred to the two CN IVs on the unit,
either using the rank as evidence of their expertise or using the
presence of two CN IVs on one unit as evidence of the quality of the
unit.
Epstein

(1987:31)

implementation,

notes a number of problems with dual

concluding that,

systems are known."

"[v]ery few successful dual

The organizational

to have considered dual

literature,

however,

ladder
ladder
seems only

ladders as an individual career/motivation tool.

On Med 5,

the ladder seems to play an important role as a socialization

tool.

lower levels on the ladder,

At

clinical task competency.

the nurse is evaluated for

Higher levels emphasize committee activity,

functioning as a role model and serving as a knowledge resource.
the compensation system is

Thus,

specifically geared to socialize the new

nurse as a professional member of the nursing organization:
We could have used a clinical ladder where just talked about
patients at the bedside.
But (we decided to]... initiate
standards committees...to advance the clinical ladder you
have to put in research hour time, so that's really forcing
it a little bit more (Janet, Nurse Manager).

(5) The professional works relatively independently of his [sic]
colleagues, but closely with the clients he serves.
[Well]
Working directly with the client
category of activity,

(patient)

was the largest single

occupying 40% of the nurses'

time.

In addition,

portion of both technical time and communication time involved activi¬
ties performed with the patient,
Finally,

so the 40%

figure is conservative.

the bulk of the remaining activity was performed on behalf of

the patient.
Working with the client is also the way the nurses represent
themselves.

In interviews,

when asked to describe what differentiates
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a

nursing from other work on the unit,
role was to act as an,

"advocate"

several nurses

for the patient,

said their central
"to prevent them from

having to be exposed to all that craziness that goes on"
Whether nurses work independently is
the observed time was

spent

Almost 23% of

in some form of communicating,

other nurses and others on the unit.
report"

less clear.

Nurses leaving the unit

"give

When a nurse hangs blood products or certain medications,

a second nurse must check and sign the work being done.
occasions,

On several

nurses came to the assistance of one another on what appeared

to be a spontaneous basis,
My impression,

or after being called.

however,

was that these activities were informally

negotiated for each other's convenience.

Despite these interdependen¬

each nurse is basically a complete and relatively self-determining

work unit,
unit.

with both

to another nurse who watches the absent nurse's patients until

she returns.

cies,

(Sarah).

interchangeable in principle with any other nurse on the

The organization and performance of most individual tasks can

occur without the participation of peers.

(6) It is helpful to think of [the professional bureaucracy] as a series
of standard programs.. .which are applied to predetermined situa¬
tions, called contingencies, also standardized.
[Ambiguous]
Professionals are often thought of as workers who exercise a great
deal of discretion,

but Mintzberg points out that this discretion is

very narrowly directed.

He uses the example of medicine.

surgeon must make a great number of important decisions,

While a
these decisions

are directed toward performing standardized steps toward standardized
outcomes

for standardized diagnoses.

Each of the nurses
organization based on
point

(4).

describes as

interviewed was able to articulate a concept of

"priorities,"

similar to the comments of Karen in

These criteria seem to be similar to the process Mintzberg
"programming."

If one is

in the category "cardiac pa¬

tient," this tells the experienced nurse,

certain activities must be

done at specific times and in a specific sequence.
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Certain symptoms

that might not be cause for concern with another patient take on
significance.
Yet,

Certain contingencies become more likely.

these priorities do not seem to take on the

"cook book"

aspect of the medical work that Mintzberg uses as an exemplar of this
type of knowledge.

This is evidenced in the use of

are part of the discharge paperwork the nurses
standardized and nonstandardized care plans,
frequently.

"care plans" which

fill out.

There are

both of which are used

Standardized plans are developed only for a subset of

possible cases and even a "standardized" plan is a skeleton plan
requiring case-specific nursing input and decisions.
In part,

this may be attributable to the fragmented and comprehen¬

sive nature of the nursing work observed.

In the open heart operation

Mintzberg cites as an example of a programmed activity,
relatively uninterrupted in his or her client contact
to the end of the encounter.

from the beginning

However complex the operation and however

different one heart may be from the next,
and activities.

the surgeon is

it

Even on the nursing unit,

it

is one sequence of tasks
is characteristic of

physician/ patient encounters that they begin when the physician decides
they should begin and they are seldom interrupted.
For the nurse,

however,

workers demanding time.

the patient

For the patient,

is one of several patients and
the nurse is one of many

workers among whom his/her time is divided.

Add to this the fact that

the domain of the nurse appears to be responsibility for all of the pat¬
ient's physical and personal needs and the possibility for standardizing
the relationship begins to seem remote.

This

ment

less than two minutes.

(7)

in which the average activity lasts

is,

after all,

an environ¬

[The process of categorizing clients] is sometimes known as pigeon¬
holing [e.g.] to categorize the client's needs in terms of a contin¬
gency, which indicates which standard program to use.
[Ambiguous]
Nurse

"pigeonholing"

also fits ambiguously into Mintzberg's

description of professional activity.

In medicine,

for instance,

a

person becomes a client through assignment of a primary diagnosis and
possible cluster of comorbidities.

The domain of medicine is not all
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malaise;

it

is only the malaise defined as

ICD-9-CM7 manual.

To become a patient,

"illness"

one must be

possessor of one of these standardized illnesses.
complex and inexact,

and codified in the

"pigeonholed"

as the

While diagnosis is

its framework is crystal clear.

The information passed between nurses at morning report shows that
nurses also invoke patterns of response to patients based on a number of
categorizing criteria.
alertness,

pain,

Prominent among these are patient mobility,

lung sounds,

temperature,

intakes and passing of urine and stool.
comprehensive categories.

blood pressure,

None of these,

food/fluid

however,

are

Nurses work with patients pigeonholed in

medical categories only loosely connected to nursing care requirements.
One indication that the nurses may not have pigeonholed their
patients unidimensionally is in the language used to speak of them.
has been noted

(and I have observed)

that physicians often refer to

their patients by the name of the diagnosis —
(Konner,

1987).

It

'that bypass in room 30'

The Med 5 nurses always referred to patients by name.

The difference in views is shown in this excerpt from Barbara's log:
8:02

"Good morning Margaret" [Small, disoriented, 90 year old
anglo woman).
"Got a kiss for me?" "You're going to another
hospital today...No, I'm not going with you...It's not a
strange place; they know you there."
[Barbara asks patient
if she knows the day (no), month (no), year (no); tells her
and begins taking blood pressure).

8:04

Physician spends < 1 minute explaining medications [to pt.
who doesn't know what year it is) (MD to pt.) "Bye bye"
(leaves).

8:06

Barbara returns to blood pressure interrupted when MD came
in. "You're a nice lady and I like you...You look good to¬
day. "
The absurdity of a physician describing medications to a person

who does not know what year it is seems to indicate than he was speaking
to the diagnosis and not to the person.
One might even say that a portion of the nurse's role is to resist
the pigeonholing process.

In one case I observed,

patient being categorized as

"confused,"

even though

7.
International Classification of Diseases,
modification.
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Sarah objected to a
"confused"

9th edition,

is a

clinical

standard category and the patient

fit the criteria.

Sarah knew his

history because she had been his primary nurse for several years.

He

was near death with AIDS and Hodgkins lymphoma and had been admitted due
to an overdose of morphine,
for several years.

which he had been taking under prescription

The physicians,

pigeonholing from the diagnosis,

treated him as a failed suicide.
Sarah disputed this categorization based on her relationship with
the patient as a person.

She believed he had accidentally overdosed and

that the category

"confused" would lead to inappropriate treatment.

Seeing his mental

state recorded as

"confused,"

she said,

call him confused...of course it's appropriate."
sufficient

for her to pigeonhole this patient.

"I hate to

The diagnosis was not
Facts specific to this

particular person's treatment were more salient.
Another case involved an obese and retarded woman whose diagno¬
sis — as a medical case — called for extreme amputation of one leg.
Based on the patient's

lack of ability to comprehend,

agitation and family situation

her mental

(all either medically irrelevant or

already included in the physician diagnosis),

Barbara interceded to

argue for a less extreme amputation so that the patient would be less
traumatized by the loss.
ly efficient,
It

This argument was counter to what was medical¬

and based on patient-specific information.

seems to be the case that programming and pigeonholing have a

place in the nurses'
professional.

practices that

is

something other than completely

Both processes do indeed exist,

but they do not consti¬

tute the framework organizing all other activity.
processes seem to fit
frequently used,

Instead,

these

into some less clearly defined process as tools,

but subordinate to the nurse's subjective judgment.

(8) Not only do the professionals control their own work, but they also
seek collective control of the administrative decisions affecting
them.
[Well]
Formally,

the nursing administration reports to others at Univer¬

sity Hospital only at the level of the CEO.
tration,

a committee structure known as
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Within the nursing adminis¬

"shared governance"

is

in place.

Approximately 47

committees report to three coordinating "councils,"

which report through an executive council to the Director of Nursing.
Most committees are staffed by a mix of staff nurses,

clinical nursing

specialists and nurse management.

Committee activity is a required part

of advancing the clinical

Among other things,

set standards

ladder.

for patient care,

quality assurance,

these committees

practices and policy,

education and collaborative practice with physicians.
Every nurse observed in this study is active on a committee,
are most of the other nurses according to the nurse manager.
addition,

as

In

every nurse is responsible for a component of Quality Assur¬

ance on the unit.

For instance,

one rotating responsibility is to post

an interesting strip taken from the cardiac monitor each month and to
see that every nurse on the unit studies and tries to interpret the
meaning of the readout.

The nurse manager estimated that committee work

took one eight-hour day per week for the unit as a whole.
The nurse manager uses a descriptive scheme to compare different
styles of nurse management which she calls
generation8.

first,

second and third

The first generation nurse was the old head nurse,

whose

scope was confined to the nursing unit.

The second generation manager

expands to make administrative contacts,

but only within the nursing

administration.

Third generation participates

in administrative affairs

hospital wide:
I'm now [not] only responsible for this unit, but also some
nursing systems responsibilities by being on committees...
hospital committees... For instance, I'm on a committee to
look at materials management... Should we store them now?
Should we have an outside vendor to come in and supply this,
supply the units?
Or should we have a warehouse to store
them?...I have been asked because of, probably information
that I have as a credible manager...I am now on three hospi¬
tal committees...you can see the, the linkages I have through
the hospital (Janet, Nurse Manager).
It would seem that nursing on Med 5 both seeks and to some degree
obtains control of a wide range administrative decisions relevant to
patient care on the unit.

8.

The manager says that this

is her own formulation.
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(9) The machine bureaucracy generates its own standards.. .The standards
of the professional bureaucracy originate...in the self-governing
associations [of the profession]...There is virtually no control of
the work outside the profession.
[Ambiguous]
I would be thoroughly unjustified to say that there is no control
of nursing on Med 5 by parties outside of nursing.

Nurses do not admit

or discharge patients; they do not write orders; they do not bill for
their services.

This makes them vulnerable to the clinical influence of

medicine and the fiscal influence of administration.
Medical Influence.
the patient is

'his9'

and the patient.

Because the physician admits and discharges,

despite the limited contact between the physician

As I observed,

admissions and discharges,

nurses cannot plan the timing of

but must adapt to the schedule they receive.

Nurses are then responsible for coordinating the services,
and,

not infrequently,

the forms

for chasing the physician to get him or her to

complete critical paperwork.

The best a nurse can hope for is advance

warning, which is not always given.
Between admission and discharge, the patient's treatment must
conform to written physician "orders" compiled in a binder known as the
patient "chart."

Because nurses cannot write orders,

initiating

contacts with doctors to get a signature on orders initiated by the
nurse is common.

Nurses may write comments in the chart,

but the

Clinical Record form which is used for this purpose has dual margins.
One is labeled "Doctor's notes."

The other,

indented an inch,

is

labeled "All other notes begin."
Physician contact with the patient seemed to be both occasional
(no more than a few times a day)

and brief

(often under a minute)10.

The example above of a physician describing medications to a patient who

9. The nurses consistently use the pronouns "he" for physicians and
nurses "her" for nurses despite the presence of a number of female
physicians and two male nurses.
10. Another example reported to me by a urologist at another hospital
is "chart rounds," the practice of stopping by the unit, checking the
patient charts, writing orders and leaving the hospital without seeing the
patient.
The physician telling this story said that, while he did not do
this, it was not unknown among his colleagues.
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did not know the year was not an unusual instance.

In fact, when I

described it to the nurse involved at the feedback session,
was,

"you're kidding?"

It had passed unnoticed in her day.

her reaction
Much of the

nursing work was spent with activities outside the purview of medicine.
A noted Nursing Case Management consultant has said that she finally
realized why physicians did not hear her ideas for changing nursing
units.

For them,

she said,

the nursing unit was,

"a hallway with beds,

some of which have their patients in them11."
Organizational Influence.

Most nursing work seems to occur in a

space physicians either do not know about or do not care to monitor,
this does not mean nursing is independent in this area.

but

Because nurses

do not bill for their services, they are employees whose rewards and
sanctions are largely organizationally controlled.

As a

'cost center,'

nursing cannot appear in budgetary reporting as a contributor to profits
because cost centers have no revenues.

To make matters worse,

in many

hospitals nursing salaries form the largest single expense item in a
tightly squeezed operational budget12.
Allocation of funds for salary and staffing is dependent on a
budgeting process largely external to the department.

For instance,

during the observation period, Med 5 was waiting to see what the
administrative effects of "downsizing" would mean in terms of staffing
and salaries.

Through the use of an "acuity system13," the nurse

manager was evaluated on a staffing budget of 3.6 nursing staff hours

11. Karen Zander of the Center for Nursing Case Management, South
Natick, MA; before an audience of nurses at St. Anselm's college October
26, 1989.
12. This is based on my prior experience with a health care financial
consulting firm.
13. University hospital uses the popular MEDICUS acuity system.
Nurses fill out a daily optical scan form for each patient, answering
questions about patient needs and capabilities.
This is fed into a
computer model which calculates the "acuity" (relative sickness in terms
of care needs) of each patient and determined a normative number of staff
hours required to care for those patients. According to the nurse manager
of Med 5, the standards are based on national norms.
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per patient day.

She said that she would be answerable if the level

rose even to 4.0.
Much of the governance of nursing at University Hospital may seem
to be under professional control because it is based on standards and
practices generated within the nursing committee structure
8).
tion,

Organizational control,

however,

(cf. point

even by the nursing administra¬

does not necessarily constitute the occupational control Mintzberg

describes.

Both organizational and occupational influences are promi¬

nent in the structuring of the nursing department at University.
The models and standards of shared governance,
practice,

primary nursing,

nursing profession.

career ladder,

etc.

have been produced by the

They may be read about in The Journal of Nursing

Administration or Advances in Nursing Science.

of these models at University,
organization.

collaborative

however,

The specific application

has been developed by the

It is not standardized across all sites where nursing is

practiced14.
For instance, the units I visited at General, Mt.

Sinai and

Metropolitan differed in numerous details while following the same
general model as University.

Among these four teaching hospital

settings sharing a primary care model,

one had a nurse specialized to

only giving medications; the others did not.
the others paid hourly wages.

One salaried the nurses;

Degree requirements varied somewhat.

The

nurse who was to take a new admission was selected collaboratively by
the nurses on one unit,
tion on the others.

by management or by nurse/management collabora¬

The role of nurse's aides varied somewhat.

All of

these differences indicate the influence of specific organizations on
occupational autonomy.
In sum,

nursing partially fits Mintzberg's description.

significant control of nursing by nurses,

There is

but this control is shared in

14. In fact, according to the nurse manager, the coming of these
changes was
associated with internal stress that lead twice to replacement of the
nursing administrator.
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one dimension by other professional groups,

especially medicine.

It is

shared in another dimension between the nursing organization of Univer¬
sity Hospital and the nursing occupation as a professional group.

(10)

[Misguided discretion] enables some professionals...to ignore
the needs of the organization.
Professionals in these structures
generally do not consider themselves part of a team.
[Well]
In suggesting that professionals may ignore the needs of the

organization,

Mintzberg is

identifying one of the most durable distinc¬

tions between professional and nonprofessional employees
tional research,

the idea that professionals are loyal,

profession and only secondarily to the organization
Gouldner,

1957).

ment to the work"

The reason this
(Von Glinow,

in organiza¬
first to their

(Merton,

1957;

is presumed to be so is that,

1988:12)

"commit¬

may interfere with organization¬

al planning.
This
patient,"

fits well with the goal of acting as

"an advocate for the

described by several of the Med 5 nurses.

and patient care activities conflict,

When administrative

it is the administration that is

likely to suffer:
And the clinical ladder is another thing.
They, they want us
to do more and get involved more and grow more and, and at
the same time we're getting farther and farther away from the
bedside because we're spending more time at meetings (Karen).
On the day she was being observed,
skip a staff meeting,
attending.

Barbara made the decision to

even after being asked by her manager if she was

Karen referred in her interview to being late to her

hospital-level committee meetings,

or missing them entirely.

arranging the five half-hour interviews

I

Simply

conducted with these nurses

required appointments on three separate days over a two week period.
Despite making appointments and having the support of the nurse manager,
I

spent over 14 hours on the unit trying to negotiate with the nurses

for this time.
This patient-centered practice also resulted in nurses skipping
breaks,

lunch and personal time.

While these workers are nominally paid

hourly,

they worked an average of 13%
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longer than the standard day

during the observation period despite a wage freeze and a ban on
overtime pay15.
I have to add,

however,

that Mintzberg's description of profes¬

sionals as not part of a team does not characterize the Med 5 nurses.
Sharing information and experience are a central component of the work
day.

Picking up duties

from a peer who is overloaded is common and is

arranged spontaneously without supervision.
differences between staff members,
period.

During the interviews,

If there are personal

none surfaced during the observation

several nurses emphasized the need to

share what they knew with others on the unit.

It might be more accurate

to say of these workers that they are team players,

but

for them the

salient team is the team involved directly in the care of
patients.
concept

'their'

The organization as a single team may be a less meaningful

(cf.

Chandler,

forthcoming).

(11) The operating core [professionals] is the key part of the Profes¬
sional Bureaucracy.
The only other part that is fully elaborated
is the support staff, but that is focused very much on serving the
operating core.
[Well]
To consider this point,
sity Hospital

is

some simplification is necessary.

far too complex an organization to be shaped around any

single profession,

even medicine.

fits this description.

Considered as a discrete unit,

Med 5

As the director of nursing at a community

hospital once said to me in an interview,
for nursing,

Univer¬

not medical care.

people go into the hospital

If they only needed medical care,

it

would be done as an outpatient service.
Several occupations on Med 5
nurses.

function as

The unit secretaries answer telephones,

documents and relay messages on the unit.
the nurse at frequent intervals.
assist
as

support staff for the
receive incoming

They filter information to

The unit aide and maintenance person

informally in this task as well.

A number of occupations exist

specializations of what have traditionally been nursing functions.

15. That this was not simply for the benefit of the observer is
indicated in the fact that nurses not being observed, including those on
other shifts, were routinely observed working well before or after the
time for which they were paid.
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Housekeeping,

dietary and laundry assist with some of the more routine

aspects of patient care functions.
therapy,
services.

Physical therapy,

occupational

and social work assist with specific physical and psychological
Volunteers are sometimes present to help with bed making or

other tasks not requiring extensive training or licensing.
nursing,

functions such as chemotherapy,

discharge planning,

Within
and

clinical expertise have coalesced as specialized support positions.
Adding a wrinkle to this neat conceptualization,
'nesting'

of core and support services

appropriately argue that

however,

in the organization.

is the

One might

some or all nursing activity serves as a

support service for the medical profession by providing a context of
care which can be more or less taken for granted16.
of the support

Similarly,

several

services are themselves putatively professional and would

no doubt argue that they do not exist simply to support nursing.
Nonetheless,

it seems fair to suggest that the staff nurse is the

operating core of the nursing floor and that,
around advocacy for the patient,

since nursing is defined

a number of other occupations

function

in whole or in part to support the delivery of nursing care because they
are components of patient care.

(12) What frequently emerge in the Professional Bureaucracy are parallel
administrative hierarchies, one democratic and bottom up for the
professionals, and a second machine bureaucratic and top down for
the support staff.
[Well]
Consistent with the nesting of professions

in this context,

it

might be more accurate to suggest a gradient of degrees to which an
occupation is subject to machine bureaucratic control.
to nurse to radiology technician to janitor,

From physician

one would find machine

bureaucratic management becoming increasingly prominent.

16.
In several observed instances,
physicians wrote orders
into
patient charts and either did not tell the nurse — which is normal — or
did not "flag” the order, a procedure allowing one to tell by scanning the
charts that a new order has been written.
The nurses
I
observed
frequently checked 'their' patients' charts to see if new orders were
written.
They were aided in this by the clerk who might call out, 'Toni,
orders.'
It seems quite clear that the physicians consider an order
written to be as good as carried out.
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There are many aspects of the nursing hierarchy that are specific
to nurses.
ladder,

Other workers on the unit are not part of the clinical

do not sit on committees,

are not subject to training and

certification practices of the nurses.
specifically for RN staff.

'Staff'

meetings are held

There is quite clearly a specific adminis¬

trative hierarchy for the RN staff of University Hospital.

(13) Formalization and training are basically substitutes [therefore]
formalization and professionalization are actually designed to do
the same thing.
[Ambiguous]
In organizational theory,

professionalization is often described

as a substitute for formal rules.
(Mintzberg,

1979;

Perrow,

1986;

The

"make-or-buy" metaphor is common

Robbins,

1990).

A seemingly synonymous

tenet is that professionals are of use to organizations because they do
unprogrammable work.

Observation of the nurses on Med 5 points to a

distinction between these statements.
The average of 98 minutes per day spent
forms
5.
unit

is one excellent

In addition,
is

standardized

indication of the degree of formalization on Med

virtually every drawer,

container and wall area on the

labeled with standard instructions:

"for sharps only."

filling out

Sign-off sheets abound.

to Standards,

Quality Assurance,

& Procedure.

During the observation period,

"NPO"

There are committees devoted

Documentation,

Nursing Practice,

Policy

a minor change to one

standard procedure necessitated that all nurses be
as having adopted this change;

(nothing by mouth),

formally certified

quarterly peer recertification for

"code

blue" procedures was being conducted and all nurses were going through
an exercise in charting the new patient care plans

implemented the

previous January.
As this highly formalized detail becomes part of a specific
nurse's day,

however,

which detail will be performed and the order of

performance is highly variable.
supervision is completely absent.

In organizing these details,

direct

During the entire observation period,

the only decision submitted to a supervisor was a question of whether
one nurse could take a new admission for another.
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Even this was a

request to OK something that had already been done.
manager was asked about this absence of direct

When the nurse

supervision,

she had a

well thought-out explanation:
I see my goal as a manager is to manage the context, and the
nurses to manage themselves.
They're to manage their own
person and they're to manage their patient assignment and
their patient care...My first responsibility is for the
quality care of the patient and that encompasses the human
resources to get the job done, how to get the work done
through the people...I acknowledge their expertise and sup¬
port and hire people who can effect, you know, be competent
and follow standards...I aim extremely comfortable with the
practice of nursing that's out there, so I don't need a
physical presence.
Despite the existence of a program for virtually every nursing
activity on Med 5,

it seems that there is a level of discretion involved

in knowing when to invoke a particular program,

which is at the core of

Mintzberg's definition of professional behavior.

Despite the high level

of formalization — which would suggest a low level of professional¬
ization — there seems to be a model for controlling nursing indirectly
which is highly consistent with descriptions of professional autonomy in
organizations.

Thus high formalization and high professionalism co¬

exist.

(14) The Professional Bureaucracy is a highly decentralized structure,
in both the vertical and horizontal dimensions.
[Well]
According to Mintzberg,

a professional organizational structure

will be horizontally specialized,
discussed the degree of

but not horizontally centralized.

specialization in point

of the degree of horizontal decentralization,
noting the kinds of decisions
B. 17) .

since it

To get some idea

I reviewed the daily logs

I had seen the nurses making

This yielded 133 examples

conservative,

(1).

I

(26.6 per day).

(tables B.16,

This number is

includes only those decisions apparent to an

outside observer without clinical knowledge.

Still,

it offers a sample

of the kinds of decision making routinely occurring.
Five categories of decision constitute four-fifths of the cases.
These were:

Organizing tasks

rences per day);
attention

for the nurse and/or the patient

(6 occur¬

deciding something should be brought to a physician's

(5.6 occurrences);

deciding what
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is acceptable procedure.

usually for another party
patient care
use

(3.8 occurrences);

(3.4 occurrences);

(2.1 occurrences).

making decisions about

making technical decisions related to IV

The broad scope of this decision making shows

some of the areas in which the nurse functions with discretionary
authority.
That authority is horizontally decentralized to a high degree is
also supported by table B.15,
per day)

which tabulates the 432

instances

(86.4

of a nurse carrying information from one party to another in

the process of coordinating and delivering patient care

(This does not

include information passed directly to or from the nurse to be used in
her work).

The only occupation I have observed on the unit whose daily

routine involves knowledge of every aspect of a patient's treatment is
nursing.
The nurse not only makes decisions about the specific way in which
she will organize her patient care practice,

she also plays a coordinat¬

ing role among the multiple other parties who have an interest in the
patient.

Since she does this with no immediate supervision,

it would

seem safe to say that the unit is extremely horizontally decentralized.
The unit

is also vertically decentralized.

time manager at the unit

level with a span of control

As a "manager of context,"
unit.

in excess of 20.

she is seldom exercising authority on the

She is also quite articulate about her strategy to run the unit

without centralized input from the directors.
Janet,

There is only one full

results

Autonomy,

from credibility and credibility comes

from getting

clinical results and staying within the budget numbers.
several times,

according to

This came up

both in our interview and in a conversation she had with

the CNS about solving a problem for a particular physician.
Med 5

In short,

fits the characteristics of decentralization in both dimensions.

(15) Like the Machine Bureaucracy, the Professional Bureaucracy is an
inflexible structure, well-suited to producing its standard
outputs.
[Ambiguous]
In one sense,

this description is apt.

approach making a bed,

There is one right way to

giving an injection or gathering a specimen for
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testing.
unit,

When the manager expresses faith in the quality of care on the

it

is within a context of knowing that any nurse is

likely to

respond to many situations such as these within a prescribed set of
guidelines.
In another sense,

however,

nursing seems to play a role as a

buffer against standardization.

For instance,

Sarah's patient who was

dying of AIDS and Hodgkins lymphoma was a medical
category,
specific

to the medical and specialist staff.

'case,'

To Sarah,

a diagnostic
he was a

individual with whom she had a several-year relationship as his

primary nurse.

In one instance,

she was calling his

family to see if

one of them could bring the patient's glasses,

which he had not asked

for,

she was calling his

but she had noticed missing.

In another,

mother to get a credit card number so he could use the telephone.

At

yet another point she was complaining that she seemed to be the only one
who knew he had a living will.
This

is not specific to Sarah.

Barbara had decided to lend one of

her own oncology textbooks to a patient she felt could benefit from
reading an inside version of his illness.
served,

On the day Sarah was ob¬

she and Karen left work together to visit a patient on another

unit on their own time.

On another day,

Karen and Toni left work to go

to the wake of a patient who had recently died.
stayed four

(unpaid)

Barbara had recently

hours after her shift ended to be with a patient

who was dying.
As discussed in point
its details,
basis,

(16)

(13),

this work seems to be standardized in

but the details seem to be organized on a person-by-person

fitting ambiguously with Mintzberg's description.

[In the case of independent professionals] the standardization of
skills handles most of the interdependencies [permitting wide span
of control].
[Well]
As discussed in point

in excess of 20.
theory,

(1),

the nurse manager has a span of control

Relative to the conventional wisdom of organizational

this would be considered quite wide.
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(17) The liaison devices are generally used where work is, at the same
time, (1) horizontally specialized, (2) complex, and (3) highly
interdependent...Of course, specialized complex tasks are profes¬
sional ones, and so we should find a relationship between profes¬
sionalism (as well as training) and the use of liaison devices.
[Ambiguous]
Conceptually,

the entire panoply of services

could be thought of as

stemming from two models of health care.

the older model has to do with care,
model,

intersecting on Med 5

comfort and recovery.

developed more recently as clinical medicine,

of diagnosis and treatment

(Foucault,

1975).

The

One,

The other

claims the domain

'ancillary'

diagnostic

and treatment departments of the large,

modern hospital may be thought

of as extensions of the physician.

'routine'

housekeeping,

laundry,

dietary,

The

therapy,

caring departments —

social work — may be thought

of as extensions of nursing.
This description,

simplistic though it

which is extremely complex,

frames a situation

specialized and interdependent.

liaison devices would be expected.
liaison devices,

is,

Thus

Note that Mintzberg specifies

not necessarily liaison personnel.

near absence of specialized liaison personnel,

While there is a

the elaborate system of

formal documentation provides a network of liaison devices.
Virtually everything done on the unit,
is written down in at

least one place.

data base and a document called the

however small the activity,

The patient chart,

"standard flow sheet"

the nursing
— supplement¬

ed by a dozen or more other forms — contain detailed information about
patient health,
etc.

medications,

intakes,

outputs,

care plans,

The 98 minutes per day the nurses averaged writing in these forms

constituted nearly twenty percent of their work time.
then,

diagnoses,

that of the 19 nursing FTEs17 on the unit,

One might say,

the equivalent of four

were dedicated to liaison services.
This

leads toward the conclusion that the nurses themselves are

the key liaison personnel.

This would be supported by the near-constant

dialogue between the nurses and all the other workers on the unit.

l7.

Full Time Equivalent.
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That

a major component of the Med 5

liaison services

is maintained through

formalization rather than staffing does not seem to contradict Mintzberg's criterion.

What is more difficult to categorize is that it

is

the nurses themselves and not support staff who conduct a large part of
the unit's

liaison work.

These nurses are simultaneously professional

in the sense that they are the core workers
unit)

and nonprofessional

(it is called a nursing

in that they are the main liaison personnel

for this area of the organization.

(18) The professional administrator spends much time handling distur¬
bances in the [organizational] structure.
[Well]
As mentioned in point
a

"manager of context."

from 5:30 A.M.

until

(13),

the nurse manager describes herself as

Although she says her day on the unit

5:30 or 6:00 P.M.,

lasts

I did not observe her in contact

with the nurses

for more than ten minutes of the 46 observation hours.

As

spend a lot of time at meetings...in and out."

she said,

"I

In identifying herself as
main distinction Janet

"third generation"

is claiming is that,

nurse management,

while second generation

management only operated within the nursing structure,
managers are connected to hospital wide decisions.
through meetings,
defined ways.

the

through committee memberships,

third generation

This is accomplished

and in less well-

Two incidents I heard discussed illustrate this:

In the meeting between Janet and the Clinical Nursing Specialist
recorded the day I was with the CNS,

one topic discussed was the problem

of arranging toenail clipping for the patients.

The nurses had been

attempting to get a podiatrist to come in to clip toenails for patients
who,

"haven't had their toenails clipped for sixty years"

(Janet).

chief of orthopedics resisted this incursion into his turf,
agreeing to do the work,

The

finally

"at a hundred dollars a clip."

Janet and the CNS were happily discussing their recently suc¬
cessful

strategy to overload this physician with requests

willing to talk about bringing in a

(much cheaper)

so he would be

podiatrist.

This has

already been going on for several years and has not yet been resolved.
If

it is resolved successfully,

Janet will have influenced practice on
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the unit,

not by directing the staff nurses,

but by working to change

the care-giving options available to them.
A second story emerged from this same meeting concerning the nurse
manager of Surg 3.

The Clinical Nursing Specialist and the Surg 3

manager had just met with a physician who was upset about the quality of
care on this

floor because of an incident two years ago.

Since that

time the physician has had a sub rosa arrangement with the physician
running the Surgical

Intensive Care Unit to send all his postoperative

patients through intensive care whether they need that
not.

level of care or

Nursing had just found out about this and was meeting with the

physician to convince him that they could meet his

standards of care on

the third floor.
This did not

involve Janet directly,

but the key nursing actor in

this story is a unit manager in a position comparable to Janet's.
issue are the patient care practices of a unit,

the cost of care

costs a fortune compared to a regular nursing unit),

At
(SICU

the image and role

of nursing relative to a group of patients and the role of the nurse
manager in the organization.

If this is resolved,

staff nurses on Surg

3 will make most of the decisions regarding the care of new patients
being sent to the unit.

The manager's role will have been to work with

the hospital structure to make new options available.

(19) The professional administrators — especially those at higher
levels — serve key roles at the boundary of the organization.
[Not determined]
It

is plausible that this quality characterizes nursing management

at University Hospital,

but the data gathered do not

sion one way or the other.

support a conclu¬

The focus of data collection was on the

activities of the staff nurse.

Interviews with other unit personnel

were done with the intention of elaborating the connection between the
staff nurse and her immediate daily contacts.
Janet does
unit,

As described in

(18),

seem to perform a boundary spanning function relative to the

but how much this is replicated at other levels

hierarchy is

impossible to tell

from the data of this
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in the nursing
study.

Points of Ambiguityi

Is This Knowledge Work?

Since none of these descriptions of professional work fit poorly
with the experience observed on Med 5,

anything this

study can contrib¬

ute toward a better understanding of knowledge work must

lie in the

points where the fit with professional criteria was ambiguous.

Several

interesting points of ambiguity that arise from comparing nursing work
with this

set of professional work characteristics.

The question I now

wish to take up is how well this ambiguity can be explained by existing
theory and how much may offer a clue to the existence of a
else'

that might be knowledge work.

The ambiguities

'something

I will discuss are

summarized in table 3.5.

Table 3.5:

Points of Ambiguity

Mintzberg's
Professional

Med 5
Nurses

Professionalization is a
substitute for formalization

Internalization of standards,
formalization is high

but

Standardized outputs

Buffer limiting standardization

"Program and pigeonhole"

Program in detail, not entire case
Incomplete pigeonholing
Counterweight to pigeonholing?

Knowledge Base is more:
Theoretical/abstract
Acontextual
Durable
Exclusive

Knowledge base is more:
Experiential/folk
Contextual, transient
Permeable:
Some knowledge owned by others
Ethic of sharing

Relies on liaison devices

Formalization substitutes for some
liaison; does a large part of own
liaison; part if organizational role
is liaison.

Independent occupational
governance

Hybrid governance structure; control
by outside parties, especially
medicine; autonomy in places between
points of outside control.

Professional vs. Professionalizing
One concept helping to explain these points of ambiguity is the
idea that nursing is a profession-in-process.

Vollmer & Mills

suggest that the term profession not be used except as an
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(1966)

"ideal type.

shifting the focus of

inquiry away from the question of,

any occupational group is

'really a profession.'"

study of professionalization,

"whether or not

They advocate the

"the dynamic process whereby many occupa¬

tions can be observed to change certain crucial characteristics
direction of a

'profession'"

(:vii-viii).

As a professionalizing occupation,

the institutions of nursing

represent both the occupation's history and its
(Aydelotte,

1987).

This

in the

"preferred future"

is most evident in the two

'cultures'

of

nursing practice stemming from hospital-based and university-based
traditions of

training.

Resistance to the dominance of hospital

nursing programs by administration and medicine has been one constitut¬
ing theme of

'professional'

Development of a

nursing

(Kalisch & Kalisch,

'professional'

1986).

knowledge base and theoretical

models of nursing practice are explicit projects of university-based
nursing.

While the

"blue-collar"

nurse trained in hospitals to be an

assistant to the physician may be disparaged by professional nursing
(McClure,

1984),

the occupation

s/he is both a real and a historical presence within

(Reverby,

One of Etzioni's
sions

1987).

(1969:xiii)

from the "semi-professions"

the professional has."

key criteria distinguishing profes¬
is,

"the amount and kind of knowledge

In a profession,

according to Etzioni,

edge is created or applied rather than communicated."
trained nurse was not expected to create knowledge.

"knowl¬

The hospital
Attempting to

change this situation can be seen in the effort of university nursing to
produce nursing research and theoretical models of nursing practice.
The ambiguous

fit between nursing's knowledge base and profes¬

sional knowledge can be understood as a point in an ongoing process.
There is partial congruence as a result of the efforts of nursing in the
last

several decades to create proprietary knowledge in the common

professional

language of scientific research.

At the same time,

the

traditional role of the nurse as communicator and enabler — evident in
the practices observed on Med 5 — conflicts with this process.
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This would help to explain why the nurses acted as their own liai¬
sons where an ideal profession might be expected to have specialized
liaison services at their disposal.

The semi-standardized condition of

nursing care plans and practices is also consistent with this view.
Some standardization indicates a move in the direction of professional¬
ism;

lack of comprehensiveness indicates that the process

is not yet

complete.
If,

as Etzioni suggests,

tional knowledge,

occupational autonomy rests on occupa¬

the partial development of nursing's proprietary

knowledge also accounts for the limited control nursing exercises over
its own practice.

Brown,

Knight,

Patel & Pilant

(1987)

most nurses think nursing is or should be a profession,
supported by social power outside of nursing.

note that,

while

this is not

Lack of autonomy within

the structuring of occupations compromises the ability to standardize,
program and pigeonhole because other professions'
posed upon one's own.
fiscal,

not nursing,

schemas are superim¬

Nursing care is often organized around medical or
categories

(Hays,

1989;

Elliott,

1989).

What

appears to be nonstandardized behavior may simply reflect that the
category salient to the nurse is not the diagnosis-based category of
medicine.
Nursing as Craft Work?
Perhaps nursing should be compared more to trade or craft work
than to a profession in the sense of medicine.
categorization are not necessarily exclusive
Maanen & Barley

(1984)

They note that dentistry,
despite their differences,

This

(Stinchcombe,

1959).

Van

suggest that there is no clear boundary between

occupations seen as professions and other

and moral way of

Craft and professional

firefighting,

"occupational communities."

accounting and photography,

each constitute a distinct cognitive,

social

life for those in the occupation.

formulation would allow reconsideration of the qualities of

knowledge in use on Med 5.

Practical,

'folk'

knowledge gained through

experience and passed by an oral tradition forms the basis for craft
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work.

This

in no way means that the knowledge must be simple or naive.

Tool and die makers or cabinet makers,
skills over a number of years.

for instance,

For that matter,

important role in the training of physicians18

acquire their

folk learning plays an

(Konner,

1987).

Perhaps

professional knowledge should more realistically be conceptualized as a
mix of theoretical principles and a folk tradition.

The Demands of Coordination
One item which remains to be explained is the anomalous coexis¬
tence of high professionalization
criteria)

(as

with high formalization.

specified by most of Mintzberg's

One industry-specific

must be taken into account regarding this point
organization.

Hospitals deal

regulated business environment.

bureaucracies,"

The

Compliance with multiple regulatory
legal

liability.

practices tend to become mechanistic.

as Mintzberg calls them,

In

"safety

"formalize their procedures

extensively to ensure that these are carried out to the letter"
berg,

of the

have resulted in a highly

is enforced through the very real threat of

such an environment,

'product'

in human life and well-being.

importance and the expense of this product,

bodies

is the

factor which

(Mintz¬

1979:332).
As

far back as

1956 nursing was recognized in organizational

research as a hospital occupation with a special concern for coordina¬
ting,

between nursing and "the entire hospital," within nursing between

"different classifications,"

and within classifications to assure,

"continuity of jobs and work from one shift to another"
Mann,

1962:342-3).

accountability,
sional, '

(Georgopoulos &

As the occupation bearing such a high degree of

it is not surprising that nursing appears

but because nurses work in a

surprising that a high level of

'profes¬

"safety bureaucracy,"

it

is not

formalization exists to protect the

interests of third parties and to control

liability for the services

performed.

18. This is also reflected in the dread with which I have heard nurses
speak of June in teaching hospitals.
This is the time of year when
medical school graduates become new interns.
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The Ethic of Information Sharing
The expressed ethic of

information sharing among the nurses

appears to conflict with Mintzberg's definition of professional knowl¬
edge,

but a closer look at the literature of the professions

shows

another orientation toward knowledge often viewed as professional by
researchers.
law,

In the most traditional professions,

knowledge,

occupation.

sold as a scarce resource,

On the other hand,

been characterized by an ethic of
is apparent

is the main

of the

scientists and professors — have

information sharing.

in the assumption that professional workers must

be researched as a potential organizational problem.
worker,

'product'

the professions most often studied by

organizational theorists — engineers,

This

such as medicine and

The

"cosmopolitan"

who views him or herself as a member of an international

knowledge community has been formulated as a problem for organizational
bureaucracy,

in part,

because of an unwillingness to view knowledge as a

proprietary organizational resource.
The emphasis on information sharing of the Med 5 nurses appears
consistent with many occupations characterized by intense information
requirements and strong worker interdependency,
professional work

(Simpson & Simpson,

1988).

Instead of appealing to

Pfeffer's theory of power as a scarce resource,
better described by Ranter's

(1977)

especially "high-tech"

this group might be

description of power as a resource

increasing in proportion to the degree it is

shared.

But What About Knowledge Work?
It

seems that available explanations do quite a thorough job of

accounting for the experience I observed on Med 5.

Categorizing the

nurse as an employed professional explains the majority of the experi¬
ence and various other elements of organizational theory help to explain
the remaining ambiguities.

The key question of this

inquiry was:

can we learn from the Med 5 nurses about knowledge work?
inquiry has reached a dead end.

'Knowledge work'

an au courant synonym for professional work:
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This

what

line of

may indeed be simply

"The new breed of profes-

sional worker might be called a knowledge worker"
Von Glinow uses the term "knowledge work"
the term "professional"

(Von Glinow,

in passing,

1988:12).

only to return to

for the remainder of her book.

What makes the

professional a knowledge worker in her analysis is not the content of
his/her work,

but participation in a "high-technology"

industry.

This would be a sufficient heuristic definition if there were
reason to believe that the content of work practices
different in "high-tech"
manager,
that

industries.

As a former

is systematically

"high-tech" worker and

I am skeptical of theories which make the a priori assumption

interpersonal work experience is qualitatively different

in

organizations whose operating core is associated with microchip technol¬
ogy.

Let me briefly illustrate by returning to the question of whether

the subjects for this

study are appropriate for research of knowledge

work.

Is the Nurse a Knowledge Worker?
High-tech industry may be the path through which concern for
knowledge work has entered organizational studies,

but this

is only one

possible site for work situations where the normative worker,
closely supervised and controlled,

because the organization counts on

their knowledge and internal commitment to get the work done
1983:56,

defining knowledge work).

of the post-industrial

Bell

(1973)

in the concept of a

any specific technological configuration.

class."

locate such work in a social group,

(Kanter,

grounds his definition

"knowledge society,"

not in

Bell's refers to the

"profes¬

sional-technical class," who do knowledge work.
(1979)

"cannot be

the

Ehrenreich & Ehrenreich
"professional managerial

Neither group is defined by a specific technology.19

19. While it cannot be discussed in detail here, I would like to note
in passing that the ’knowledge' in knowledge work and the ’information' in
information systems (MIS) are almost unrelated. Information technology is
a
science
of
symbol manipulation explicitly divorced
from meaning.
Shannon's
1948 paper,
"The Mathematical Theory of Communication," a
founding
document
of
information
theory,
clearly
states
that
the,
"Semantic aspects of communication are irrelevant to the engineering
problem"
(Dreyfus,
1963:165).
There
is
overlap,
but
no
inherent
connection between information technology and knowledge work.
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If one considers use of manual forms and face to face communica¬
tion to be knowledge creation and use,
Med 5 was occupied with
bear's

"primary"

41% of the time of the nurses on

'knowledge work.20'

Additionally,

the nurse

responsibility for knowing the changing status of all

activities pertaining to the patient,

for making decisions about the

coordination of those activities and for taking the initiative to decide
who should know this
Indeed,

information and to inform them in a timely fashion.

one might say that the nurse is an exemplary knowledge worker

precisely because her work environment is not structured by the mechani¬
cal demands of information technology.
Theoretically,

this inquiry has simply gone in a circle.

nurses on Med 5 have been shown to fit fairly well
description of professional work.

into Mintzberg's

Professional work appears to be

congruent with descriptions of knowledge work as described by,
instance.

Von Glinow,

The

Kanter and Bell.

Knowledge work,

be less a new form of work experience than it

then,

for
seems to

is the appearance of the

traditional professional employee in new work situations.

Where Do We Go From Here?
For a number of reasons that will be presented in later chapters,
I

can not accept this conclusion as the last word on knowledge work.

These nurses are not
'something else'

simply professionals,

that

but I

cannot represent the

is of interest because whatever can be said must

fit already-known models of work:
The only alternative status [to professional] is that of the
non-professional employee ... Unable to find a niche between
these white collar statuses and the professions, and not
wishing to be identified with the lower-status group, [the
semi-professions] cling to the higher aspiration of being a
full professional (Etzioni, 1969:vi,vii).
Twenty years after he wrote these words,
is

still unrepresentable.

sional

is,

for this

in effect,

Etzioni's

To label an occupation

to label

it

'less-than.'

"middle ground"

'other-than'

profes¬

The question remaining

study is how to make it possible to study this otherness.

20. Approximately
contact.

the

same

amount
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of

time

spent

in

direct

patient

In the following chapters I will

suggest

that

the failure to

articulate coherent meanings of knowledge work has been due to the
limits of the discourse of organizational
within this discourse,

theorizing itself.

That

is,

the very ways of speaking about work are struc¬

tured in ways that prevent the entry of new experiences

into the writing

and conversations constituting knowledge of organizations.
In chapter four I will explain the philosophical rationale neces¬
sary for continuing this dissertation.

In chapter five I will outline a

method for studying the limits of organizational discourse in the
representation of the Med 5 nurses.

In chapters six through nine I will

present two more studies which bring a very different kind of data to
this project.
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CHAPTER IV
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND:

I

GENEALOGICAL

INQUIRY

concluded chapter three with the suggestion that the experience of

the Med 5 nurses did not present a
explainable as knowledge work,
present,

'something else'

that might be

not because such experience was not

but because that which falls outside of theory is invisible.

Representation of experience involves fitting it
concepts of available theorizing,
existing explanation.

Perhaps,

into the categories and

which is per se to fit it into an

before the new worker can enter theory,

theory itself must be examined so the new experience will not be forced
into old categories.
In this and the next chapter,

I will present a framework for

examining the possibility that theory itself may constitute a barrier to
theorizing knowledge work.
Michel Foucault,

This

framework is based on the work of

whose genealogical philosophy and research method

constitute one form of analysis of representation.
The Representation of Work Experience

One might think of representations and their underlying assumptions
as

'lenses'

through which experience is understood.

the body at work has been produced as a social
different representations.
subject

'slave'

of the time
subject

For instance,

Through history,

subject through many

in classical Greece the

was a way of theorizing work experience in the writings

(Foucault,

'fallen Man'

1980).

In Puritan and Calvinist writings,

was a way of theorizing work as a divine calling

and path to redemption

(Weber,

subjects

'employee'

'manager'

and

1958).
are,

Zuboff

(1988)

themselves,

the changing representations attached to

notes that the

only one chapter in

"the laboring body"

While it is currently difficult to imagine subjects
organizations,
al,

the

who are not the manager,

this has not always been the case.

the economy of Adam Smith

(1776/1937).

in history.

in large

the employee or the profession¬
None of these subjects appear in
Correspondingly,

while Smith's

way of seeing work experience is not less true today than in 1776,
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it

does not present ways of seeing relevant to dealing with contemporary
organizational problems.

From time to time,

for talking about work.

new subjects are produced

These new subjects permit representation of new

problems and experiences prominent in the organizational

life of an era.

Most of organization studies has been produced by researchers
understanding the worker as the subject
'professional.'

'employee,'

'manager'

or

Only the experience of these subjects can be present

organizational theory.

in

Representation of the employed professional

occurs at the point of overlap between two of these subjectivities,
where a subject presumed to be professional
large organization.

For the theorist,

is also the employee of a

this overlap presents

important

conflicts and an anomaly.
The conflict arises when one attempts to situate knowledge work
within the available categories of professional or nonprofessional work.
Examples discussed in chapter two include the blurring of white/blue
collar roles,

changing manager/employee relations,

motivations and skill requirements.

changing worker

The employed professional

is not a

traditional employee because her/his work orientation is more character¬
istic of professionals,

but s/he is also not a traditional professional

because the concept of professional is predicated on the autonomy of a
worker selling services directly to a client,
an organization

(Hughes,

1963).

not one selling labor to

The appeal to common sense definition

has resulted in a concept of professionalism so flexible that
these conflicts.

One cannot ask what

'professional'

it absorbs

means because

theorizing begins with the assumption that researchers

intuitively know

these meanings.
The a-nomaly

(literally:

"without name")

stems

from the lack of a

lens through which to view the employed professional's unique experi¬
ence.

Creating a new lens,

new term.

however,

is not simply a matter of coining a

Established ways of seeing have a durability gained through

the sedimentation of social practices which makes them seem
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'natural'

—

the only ways that experience can be interpreted.

This durability

hinders the possibility of creating newer representations.
Making new representations possible involves examining the process
by which the durability of old representations is attained.
a theoretical position to support this form of inquiry,
to Foucaultian genealogy,
the

In seeking

I have been led

an approach in which the focus of inquiry is

'problematics of representation' through which social experience is

shaped and re-presented as knowledge.
This chapter will focus on epistemological issues,

necessary to

ground the reader in a philosophy of knowledge not frequently used in
organizational research.

I will re-frame the issue of knowledge work as

a problem of knowledge and power.

I will then outline a specific

theoretical framework for studying this problem.

In chapter five,

I

will use this framework to present a method for further analysis of the
question of knowledge work.
Power.

Knowledge and Knowledge Work in Organizational Theorizing

Organizational research of the employed professional has consistent¬
ly avoided or disparaged the role of power in management of professional
employees.

However,

both the macro and micro organizational literatures

are formed around implicit images of struggle between managerial and
professional expertise.

Unlike the employee, whose value lies in the

ability to perform work,

the professional's value is based in knowledge

of how to perform work — "[In professional organizations] power follows
knowledge"

(Mintzberg,

1979a:208).

Von Glinow (1988:11-12)

defines the

intersection of power and knowledge as the situation making control of
professional knowledge work a distinct problem:
Since the organization must in some way control all its members,
the issue becomes difficult with respect to the professional.
If legitimate control is exerted through the hierarchy, the
professional is apt to resist it.
If control of the profession¬
al is turned over to other professionals, the organization not
only loses control but is uncertain as to whether the profes¬
sionals involved are contributing exactly what the organization
thinks they should (Hall, 1987:131-2).
The constitution of power through knowledge is perhaps most explicit
in theory discussing organizational action in terms of "programming"
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(March & Simon,

1958; Mintzberg,

1979a;

Zuboff,

1988).

Managers and

employees deal with organizationally produced programs; professionals
deal with occupationally produced programs.
programs governs all three groups.
produce organizational power.
the way it is.

Production and control of

To produce programs is literally to

Beliefs about

'the way it is'

constitute

Knowledge and power are not distinct from one another.

In the case of the knowledge worker,
epistemological aspect.

this condition also has an

Such workers are characterized by internaliza¬

tion of programs through training and indoctrination.

Unlike organiza¬

tional knowledge, which is largely externalized in machines and rou¬
tines, professional knowledge is em-bodied in the knowledge worker.
This is so prominent that change in a professional group happens only as
the professionals themselves are replaced over time

(Mintzberg,

1979a).

Since this knowledge is power and vice versa, perhaps one should term
these subjects power-knowledge workers.
Poststructuralism and Power-Knowledge

But, where does one ground a theory of the power-knowledge worker
whose possible organizational roles are defined by "programs" of
knowledge?

These objects and concepts have not been used in organiza¬

tional research of the professional worker.
offers some clues.
professionalism,

As it has moved away from trait-based theories of

sociology has focused more on history,

and structural power processes.
perspective,

Sociological research

the guild system,

For instance,

from a historical

industrial and post-industrial society

are all "professional" societies in one way or another
Within these societies,

social context

however,

(Watson,

1987).

one may trace changing relationships to

work and shifts in what specific work gets rationalized over time and
between cultural sites

(Abbott,

1988).

In this approach "profession" is theorized as a social symbol
maintained through the power of social relations
1953; Vollmer & Mills,

1966).

extending this theorizing.

(Becker,

1962;

Foote,

Poststructuralism offers a means of

History,
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social context and structural power

remain important,

but the medium of exchange of these concepts —

language — becomes the center of analysis.

From this perspective,

one

might conceptualize "professional" and "organization" as linguistic
templates which can be laid over social experience to facilitate
development of explanations for that experience.

They are useful to the

extent that these explanations are valued by the communities receiving
them.
I will show,

however, that

'profession'

and

'organization'

currently

take on meaning within a structure of assumptions derived from industri¬
al organizational experience.

Therefore,

it becomes increasingly

difficult to use them to describe the lived experience of post-industri¬
al work.

Just as the transition from the fief to the factory was

paralleled by a philosophical shift from Scholasticism to empirical
Humanism, the transition from machine-based to information-based
production relationships makes long-held Humanist
problematic.

'common sense'

As long as these assumptions remain unexamined,

new

experience can only be spoken of or theorized in already existing ways;
the experience of

'managers,'

'employees'

and 'professionals' will

continue to set the limits to what can enter theory.
We remain,

in the final years of the twentieth century, prison¬
ers of a vocabulary in which managers require employees; superi¬
ors have subordinates...The foundational image of work is still
one of a manufacturing enterprise (Zuboff, 1988:394, emphasis
added).
Genealogical Analysis:

Some Basic Assumptions

The method to be used in this dissertation is adapted from the work
of Foucault

(1973a,

debt to Nietzsche,

1973b,

1972a,b,

1979,

1980) who,

acknowledging his

called his later studies "genealogical."

The

following paragraphs introduce some key assumptions of this position.
Language

Genealogical analysis shares a number of assumptions with other
poststructuralist or postmodern theories

(cf.

Calas,

1987).

First among

these is a focus on the ways that the reconstruction of experience in
language structures experience itself within social groups.
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This focus

produces different questions for analysis.

Functionalist research might

ask what traits or contingencies apply to professionals.
research might ask how the term 'professional'
meaning-making.

functions in social

A more genealogical question might be:

tions about organizations,

Interpretive

What assump¬

people and reality make a discourse of

professionalism possible?
Discourse

'Discourse' might be interpreted to mean 'what can be said.'
differs from focusing on what is said.
analysis is language,

This

While the site of discursive

discourse is a relationship between bodies,

meanings, power and language.

Through the process of discursive

relationships, material events are related to the words through which
they attain meaning.

Foucault sought to represent this relationship in

the neologism "meaning-event"
concept of "language-event"
In any group,

(1977b), Ricoeur, through the related

(Thompson,

1981).

only certain combinations of sounds, words,

and

concepts can be experienced as meaningful by members of that group —
'good science'
example.

as opposed to

'hearsay'

in organization studies,

for

The common-sense social relations bounding those statements

constitute the possible meanings available to members of that group.
Discursive analysis looks for

(1) these boundaries and assumptions;

the relations of power which have produced the assumptions and
history of that production.

For this reason,

(2)

(3) the

the subjective meanings of

research subjects are not directly relevant to discursive analysis.
Human Nature

Burrell & Morgan

(1979)

characterize social science research to date

in terms of two general views of human knowledge:
subjectivist.

objectivist and

This is elaborated by Morgan & Smircich

(1980)

into a

continuum whose poles are represented by objectivist positivism and
subjectivist phenomenology.

This distinction is paralleled to a

determinist/voluntarist view of human nature.

The objectivist subject

receives knowledge from material objects; the subjectivist receives
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knowledge from the phenomena of experience, but both views are centered
on the individual,

knowing subject.

What is common across this continu¬

um is the Humanist belief that subject-centered knowledge is the source
of meaning.

The social constructionist may ground knowledge in the

contextual experience of the researcher,
objectivity of scientific method,
not ask: How is

rather than in the validity and

"but the social constructionist does

'contextualizing' possible"

(Smircich and Calas,

1987:263)?
Whether expressed as a dichotomy or as a continuum,
of determinist

(objective)

and voluntarist

(subjective)

this opposition
views of human

nature reflects the dominant structure of European-American belief since
the time of Descartes

(Calas,

1987).

Because this belief has sedimented

into "common sense," it is seldom characterized as a specific theory of
knowledge.
Poststructuralist theories of the subject,
this continuum.

Meaning is sought,

however,

do not reside on

neither objectively in things,

nor

subjectively in self-determining subjects,

but in social practices whose

expression is language

Individuals are neither

(Foucault,

1972b).

determined nor self-determining; they are socially "produced" within a
web of social meanings which are themselves the product of the collec¬
tive activities of society.

Neither the external referent of objective

reality nor the internal referent of the meaning-giving subject is
assumed in poststructuralism.
This explains the poststructuralist focus on language as an object
of investigation.
practices,

If reality is assumed to reside in sedimented social

social belief is the power structuring experience.

power is an intangible,

but language — the medium through which power

operates — offers tangible,
istics of this power.
reality,

This

albeit indirect,

evidence of the character¬

Representation in language does not reflect

it constitutes realities.

Kuhn points in this direction in the

book which gave organization theory the concept of paradigms:
Scientific knowledge, like language, is intrinsically the common
property of a group or else nothing at all.
To understand it we
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shall need to know the special characteristics of the groups
that create and use it (Kuhn, 1970:210, emphasis added).
Subjectivity
The idea of a human "nature”

is,

strictly speaking,

a non sequitur

in poststructuralist theorizing because subjectivity is assumed to be a
social product.
assumed,

To the extent that something like human nature is

it must be,

1980:94).

That is,

"both intentional and nonsubjective"
the person has goals,

values,

(Foucault,

desires — intention-

ality — but those intentions are not assumed to originate within the
person.
In poststructuralism,
subjectivity per se.

there is a theory of the subject,

The dynamic process through which a person assumes

the role of subject within a social structure is of central
the static,

"true self"

similar to role theory

but no

is not assumed to exist.
(e.g.,

postulated under the roles.

Goffman,

1959)

interest;

This perspective is

except that no core self is

The sum of the roles is the

'self.'

Emphasizing nonsubjective meaning can be viewed as extending an
implication of social construction present,
interpretive research:

but not problematized,

in

If reality is constructed in social experience,

does this only apply to the objects of experience,
also socially constructed?

or is the subject

The manager who is the speaking subject when

the conversation is directed toward employee benefits,

may become the

object of theory when the board of directors speak of corporate restruc¬
turing or when a researcher conducts managerial research.
Similarly,
categories.
but the work,

the researcher is drawn into shifting subject/object

S/he conducts research speaking from a subject position,
once produced,

becomes an object participating in the

construction of both the organizations studied and the academic disci¬
pline producing the research.

For instance,

Weick

(1990)

to redefine the concept of

Weick

(1969)

shows the textual authority

loose coupling introduced by
'Weick,

life only "loosely coupled" to Karl Weick,
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the attempt of Orton &

1969'

the person.

to be attaining a
Thus the

discourse of organizational research actively participates in the
ongoing process of constructing the very objects
Berger & Luckmann

(1967:130),

hension of subjective reality,

for instance,

'taking over'

tive reality"

but begins with the individu¬

the world in which others already live"

— the

"subjec¬

of Berger & Luckmann is structured prior to the entrance

of the subject by previous human interaction.
however,

state that the appre¬

"does not result from autonomous cre¬

ations of meaning by isolated individuals,
al

it seeks to study.

Berger and Luckmann,

retain a humanist belief in the self-knowing subject who

rationally makes sense from socially-given meanings.

Foucault

(1973b)

extends this view to suggest that this interpersonal meaning-making
produces subjects and objects.
Subjectivity constituted in social practice has a certain objective
durability with which an objectivist researcher might be comfortable.
In any language community,

there exist specific ways of

experience.

the terms of caring used to articulate

For instance,

speaking about

nursing experience in the nursing literature are objectively demonstra¬
ble.

Both the objectivist and the poststructuralist researcher could

come to substantial agreement about the ways in which this discourse
enters the experience of nursing.

Where these positions differ is that

the objectivist is more likely to ask,
the poststructuralist might ask,

'Do nurses really care?'

while

'What practices have lead to production

of a discourse of caring and what role does this discourse play in
current nursing practice?
The

'Body'
Because subjectivity in poststructuralist analysis

reside in social

is assumed to

structures pre-existing the individual,

the individual

does not exist as a meaningful entity prior to taking a place in these
structures.

In poststructuralist theorizing,

physical entity without social meaning.

the

structures.

to attain the subjectivity "professor,"
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refers to a

The body becomes a subject

through the process of taking a place in social
instance,

'body'

For

requires speaking of

certain things in certain ways involving,
credentialing through the Ph.D.;
position,
tionships,

journal "style guides";

achievement of a specific institutional

a professorship; development of certain'professional'
etc.

A body may be outside the specific subject position
it must enter into some subject position(s)
society.

rela¬

Work relationships,

citizenship,

in order to exist in

family and personal acquaintances,

even the status of outcast,

possible experience.

'professor,' but

The body, then,

collectively represent all

is assumed to attain meaning

through subjectivities which are multiple,

socially produced and

contingent upon changing experience.
Re-presenting the Body in Theory

This socially-constituted aspect of the self presents the previously
alluded to problem of representation.

Representation cannot be assumed

to reflect either material or phenomenological reality.
representation is reality.

Rather,

Social experience can assume meaning only if

a representation exists by which that experience can be conveyed.
To return to the example of knowledge work,

as long as the experi¬

ence of workers can only be expressed in terms of industrial categories,
only the industrial meanings for work can be represented.

New experi¬

ences cannot enter the discursive relations through which experience is
given meaning.

The appearance of new workers in the language of theory

requires both new work experiences and a change in the discursive
relations through which experience is represented.
Just as all scientific theories are assumed to be simplifications,
models with limits,

there is no

'correct'

representation.

Genealogical

analysis cannot pronounce one representation to be better or worse than
another.

What it does do is to elaborate

(1) the limits of representa¬

tion as forces actively structuring social meanings and (2)

the implica¬

tions of representation — who is effected and in what manner?
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*

Normalization

If

'organization'

represents the sedimentation of social practices

which have produced a taken-for-granted context for interaction,
ask how this sedimentation has taken place.

one may

The most normal aspects of

daily routine offer clues into the normalizing through which the mundane
has been produced.

Study of normalizing practices suggests an analysis

that is historical, processual and,
language,

in that it focuses on the role of

textual.

A common technique of Foucault was to elaborate a complex structure
of normalizing practices based upon details from minor texts.
paragraph from a forgotten medical text
into his book The Birth of the Clinic
Dreams by Artemidorus,
for Foucault's

(1988)

(Bayle,

(1975).

A

1825) was elaborated
The Interpretation of

from the early Christian era, becomes the basis
analysis of contemporary sexuality.

Perhaps most

notoriously, the public newspaper and legal accounts of the torture and
execution of the regicide Damiens in Paris in 1757 are used to develop
an analysis of the development of "disciplinary technology" in Fou¬
cault's landmark book Discipline & Punish
In all of these cases,

a mundane,

(1979).

'normal'

event becomes the focal

point for a complex analysis of the society producing the event.
each case,

In

Foucault's analysis begins with the taken-for-granted and

asks what dramatic changes in previously existing social relationships
resulted in the emergence of what is now so mundane it is taken for
granted.
'text'

Genealogy documents the process through which the social

of the normal has been written.

Textualization

Objectivist,

subjectivist and poststructuralist research are each

legitimated through different epistemologies.
seeks assurances

Objectivist research

(reliability, validity) that its knowledge reflects the

relations between objects.

Subjectivist research seeks convergence with

the subjective view of the research subject.
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Poststructuralist research

seeks the processes through which experience enters into the language of
a community of speakers, the way it is textualized.
Studying the textualization of experience is not intended to reduce
material practice to
simply as actions.

'just words.'

Practices do not take on meaning

Meaning is given to actions within a social network

providing the limits of interpretation within which one can speak of an
act.

From a genealogical perspective,

practice has a necessarily

discursive aspect and discourse a necessarily material basis.

Just as

all experience is metaphorically represented as "utility" within
neoclassical economics and as "libido" within Freudian psychology,
experience is represented as "text" within poststructuralist thought.
Text is a metaphor for the process by which individual actions enter
the web of social relationships.

Poststructuralism shares the social

constructionist assumption that individual actions take on meaning only
when interpreted within a system of meaning.
have concentrated upon the printed text.

Poststructuralist studies

These might be thought of as

second-order textualization since, before activity is written down,

it

has to have attained a patterning making it of interest to the writer.
I will refer to this patterning as the

'enacted text.'

Theorizing the Enacted Text

Foucault did not use direct experience as the basis for his studies,
but a basis for such a strategy can be taken from Ricoeur1
1981).

(Thompson,

According to Ricoeur, writing and "meaningful action" are

analogous, both in ways they differ from the speech act and in ways they
can be analyzed as text
The proper
and,

'data'

(table 4.1).

for this method of analysis is linguistic signs

"all kinds of signs which are analogous to linguistic signs"

(:218).

Social interaction is studied for evidence of the structural

1. Ricoeur's "hermeneutics of suspicion" is a form of phenomenological
hermeneuticism, not poststructuralism, but on the topic of whether it is
justified to 'read' direct experience as a form of text Ricoeur's ideas
are compatible with the framework I am presenting; cf. Ricoeur's essay
"The Model of the Text: Meaningful Action Considered as a Text" in
Thompson (1981).
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Table 4.1;

Ricoeur's Analogizing of Text to Experience
(Thompson, 1981:198-209)

WRITING DIFFERS FROM SPEECH IN
THAT IT IS:

MEANINGFUL ACTION ANALOGIZES TO
WRITING IN THAT:

1. "[VJirtual and outside of
time.”
Writing does not capture
the event per se, but an "inten¬
tional exteriorization" of mean¬
ing which can be "identified and
reidentified.

1. It can become an object for
science, "only under the condi¬
tion of a kind of objectification
which is equivalent to the fixa¬
tion of a discourse by writing.

2. Lacking a subject, as a result
of the "dissociation of the ver¬
bal meaning of the text and the
mental intention" of the author.

2. "In the same way that text is
detached from its author, an
action is detached from its agent
and develops consequences of its
own.

3. A group of signs referring to
each other.
Just as "the text
frees its meaning from the tute¬
lage of the mental intention,"
writing separates the text from a
specific material reference
point.
It becomes part of a
system of signifiers.

3. "A meaningful action is an
action the importance of which
goes 'beyond' its relevance to
its initial situation."

4. Addressed to, "whoever knows
how to read."
Dialogue is ad¬
dressed to a person, but writing
escapes "the momentary character
of the event."

4. The meaning of human action is
also something which is addressed
to an indefinite range of possi¬
ble 'readers'... interpretation
by the contemporaries has no
particular privilege in this
process.

system of knowledge relationships within which the interaction is taking
place.

This differs from subjective research in that structural

analysis does not shed light on subjective meanings of speakers or
writers:

"To understand a text is not to rejoin the author"

(:210).

Nor

can one speak of the causal relationships producing the specific
situation,

"especially if causation is interpreted in Humean terms...

structural systems imply relations of quite a different kind,
tive rather than sequential"

correla¬

(:219).

Ricoeur's formulation of the "metaphor of text" will be used as
theoretical grounding for studying a field research site using a
genealogical textual framework.
previously attempted.

To my knowledge,

this has not been

While this is not an extension of Ricoeur's work.
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it is in the spirit of Calas & Smircich (1985),
with explicit reference to Ricoeur,

in which the authors,

call for research interpreting

organizational activity through the "metaphor of text."
The term 'enacted text' uses the term enactment in a manner similar
to that of Weick (1979).

Adding the metaphor of text to the social

constructionist view of reality allows one to imagine a field research
site as an enacted text,

a site where action is "inscribed" into a

metaphorical organizational text.
in their comment that,

Calas and Smircich point toward this

"[pjeople who try to make changes in organiza¬

tional routines discover that even though some social actions are not
really carved in stone,

they may as well be"

(1985:7).

To imagine a field research site as an enacted text involves seeking
the rules structuring activities in that site.
literally text,

for example,

the unwritten code of

a policy manual.

Some of these rules are
Others are embodied in

'the way things are done.'

originates outside the immediate site,

Much of this text

in family, work training and

other social experiences of the participants who enact the text.

All of

this can be metaphorically read by the researcher interested in mapping
the rules structuring what can be said within that site.
Textual analysis of discourse, theorizing subjectivity as a discur¬
sive space occupied by

'the body,' problematizing representation as the

means through which this space is created,

and the study of normalizing

practices come together in a particular form of analysis — genealogy.
In the remainder of this section,

I will present a specific framework

for conducting this analysis.
Analyzing Discursive Practices: A Genealogical Framework
Genealogical analysis is centrally concerned with the relationships
of power,

knowledge,

the body and space — both physical space and

metaphorical "discursive" space.

Discursive space is the network of

linguistic/discursive statements through which power in society acts
upon the body.

Physical space may be thought of as one dimension of

discursive space.

One aspect of discursive relations is the effect
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power-knowledge has in molding the body into the shapes available within
social structures.
shaping.

Another is the resistance of the body to this

These are not separate phenomena, but two aspects of one

process.
One could not,

for instance,

become a

'professional nurse' unless a

social space recognized as professional nursing existed.
enter this or other socially-defined subject spaces,
create a space.

A body can

but it cannot

A body entering a self-defined subject space would be

labeled insane — a socially-defined subject spaces.

Conversely,

the

space of professional nursing has been shaped by the resistance of
bodies entering it.

The framework which follows is focused on the study

of this "double conditioning" of discursive space by the body's resis¬
tance and of the body by the available spaces.
Discursive space, then,

is the site of force and resistance between

bodies and power-knowledge.

Framing social activity this way offers

three key axes for analysis:

objectification,

subjectification and

resistance.
Objectification
One might study objectification through technologies of power.
Foucault characterized the dominant technologies of the modern era as
"disciplinary" or "normalizing."

By connecting the rise of these

technologies across a variety of important social institutions
ries,

schools,

prisons,

hospitals),

Foucault

(1979)

perception to be specific to a historical period
ries)

and a cultural site

(facto¬

shows this mode of

(the last two centu¬

(Euro-American society).

Representation of work in current organizational discourse invokes
another "disciplinary" technology,
(1973b:345)

that of the academy.

Foucault

notes the emergence of the disciplines of the "human

sciences" — in response to,

"the new norms imposed by industrial

society upon individuals" — during the same period that produced the
other institutions of normalizing technologies.

From this perspective,

technologies of power have produced two sets of objects.
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One is the

nurse as an enacted textual object within the organization.

The other

is the academy and the representation of the nurse within the printed
text of theory.

The purpose of genealogical analysis

is to ask how

these objects were formed and what relations of power lead to this
formation and not another.

Subiectivitv
A second axis of analysis is modes of subjectivity.

Starting from

the assumption that the body has no necessary or inherent meaning until
it enters

into a socially-constituted system of meaning,

focuses on the intentional aspect of social interaction.
subjectivity might be thought of as the
"macro"

"micro" perspective on the

as two perspectives on the same phenomena

two sides of a sheet of paper),

cannot be separated.

People maintain the social creation

assume subjectivity as a professional.

(like

One implies the

'profession,'

individual person must enter pre-existing social

other.

Modes of

technologies of power except that modes of subjectivity and

technologies of power,

other.

subjectivity

but an

space in order to

Neither side exists without the

The assumptions of genealogical analysis cannot support the

tradition in organization theory of separating micro and macro issues
into separate disciplinary domains.

Subjectivity can only be spoken of

with reference to the technologies of power within which specific
subjectivities become possible and vice versa.
The study of subjectification focuses on the discursive practices
internalized by the body in taking a position as subject within a
network of power relationships.

Genealogical assumptions define reality

in terms of the relations between bodies and technologies of power,
there is no space outside of these relations.

While a body may act

intentionally to achieve one subject position instead of another
the choice to attend nursing school),
position.

it

so

(e.g.,

is impossible to occupy no

Existence in society is defined through these relations and

there is no space outside of them.

The very act of seeing presumes
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assignment of that which is seen into a category by which it can be
identified.
In terms of current organizational theory,
body of the worker to become a subject except
'manager,'

'employee,'

and

'professional.'

there is no place for the
in the spaces labeled

These spaces are each shaped

by specific assumptions about the subject's relationships to organiza¬
tional technologies of power.

To be outside of these spaces

exist as an organization member.

One might study these subject spaces

in relation to technologies of power by mapping them,
practices encouraged,

is to not

by identifying

restricted and forbidden within that space,

and by

asking what the implications of such practices are.

Resistance
The third axis of analysis is resistance to objectification and
subjectification.

If only one discursive order could exist,

that

is,

if

the dominant way of portraying experience were the natural and only way,
resistance would not be possible.
discursive orders,
multiple,

If,

however,

there are multiple

the experience of a body can take on meaning through

but incompatible,

interpretations.

Resistance is

the tension between experience and the multiple,

located in

possible ways of

representing that experience.
For instance,
discourse,

the nurse as an employee within organizational

the nurse as a physician's aide within medical discourse and

the nurse as a healing professional within nursing discourse all refer
to the same body.
duties,

However,

capabilities,

the assumptions about this body's rights,

motivations and ability to articulate knowledge

about its own experience vary widely between these three discourses.
One might think of these

(and possibly other)

discourses as competing

for the body of the nurse in the sense that who the nurse can be in the
organization will be determined by the representations available and by
the power of those representations.
For example,

Meyerson

(1989)

dominated by the physicians'

found that social workers in a hospital

medical model defined themselves different-
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ly from those in a hospital dominated by the social work model.
Meyerson's study is

framed by ethnographic assumptions.

Thus,

its

contribution is toward a better understanding of the relation of
organizational structure to the subjective construction of organization¬
al experience.

However,

genealogical analysis of resistance would offer

a different dimension for analyzing this

'same'

situation and,

thus,

potentially make a different contribution.
From a genealogical perspective,
the meaning of hospital
environment,

one might say that Meyerson found

social work to be shaped,

not by the task

but by two competing representations,

and the medical model.

the social work model

Both of these models exist as available repre¬

sentations within the current discourse of health care — just as the
manager and employee exist as available representations within organiza¬
tional discourse.

What an interpretive

(or an objectivist)

perspective

does not allow is to question why and how these two models have been
produced to become the only ways social work experience can be repre¬
sented2.

This would be the focus of a genealogical analysis of resis¬

tance.
Mapping resistance in the case of these social workers would involve
asking what tensions can be observed between the practices of the
workers and available representations of that work.

The primary tool

for such mapping is comparison of different representations.

Where

Meyerson's ethnography makes a contribution by comparing the experience
fitting into two available representations,

mapping resistance would

make a different contribution built upon study of the experiences that
do not fit.
In chapter three,

I

sought to make a contribution to theories of

management within available representations by comparing nursing
experience to models of the employee and models of the professional.
This study resulted in implications

for theorizing professional work,

2. By the same token, a genealogical analysis would not support the
interpretive claims Meyerson did make.
Genealogy is not inherently
'better;'
it is different, with different strengths and limitations.
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but it did not produce any

'new'

understanding of knowledge work.

experience contributing to a better
By proposing a genealogical analysis

focusing on the study of resistance,

I will now focus on experience that

does not fit available theoretical representations.
Resistance should not be confused with opposition.

Theories

grounded in assumptions of radical change oppose one current representa¬
tion to another in the belief that the relative power of the two
representations should be reversed.
of organization,
management,

for instance,

Marxian and promanagerial theories

rest on the same dichotomy of

labor/-

each emphasizing the values and perspective of one side.

Analysis of resistance assumes that any representation has boundaries
and limits which tend to be unstated.

Resistance is a tool using the

tension between experience and various ways of representing that
experience to show what these boundaries and limits might be.
Elements of Discursive Analysis
Analysis of practices

from a discursive perspective can be facili¬

tated through use of the elements Foucault introduced in his earlier
work.

Foucault

(1972a)

once went so far as to refer to this approach as

a form of phenomenological

"positivism" because the elements of analysis

focus on aspects of discourse that have a relatively high degree of
objectivity.
Foucault presented four elements for analysis of discourse:

(1)

Discursive objects are the things to which discourse can refer, which
have been produced through technologies of power.

(2)

Discursive

concepts are schemata for relating objects; the periodic table as an
organizing concept

in chemistry is an example.

(3)

Enunciative modali¬

ties are the discursive positions from which a body may assume subjec¬
tivity as a speaker.
the world,

the

(4)

Discursive strategies are the ways of seeing

'common sense,'

For instance,

within which discourse is produced.

the struggles of Florence Nightingale and others

reflect a nineteenth century shift in the use of the discursive object
"nurse"

from the untrained and reputedly drunken attendant of prior
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times

into a new object,

discursive concept
gentry,

not

the professional nurse.

This

shift

invoked the

"professionalism," which connoted work done by the

laborers.

This new nurse was spoken of differently from

different enunciative modalities — the position of the hospital
administrator,

the physician,

public health nurse etc.

the press,

the newly created modality of

In legitimating this new object through the

concept of professionalism,

much depended upon establishing that nursing

could enter the discursive strategy of the sciences,
influence strongly shaped the emerging "social"
nineteenth century

(Kalisch & Kalisch,

In terms of these four entities,

1986;

whose positivist

sciences in the latter

Bledstein,

1976).

If a

a genealogical reading is an

attempt to identify changing objects and concepts, within a discursive
strategy, by interrogating the enunciative modalities of authorship.
other words,
formation,

In

if a text is accepted as meaningful within a discursive

that text must

fit within certain structures of knowledge

formed by the discursive entities and concepts of that discursive forma¬
tion.

Genealogy asks what these discursive structures

look like.

Foucault suggested four genealogical heuristics for interpreting
discursive formations:
(1)

Study the relations of power through which the relations have
been produced.

(2)

Study the multiplicity and change over time in the boundaries of
discursive elements.

(3)

Look for the double conditioning through which modes of subjec¬
tivity produce and are produced by technologies of power.

(4)

Study the overlap and multiplicity of discursive strategies.
Continuing the previous example,

one might

formulate questions about

the emergence of the professional nurse based on these guidelines:
is

How

it that the professional nurse was produced in the societies and the

places that

she was rather than in other places?

given meaning as that of

"nursing;"

is this

university and hospital educated nurses,

What experience can be

label common to RNs,

public health nurses,

dent practitioners and hospital employees?

In the hospital,

LPNs,

indepen¬

how does

the rationalization of health care delivery produce the nurse as s/he is
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found there and how does the nurse produce rationalization of health
care delivery?
conflict

How does the ethic of care in nursing overlap and

in nursing practice with the ethic of cure in medicine?

Applying Genealogy
A discursive reading is highly directed in terms of the objects
sought.

For instance,

in Madness and Civilization.

Foucault

(1973a)

seeks to document the changing practices adhering to the concept of
madness since the Renaissance.

While the scope of this project is the

general terrain of European and American thought over four centuries,
the literature read is quite circumscribed.
Foucault relied strongly on two techniques:

(1)

the ways a specific

reading can reflect broadly held cultural assumptions and
"rupture"

in the use of a concept,

tive"

For instance,

one period chased the

another locked them into workhouses to be

and our current period locks them away to be cured or

ized."

These changes

in what it

'really'

institutions through which madness

points of

where the meanings and practices

associated with a concept changed.
mad away from towns,

(2)

"produc¬

"normal¬

means to be mad and the

is defined and controlled are

reflected in and made possible through the changing discourse of
madness.
This form of analysis is historical,
histories
say what

in several
'really'

important ways.

but it differs

First,

this

from mainstream

is not an attempt to

happened or to correct the record.

It

is an attempt

to ask what social arrangements made it possible to speak of the object
of analysis

in the specific ways that were used.

research does not document
how is

it that

'discovery,'

'the employee'

but

Second,

'invention.'

arose with the factory?

Is

genealogical
For instance,
it that there

was always an employee and organizational science discovered it?

Or

does this new way of speaking about the worker reflect changing social
realities related to work?
search for the original,

Third,

the search for

true meaning

'origins'

is not a

(which is assumed to be lost),

an attempt to document the social production of an entity which has
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but

become so thoroughly reified that current practice assumes it has always
existed and must exist.
Foucault's term,

To underscore these differences,

history of the present to describe the historical

component of this analysis

(chapters six and seven).

Genealogical analysis differs
liberal and the radical
consciousness"

I will use

in important ways

from both the

images of overcoming "alienation"

or "oppression" to liberate the

or

"true self,"

"false
assumptions

which are present even in sophisticated integrations of structuralism
and critical theory such as Giddens

(1984)

or Barley

(1988b).

Genealog¬

ical theory proceeds from the assumption that the self without socially'the body.'

mediated meaning is nothing more than

meaning preceding the web of social relationships
enters,

no essential or universal human

discursive order is dominant is not,

'nature.'

then,

There is no source of
into which the body
To say that a

to judge it,

relations exist and to map these relations.

but to ask what

To judge them good or bad

is outside the domain of genealogical analysis.

Foucault

(1973b)

stipulates six characteristics a reading grounded in these assumptions
would have.
First.

instead of reading the text in order to determine what the

statements mean,

one reads between the lines to determine what makes it

possible for the author's statements to have been made.
Adam Smith's

"invisible hand"

is

For instance,

familiar to organization theory,

but

it

is usually invoked by authors attempting to state to what extent such a
phenomenon does or does not exist.
asks an unexpected question:

Foucault

(1973b)

How it is possible that

studies Smith,

but

it became possible

in England in 1776 to stop speaking of wealth and to begin speaking of
production?

What social conditions made it possible to receive public

recognition making statements which,
patent nonsense and which,

from a mercantilist position,

if accepted,

were

place mercantilism in the realm

of the not-sensible?
Second,
'read'

such a reading must be both historical and contextual.

To

Wealth of Nations from this perspective requires reading of more
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than that one text.

Understanding the conditions of labor and exchange

in Britain in the latter 18th century,
time,

and in the age preceding that

becomes important to contextualizing the social conditions within

which it became possible to speak of production instead of wealth.
Third,

one must make connections across different areas of knowledge

to ask how specific forms of inquiry are connected to more broadly held
notions of what can be accepted as knowledge.

Foucault

(1973b)

pectedly compares Smith's economics with contemporaneous changes
structure of philology and natural science.

In all of these,

unex¬
in the

he finds

striking similarities regarding the way knowledge changed from prior
forms at about the same chronological moment.
A fourth point is implied in the previous two.
radical discontinuity or change is useful
rearrangement of

'common sense'

about things became possible.
identifies,

Seeking points of

in helping one to analyze the

through which a new way of speaking
Between 1775 and 1825

in Europe,

Foucault

"a radical event that is distributed across the entire

visible surface of knowledge"

(:217).

On either side of this divide,

the structures used to frame what can be known each appear nonsensical
when viewed from the other side.

Galbraith

(1987)

has said that Adam

Smith could not have written a generation before or a generation after
he did.

What conditions made the period in between receptive to the

view that Wealth of Nations is a
Fifth,

"classic" work?

archaeology seeks to connect the point of rupture from which

a structure of knowledge emerged with contemporary comparison across
disciplines in order to trace the ways configurations of thought have
been modified.

Knowledge is not sought of the relation between state¬

ments and things,

but between statements and other statements which,

part of a discursive system,

perform a function.

as

One function of the

discursive system producing Wealth of Nations is that

it explains the

emerging dominance of capital-based production over land or trade as the
source of national wealth.
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A sixth and final point is that different structures of knowledge
contain different entities.

When Smith shifted the focus of political

economy from wealth to production,
economics

for the first time.

Within the discourse,

the laborer entered the discourse of

This was not simply a shift of emphasis.

a new entity had literally been created.

Smith's has not been a monolithic discourse.

One subsequent example

of new subjects and new spaces appearing in political economy is the
advent of marxian discourses of work and wealth in the late nineteenth
and twentieth centuries
of

(Marx,

1867/1967).

A second is the appearance

feminist political economy within marxian discourse

In the first

instance,

what changed was the

when the laborer became a speaking subject,
'turned on its head.'

In the second case,

subject redefined the domain,

"modality"

(Hartmann,

1981).

of speaking;

political economy was
the appearance of woman as a

the problems and the uses of marxian

political economy.
In these instances,

a question arises:

How was change possible?

What can one learn about the conditions from which these representations
emerged to aid understanding of the limits of these representations?
How can viewing these representations as social productions
the production of other representations with different
following section,

facilitate

limits?

In the

this framework will be applied to the central

questions of this study,

but I

first wish to directly address the

question of where genealogical research stands in relation to the
scientific project within which most of organizational

studies has been

produced.

Genealogy and Science
In Sociological Paradigms,

which has been so important to the theory

debates of organizational science in the last decade,
(1979)

Burrell & Morgan

characterize the two core epistemologies of research as Positi¬

vism and Anti-Positivism.

Useful in its original context,

this

is an

unfortunate dichotomy because it reinforces the perception that those
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who do not practice positivist/functionalist scientific

inquiry are

actively conspiring to eliminate it.
These debates have often appeared,
discussion of the
category

'qualitative'

modes of inquiry,
accepted model
nents

'validity'

of

trivialized and dichotomized,

'qualitative'

includes multiple,

research.

Since the

often mutually incompatible

it has been characterized as

lacking a

for its central creative process,"

(Eisenhardt & Bourgeois,

as

"generally

even by some propo¬

1988:741).

A categorization more sensitive to varieties of

inquiry would

identify the key debates in organizational studies to have been between
functionalist and interpretive modes of understanding,

each having

multiple internal schools of practice and each embracing both qualita¬
tive and quantitative methods.
(radical/regulatory)
for inquiry.

axis,

Burrell & Morgan

(1979)

add a second

creating a model based on four

"paradigms"

Each of these forms an internally consistent world view

for those within the paradigm;

each of them is

incompatible with the

other three.
Within the mainstream of organizational theory development,

there

has been a continuing effort to transcend the Burrell & Morgan paradigms
by creating a
(1990)

"metaparadigm"

for comparing paradigms.

is one of the latest efforts in this direction.

of universalizing is explicitly disclaimed as
impossible in Sociological Paradigms,

Morgan schema.

While this type

logically and politically

the Burrell & Morgan framework

itself forms a metaparadigmatic framework if
Genealogical

Gioia & Pitre

it

is not questioned.

inquiry does not have a place within the Burrell &
The objective/subjective axis is

irrelevant to genealogy

because poststructuralist analysis does not seek meaning in either
objects or subjects.

Similarly,

the radical/regulatory axis allows no

place for poststructuralist assumptions.
explained in this chapter,
through radical change.

The concept of resistance,

attempts to change the status quo,

but not

Advocacy of radical change implies both the
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possibility of change on a grand social scale and the possibility of
theorists developing a vision of an alternative and superior truth.
As Kritzman
time

(1988)

points out,

Foucault and the intellectuals of his

(such as Deleuze and Lyotard)

represent a break with such thinking.

This break came with the realization,
France,

that dominance,

political apparatus;
control"

(:x-xi).

grand plan,
analysis,"

"could not be located within a single socio¬

it was dispersed in complex networks of social

Foucault did not see himself as the custodian of a

but rather as one,
(:xii)

after the events of May 1968 in

"capable of providing instruments of

which are just as critical of utopian truths as they

are of the truth of the status quoz
The role of an intellectual is not to shape others' political
will; it is, through the analysis that he [sic] carries out in
his own field, to question over and over again what is postu¬
lated as self-evident, to disturb people's mental habits, the
way they do and think things, to dissipate what is familiar and
accepted, to reexamine rules and institutions (Foucault, 1988a:265) .
Confirmatory and Disconfirmatorv Knowledge Strategies
All of the oppositions generally applied in the theory debates
within organizational studies in recent years — qualitative/quanti¬
tative,

inductive/deductive,

functionalist/interpretive,

critical — share one characteristic.

for the production of knowledge.
starts

regulatory/

All are confirmatory strategies

From any of these positions,

research

from what is not known and proceeds toward what is known.

product of research is new knowledge.

The

This is so self-evident that it

is difficult to conceptualize a different strategy.
Another possible approach would be for the researcher to begin with
what

is believed to be known and to research the process through which

this knowledge was produced.
for destabilizing research

Deconstruction is the best-known strategy

(cf.

Norris,

1982),

but

I prefer the more

general term destabilizing to distinguish genealogy and deconstruction.
While both are similar in their general assumptions and intellectual
heritage,

each uses quite different techniques
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for analysis.

While destabilizing work is not scientific in the narrow,
testing sense3,

it is emphatically not anti-scientific.

I do not attempt to refute the value of science.

hypothesis

In this study,

Rather,

I will present

a case for contextualizing scientific activity within a broader dis¬
course,

one attempting to document the strengths and limits of science

or any other form of inquiry.
The emphasis on only confirmatory work in organizational theorizing
reflects a positivist optimism that the knowledge structures produced by
scientific inquiry can and should stand for all time.

No process exists

for structured inquiry into the dynamic relationship between knowledge
structures and the changing social problems to which they supposedly
relate.

In the aftermath of Kuhn (1970), this assumption should be

troubling.
I do not wish to create the impression that research can neatly be
packaged as confirmatory or destabilizing.

Genealogy may attempt to

destabilize knowledge initially taken for granted,

but the results of a

destabilizing analysis also form the basis for positive changes of
belief.

What differs between genealogy and existing "paradigms" of

inquiry is that both the confirmatory and the destabilizing moments of
knowledge production are recognized and valued.

The construction and

reconstruction of knowledge is envisioned as an ongoing process.
Critique, Objectivity, Power and Truth
In T.

S. Eliot's Fragment of an Agon,

I've gotta use words when I talk to you."

Sweeney says to Doris,

Sweeney captures the double

bind of doing genealogical work within a social science.
heard,

"[b]ut

it is necessary to speak within the discourse,

In order to be

but speaking

within the discourse demands the use of words whose common social
meanings are colored by a 'common sense' understanding of reality,
goodness and value that is often inconsistent with genealogical mean¬
ings.

any

In general, this must be dealt with as an ongoing demand of the

3. A sense, by the way, that is relatively recent.
One might defend
systematic approach to knowledge as scientific; cf. Oxford English

Dictionary.
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research process,

but I would like mention a few key terms whose

meanings can be especially troublesome.
Critique
This project is an example of critical scholarship in the sense that
it attempts to make explicit the social forces through which certain
concepts have attained the privileged status of
in a realm immune from critical study.

'natural,' placing them

By doing so,

I hope to contrib¬

ute to a process of reclaiming these concepts as legitimate topics for
discussion and inquiry.
This should not be confused with Critical Theory,
different form of critical scholarship,

a distinctly

constituted largely by the

efforts of the Frankfurt School of Western Marxism (Jay,

1984).

contemporary heir to this tradition is Habermas

Habermas

(1987).

The
(1983)

has characterized deconstruction and genealogy as "neoconservative"
because of their refusal to produce a critique of hegemonic power
relations and to promote a belief system promising emancipation from
dominance.
Genealogical critique differs from critical theory in that it does
not accept the belief in a hegemonic source of oppression or in the
power of the theorist to imagine a society emancipated from power
relations.
ters,

I believe this will become more clear in subsequent chap¬

but I wish to explicitly note that this difference separates my

grounding from seemingly similar work by Giddens
Mumby (1988), Deetz & Mumby (1989)

(1984),

Clegg (1989),

and Barley (1988b).

Objectivity
In describing my field research,

I will claim that the data collect¬

ed have a relatively high degree of objectivity.

My use of this term is

consistent with functionalist usage, but I differ in my assumption about
the source of the objectivity I observe.

Functionalist research has

assumed objectivity to be an inherent property of the object.

Genealog¬

ical objectivity is more consistent with the social constructionist view
that objectivity exists as the product of a process of objectlvlzation.
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Genealogical objectivity,

then,

is not intended to describe the meaning

that exists within an object, but the meaning that an object has
attained as it has been objectified by human meaning-making.
Power
I have been asked why I chose power as the philosophical basis upon
which to build this inquiry.
ships of power,'
existence,

but

It would be more precise to say

'relation¬

since I do not conceive of power as having a static

'power' will do as a shorthand term for this process4.

To answer this question,

I would reverse it: How is it possible not to

speak of power in organizations?
It is not controversial to say that the world to which organization¬
al studies refers,

a world structured by large organizations,

produced within the last several generations.

has been

Given this observation,

how is it possible to avoid asking what forces produced this world and
what interests have been served by its production?

The only answer I

can imagine is to assume that this world evolved naturally and inevita¬
bly.

If this is the case, the power producing organizational reality

can be studied independently of human interest or intentionality,
essentially as a force of nature.
Not only has this assumption been adopted by organizational science,
its development over the last few decades has been noticeable.
(1987)

Whyte

describes the shift during this period away from the study of

human relations in favor of macro theories focused on "environmental
factors."

This long term shift away from social systems,

environmental contingencies,

toward

and culminating in the currently-fashion-

able ecological models grounded in Hannan & Freeman
ingly reified 'the organization'

(1977),

has increas¬

as a building block of nature, whose

rules of operation are assumed to be independent of human agency.
As soon as one begins to question the inevitability of the organiza¬
tional world that has been produced, to claim that organizations can be

4. "I hardly ever use the word "power" and if I do sometimes, it is
always a short cut to the expression I always use: relationships of power"
(Foucault, 1984a:122).
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influenced by the intentionality of the people of whom they are com¬
posed, the sources and uses of social power become fundamental to
understanding the production and operation of organizations.

The power

that was studied under another name when it was imagined to be a natural
force is reconceptualized as a power emanating from social interaction.
The term 'power,' however,
organizational studies,
individual,

already has an established usage in

a meaning centered on the self-interested

acting to change the behavior of another individual.

This

definition overlaps with and is indistinct from 'politics,' which is
usually presented as unjustifiably self-interested behavior.
ed in this way,

Represent¬

power has been treated as something to eliminate from

organizations as completely as possible.
al power literature. Hardy (1989)

In reviewing the organization¬

has criticized it for not going beyond

this narrow domain.
This conception of power has little to do with the
or

'relations of power'

I study in this dissertation.

'power-knowledge'
I am uninterested

in individual expressions of power and am only slightly interested in
the power that changes an individual's actions.

I am primarily inter¬

ested in the power by which the status quo, the normal,
maintained.

What is now mundane was once novel.

is produced and

I am interested in the

process by which this novelty has become institutionalized to become
part of common sense.
Thus conceptualized, power cannot be minimized or eliminated from
organizations because the operation of these social influences consti¬
tutes what we know as an organization.

This view has little in common

with the literature of power in organizations,
the framework presented by Parsons

(1956:225)

trative Science Quarterly when he wrote,

but much in common with
in the inaugural Adminis¬

"[t]he central phenomenon of

organization is the mobilization of power"

[emphasis in the original].

Truth
Since the time of Descartes,

Euro-American knowledge has been

dominated by the concept of objective,
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empirical truth.

Materialists

and idealists,

positivists and phenomenologists,

radicals have been united in the belief that
truth to experience and (b)

(a)

conservatives and
there is an objective

inquiry can reveal it.

most can imagine to this belief is total relativism,

The only alternative
a condition in

which all claims have equal value because they cannot be grounded in
truth.
Truth is an important genealogical concept.
his life work as an attempt,
into games of truth”

Foucault once described

"to discover how the human subject entered

(1984a:112).

The concept of a "game” of truth

represents neither a belief in inherent truth nor relativism — nor is
it on a continuum between the two5.
For Foucault,

It is something quite different.

truth is a product of power:

myself as I am now doing,

"If I tell the truth about

it is in part that I am constituted as a

subject across a number of power relations"
Power,
no pure,

in this formulation,

does not distort truth,

because there is

underlying meaning from which to measure distortion.

appears within a certain,
truth"

(1988a:39).

(1984a:127).

All truth

"ensemble of rules for the production of

What can be said about truth is not its relation to

some timeless meaning, but its relation to the conditions of its
production.

One may study the relationships from which it emerges and

the consequences that proceed from it.
From this perspective,

one might refer equally to the truth of the

periodic table of the elements or the myth of the periodic table.
Either refers to a process through which a socially-produced pattern is
imposed on the phenomena of experience.

The

'truth' of the periodic

table is a function of its social acceptance as a meaning guiding
certain material practices, but in no manner tied to any necessary
meaning emanating from the phenomena themselves.
At issue is not the existence of meaning,

but whether meaning will

be achieved by fitting experience to knowledge or vice versa.

For

5. Neither is it a game in the sense of entertainment. It has the more
serious connotation employed in the phrase 'war games.'
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instance,

psychology in the U.S.

has sought to tell the truth of human

development by producing universalist stage theories of human develop¬
ment culminating in a fully real,

individuated adult.

If this is taken

as an objective truth, the therapeutic relationship will be governed by
attempts to shape the patient to the model.
that of the patient.
Chodorow (1989)

If there is deviance,

Recently, theorists such as Flax

(1990)

it is

and

have begun to tell psychological truth more as a

cultural story, the criterion of truth being what this story permits to
occur in the analytic relationship and in the life of the patient.
There is, then,

truth within genealogical inquiry.

These truths can

have a high degree of objectivity and a durability, but however
they appear,

they are treated as social productions,

through which

groups give meaning to inherently amorphous experiences.
such sense is made and will inquire into its effects,
assume that there is one,
made.

'real'

I will ask how

but will not

superior truth/myth that objectively should be

Instead of asking what meaning exists outside human experience,

will ask how different meanings function within experience to help
concrete subjects in concrete situations make sense of that experience.
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CHAPTER V
GENEALOGICAL FIELD RESEARCH:

METHODOLOGY

This dissertation's central question is whether there is content to
knowledge work that does not fit into available representations of work.
In chapter three I described how current theories account
experience of the Med 5 nurses.

for the

In this chapter I will explain how a

genealogical analysis of resistance permits further inquiry into
knowledge work.
The data for this analysis is the resistance between three modes of
representing work.

One,

presented in chapter three,

is the experience

of doing work as represented by the workers themselves.

This data will

now be re-interpreted using the metaphor of the enacted text.

A second

source of data is the representation of work in the literature of
nursing

(a printed text).

Representation of work in the printed text of

organization theory forms the third source of data.

One would expect to

find practices that do not fit these representations because theoretical
models are expressly produced as simplifications.

The question is

whether these omissions contain important dimensions of organizational
experience.

This approach will be guided by three research questions:

First Research Question: Are Different Subjectivities
Identifiable in the Organizational Literature(s)?
As theorized by genealogy,

subjectivity is a relation-ship between

material practices and a representation in language through which sense
is made of those practices.
of the RN)

A single area of practice

(e.g.,

the tasks

can be constructed into very different subjectivities

depending upon which representation is used.

Asking what different

subjectivities exist may be done by comparing the organiza-tional and
nursing literatures with each other and with the experience of workers,
seeking the limits of the different representations and pointing to
experience not expressible in

'common sense'

terms.

This question also has an important historical component.

Tracing

the emergence of the subjectivities one may currently assume in
organizational discourses

is important
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for understanding the purposes a

specific representation has served and the social relations through
which such a representation has been produced.

If the conditions

producing a currently dominant representation have changed since its
emergence,
value.

one might ask whether such a representation is still of

Historical perspective

('history of the present')

allows current

resistance to be examined with this question in mind.
Second Research Question: Where is the Body of the Subject
Entering Into Two or More Discursive Strategies?

Multiple subjectivities may exist within a single discursive
strategy.

For instance,

three subjects:

manager,

the discourse of organizational theory assumes
employee and professional.

All three are

consistent with a single set of assumptions about work.

If,

however,

one attempts to represent the nurse as portrayed in the nursing
literature into one of these categories,

none fit very well.

The nurse

in the nursing literature is represented within a markedly different
structure of assumptions about work,

the problems of work and the

purpose of the worker.
Elaborating the conflicts between these disciplinary positions
shows the resistance resulting from conflicting technologies of power.
Examination of resistance from this perspective can help to show the
relations of power supporting specific representations of the worker.
As with the previous question,

historical perspective plays an important

role in this analysis.
Third Research Question: Where, When and How Does the Body
of the Worker Contact Technologies of Power?
According to Foucaultian theory,

structures of power-knowledge

mediated through language constitute technologies of power.
become subjects by taking a place within these structures.
meaning of power-knowledge structures
cannot be observed directly.

Bodies
Because the

is relational and dynamic,

It may be observed indirectly,

it

however,

noting the processes in which a body must engage in order to become a
subject

in a specific position.

certain training,

For instance,

use of certain language,
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to be a nurse requires

application of certain

by

theories.

Nursing work may be practiced only in specific places,

such

as a hospital or clinic.
Note that this analysis reflects a major assumptive difference
between observing the subject and observing the body.

Coding the

objective characteristics of contact between the body and relations of
power requires data different from attributions of meaning produced by
the research subject.

The purpose of data collection is to observe the

body for the purpose of gaining indirect insight into the shape of the
network of power relations in which the body is engaged.
Design of the Study and Analysis of Data
A portion of the study design,
been presented in appendix A,

that relevant to chapter three,

where I explained chapter three to be part

of a broader study design.

In this section,

project as

In total,

it was planned.

three kinds of research:

(1)

has

I will describe the entire

this dissertation has required

Contextualizing research,

studying the

production of the current subjects of organization theory through
textual analysis of historical discourses,
and

(3)

(2)

researching nursing work

Researching the software developer.

Contextualizing Research
This research is contextualizing in the sense that
social/historical context
nurses.

it provides a

for understanding the experience of the Med 5

In order to compare the work experience of nurses to the

representations of work available in current managerial discourse,
terms must be researched:

the manager,

the employee,

four

the professional

and the knowledge worker.
Methodological Guidelines
The example of a Foucaultian reading applied to Adam Smith in
chapter four broadly outlines the techniques
contextualizing research.

These include:

to ask what makes a text possible,
tualizing,

(3)

(2)

(1)

for conducting this
reading between the lines

historicizing and contex¬

making connections to other areas of knowledge,

(4)

seeking points of discontinuity in the use of representations,

(5)
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connecting the discontinuity with changes in other discourses and (6)
seeking the different entities populating different discourses.
To use the terms introduced in chapter four, my analysis will seek
to document four discursive objects by asking what discursive concepts
have been associated with them and what enunciative modalities have been
used to speak about them.

Finally,

it will ask within what discursive

strategies the discourses of the manager,
knowledge worker have operated.

employee,

professional and

The final product of this research is

presented in chapters six and seven.
Researching Nursing Work

My nursing research has three components.
of the printed text of nursing,
the nursing literature.

The first is my analysis

both in organizational studies and in

The second is an analysis of the enacted text

of nursing experience through structured observation.

The third is

comparison of these findings with those of the contextualizing research.
The Printed Text of Nursing

In chapter four I drew a theoretical distinction between enacted
and printed texts.

This first analysis of nursing is concerned with the

printed text, both with ways the nurse has been represented in
organization studies and ways s/he has been represented in the
literature of the nursing discipline.
There are very few,

if any,

occupations whose study forms a

recognizable literature within organizational studies.

I have located

about two dozen studies in which nurses were used as subjects through a
literature search including:
Journal,

Academy of Management Review and Administrative Science

Quarterly,

(3)

(1) A title search of Academy of Management

1979-1991;

(2)

The Social Science Citation Index,

1981-1985;

The heading "nursing"

in the Business Periodicals Index,

1979-1990;

(4) Academy of Management conference programs,

1982-1991;

(5)

"snow¬

balling" from book and article citations encountered in this process.
Nursing is an unusual occupation in that it has an academic
discipline,

and thus a literature,

of its own.
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My review of this

literature includes,

but

is not

limited to,

approximately 2000 articles

in the primary academic and practitioner journals of the field,
specifically:

Advances in Nursing Science,

1988;

of Nursing Administration,

Journal

Quarterly,

1983-88;

Nursing Research,

Nursing Management,

1983-88;

1984-88;

1984-88;
1988;

Western Journal

Image,

1987,

partial

Nursing Administration

Nursing Outlook,

1983-88;

of Nursing Research,

1987-88.

Structured Observation of Nursing
The work experience of nurses

(and other workers)

"the relationship between what we do,
are allowed to do,

is

structured by,

what we are obliged to do,

what we are forbidden to do"

(Foucault,

what we

1988a:8).

The practices produced by these relationships structure a discursive
space.

One goal of this research is to

'map'

this

space.

follows the movement of the body through this space,

If one

the time,

duration,

frequency and sequence of contact with power-knowledge networks may be
mapped with relative objectivity.

Genealogically,

this research is

recording points where the body of the subject contacts the technologies
of power structuring discursive space.

All contacts are important,

whether they are contacts with other persons,
such as

schedules and memos,

Mintzberg's
means

(1968)

equipment,

or with physical objects

etc.

method of structured observation is an excellent

for gathering this

information.

The details of data collection

and tabulation have already been set out

in appendix A.

That this

method is as acceptable a data gathering technique for this genealogical
study as

it was

for Mintzberg's

functionalist research underscores the

point that theoretical differences do not rest on method,

but upon the

differing philosophies of knowledge giving meaning to the method.
In chapter three,
data.

this data was presented as objective research

In the upcoming chapters

presentations of experience.
or disconfirm theory,

it will be treated as one of several re¬

Here,

the data will not be used to confirm

but to illustrate the limits of the theorizing.

will provide examples of normal work practice from which a
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'normal'

It

day

can be constructed.
point

This description of normal practices

is a starting

from which to seek the normalizing processes producing them.

Comparison of Printed and Enacted Nursing Texts
The contextualizing research,

structured observation of nursing

work and analysis of representations of nursing in the organizational
and nursing literatures,

provide four sets of discursive objects:

*

Representations of the manager, the employee,
the knowledge worker in organization theory.

*

Representations of the nurse in organization theory.

*

A representation of nursing work based on structured observation.

*

Representations of nursing in nursing theory.
The goal of this analysis

is to

(a)

the professional and

show the ways that talking

about the nurse determines who the nurse can be and
relationship is between the representation of

(b)

'normal'

to ask what the
experience and

the other representations of that experience which exist

in theory.

Chapter eight reinterprets the work experience observed on Med 5

in

light of the contextualizing research.
In this research,

I have found three distinct discourses about

nursing:

medical,

nursing,

medical and organizational discourses can be treated as one

'voice'

organizational and feminist.

From the perspective of

because their assumptions and values are quite similar.

Chapter

nine analyzes the tensions between organizational and feminist
discourses of nursing,

asking what can be learned from them.

Knowledge Work and Software Development
Because nursing is not popularly associated with knowledge work,

I

also conduct a more restricted study focusing on a stereotypical
knowledge worker,

the software development worker.

Data for this study

consists of ways this worker has been represented in organizational and
information systems literatures.
In 1965,

software development was just beginning to appear as a

publicly known occupation.

In the years since,

discipline has changed rapidly.
'subjectivities'

I

the structure of the

seek to present the differing

— images of the software development worker —
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presented in that time.

The term

'software development worker'

is a

deliberately vague working label adaptable to the shifting and complex
occupational communities developing software

(Gregory,

This analysis also follows the guidelines
discursive analysis outlined above.

1983).

for conducting a

The purpose of this analysis is

(a)

to describe the differing subjectivities portrayed as software
development workers in the various

literatures studied;

(b)

to ask

whether the software development worker can be represented
unproblematically using the existing images of manager,
professional;

(c)

employee,

to compare these results to the findings about nurses

in order to ask what may be learned from this study to contribute to the
process of theorizing new models of work.

The results of this research

are presented in chapter ten.
Boundaries
This

study,

like all studies,

has

significant

limitations,

but

these differ from those commonly associated with either objectivist or
interpretive designs.

For objectivist research,

boundaries are

constituted by factors limiting the objective reliability and validity
of the data.

For interpretive research,

limits center on the degree to

which the study has or has not accurately portrayed the subjective
meaning of the participants.

For discursive analysis,

these limitations

center on the limits of representation — the use of language and the
assumptions brought

into the work by the researcher.

The central goal of this project is to question the current modes
of representing workers within organizations.
a neutral,

representation-free position.

yet another representation

This cannot be done from

As a researcher I must create

(the dissertation)

by which to question those

representations already deployed in organization studies.

This begins a

process which can continue endlessly because the representation which
constituting the dissertation should not be free from re-reading any
more than those I bring into question.
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One boundary of this work is that it must be destabilizing rather
than critical.

There is a fine line between showing that a statement

cannot claim to be value-free truth and asserting that a statement is
false.

Destabilizing strategies,

by showing the simultaneous existence

of multiple adequate interpretations,
which a

'natural'

or by showing the process through

truth has been constructed through language and power,

can claim that statements posing as natural truth fail to meet their own
claim.

One cannot,

however,

on the basis of poststructuralist

assumptions,

mark a statement false or replace it by one which is more

true or less

false.

One must defer pronouncements of truth,

about all statements:

asking

'For whom and under what circumstances does this

statement operate as true?'
A related boundary is that of positioning the researcher.
this work with experiences based on social class,

gender,

I enter

race,

organizational and cultural affiliations and history which structure a
double-edged problem.
development worker.
enter a social

On the one hand,

I

am not a nurse or a software

In taking the subject position

'researcher,'

I

space in which I am expected to be the one who knows

better and who speaks a story for those whom I

study.

The product of my

research contributes to a discourse of management and nursing which is
one of the important ways through which organization members come to
understand their own experience.

My work must resist this position of

speaking-for by emphasizing the instability and context specificity of
the text I will produce.
On the other hand,
subjects I

study,

I

as a member of the same dominant culture as the

am simultaneously embedded in the experiences

which I wish to stand at arm's length.
and my own life,

from

Both the subject of my research

work and perceptions are embedded in these same

dominant assumptions.

Hopefully,

my training in poststructuralist

philosophy and practice helps me to be more reflexive about this
position,

but this same training shows the impossibility of my ever

extricating myself from it to speak from a neutral position.
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Despite these limitations,

meaning can be produced,

but only

through reconceptualizing the role of meaning and the role of the
theorist.

One of the intended contributions of this dissertation is to

illustrate a process by which meaningful work can be done without appeal
to natural,
intellectual

context-free truths.

According to Foucault,

the

in this context can/should play a dual role.

The first is

to use the special expertise of his or her position to make visible the
"games of truth" through which certain experience becomes privileged as
natural or inevitable.

The second is to become personally involved with

the problems one studies,

not as a leader or as an

'expert,'

but as a

concerned individual speaking from a concrete subject position.
For instance,

in this dissertation my specialized expertise has

allowed me to make statements about organizational knowledge and about
nursing which would not have been possible for one possessing only
general

'street'

knowledge.

On the authority of this knowledge,

uncover relationships and present them for a reader to consider,
philosophical position demands that I
of action concerning them.

I

can

but my

stop short of advocating a course

In this very limited sense,

I am bound by

something analogous to scientific objectivity.
At the same time,
obligation,

this work gives me the desire and,

I believe,

the

to work in academia to resist relationships of power that I

have come to see as appropriate to a previous century and outmoded
social relationships.

My roles as teacher,

member will embody a different vision of

researcher and committee

'managing for the 21st century'

than they would have had this dissertation not been produced.
I

feel a similar desire/obligation,

resist certain relations of power that

to work within healthcare to

I do not believe are in the

interests of the general patient or the citizen who ultimately funds the
system.
expert,

In this role,
but

I

am not authorized speak as a genealogical

I am authorized as a potential patient and as a payor of the

system to use the findings of this research when speaking from that
concrete subject position.

This dual role functions,
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in Ricoeur's

words,

"not to deny the role of personal commitment

human phenomena,

but to qualify it"

In the upcoming chapter,

'setting the stage'

1981:220).

I will seem to move a great distance from

issues of Med 5 or knowledge work.
of

(Thompson,

This

is not a digression,

for subsequent analysis.

but a way

If I am to ask how the

nurse fits representations of the employee,

it will

to ask how the employee came to be the only

'normal'

of work experience.

in understanding

first be necessary
subject in theories

That story begins in the decade 1870-1880.
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CHAPTER VI
HISTORY OF THE PRESENT:

MANUFACTURING THE EMPLOYEE

1850 -

1920

As bodies collide, mingle and suffer they create events on
their surfaces, events that are without thickness...We
should not restrict meaning to the cognitive core that
lies at the heart of a knowable object; rather, we should
allow it to reestablish its flux at the limit of words and
things (Foucault, 1977b:173-4).
In chapter three I
'knowledge work.'

asked whether the Med 5 nurses were performing

I asked what elements of work might exist that cannot

already be explained by knowledge of the generic or the professional
employee.

The result was that there is nothing in the logs or inter¬

views that cannot be explained by these terms.

The implication is

either that the Med 5 nurses are not knowledge workers or that knowledge
work is a subset of existing categories of work.
I cannot accept that the Med 5 nurses are not knowledge workers
because they fit descriptions of knowledge work as it has been defined
by authorities such as Bell

(1973)

and Kanter

is a subset of existing categories,
transformed must be reconsidered.

(1983).

the claim that work is being
But,

evidence that work relations are

in a process of radical transformation is overwhelming
When I ask
workers?'

If knowledge work

'are the nurses employees,

(cf.,

chapter 1).

professionals or knowledge

all possible answers lead to contradictions.

approach left is to question the question.

In Whetten's

The only
(1989)

words:

This is probably the most fruitful, but also the most difficult
avenue of theory development...[It] commonly involves borrowing a
perspective from other fields, which encourages altering our
metaphors and gestalts in ways that challenge the underlying
rationales supporting accepted theories...This aspect of concep¬
tual development is particularly critical, and generally over¬
looked (:493).
In this chapter,

I will ask how the terms of

inquiry about nonmanag-

erial workers have come to be bounded by the employee and the profes¬
sional.

I will present,

in Foucault's words,

a "history of the present"

by returning to the point of emergence of the employee in order to ask
what changes

in material conditions,

social relations of power and ways

of speaking about work made it possible to begin speaking of the worker
as the

'employe.'
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Two Realities:
Analysts

from many positions are in agreement that transformational

changes

swept through the U.S.

(Hayes,

1957;

Foner,

1962;

Federalist and Industrial

Smith,

1984;

Dorfman,

in the approximate period 1870-1880

Porter,

1969).

1973;

Wiebe,

1967;

DeBrizzi,

Within organizational studies,

been recorded primarily as instrumental and deterministic
ation”

of resources

(Chandler,

1962).

1983;

this has

"rationaliz¬

What has been forgotten is that

the institutionalization and legitimation of these changes required
production of a common sense different from that of a generation
earlier.
This new common sense produced new social actors.
necessary to invoke the manager,

employee or professional

speak as a researcher about the working body.
was not only not unnecessary,

Today it

in order to

Prior to this time,

it was impossible.

it

Between the worker of

1850 and the worker of 1920 lies an unfathomable rupture.
knowledge about the rights,

is

Common sense

responsibilities and values of the worker

differ so completely as to represent different realities.

I will call

the prior order federalist reality and the most prominent subject within
this order the federalist citizen.
industrial reality,

I will call the emerging order

whose main actor is the employee.

The consecutive appearance of three discursive pairs of organiza¬
tional subjects mark the period of transformation producing the employ¬
ee.

The owner/worker pairing represents the primary work relationship

of the federalist order.
capital/labor appears,

Beginning in the 1870s,

the representation

indicating the beginning of a period of transfor¬

mation between federalist and industrial orders.

This pairing repre¬

sents the transformation of individual worker/owner relationships
hostile standoff between two aggregate social groups who did not
into the relationships of federalist society.
relationship emerges

into a
fit

The manager/employee

from this terror at about the turn of the century,

indicating the sedimentation of a fundamentally new social order.
Perhaps understanding how it became possible to speak of the employee at
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the turn of the 20th century,

will shed light on why it

is necessary to

speak of this actor at the turn of the 21st.
Owner/worker:

The Discourse of Federalism

It is strange, that while every profession, every mechani¬
cal art has its theory, no one has as yet attempted to
construct the Science of Business (Hunt, 1857:vi).
If a present day management student were to pick up Freeman Hunt's
Worth & Wealth: Maxims for Merchants and Men of Business,
1857,

s/he might note the absence of anything we presently know as

management,

yet,

circumstances suggest Hunt may have been a good

reflection of the business

'common sense'

of his time.

He is listed on

the frontispiece as the editor of the Merchants Magazine,
Lives of American Merchants,
(e.g.,

published in

Terry,

1869).

"etc."

Further,

and author of

Hunt is part of a genre of work

Stringer & Townshend publishers thought

it a worthwhile venture to publish this book at

$1.25,

a considerable

sum when the average daily wage was approximately one dollar1.
What one does find in Maxims for Merchants — in addition to advice
on bookkeeping,

site selection and other functional advice —

repeated emphasis on,
(:28).

is

"[t]he conduct of an upright man of business"

The code of this conduct is indicated in Hunt's essay titles,

including:
Morality of Insurance
Manners for Merchants
Peter C. Brooks, The Wise Merchant and Upright Man
Self-Reliance, The Main Spring of Success
Don't Leave a Legitimate Business for Financiering
Honor of an Honest Man
A Benevolent Quaker Merchant
Never Make a Promise That you Can't Keep
Success in Life Depends on Perseverance
Honestly Acquired Wealth
Sacredness of Debts
Wish for No Man's Wealth
Character and Capital
Integrity, the Basis of Credit
One might cynically point out that the nobility and sanctity of
getting rich has been more or less continually espoused by those who
have already done so

(cf.,

Carnegie,

1920;

Chrysler,

1. Source, Historical Abstracts of the
Census, Washington D. C, tables 167-173.
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U.S.,

1937;

Pt.

1,

Iacocca,

Bureau

of

the

1984).

Indeed,

Hunt was a successful merchant writing a book only the

affluent could afford to buy.

Thus,

the character profile of Hunt's

merchant may be more than a little self-flattering.
in Hunt's topics,
of the merchant,

though,

What

is

interesting

is not simply that he flatters the character

but the manner in which he does this.

Hunt's version of the dream of success precedes a late-19th century
'industrialization'
al,

1985).

of values

(Madden,

1970;

Wachhorst,

1981;

et

Somewhere between the 1857 publication of Maxims for

Merchants and the 1913 publication of The Empire of Business
1913),

Bellah,

a new reality emerges.

unlimited self

Today's

in a limited world;

'self-starter'

Hunt's

limited self in an unlimited world.

(Carnegie,

is imagined as an

'man of character'

was a

This is reflected in the federalist

meanings of community and frontier.
Federalist Community
Today,

success is a matter of

within one's community of origin,

'getting ahead.'

One succeeds,

but by leaving it for

Hunt's successful merchant succeeded within,

'bigger'

not beyond,

not
things.

the community.

The merchant's character is important to Hunt because one must be known
by one's creditors,

customers and workers as honorable and reasonable.

Federalist merchants may not have been more humanitarian than today's
executives,

but,

relationships,

for them,

character was the currency of business power

a currency replaced by credentials and financial informa¬

tion as industrial reality emerged.
As a consequence of the community-based relations through which
business was negotiated,
criteria of success.

unlimited power and wealth were not viable

Rather,

one acceded to a position of relative

affluence held in check by one's responsibilities to those among whom
one lived.

Unlike today's

point of arrival
writes of,

(Bellah,

'getting ahead,'
et al,

1985).

this dream of

De Tocqueville

success has a

(1835/1956:256)

"the rarity of lofty ambition to be observed in the midst of

the universally ambitious stir of society."
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Unimaginable as

it is

today,

wealth acquired by financial dealing was widely looked down upon;

honest work involved making or selling something.

Hunt warns:

A just verdict upon many cases of fraud would be, "This man lost
his character and his capital by speculation in stocks."
Keep,
therefore, to honest toil in a legitimate business and do not
aspire to become a financier.
"Be content with such things as ye
have" (:73) .
Such a criterion of success was relatively inclusive.
today can dream of becoming Lee Iacocca,

While few

virtually every grocery clerk

in 1850 could dream of opening a store after clerking for a few years.
Even manufactures in 1850 averaged only three to four workers each2.
Between farmers,
turers,

self-employed craftspersons,

merchants and manufac¬

8 to 9 of every 10 workers was self-employed.

the remainder,

For a portion of

wage work was a temporary step toward self-employment.

Independent prosperity within the community represented an achievable
dream for a substantial majority of workers3.
The federalist merchant,

then,

was a limited self whose boundaries

were set by the sphere of community relations through which business
relations were sustained.
protection,
ships.

were all

Credit,

markets,

labor,

transportation,

local and constituted through personal relation¬

In a society scorning both the aristocrat and the peasant,

prosperous

legal

local business person,

a sort of

first among equals,

the

was the

ideal of success.
The Frontier
If the federalist self was limited,

the federalist world was not.

Pervading federalist rhetoric is the image of America as a frontier.
Adam Smith

(1776/1937:69)

notes the role of the frontier in the rapid

growth of the North American colonies.

Although,

"England is certainly.

2. The Census of 1850, V.l, table L, lists 73504 men (the census
surveyed males only) as manufacturers.
Appended to this table is a list
of 265,196 men employed in manufacturing establishments with an annual
product exceeding $500 (about 2 years' average wages).
3. There were, of course, large differences in wealth and achieving
an independent income was a function of gender and race.
Also membership
in a community was more complicated than simply moving in.
Immigrants
have
been
unwelcome
since
the
first
years
of
the
Plymouth
colony
(Bradford, 1981).
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in the present times,
higher wages,
growth.

a much richer country," the colonies enjoyed

lower cost of provisions and,

De Tocqueville

(1835/1956:216)

consequently,

observes that

more rapid

in America,

even

farms were bought to be sold again for a profit as the farmer moved
further West.
Whenever social conditions tended to crystallize in the East,
whenever capital tended to press upon labor...there was this gate
of escape...Men4 would not accept inferior wages and a permanent
position of social subordination when this promised land of
freedom and equality was theirs for the taking (Turner, 1893/1956:28).
In a very important sense,

since the decline of feudalism the

constituting image of North America has been its role as the frontier of
Europe:
Historically, Americans have tended to deny the reality and
necessity of limits...Such an outlook involves a rejection of
one's interconnectedness with the world and others...The belief
in boundless potential, however, also derives from the larger
context of Western history, in which America was simply the
leading edge...The New World, in fact, became the magic kingdom
in a large literature of utopias...Certainly the spirit of the
Enlightenment, with its faith in the rational perfectibility of
man and his environment, was largely a product of this expansion
(Wachhorst, 1981:105-6).
In a frontier reality,
slavery'

the worker need not enter permanent

because farmland can be had for the taking.

'wage

Business need not

worry about depletion of resources when there is an infinite West.
Communities can expel their undesired elements,
a void.

Whatever tensions remain,

human and material,

into

one can imagine that they will be

solved through growth or through starting over.
A reference one finds again and again in accounts
the century is to the closing of the frontier.
statement of this view is the Turner Thesis,

from the turn of

Perhaps the most

written in 1893,

famous

noting

that the closing of the frontier removed the metamyth upon which the
values of American society were built:

The peculiarity of American institutions is the fact that they
have been compelled to adapt themselves to the changes of an

4. Sic: Due to the period from which citations are being drawn in this
chapter, sexist use of pronouns is ubiquitous and I will not note each
instance.
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expanding people...And now, four centuries from the discovery of
America...the frontier has gone, and with its going has closed
the first period of American history (Turner, 1893/1956:1,18).
The frontier and the community constitute an apt
federalist reality.
resources,

leitmotif

A world view of material equality,

for

infinite

and endless material growth was paralleled at the level of

ideas by the ideal of the perfectible society constituted through the
voluntary membership of citizens
a federation,
World.

free of the aristocracy,

in

poverty and militarism of the Old

As the 19th century progressed,

and lived experience mounted.
did,

in the community and of communities

tension between these beliefs

In the 1870s,

they exploded.

As they

the worker and owner are replaced in discourse by labor and

capital.
Worker/Owner Becomes Labor/Capital
The War Between the States was a crucial event in transforming the
U.S.

The war concentrated capital.

Railroad and telegraph construction

had created a vastly more national transportation and communication
infrastructure.

The devastated South and the

vast markets for industrial products.

'virgin'

West presented

Both the Union and the Confedera¬

cy discharged an army of men accustomed to the hierarchical mobilization
of great numbers of workers to serve the complex needs of a large
organization.

The wage worker appeared for the first time as a visible

group in a heretofore self-employed society:
The Civil War had abolished the system by which the master hunted
down the slave.
Those who had fought that war returned home to
find a society, one of whose striking features was a body of
workers hunting for masters (Simons, 1912:312)
'Labor'
groups.

and

'capital'

had not yet come to represent threatening

The former was a verb;

of this period,

the latter a material resource.

"did not habitually post a dichotomy between the

interests of business and those of the American people;
to go hand in hand"
the war,

Leaders

(McCraw,

1984:41).

the increasing concentration of

"These were seen

In the decade or so following
industrial power did not

interfere with representation of work as a relation between small owners
and independent workers.

Complaints against
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"the modern spirit of

competition,"
against

inducing "an appearance of business"

"this incessant business,"

(Thoreau,

(Hunt,

1863:356)

1857:117)

or

were sporadic and

minor while wages and material standards of living rose.
The Rise of

"The Labor Question"

After 1868,

however,

wages for employed industrial workers dropped

every year save one until 1879,
25%5.
1962)

resulting in a total wage reduction of

In this decade union membership expanded geometrically

and confrontations with employers became both larger in scope and

more threatening in tone.

At this point,

the benign individual worker

begins to be replaced in public accounts with a hostile,
class,

(Foner,

as writers begin to refer to

aggregate

'the labor question.'

The worst elements of the Old World, that had been driven out of
Europe, suddenly appeared in our midst, and proclaiming their
terrible doctrines of destruction and rapine, endeavored to
revive in our prosperous and peaceful land the horrors of the
Parisian Commune (Martin, 1877/1971:4).
By the time Taylor's famous article on piece rates appeared in 1886,
the reference in its title to
of the preceding decade.
had become stock epiphets,

"the labor problem"

"Anarchism,"

invoked a major theme

"syndicalism,"

and "communism6,"

reflecting both indignant denial that

issues

of class were becoming relevant to the federalist social order and the
simultaneous

fear that class war was imminent.

The Coming of the Organization of Scale
It would be easy to suggest that the labor question was produced by
the appearance of large organizations,
tion,

with the concomitant regimenta¬

deskilling and alienation of the work force,

but available statis¬

tics suggest that a more nuanced explanation is required.
industrial work grew more prominent during this period,

While

industrial

workers only increased from 14% to 19% of the work force between 1860

5. Source: Historical Statistics of the United States,
Bureau of the Census, Washington D.C.

Pt.l,

6. Ironically, the values espoused by Marx were quite close
ways
to
federalist
common
sense.
Discrediting
'communism'
simultaneously discredit federalist values.
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(1975)

in many
was
to

and 18907.

Even at the turn of the century,

the agricultural

sector

alone occupied more of the labor force than all other concerns combined.
The increasing average size of
might be supposed.

firms is also less dramatic than

Between 1869 and 1899,

the average number of workers

employed per manufactory increased only from 7.8 to 10.4.
furnaces"

(iron producers),

(Litterer,

dramatic,

1986:308,311).

shops of

"blast

one of the most concentrated industries,

average producer increased only about 2.5 times,
works

In

the

to 176 employees per

While the percentage increase is

176 workers did not represent unprecedented problems

of administration.
What seems to have changed in a transformative way at this time was
a transition from industrial size based on scope to size based on scale.
Before the turn of the century,

railroad administration experts had

begun to speak in a sophisticated way about the relationships of
departmental vs.
cies8'
Fagan,

divisional structures subject to varying

of technology,
1909;

Morris,

and business volume
1920).

(Perkins,

The argument

1885;

'contingen¬
Dewsnup,

for divisional management was

that it reproduced a small company within the large company,
work relationships based on face-to-face contact.
oldest concentrated industry,

scope,

1906;

not scale,

preserving

In textiles,

the

had been the driving

principle.
In 1886,
years old,

the Whitin Machine Works,

large,

prosperous,

town of Whitinsville,
however,

a machine tool producer,

was 55

and the dominant employer in the company

Massachusetts.

Beneath the appearance of size,

"[t]he Whitin Machine Works was not just one unit,

or more small enterprises housed under one roof"

(Navin,

but a dozen

1950:139).

The

foremen heading these units were subject to little central coordination.

7. Source: Historical Statistics of the United States,
Series D-152-166, Bureau of the Census, Washington, D.C.

Vol.l,

(1975)

8. To call these writers contingency theorists would be to impose
meanings from the 20th century on experiences of the 19th, but to find
such theorists speaking in terms compatible with a contingency framework
should lead one to question the linear, evolutionary story of business
history that has become the standard narrative in organization studies.
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but when the system worked,
ease.

"production flowed with almost autokinetic

Administrative red tape was kept at a minimum,

indirect

labor was all but unknown

business,

for instance,

(:142)."

and so-called

After thirty years

the entire financial

in

function was handled as a

part time duty of the owner without even one full time bookkeeper.
Through most of the nineteenth century,

divisional organization

allowed owners of large firms to reap financial benefits of large size
without entering the terra incognita of organizing large departments.
As the nineteenth century passed,

however,

industry after industry was

centralized and transformed as the potential rewards
large-scale systems grew.

for implementing

The McCormick reaper in agriculture,

automated meat-packing line at Armour,

mechanical grain transportation

centrally owned by the Chicago commodity merchants,
converter at the Carnegie mills,

the

the Bessemer

the cigarette rolling machines of

American Tobacco all offered massive production increases,
the problems of scale were addressed.

It is here that

but only if

statistics show

the environment of work to have been changing more dramatically than the

size of either the work force or of manufactories.
Between 1879 and 1899,

for instance,

mining increased more than eight-fold9.

capital per miner invested in
During this period,

total

capital

invested in manufacturing tripled from 2.7 to 8.2 billion

dollars

(Reich,

above)

1983:30).

increased 2.5 times,

While employment per blast furnace

(cited

output increased 15 times.

Social Effects of Scale Production
Unlike the water-driven period of industrialization,

which had

dispersed people around semi-rural sources of falling water,

the steam-

driven development of this period allowed industry to centralize around
markets and sources of labor,
industrial dispersal"
increases

"reversing the antebellum tendency of

(Laurie,

in urban workers.

1989:115).

Immigration brought huge

From 1840 to 1900,

the size of urban

9. Foner (1962:60), cites a twenty-fold increase in investment 18791899, while the Bureau of the census (1975, op cit), cites an increase in
number of miners 1880-1900 from 310,000 only to 760,000.
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centers increased almost twenty-fold10.
in villages.

Centralization facilitated group solidarity as it

creased dependence on wages.
employer,

Workers were no longer isolated

Urban workers,

in¬

less dependent on a single

could more feasibly consider action against the owners.

Beginning around 1880,

the convergence of

scale technologies,

urban

concentration and the closing of the frontier produced for the first
time in this country a significant group of workers

for whom the

federalist discourse of self-sufficiency was irrelevant.
Charles Nordhoff,
workers,

In 1875,

who was generally sympathetic to the situation of

wrote:

For the character and conduct of our own population in the United
States show conclusively that nothing so stimulates intelligence
in the poor, and at the same time nothing so well enables them to
bear the inconveniences of their lot, as a reasonable prospect
that with industry and economy they may raise themselves out of
the condition of hired laborers into that of independent employ¬
ers of their own labor... Hitherto, in the United States, our
cheap and fertile lands have acted as an important safety-valve
for the enterprise and discontent of our non-capitalist popula¬
tion. .. The spirit of the Trades-Union and International Societ¬
ies appears to me peculiarly mischievous and hateful, because
...The member of a Trades-Union is taught to regard himself, and
to act toward society, as a hireling for life (Nordhoff, 1875/
1962:11-13.
None of the elements of
this decade.

"the labor question" were new to society in

Trades union had existed since the previous century

(Schaffner,

1907).

experiments

in textile manufacturing at Lowell and Andover presented the

problem of
Already,

'large'

in 1857,

financiering,

By the 1820s,

organizations

U.S.

Armories and the Boston Company's

(Hoskin & Macve,

Hunt was objecting that

1988;

"Wall street,

Prude,

1983).

the focus of

gives a tone to the whole business community"

(:72).

The

labor question seems to have been an unforeseen consequence of industri¬
alization,

the unplanned convergence of several

individually,
in size,

factors which,

gave no contemporary indication that a marginal

taken
increase

technology or concentration would lead to a qualitative change

in the social order.

The transformation took common sense by surprise.

10. Chandler (1962:23) cites an increase in urban population during
this period from 11% to 40%.
The Bureau of the Census (op cit) cites an
increase in the total work force from 5.4 to 29 million.
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The sharp contrast between the realities of social tension and
inherited ideals of a classless society [resulted in a] sense of
shock...only slowly did Americans seek to understand and come to
terms effectively with their new experience (Hays, 1957:38).
The Rise of

**The Works Management Question”

The coming of scale production presented owners with problems of
'works management'
(1986)

so basic we tend to overlook them today.

Litterer

documents the existence of a school of management previous to

Scientific Management

in the 1870-1900.

itself Systematic Management,
works management.
1920:18).

This school,

sometimes calling

was concerned with three basic problems of

The first is development of cost accounting

A second undeveloped area was production control.

(Stone,
Large

scale routing of inputs required central planning that semi-autonomous
work gangs did not.

A third area of concern identified by Litterer was

wage systems.
Workers of the period,

"for several decades adopted programs through

which they hoped to destroy or to escape from the wage system"
1957:32-3).

Similarly,

employers

make labor a flexible cost,
trip,

(especially the railroads)

introducing payment by day,

by mileage and by business volume

The very word

'job'

sought to

by month,

by

1940).

indicates the temporary nature the work rela¬

tionship had traditionally had.
definite portion of something,
'job'

(Healy,

(Hays,

The term originally meant a small,
or a cartload11.

For centuries,

one's

was done with each batch of work completed and taking the next

batch was a matter to be negotiated.
worker and employer survived well
1950).

This temporary contract between

into the nineteenth century

Employers as well sought to limit their fixed expenses by tying

payments to levels of output in various ways
As

(Navin,

(Healy,

it reached the question of wage systems,

movement"
(1988),

(Jenks,

Langton

1960)

(1984),

Source:

"works management

dovetailed with the labor question.
Laurie

(1989)

and others

industrial work force took many generations,

11.

the

1940).

Oxford English Dictionary
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Zuboff

show that creating an

but the works management

movement of the late 1800s encountered a difference in kind from the
problems of the past.
could,

Work gangs were held together by foremen who

"knock down a man now and then as a lesson"

These foremen,

autonomous and paid by the

In the scale organization,

with authority centralized and payment routinized,
was inclined to do as little as possible.

For owners,

the entire work force

Work lost the "autokinetic

1950).

conditioned by habit to consider profit a function of

paying the lowest labor rate possible,
nothing but

1920:174).

'job,' were a self-monitoring

source of order and authority in the works.

ease" characterizing job work (Navin,

(Carnegie,

'common sense,'

lower wages for less work seemed

creating a vicious cycle of labor less and

less willing to work and employers offering less and less for the work
that was done.

Perhaps the key insight of Scientific Management was its

explicit connection of the works management problem and the labor
question.

Towne,

Taylor and others argued that the cheapest cost per

unit was achieved with "high-priced labor" coupled with efficient
systems for maximizing output

(Towne,

1886,

Partridge,

1887; Taylor,

1895).
This radical view was vehemently opposed by engineers for a number
of years however

(Urwick,

1956:25).

I have found in the Transactions of

the ASME only nine articles on this subject between 1880 and the turn of
the century.

The works management question remained primarily a

question of mechanical engineering.

Only later would works management

come to be seen as a mechanism for dealing with the labor question.
"The Trust Question" Emerges

In 1883, without legislative sanction, railway executives
divided the continent into the four time zones that obtain
to this day.
Americans would thereafter gear their lives
to industrial time (Laurie, 1989:114).
Intertwined with,

but distinct from the works management question

was a dramatic and qualitative change occurring in works ownership.
person of the owner was being displaced by,
invisible,

intangible,

& Robertson,

1977:739)

The

"an artificial being,

and existing only in contemplation of law (Smith
- the corporation.
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The corporate revolution in

works ownership exploded into the press of the 1890s as "the trust
question (Curtis,

1931)" as one after another industry came under the

control of monopolistic or oligopolistic corporations.
The trust question was not fueled simply by aversion to monopoly
power.
tee,

It also represented resistance to the very principle of absen¬

financial ownership (Veblen,

today,

1923).

Accepted as common sense

the emergence of organizations run for the benefit of

stockholders' was bitterly resisted as a predatory,
within federalist reality (Davis,

sociopathic evil

1897/1961).

The mid-nineteenth century business person,
avaricious,

'the

however mean-spirited or

exercised this avarice through relationships with community

values and a more or less free labor market.

With the frontier closed

and self-employment increasingly limited, the corporate employer dealt
with an increasingly immobile and stratified work force.
employer,

For this

community relations had never been conditions of organizing.

From its emergence in 13th century Italy corporate organization was
already a form of international,

long-distance organizing

1984).

for instance, was founded as an

The Plymouth plantation,

(Braudel,

overseas division of an international organization of English specula¬
tors

(Bradford,

1981).

Before the late 1800s,
created for public works,
not-for-profit sector

however, U.S.

corporations had primarily been

for commerce or for what we would now call the

(Davis,

1897/1961).

Between 1870 and 1900,

however, the corporation moved into all of economic life,
proprietor as the employer of the majority of workers.
and New Jersey alone,

replacing the

In Massachusetts

total dollar capitalization of corporations rose

by a factor of thirty five in just two decades — from 22 to 766 million
dollars

(DeBrizzi,

1983:17-8).

By the turn of the century,

a British

writer sympathetic to business interests wrote of the U.S.:
We find in American industry an unparalleled degree of concentra¬
tion, both of skill and of capital.
Hardly a single industry is
free and open to a man of moderate means...Every American up-todate industry is ruled by a few mammoth establishments, which
lord it over competitors and customers alike.
These mammoth
establishments are not only the most distinctive feature of the
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industrial system that produced them...they are extending their
influence over the whole Republic, into political and social life
as well as into every branch of business...The very farmers have
caught it, and are now projecting fifty-million dollar syndicates
to finance their crops (Lawson, 1903:4)
This was a time when some companies reached a size unimaginable to a
federalist citizen.

In 1879,

had been 2.7 billion dollars;
at up to 1.4 billion12.
capitalization by 1904.
the automobile).
each

(McCraw,

total capital

invested in manufacturing

in 1901,

Steel alone was capitalized

U.S.

American Tobacco reached 500 million dollars of
Standard Oil exceeded 100 million

(then came

Several railroads employed more than 100,000 workers

1984:42).

Despite the great increase in output and

invested capital during this period,

the number of manufacturers in

"leading industries"

actually decreased 42% between 1850 and 1870,

below the 1850 level

(Simons,

to

1912:310).

Changing Relationships
To focus on size and concentration alone,

however,

obscures the

underlying relationships which made these changes possible.

What is

distinctive about capitalism as a mode of production is that it exists,
not to turn goods into more goods,

but to turn money into more money.

This was captured succinctly in Marx's

famous expression M-C-M'

1867/1967:150).

in the statement:

most

It is equally present

(Marx,

"ROI13 is the

frequently used criterion for divisional performance measurement"

(Dominiak & Louderback,

1985).

The rise of the trust represented the decline of owner-entrepreneurs
whose source of wealth was the sale of goods and services.
them were

'investors,'

and bond certificates:

Replacing

who gained their wealth from the sale of stock
"Most of the securities of the consolidations

were acquired by public investors with a speculative trend of mind"
(Stone,

1920:23).

The capital

exceed the private wealth of

stock required for businesses came to

individuals.

Bankers and speculators.

12. References I have encountered vary from a low of 1.0 billion to
this figure.
By any accounts, the scale was unprecedented.
13.

Return on Investment.
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buyers and sellers of capital,
primary constituencies of
barons'

not of goods and services, became the

'the organization.'

The so-called

'robber

of this era may seem to contradict this change, but they are the

perfect transitional figures.

John D. Rockefeller,

for instance,

came

to dominate the kerosene market when he stopped selling kerosene — and
started buying kerosene companies.
companies.

Duke's, American Tobacco bought and sold tobacco companies.

In a half-century,
Revolution'

Carnegie created a pyramid of steel

the U.S.

had passed through its

'Mercantile

(more commonly called the American Revolution),

Industrial Revolution and on to a Financial Revolution.
revolution,

generally ignored by business historians,

international markets,

not as the frontier of Europe,

into an

With this last

the U.S.
but as,

reentered
"one of

the most powerful factors in the struggle for worldwide commercial
domination"

(Simons,

1912:312).

In so doing,

the U.S.

came to partici¬

pate in the same broad currents of change which had transformed European
feudal society into an international,
1982,

1984; Lawson,

In this period,

industrial order

1903; Turner 1893/1956;

Simons,

(Braudel,

1981,

1912).

emphasis on production, which had dominated business

discourse since Adam Smith, was replaced by a discourse of productivity
(e.g.

Solvay,

1898)14.

In the former, wealth is an absolute amount,

as

is appropriate for the proprietor whose production is the source of
his/her standard of living.

In the latter,

no amount of production is

sufficient except in relation to invested capital.
The Emergence of General Management

The point of emergence of the trust question is also the point of
emergence of general management
not coincidence.

(Jenks,

1960; Litterer,

1986).

This is

Both the possibility of the trust and the possibility

of a form of management not tied to a specific industry stem from
changed work relations brought about by the coming of corporate owner¬
ship.

Today, business students are taught to begin formulating policy

14. Just as Smith represents replacement of a discourse of wealth with
one of production as the focus of the discourse moves from monarchs to
merchants.
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by asking,

"what is our business?"

(Thompson & Strickland,

1987:5),

but

this question could only become meaningful within organizations in which
a general office exists primarily as an asset manager,

as able to buy a

titanium foundry as an egg noodle factory depending on which offers the
highest ROI and speculative growth potential.
The primary reference within organizational studies for the changes
of these years

is Chandler

(1962).

Chandler,

however,

favors an

instrumental and deterministic explanation of the coming of the
grated,

multidepartmental enterprise."

"inte¬

He does not ask how "ratio¬

nalization of resources" became the driving value of the large organiza¬
tion.

Instead,

mentally-driven

he axiomatically assumes rationalization as an environ¬
'need.'

As a result.

role of the general office,
production process.

Chandler narrowly theorizes the

considering only its relationship to the

He fails to see the relationships which produced

general management in response to the trust,

labor and works management

questions.
The American Reign of Terror
Most business history is consistent with Chandler in reducing the
breakdown of the federalist social order to something like,

"the

extraordinary mobility of America's capital and labor," permitting,
"productive resources to be mobilized"
porary accounts of these changes,

(Reich,

1983:31-2)."

'mobilization'

refer to Pinkerton troops or the national guard.
(1989:136),

"[a]

In contem¬

was more likely to
According to Laurie

government study showed that state troops were called

out to calm unrest nearly 500 times between 1875 and 1910."
Unlike Europe which had experienced industrialization within an old
culture with established institutions,
the U.S.,

appeared in

"no countervailing force existed to soften its impact:

aristocracy,

no mandarin class,

no established church"

(McCraw,

no guild tradition,
1984:42-3).

one institution pervaded social life:
churches,

when "big business"

is conducted on business
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no labor movement,

By the turn of the century

"[In America]

lines.

no

everything,

even the

There is no institution.

local or national,
(Lawson,

which is not imbued with a commercial

spirit."

1903:3).

Because the growth of capital and labor in this period so dominates
accounts of business activity,
minorities.

U.S.

one can forget that both groups were

society was not divided into these categories,

threatened by them.

but was

Outside of the union halls and the board rooms was

an agrarian and middle-class majority rooted in federalist common sense,
for whom Labor represented the evils of subordinated European peasantry,
while Capital invoked the equally unthinkable reality of aristocracy.
It

is difficult today to adequately convey the depth to which these two

forces shook,
Religion,

and ultimately dismantled,

the federalist

sense of order.

the frontier and community had intertwined to provide a

reality governing the first centuries of Anglo colonization of America,
but the laws,

norms and institutions of

federalist America required,

"a

community of manageable size in which most persons would be known to the
majority"

(Myron,

1927).

These institutions proved completely inade¬

quate as a means for understanding or controlling Capital or Labor.

At

the turn of the century,

but

federalist reality had passed into history,

nothing had convincingly replaced it.

Smith

(1984)

provides an excel¬

lent and detailed account of a society with a deteriorating family
structure,

increasing mass of the destitute,

dominated by patronage and business,

political

institutions

industrialization of

farming,

proliferating radical and reform movements and a pervasive sense of doom
(Yes,

in the 1890s,

not the 1990s).

"Revolution was

in the air"

(:483).

The half century roughly bounded by the close of the Civil War
and the commencement of the Great War was characterized by a
quite unprecedented disintegration of "the settled use and wont"
of the people.
It was a period of extraordinary change.
Insti¬
tutions of every sort were dissolving and reforming with bewil¬
dering rapidity.
Evolution, electricity, and education were
overhauling all the established habits of thought and action
which so pervasively curb and guide human conduct (Watkins,
1927:19).
This was a period in which available social meanings became increas¬
ingly unbundled from practices as the social order failed to offer
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adequate interpretations

for people's experiences.

In retrospect,

can see that a new order was already virtually in place,

but

legiti¬

mating the new corporate order was a task still to be accomplished
Carnegie,

one

(cf.

1913).

The guarantor of

federalist order had been personal character.

The

demise of federalism had left no authority to limit vested interest.
the emerging order,
ly certified
a new basis

a discourse of objectivity,

'experts'
for order

In

pronounced by objective¬

and grounded in value-free science would provide
(Bledstein,

1976;

Smith,

1984).

"What constitutes

a fair day's work will be a question for scientific investigation,
instead of a subject to be bargained and haggled over"
:142-3).

(Taylor,

1911-

The emergence of this new reality begins another chapter in

the history of the laboring body.
industrial order,

Once reconstituted within the new

the owner/worker are replaced by the manager/employee.

Manager/Employee:

A New "Social Contract"

The terror represented by capital/labor did not necessarily reflect
the malevolence of individual workers or capitalists.
deeper,
French

more extensive and structural.
'industrial'

revolution of

1789,

It was

far

As with the Terror following the
any horror seemed possible

because the institutions of society were demonstrably inadequate to
control emerging social practices.
capital against

labor,

The key axis of conflict was not

but capital/labor against

federalist

society15.

Capitalist work relations had grown up outside of communitarian
society.

They played a different game of social truth not contained by

federalist rules16.

Everywhere,

society was seeking an effective means

of social control.

Agrarian/middle-class society was caught between

15. Capital and labor could be enemies, but they could not threaten
each other's existence because each had come into existence through
opposition to the other.
Without capital, labor would not be labor, and
vice versa.
The struggles of capital/labor were internecine (if bitter)
fighting within an order, capitalism, that was itself not yet integrated
into the order of things.
16. This development parallels the European shift from a feudal to a
mercantile order in the 13th to 18th centuries (Braudel, 1982; Marx, 1947;
Galbraith, 1983; Toffler, 1980).
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federalist

suspicion of big government and the need for such instituti¬

ons as a countervailing force

(McCraw,

Capital also sought social
or dismemberment.

1984).

legitimation to prevent nationalization

This is reflected in "the railroad question" present

in every discussion of that industry from the late 1800s into the 20th
century.

Social backlash was evident in the 1880s with the court

breakup of the Standard Oil Trust and the passage of the Sherman
Antitrust Act.

However ineffective they may have been,

these measures

served as a warning that the corporation must present itself to society
as a step in "the long march upward"

(Carnegie,

1913)

toward a better

life.
For labor,

a bargaining relationship with capital appeared more and

more as the alternative to a bloody revolution in which the odds for
victory were remote.

In the creation of the AFL,

for instance,

Gompers

sought to present labor to society as a countervailing power to the
trusts

(Ozanne,

the editor,
approach,

1979).

In The Samuel Gompers Papers,

Kaufman

emphasizes that this was new middle ground.

Gompers has been called both the

craft unionism"
after his death,

and a

"class collaborator."

Gompers'

(1986),

For his

"'clarion consciousness'
"Today,

of

some sixty years

name is as likely to evoke the name of a labor

bureaucrat as it is that of a working-class hero"

(:xv).

The image of a labor bureaucrat is an apt representation of the new
order that was coalescing around the forces of capital and labor.
190217 dissertation,

In a

Schaffner proposed that the possibility of a stable

industrial order was brought about when strikes,
es and other industrial strife,

lockouts,

work stoppag¬

"brought the contending parties to the

point where sheer exhaustion compelled them to meet each other in a
business-like way...where they were able slightly to appreciate each
other's view point"
become possible,

17.

(Schaffner,

she argues,

Published in 1907.

1907:51).

Before negotiation could

a new "social contract"

had to be forged.

Note that Schaffner refers to a social,
change she is

not a legal,

suggesting is nothing less than a shift

'common sense'

contract.

The

in a society's

regarding the relationship of the individual to the

institutions of society.

This new "contract" was not a victory

capitalists or for workers,
way of understanding work,

but

for

for capitalism over federalism as a new

the worker and the world.

new reality within which the practices

It was an entirely

for legitimating power,

privilege

and reward were reshaped.
In itself,

this change did not answer the labor question,

management question or the trust question.

the works

It did remap knowledge about

work life in a way that offered the possibility of bringing these new
questions

into social discourse.

In this process,

vocabulary of objects and concepts
duced.

an entirely new

for speaking about work were pro¬

A new chapter in the history of the worker was begun.

emergence of this new way of understanding work,
references to the

In the

one findB the

first

'employ^'

L'Emp1ov6
The

"employ^"

(Littr§,

1966),

appears

in the French language in the

already as a worker in a large organization,

an administration,

a chemin de fer

(railway).

It

English usage as a term for the railway worker.
of the

17th century

first to use the term in the U.S.

Railroad workers who,

seemB to have entered
Thoreau

(1854)

"take me for an employee1*."

Through the

in 1875 that Nordhoff writes of

adding parenthetically,
say,

employ6s"

"or,

as

is one

referring to the Fitchburg

the term referred almost exclusively to railroad workers.
sufficiently novel

a bureau,

"hired

1880s,

It was
laborers"

it has absurdly become the

fashion to

(:11).

The term employ619 denotes the emergence of a new relationship
between workers and employers.

**.
I9.
century,

Probably "employ^"

The employ6

lacked the occupationally-

in the first edition.

The French spelling
cf. Taylor (1911:9).

dominated
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until

after

the

turn

of

the

derived skills and power of the craftsperson,
"floater"

or

"five-day man,"

but unlike the

likely to quit after any pay day,

a continuing relationship to the organization.

Routine today,

continuing relationship was then the exception to the norm.
as

1923,

Dill & Clothier claim that,

"[t]he company which,

work force of 1,000 persons engages 1,000 new employees
time,

is neither above nor below the average"

Healy

(1940)

was common.

simply a matter of training the worker,

s/he had
this

As recently
to maintain a

in a year's

(:450).

notes that up to the time of the Civil War,

Development of the stable,

day payment

permanent work force was not
but of changing ownership needs

as scale production increased fixed capital expenses.
"absenteeism"

"boomer,"

"Turnover"

and

appear as topics only toward the end of the century

because they would have made no sense until after 1'employe had been
produced as a permanent worker.
In the federalist economy,

the primary long-term employment rela¬

tionship was that of the owner to clerk or apprentice.
ship,

however,

was

limited to a few years,

This relation¬

not to a life's work:

A false notion prevails with many worthy people, that in thus
training a [clerk] they are entitling themselves to a continuance
of his services...The young man having thoroughly learned his
business, naturally is desirous of forwarding himself in the
world (Terry, 1869:127-8).
Between the self-employed craftsperson,

the floater and the clerk,

1'employe occupied a new space in the relationship of worker and work.
The need to create a new worker was discussed quite frankly in the
literature of railway management.

This passage was

first published in

1910:
In young countries it is difficult to find men to perform routine
service...In an older state, however, there grows up a class of
men who are less sanguine as to their own earning power, since
they are sons and grandsons and great-grandsons of men who have
spent their lives in subordinate positions.
A man of this habit
of mind makes a far better railroad employee...[There is current¬
ly] a trend toward the condition found throughout the older
countries of Europe, where there is a clear distinction between
the class of people in the community who are rising and progres¬
sive and the class of people who are satisfied, on the whole,
with subordinate posts...The theoretical equality of all free
citizens, which used to trouble men's minds so much in the
earlier days of the Republic, is now recognized to mean little
except equality of opportunity.
Really safe railroad operation
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in the United States needs greatly a class of men like that from
which the railroad servants in England, France, and Germany are
recruited, and there is reason to believe that in comparatively
few years, perhaps in another generation, this condition will be
realized (Morris, 1920:264-5).
In contrast to

'labor,'

1'employe is cast as the good worker in

accounts sympathetic to capital

interests.

Martin

(1877/1971)

cites a

Baltimore paper's account of an incident in the great strike of

1877,

"[t]he number of railroad employes engaged in the rioting here has
the first not exceeded 150;

but at the outset of the affair they were

joined by thousands of laborers and mechanics"
incident on the Ohio & Mississippi railroad,
placed on each train"

(:354).

loyal to the organization,
"foreigner,"
was,

the

in effect,

from

(:61).

In another

"[a]rmed employes were

Throughout these accounts,

l'employe is

avoiding or even resisting the

"tough," the

"laborer," the "mechanic,"

etc.

That the

"employe"

company property is supported by the union workers'

self-definition as

"workers," or

"workingmen," but never

As the corporate organization spread,

"employes."

so did the employe,

a new

worker defined by her/his relationship to the company rather than by
skills,

community,

occupation or cultural membership.

The usage appears

in mining and steel at least as early as 1877

(Martin,

202),

category for the first

and appears as a general,

time in the U.S.

Census of 1870.

rare a decade earlier,

if minuscule,

The documents

1877/1971:195,

in Martin show the term,

to be appearing casually in government reports,

personal correspondence and the press by this time.
This

is the point of emergence of a worker whose commitment to the

organization is constructed in discourse as proceeding from moral
obligation and innate quality of character rather than from any quid pro
quo.

The federalist worker was born into a society of self-employment

where wage work was either a temporary condition or a debased state.
The new worker was born into a society of wage work with a pre-existing
moral obligation to

'the organization.'

The presumed permanence of this

new relationship gives meaning for the first time to the term
capital.'
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'human

II Maneqqio
As 1'employe emerged,

two subclasses developed.

This

is quite clear

in texts discussing railroad administration.

In part because of the

number of ex-soldiers in railroad employment,

in part because of the

absence of other models,
"men"

workers were organized into

in railroad "service."

term was more common than
century)

"officers"

and

While the first source of officers

'manager'

were literally military

(the

until well after the turn of the

(Morris,

1920:2),

a new source of

authority was soon to replace them.
Fagan

(1909)

cites a high official of am anonymous railway telling

an audience at Harvard that,

because union loyalty is

interfering with company loyalty,
abandon this policy

[of

”[w]e are being gradually compelled to

internal promotion]

particularly to the colleges,

increasingly

and to look elsewhere,

for our material20

praises the German model of railroad operation,

(:62).

Haines

(1919)

where the lower and

higher grade positions are filled by different pools of applicants,
based on level of education.

Dewsnup

(1906)

praises the new programs at

the university of Chicago and McGill for training,

"our railway lieuten¬

ants,

(:vi).

captains,

colonels and generals of tomorrow"

There is a dual
developed

focus to this rhetoric about the need for college-

'officers.'

On the one hand,

there is emphasis on the need

for scientific and technical training,

said to be increasingly necessary

to the conduct of railway operations.

On the other hand,

speakers are

quite sanguine about the need to remedy "the labor question"

through

development of an officer corps not sharing the background and sympa¬
thies of the production worker.
Unlike the foreman,

the overseer,

the gang

'boss',

the new industrial army had to become proficient
ing.

the officer in

in coaxing and persuad¬

While the secret to getting this army to perform was still

somewhat mysterious,

it was clear that the traditional system of

20.
Note the term "material."
This would not have made sense a
generation before, but it was now appropriate to refer to the worker as
something to be formed, a raw material.
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physical
At

this

Co.,

punishment
time,

1917;

corps

a

Italian verb

The

new concept

Bloomfield,

changed,

(Shaiken,

and coercion was

"to handle,"

1977:115).

event most

in the

that

of

"handling"

Gradually,

as

the work of

identified by
especially,

a new name,

from scope to
"[a]

an

new model

is

(foremen)

to general

shift

scale production,

railroad managed on the

army"

(Morris,

1920:66;

required because power
office

is

new order21.
men

(A.

maneggiare

'horse
is

the

of the

also

centralized

Shaw

from the

handler.'
appearance,

departmental¬

departmental

cf.

W.

the officer

derived

to handle horses,

closely associated with this

ized organization,
comparable to

of place

The military officer became the

with the transition

not

appears,

1916).

they became

out

plan...is

Byers,

1908).

A

from division heads

staff22.

(In 1886, department supervisors] Hired their own men, trained
them, determined their rate of pay, set their jobs, and had the
power to fire them or transfer them to another department...
Since a supervisor's workers were literally 'his' employees, the
supervisor also kept track of his workers' time...In addition,
each supervisor acted as his own production manager...Marston
Whiting set about breaking down the independence of his depart¬
ment supervisors...To accomplish this purpose he deprived them of
their erstwhile prerogatives and transferred to the superinten¬
dent's office many of their former responsibilities.
he had to convert the superintendency from a one-man
office organization (Navin 1950:140).

In so
job to

In the

of

job

shop described before

currently thought
foreman.
The

There was

appearance

tions.

An

worker

as managerial
no

of the

need

"office

and the

antecedent.

immediate point

enter

organization"
space

ever-more-diffuse

employee,

virtually

functions were

for them to

increasingly complex

Like the
exact

of

1886,

22.

internal

corporate

the duties
to the

level

job

of

discourse.

externalized these

func¬

grew up between the production

forces

directing the organization.

11 manegglo appears

in

The position of military

from which the managerial

social

"staff

space without

officer"

domain was

21.
The prevalent term "soldiering" to
points to the already-perceived inadequacy
industrial

all

doing
an

is

an

the

elaborated,

but the

indicate unwilling workers
of the military model
for

organizing.
Also

borrowed

centralization

and

administration

circles

from

the

army,

decentralization
in the

were

concepts
well

19th century.
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of

line

developed

and

within

staff,
railway

power of management
expert.
owner,
of

is

The manager

hardly comparable to that

is

not

frequently,

to any

of

the

incidental

important

degree,

staff

an

il maneggio assumed some of the rights and responsibilities

but

ownership.

In addition,

while occupying a more privileged position,

11 maneggio is every bit as much an employee as the production worker.
The New "Culture of Professionalism”
Unlike the manager
the professional may
roots

and employee,

seem to be

however,

This

term

the three
present

masks

is much

the

less

feudal

times,

sionalism"

appear

in

traditional

ancient than

traditional
social

divine

is

grounded

general

in

social

industrial

One might
sional

expertise,

distinguishes

to today's

specific
shift

order

ling, '

suspect that

ideology,

professional

—

1991)

alongside,

their

autonomy,

23.

has

or

in the

actor with
in the use of

presumed.

and the

19th

clergy,
and

True,
were

"profes¬

century,

vocation,

work.

with the

already being

specialized knowledge23.

whose

"technical

industrialization

authority was

professionals,"

knowledge.
contract"

This

derived
whose

from

authority

parallels

marking the

from

a

emergence of

1907).

the

appearance of

legitimate the

a worldview.
'service'

—

an

"ism"

(Follett,

"a growing perception that
and enriched themselves

at

Oxford English Dictionary.
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the profes¬

professions with

the doctrine

legitimation drawn

survived quite well

of

new expert

Certainly,

1990:25)

Source,

an

century,

'professional'

"professional"

shift with

"from status to

(Schaffner,

'vocation,'

(Siler,

a

occupational

indicated the need to

an explicit

medicine

last

continuity

sometimes

calling,

"status professionals"

standing,

This

is

secular usage only

connotation of

(1989)

law,

but the terms

displaced by the notion of
Elliott

ages.

in the

continuity,

industrialization of

"learned professions,"

in

appeared

a thread of

stretching back to the middle

a term,

who

from the

1925/1942;

professionals
the

of

expense of

'cal¬
status

Beyer,

have
their

abused
clients"

Bledstein
U.S.

(1976)

argues

between the Civil War

a quantum

leap

required

(i.e.

cost

interpretation)
addition,

a vacuum of

accounting,

was

the

more

the

same time the

occurred

century.

At

sources.

sources

more general,

of

Much of the knowledge

[for knowledge]

In

small-establishment

"Apprentice training,

more variegated"

statistical

occupations.

knowledge geared to

requirements

point,

institutions

double-entry bookkeeping,

of

this

in the

has

collapsed;

have been

(Steinmetz,

and

and become

1918:3).

Both

availability of knowledge and the legitimacy of specific individuals

the
to

articulate that

of

social

knowledge was

institutional
place

in the

farmer,
a

orders

order had

labor,

social

class
First,

time,

status
in

in objective

social

across

bridging

the entire domain

federalist

of the middle

class.

involved becoming

With the demise of
life,

the

real

or

a

industrial

Taking one's
successful

the

small

family

enterprise

feared rapaciousness
society,

one begins to

claims the

in which community

knowledge,

and

of

a new

required.

attached to work that

a world

as

according to Bledstein,

controlling organizations,

might

for grabs

and the general massification of

structuring principle was
At this

ideal

or tradesperson.

structuring

and

identifies

is the

federalist

craft

force

capital

up

experience.

The theme Bledstein

as

precisely what

not possessed by traditional

traditional

strict,

is

for expertise within the new

production began to disappear:
at

this

and the turn of

in the need

society was matched by

that

sanctions

the professional

offered

label

of

find middle
"profession."

had become

ethic

of

ineffective

service,

in

grounded

another governing principle by which one

hope professionalized occupations would contribute to ordering
life:

They attempted to define a total, coherent system of necessary
knowledge within a precise territory [and] to control the intrinsic
relationships of their subjects...Yet, in the mind of the MidVictorian, professionalism meant more than all this.
Profession¬
alism was also a culture which embodied [in the ideal] a more
radical idea of democracy than even the Jacksonian had dared to
dream...a self-governing individual exercising his [sic] trained
judgment

in

an open

society

(Bledstein,
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1976:87-8).

Just as equality was resurrected as equality of opportunity when the
ideal of material equality for all became obviously unattainable,

self-

employment was recast as self-discipline through occupational control
structures.

Occupation replaced community as the sanctioning body of

individual work conduct for those of

"middling interest,"

and provided a

middle path between the terrors of unrestrained big business,

big

government and big labor.
Bledstein contrasts the professions to trades or crafts

in that the

latter rely on traditional practices and on-the-job learning,

while

professional authority exists in relation to an explicit body of
knowledge recognized as the domain of expertise of that profession.
professional is not primarily valued as an individual,
instance,
to

a master artisan.

'profess'

The professional

unlike,

The

for

is granted the authority

as the mediator between occupationally-guarded knowledge

and the uninformed subject.
In these decades,
of daily

the growing ignorance of the subject was a matter

'discovery.'

science'),
sphere of

birth,

Consumption

growth,

death,

(advertising),

religion,

life in addition to work,

the home

recreation,

('domestic

poverty,

every

became partitioned into ever more

specific domains requiring professional expertise.

Each professionaliz¬

ing occupation contributed a thread to the weaving of a new social
order.
Two aspects of American professionalism serve,
anything else,

perhaps more than

to facilitate the interlocking of professions

anything like a social order:
tion of the university.

into

the language of science and the certifica¬

Science served as a common language for the

institutionalization of professional knowledge.

It's cardinal values of

disinterested objectivity offered the individual a way of claiming the
'right'
large,

or

'fair'

way to proceed in a society fearful of the power of

self-interested institutions.

The imprimatur of university education warranteed to society that
the professional was controlled by certain
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'objective'

standards while

creating a single,
sion's members24.

controllable point of entry protecting the profes¬

An indication of the power of this new discourse and

of the degree to which it differed from the prior discourse of profes¬
sionalism is the fact that American medicine — the archetypal profes¬
sional occupation — underwent radical
scientific lines in the 19th century
Professional Manager,
The manager,

"professionalization"

(Haller,

Manager as Employee,

the employee,

1981;

Flexner,

along
1910).

Professional Employee

the professional;

today,

these terms have

become the three boxes into which work experience must be placed in
order to enter theory.

It is not enough,

however,

to note that these

three roles emerged from a particular conjunction of social
largely replace the worker,

owner,

overseer,

clerk,

forces to

laborer,

etc.

It

is

also important to look at the similarity and interchangeability of these
terms.

While to be outside of these terms is to be outside of dis¬

course,

within the space they define,

these three areas blend into one

another without distinct boundaries.
Certainly the manager has sought legitimation in the claim of
professional status since her/his emergence.
profession"

(Bloomfield,

1916;

Follett,

objective and proprietary expertise,

"Handling men" was a "new

1925/1942).

professional

With its appeal to

status was the

available middle ground between being identified as a lackey of the
robber barons on the one hand or as undifferentiated labor on the other.
But has the literature of the professional employee not

framed manager/

professional as two distinct groups with conflicting loyalties

(cf.

chapter two)?
This professional employee has been researched on the assumption
that there is a meaningful difference between professional and nonpro¬
fessional employees.

This may or may not be,

distinct subclass of employee is ambiguous

since the evidence for a

(Morrow,

1991),

but it begs a

24.
One might object that science and the university also offered
instrumental knowledge.
I do not refute this.
What I seek to analyze,
however, is the question of why, given many possible forms of organiza¬
tion, knowledge was organized in this fashion.
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more fundamental question.

If the identifying characteristic of

profession has been occupational autonomy,
an employee and a professional?

how can one simultaneously be

The professional employee is simulta¬

neously both and neither.
The New Discourse of the Employee
Both the manager and the employed professional could be said to have
been produced within the discourse of the employee

(cf.

The three roles may be marbles of a different color,
marbles and all
unimportant.

in the same bag.

Roomkin,

1989).

but they are all

This is not to dismiss either term as

Within this discourse the appeal to managerial or profes¬

sional status is a powerful mark of distinction from the status of the
generic employee.
tion

(Etzioni,

Recently,

These are also the only important marks of distinc¬

1969).

there have been indications that these marks of difference

are becoming less effective.
being eroded”

(Siler,

Across the professions,

1990:23).

Among the most traditional professions,

which are themselves producing corporate hierarchies,
physician unionization
physician

school graduates as
(Spence,

(Johnson,

(O'Connor & Lanning,

"[p]rivileges are

1987),

1990).

"spare parts"

or even the

one hears of

"post-professional"

One lawyer describes today's law

for the corporate legal machinery

1989).

Among managers and corporate professional employees a similar
erosion of special status seems to be occurring.
story notes that,

A Business Week cover

"[t]he Organization Man of the 1950s and 1960s

is

being replaced by the migrant manager and free-lance professional of the
1990s"

(Nussbaum,

1991:94).

Of course,

even in the good old days of the

1950s,

the routinization of office work was moving entire categories of

white collar work toward the role of undifferentiated employee

(Mills,

1956) .
Like other employees,
'human resource'

the managerial worker is

who can be

for the good of an abstract,

'downsized,'
but primary,
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interchangeable,

'delayered'
entity,

or

a

'restructured'

'the organization.'

II Maneaaio,

L'employs,

In summary,

the Professional:

one might think of the representations of the manager,

employee and professional as
tions.

A Tripartite Box

forming a box with three partial parti¬

In order to become visible in organizational discourse,

working body must appear in this box.

the

It is possible to move from one

partition to another and even to stand at the juncture of two or all
three partitions.
leaving theory.

One cannot,
To be present

discourse of the employee.

however,

leave the box without also

in theory is to be present

in the

The following sections will describe the

contours of this discourse.
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CHAPTER VII
THE DISCOURSE OF THE EMPLOYEE:
By the turn of the century,

THE

"DISCIPLINARY"

SUBJECT

the image of the pioneering citizen,

whose contact with society was a matter of free choice no longer
represented the experience of the vast majority of Americans who were
born within and dependent upon organizations and who expected to live
their lives as wage-earners.
the citizen,

Federalist discourse,

whose subject was

was replaced by the discourse of the employee,

subject were 1'employe,

il maneggio and the professional.

subjects represented a shift in common sense,

whose
These new

a shift similar to that

which had occurred a century earlier in Europe

(Foucault,

1973b).

The new industrial reality was held together by a system of rela¬
tionships that cannot be understood in terms of

federalist values.

A

rupture had occurred across which assumptions about the rights and
responsibilities of

individuals,

the kinds of relationships controlling

personal and organizational practices,

the purposes of organizations

themselves and the nature of social good cannot be equated.
discourse of the employee was
reality.

The

literally the representation of a new

In this chapter I will attempt to outline the disciplinary

"power-knowledge"

relationships

(Foucault,

1979)

characterizing this new

reality.
Industrial Common Sense:

The Stark Impossibility of Thinking That

In the preface to The Order of Things,
passage from Borges in which he refers to
dia"

dividing animals

Foucault

(1973b)

cites a

"a certain Chinese encyclope¬

into:

(a) belonging to the Emperor, (b) embalmed, (c) tame, (d) sucking
pigs, (e) sirens, (f) fabulous, (g) stray dogs, (h) included in
the present classification, (i) frenzied, (j) innumerable, (k)
drawn with a very fine camelhair brush, (1) et cetera, (m) having
just broken the water pitcher, (n) that from a long way off look
like flies (:xv).
Foucault points out that each individual
real or fabulous,

item in this list,

may be understood in familiar terms.

"the stark impossibility of thinking that"
transgresses the boundaries of all

is the series

imagination,
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whether

What presents
itself:

"What

of all possible thought.

is

simply that alphabetical

categories together”

They are,

'common'

which links each of those

sense?

First,

as Foucault terms them,

to operate in a single dimension.
exclusive;

(a,b,c,d)

(:xvi).

What transgresses our
homogeneity.

series

Secondly,

the categories lack

heteroclitej

they are not mutually

something in our perception wants an animal

schema to be either embalmed or a sucking pig.
are not exhaustive.

they fail

subjected to this

Third,

the categories

From the periodic table of the elements,

phylogenetic classification of species to the Myers-Briggs,

to

we have

learned to expect a classification scheme to apply to every member of
the scheme's domain.
it

Fourth,

the scheme does not link to other schemes;

is cannot be made part of a hierarchy of categories:

class,

phylum,

paradigm"

genus,

species,

(Gioia & Pitre,

member.

It does not

kingdom,

fit into a

order,

"meta¬

1990).

Federalist reality was something of a "Chinese encyclopedia."

Its

community-based institutions did not support a universal grid of
knowledge covering all of society.
outside of social reality;

categories were not exhaustive.

adherence to an ideology of equal
zation.

The frontier provided a space
Radical

status limited hierarchical categori¬

Face-to-face relationships made the specific case more impor¬

tant than the category to which it belonged.
today tells us to laugh at the

The common sense which

"Chinese encyclopedia"

is a product of

disciplinary power-knowledge relationships created little more than a
century ago.
Not a Hegemonic Conspiracy
People come together as a group for purposes of preserving the
group (Bion, 1959:63).
The social control of work practices changed radically between
federalist and industrial discourses.

To ignore this

is to ignore the

conditions

from which the institutions of management emerged.

same time,

industrial reality was not produced by a hegemonic conspira¬

cy,

but through the self-interested clashing of capitalists,

the middle-class,

"welfare workers,"

educators,
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social

At the

managers,

scientists and

others.

In this process the allegiances of many liaisons were complex.

Corporations supported welfare workers who condemned capitalism.

Unions

and employers agreed to a common discourse of the labor process to
permit collective bargaining.

Workers at every step of entry into the

disciplinary society faced tradeoffs that were clearly not entirely one¬
sided1:

higher salary in exchange for Taylorism;

in exchange for regimentation of work hours;
and promotion in exchange for becoming

health and sanitation

a chance for regular raises

'human capital.'

I know of no better illustration of these conflicting demands than
Struck's

(1930)

description of the 1906

founding of the National Society

for the Promotion of Industrial Education.
the Presidents of Norton Co.
members,

& General Electric were among the charter

the initial meeting also contained an address by Jane Addams,

of Hull House,
age.

While such industrialists as

one of the most highly regarded social reformers of her

Addams praised the goals of the organization because those who

leave school early are,
teach."

Such students

"much harder to control and more difficult to
leave,

"without adequate preparation,

the responsibilities of citizenship or vocational life"

either for

(Struck,

1930:168-173).
For Hunt

(1857)

or Terry

(1869),

Addams'

hensible as those of a concerned citizen.
vocation?

words would be incompre¬

What,

they might ask,

Since when does one learn citizenship in school?

is a

Are we not

distinguished from the old countries of Europe in that there the state
controls the citizen,

but here it

To understand how Addams,

is the other way around?

the radical author of Democracy and Social

Ethics and keeper of a settlement house the police considered "a nest of
anarchists"

(Smith,

1984:412)

could become a spokesperson for disciplin¬

ary power requires setting aside the perspective which attempts to judge
such power good or bad.
Addams was a shift

1.

This

What had happened in the time between Hunt and

in the terms of debate.

For Addams to speak at all.

is not to say that these exchanges were necessarily free or

fair.
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she had to take a position within disciplinary power-knowledge,
employ concepts

seen as making sense,

had to

had to speak of objects produced

by the society that had emerged from the works management question,
labor question,
By about

the

the trust question.

1930,

whether one speaks of the managerial employee,

generic employee or the professional employee,

the

one must place the worker

within the tripartite box formed by the discourse of the employee if one
is to speak of the worker at all.

Common Sense Grounding the Discourse of the Employee
I would like to discuss four key elements of the discourse of the
employee:
(4)

(1)

enclosure,

classification.

(2)

ratio-nalization,

Each of these qualities

current practice as to be beyond analysis.
as alien to federalist reality as

it is

(3)

quantification and

is so deeply ingrained in
Each of these qualities was

integral to today's.

studying the emergence of these qualities,

By

it is possible to understand

the discourse of the employee as a response to specific social relations
and specific social problems.

Enclosure
Discipline sometimes requires enclosure...There was the great
'confinement of vagabonds and paupers...There were the colleges
...there were the military barracks...then, in the second half
of the eighteenth century, the works or factories proper...It was
a change of scale, but it was also a new type of control.
The
factory was explicitly compared with the monastery, the fortress,
a walled town (Foucault, 1979:141-2).
With the closing of the frontier,
the sense that one was
organized society.
to expel

society became enclosed in

less and less able to be a subject outside of

Conversely,

its unwanted.

U.S.

society no longer had a place into which

Tar-and-feathering was a viable punishment when

the object of the punishment could be expelled into the undefined space
between towns.
next,

however,

When the border of one town marked the entrance to the
the option of expelling the individual

ceased to exist.
members,

Society must,

one way or another,

whatever their capabilities.
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from society

make use of all

its

This change was also supported by the increasing permanence of work
relationships.

As workers came to depend on monetary transactions for

more of their needs and as fixed capital became a more prominent
characteristic of employing organizations,

transient work relations

began to give way to a more regular employment relationship,
for workers and expedient

necessary

for producers.

At precisely this point,

one begins to find the worker represented

as a possession of the organization —
employes belonging to them

"the poor,

[the railroads]"

humble and honest

(Martin,

1877/1971:299).

This actor is radically inconsistent with self-determining citizen of
federalist

society:

It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the
baker, that we expect our dinner, but from their regard to their
own interest...By pursuing his own interest he frequently pro¬
motes that of the society more effectually than when he really
intends to promote it (Smith, 1776/1937:14,423).
But as

federalist reality crumbled,

beset by

'trusts'

doctrine of self-interested behavior was anachronistic;
invisible hand preventing these aggregate actors
society.
tivity,

and

'labor,'

a

there was no

from overrunning

Replacing self-interest was a scientific discourse of objec¬
within which the worker was recast as a human

discourse spoke in terms of
the man to his

'resource.'

finding an objective congruency2,

job and to his environment"

This

"fitting

(Blackford & Newcomb,

1914:198):
There is a feeling on the part of many able employers that there
is a subtle something about human beings that defies analysis...
[however] taking into consideration not a few things, but every¬
thing about a man, simply utilizes scientifically the substance
of the practical man's intuitions, as he calls them, and in
addition a great deal of organized, classified, and verified
knowledge" (:197-8).
This is the point of emergence of a discourse of disinterested
expertise which,

through organizing,

classifying and verifying,

offered

a new mechanism for fairly dividing the wealth and privilege of society.

2.
Again, this is not to impose 20th century meanings, but to show
that congruency, much as it represented in congruency/contingency theory,
was understood in a sophisticated way a half century before its 'disco¬
very'
and
to
question the
linear
histories
of
the
development
of
management thought which have become standard textbook fare.
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Classification
In the early history of industrial work,
to use Foucault's term.

That

is,

classification is

objects are grouped into two catego¬

ries,

the included and the excluded;

den.

This is evident in the homilies of Hunt

the forbidden and the not-forbid(1857).

One's actions

need not mark one as the best person in the community,
mark one for inclusion.

"binary,"

but they must

To be excluded from community relationships is

to be excluded from business.

This is also evident in the prominence of

fines as a management tool in early manufactories:
One work rule at Haslingden Mill about 1830 read, "Any person
found from the usual place of work, except for necessary purpos¬
es, or talking with anyone out of their own alley will be fined
...Other fines addressed...singing, whistling, swearing and
yelling...fixity of gaze...other fines concerned the body's smell
and appearance...Finally, there were fines to discourage aggres¬
siveness, sexuality and disorderliness (Zuboff, 1988:33-34).
However elaborate this system might become
railroad

'officer'

corps.),

(for instance,

it remained within a binary reality.

the worker strayed into the domain of the forbidden,
was untouched by the apparatus of power.
based upon presence/absence,
trial reality,

the

his or her behavior

Reward and punishment was

not degrees of difference.

binary classification of

Unless

Within indus¬

labor was inadequate as a means

of organizing the large works.
Emerging at this time,
that was unidimensional,
cal.

Through it,

was a new form of disciplinary classification

exhaustive,

mutually exclusive and hierarchi¬

the individual worker could be treated as both

standardized and individualized:
The elements are interchangeable, since each is defined by the
place it occupies in a series, and by the gap that separates it
from the others.
The unit is, therefore...the rank: the place
one occupies in a classification...In organizing 'cells,' 'pla¬
ces, ' and 'ranks,' the disciplines create complex spaces that are
at once architectural, functional and hierarchical (Foucault,
1979:145-8).
Comprehensive classification was
ment's

facilitated by Scientific Manage¬

standardization of work tasks as well as by the

individual aptitudes:

'discovery'

of

"Individuals are differently endowed with those
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faculties of mind and body...which enable them to contribute to the work
of the world"

(Scott & Clothier,

1923:iv).

Such classification no longer simply divided two groups of workers.
Neither did it divide based on status or privilege.

All the social

space of work was organized within a comprehensive schema,
through the objectivity of science and mediated by the
expert.

In this way,

authorized

'professional'

an order based on 'natural' differences replaced

the former order based on 'natural' equality.

The universal language

emerging to enable the operation of this universal framework was that of
quantification.
Quantification
Statistics are the
clinical thermometer
of industry.
(Morris, 1910:226)

Numbers serve as
a sort of
thermometer.
(Geneen, 1984:190).

In describing development of a computerized paper manufacturing
process,

Zuboff

(1988)

identifies two conflicting realities between

which workers are caught.

The computerized system replaces the older,

sentient reality with an abstract reality of data.

Sights,

smells and

sounds become secondary phenomena as workers learn to find meaning in
the numbers produced by the computer.

In facing this crisis,

Zuboff's

workers are replaying the shift from federalist to industrial reality.
This is not to suggest that federalist industrialists and merchants
were against ledgers; they certainly were not.

The disciplinary shift

regarding quantification was that numbers replaced sensory experience as
the primary reality of work.

In 1880, Marston Whiting spoke to his

foremen to learn the status of the organization.

In 1984,

Harold Geneen

spoke to his financial analysts.
Statistical reality was the ultimate uniform grid,
within which large and small businesses,
perfectly comparable.

a common language

bakeries and coal mines,

became

Numbers could travel readily and reliably in an

era when hands-on control was giving way to management at a distance.
By a gradual process of concentration, the workings of the road
are reported with detail constantly reduced, to officers increas¬
ing in rank until the president is reached, while certain statis-
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tical detail may keep right on until it reaches the executive
committee of the board of directors (Morris, 1920:230).
Morris notes the competitive advantage of such a mode of perception
as a productivity tool in a time of increased business size,
and shrinking margins.

The norm today,

radical break with the past.
with that of science.

Jones

competition

statistical reality was a

It replaced the governance of tradition
(1916), presenting the earliest explication

of "the scientific method" I have found in a text on administration,
explicitly contrasts,

"the efficiency of science and the inefficiency of

tradition...Industry is the greatest exponent of action in modern life:
Science is the chief exponent of modern thought: much is to be hoped
from the union of the two"
sure,

(:4).

The new practices related to enclo¬

classification and quantification facilitated a new basic reality

for organizational analysis:

rationalization.

Ratio-nalization
The systematizing of strategic decisions through the building of
a general office and the routinizing of product development by
the formation of a research department have, in a sense, institu¬
tionalized this strategy of diversification (Chandler, 1962:394).

For Chandler

(1962), the driving force of the modern corporation is

"rationalization of resources."

At its root,

specifically proportional analysis.

ratio-nal analysis is

That the term passes as a general

synonym for

'sensible'

discourse.

As discussed in chapter six, the emergence of ratio-nal

(e.g. ROI)

reflects the industrial reality of contemporary

analysis represents a shift in understanding the purpose of

the organization.

The federalist establishment had been judged against

the absolute level of wealth produced for the owner.

The industrial

corporation was judged against the proportional return it provided for
absentee owners of stock and bond certificates.

This idea was still

radical enough to have to be argued as late as the 1920s:
therefore,

"It is not,

a matter of the amount of profit but of the relation of that

profit to the real worth of invested capital

(Sloan,

1964:49)3.

3. Report to the Executive Committee of General Motors, December 6,
1919.
Sloan describes the passage above as "an accepted part of
management doctrine today," but "not so well known then."
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A corollary of this thinking is that within ratio-nal perception, no
absolute size is ever adequately large*.

grow is "institutionalized.”
valued.

As Chandler notes,

the need to

This completely changes the way success is

As the goal of production was replaced by that of productivity,

the number of customers served and workers supported by the efforts of
the organization became irrelevant.

Maintaining constant investment

ratios required accelerating absolute growth.

By this standard,

the

vast majority of federalist sole proprietorships were failures.
Supporting this shift in what constituted organizational success was
a new emphasis on conservation brought on by the closing of the fron¬
tier.

This is explicit in business writing of the period (Taylor,

Blackford & Newcomb,
that,

1914; Person,

1926).

"The paradox of pioneering is

for the industrial pioneer waste is economical"

:194).

1911;

(Person,

1926-

Succeeding the pioneer was a new image, that of the good

steward, the captain "[o]n board the good ship earth"

(Quick,

1913).

Power-Knowledge Relations Within the Discourse of the Employee
The success of disciplinary power derives no doubt from the use
of simple instruments; hierarchical observation, normalizing
judgement [sic] and their combination in a procedure that is
specific to it, the examination (Foucault, 1979:170).

Enclosure,

classification,

quantification and ratio-nalization

represent some of the key concepts of the discourse of the employee.
These concepts presented different objects for examination and directed
knowledge toward new problems,
emerged since 1870.

reflecting the new reality that had

These concepts reshaped the ways in which social

relations were enacted, but they are not in themselves relationships.
Foucault
Europe.

(1979)

describes a similar emergence in 18th century

He speaks of the emergence of "disciplinary" society,

in which

4.
The truly unlimited imperative to grow is illustrated by two
recent articles about IBM.
In January 1988, CEO John Akers told the New
York times "We haven't liked hanging around $50 billion all that much."
In June 1991, Business Week refers to Akers' "six disappointing years" as
CEO — and to company sales of $69 billion in 1990.
Both articles are
downbeat about IBM's 'slow' growth and loss of market share despite the
fact that in two years the company had grown enough — $19 billion — that
the difference alone was larger than the annual sales of three of Business
Week's ten most valuable companies in America (Sanger, 1988; Business
Week, 1990:28; Byrne, Depke & Verity, 1991).
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forces of
in the

(1)

(3)

normalizing power and

examination.

(2)

observation, which come together

I remind the reader again that this mechanism

is not being presented as a system of oppression,
benign.

For better or worse,

but neither is it

the mechanism of disciplinary power is the

primary form of social control giving shape to industrial society.

It

is not a form of privilege per se because nobody controls it or stands
outside of it.
control,

It is,

rather, the framework within which issues of

reward and influence are contested.

Normalizing Power
Discipline brought with it a specific way of punishing...The
whole indefinite domain of the non-conforming is punishable...
Disciplinary punishment has the function of reducing gaps.
It
must therefore be essentially corrective (Foucault, 1979:178-9).

Douglas McGregor

(1960)

identifies the mid-19th century as the place

of emergence of a new form of authority not rooted in authoritarian
punishment.
ing power.

ism,

Foucault described this new mode of authority as normaliz¬
Within the binary power-knowledge relationships of federal¬

one is inside or outside of a category.

category is unimportant.
factory,

In the manufactories preceding the industrial

such as the Lowell mills,

rules punished offenders,

offenders formed a homogeneous group.
scales,

One's rank within the

but non¬

Regular job evaluation, pay

routes of advancement from one job to another and other marks of

differentiation between workers were radical developments appearing only
within the discourse of the employee.
One metaphor for this type of power is the "normal" curve of statis¬
tics,

representing a measure of central tendency

and 'deviation.'

(mean, median, mode)

The characteristics of this familiar tool embody the

ways the employee differed from his/her federalist antecedents.
the ideal is not the strongest, the most compliant,
worker, but the
job.

Second,

First,

the most skilled

'normally' qualified worker able to hold a standardized

all degrees of difference from the norm are measurable and

subject to correction.

Within the non-offending work group,

internal

differences of rank and grade place each worker in relation to a norm
toward which they are

'developed.'

Third,
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punishment is no longer used

as a deterrent

(e.g.,

matter of degree,

fines),

but as a form of

not either/or,

corrective exercise,

and

'discipline,'

Offense is a

in the form of

replaces punishment.

Normality emerged as the new ideal
ways.

training.

in at least three interconnected

Normalization became the new mode of interpersonal control;

normal subject replaced the

'great man'

the

as an object of discourse and,

because normalization functions transparently,

the normal came to be

synonymous with the real.
Normalizing control interacted with disciplinary classification to
produce a work environment composed of grades and ranks offering an
increasing variety of worker rewards conditional upon long-term employ¬
ment and achieved through normalizing relationships
hierarchically ranked jobs.

in a succession of

This normalizing classification came to

replace the person of the master as the source of authority.
recognized,
apparatus

"[t]he individual bureaucrat cannot squirm out of the

in which he is harnessed...[he]

his entire material and ideal existence"

The

As Weber

'Normal'

is chained to his activity by
(Gerth & Mills,

1946:228).

Subject

Histories of leadership research note a shift away from

'great man'

theories early in this century without relating this observation to
historical context
man'

(e.g.,

Yukl,

1989).

However,

the demise of

'great

theories coincides with a general cultural shift from a reality in

which the exemplary was replaced by the
back to 1870,

Carnegie illustrates the

'normal'

as an ideal.

'great man'

Looking

view of that time:

The blast furnace manager of that day was usually a rude bully,
generally a foreigner, who in addition to his other acquirements
was able to knock a man down now and then as a lesson to the
other unruly spirits under him.
He was supposed to diagnose the
condition of the furnace by instinct, to possess some almost
supernatural power of divination (Carnegie, 1920:174).
The greater the stature of the foreman,
work crew will be.

By 1920,

the higher the output of the

Carnegie was speaking of this

'great man'

as a liability in a system requiring standardized workers:
The ideal, so far as wages and salaries are concerned, is...to fix
upon the standard requirements in aptitudes, training, experience,
and consequent efficiency for that job, find someone who meets the
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requirements, and then pay him enough to secure his very best
constructive thought (Blackford & Newcomb, 1914:16-17).

Hormalization
One commonly refers to the normal,

but one does not usually under¬

stand normality as the outgrowth of a process.
describe this process
ization.

as reification,

Berger & Luckmann

(1967)

sedimentation and institutional¬

These normalizing relations give the normal the appearance of

hard reality.

The construction of social processes

as reality is

especially pronounced in normalizing relations because they are not
constituted directly between the body of the worker and the person of
the overseer.

Normalization is maintained through the apparently

neutral objectivity of the discourse of the employee,
continuous
lt,

supervision;

1979:174).

ahistorical

This

subject,

"An intense,

it ran right through the labor process"

'normal'

worker,

today treated as

(Foucau¬

an acontextual,

was still work-in-process when Elton Kayo reminded

readers of the new journal Personnel Research,

"[t]hat

sanity is

achievement rather than a merely natural condition of mind"

an

(1922:419).

In the future it will be appreciated...that no great man can
(with the old system of personal management) hope to compete with
a number of ordinary men who have been properly organized so as
to efficiently cooperate.
In the pant the man has been first; in
the future the system must be first (Taylor, 1911:6-7, emphasis
added).

Observation
Other things being
equal, ve select for
employment super¬
visors those vho
have the keenest and
most accurate pavers
observation.
(Blackford i Newcomb,
1914:220)

The

The exercise of discipline presupposes a
mechanism that coerces by means of observation
...These mechanisms can only be seen as unim¬
portant if one forgets the role of this
instrumentation, minor but flawless, in the
progressive objectification and the ever more of
subtle partitioning of individual behavior.
Although it is true that its pyramidal organi¬
zation gives it a 'head,' it is the apparatus as
a whole that produces 'power'.
(Foucault, 1979:170-77).

federalist relationship owner/worker had been a person-to-person

relationship.

This personal contact was

lest in the terror of the

peruod dominated by the relationship capital/labor.

The discourse of

the employee recreated a person-to-person relationship within the
organization,

large

but the manager/employee relationship was not comparable
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to that of the owner/worker.
ual,

but a

"case”

The employee was not primarily an individ¬

(the Weberian "file”).

This case was

'read'

by an

'expert'

specially trained to read a language inaccessible to the lay

person.

The employee's power-knowledge relations exist,

contest of

strength with an embodied authority figure,

not as a

but as a contest

of knowledge with a web of experts.
A characteristic of expert discourse is that
not with a person.

In fact,

judgment will have an expert

it is carried on about,

the subject's very disagreement with expert
interpretation5.

Individual experience

must be pigeonholed to fit expert categories or the worker will,
in the cracks between the standard programs"
'case'

becomes part of,

1979:197)

(Mintzberg,

The

(Foucault,

forming a diffuse web of control around the working body.

zed as a case,
observation.

it is the process of becoming textuali-

not the presence of an observer,

which constitutes

The Taylor system pioneered a crude precursor of disci¬

plinary control.

To have a properly performing worker required the

expert knowledge of no less than seven "teachers"
gang boss,

the speed boss,

the repair boss,

clerk and the disciplinarian.

(Taylor,

— the inspector,

the time clerk,

1911:124-5).

engineered the transfer of knowledge from the factory
organizational technostructure.
'resource'

apparatus

1979:373).

"an uninterrupted work of writing"

For the individual subject,

human

"fall

the

the route

The Taylor system
"hand" to an

The later discovery of the worker as a

produced a much more sophisticated disciplinary

in the human resource function,

which I will soon describe in

more detail.
As McGregor
as a

'case'

(1960)

seems to vaguely realize,

creation of the worker

shifts organizational power relationships away from control

/subordination characterizing federalist authority relations.
(1971)

learned,

findings,

without grasping the historical

Mintzberg

significance of his

that power in the disciplinary organization is not a form of

5. For example, a physician pronounces a patient to be alcoholic.
The
patient refutes this diagnosis.
This supports the diagnosis because
denial is a symptom of alcoholism.
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command,

but a form of coordination.

a privileged position,

but all employees including the CEO exist within

the disciplinary apparatus.
must,

The managerial employee may be in

Authority is not a personal perquisite;

"exploit situations that appear as obligations"

one

(:B102).

The Examination
Every factory, every store,
every office is in the best
and truest sense of the
word a school.
(Blackford & Newcomb, 1914:23)

Is it surprising that prisons
resemble factories schools,
barracks, hospitals, which all
resemble prisons?
(Foucault, 1979:228)

The routine operation of normalizing power and observation in daily
work practice are periodically reinforced through a ceremony specific to
disciplinary power relations:

"The examination combines the techniques

of an observing hierarchy and those of a normalizing judgement
(Foucault,
employers

1979:184).

As recently as the second decade of this century,

freely admitted to leaving a worker in one job at one rate of

pay until that worker complained,
Murphy,

[sic]"

quit or was

fired

(Porter,

1917;

1917a).

Of course,
had to exist

before workers could be evaluated,

a system of relations

in which there were job and work classification schemes

with criteria for evaluation.

With the production of normalizing

classifications and practices came the realization that,

"[a]

periodic

appraisal held every six months enables management to know the lines
along which each employee is developing or failing to develop"
Clothier,

1923:116-7).

(Scott &

While the ritual of examination is periodic,

constant visibility of one's

'case'

assures the worker,

the

"that his record

is under inspection constantly and that he is being graded fairly for
both failures and successes"

(Murphy,

1917a:19).

Objectification of the worker as a case could function to restrain
inequitable and arbitrary treatment;
to the least empowered
rules,
himself

(Ranter,

rules can provide a source of power

1977).

Simultaneously,

this system of

"impels the employee to exercise conscious effort in improving
in those specific qualities deemed important by the management"

(Scott & Clothier,

1923:117).

In federalist reality,
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personal

skills

were the domain of the individual.
'development'

In disciplinary society,

worker

passed into the domain of organizational relationships.

Examination enforced constant striving toward an endless series of
hierarchically arranged goals.
worker's

Like the organization itself,

success became ratio-nalized.

the

Growth replaced ability as the

criterion of the good worker.
As might be expected,

the university played an important role in

establishing work relations through examination.
inevitable relationship,
ization'

This was not an

but one accomplished through the

of the university.

'industrial¬

Relationships in the academy were recon¬

structed in conformance with the emerging post-federalist social order.
As

late as the second half of the 19th century,

Harvard,

even attainment of a Master's degree,

dance prize

(Bledstein,

surgery argued against
M.D.

1976).

(Bledstein,

About this time.

Harvard's professor of

"[mjore than half of them

[medical

students]

Of course they can't pass written examinations"

1976:275-6).

Standardization,
'product'

was primarily an atten¬

instituting written examination for the degree of

on the grounds that,

can barely write.

graduation from

classification and hierarchization of educational

brought education within the new discourse.

The role it

claimed in this new reality was as the producer and guarantor of the new
experts needed by a disciplinary society.
tions of Oxford and Cambridge,

Once founded in the tradi¬

American universities were recast in the

image of the technology-oriented German polytechnic institute
1987).

Through this transformation,

universities

(Calas,

sought and achieved

status as the source and final arbiter of the discourse of objectivity,
whose ideal was represented by laboratory science.
It became the function of the schools in America to legitimize
the authority of the middle class by appealing to the universali¬
ty and objectivity of "science."
The fact that most Americans
learned to associate the scientific way with openness and fair¬
ness made the relationship convincing (Bledstein, 1976:123-4).
Between schools,
is

work organizations and the larger social order,

impossible to isolate a prime mover of these changes.
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it

Disciplinary

relationships

facilitated the operation of large organizations and made

the university a more integral part of society.

At the same time,

these

changes provided a functioning social order grounded in expertise.
Normalization,

observation and examination were not at the service of

any one element of society.
Within these relations of power-knowledge,

greater differences of

power and wealth appeared than the nation had yet seen.
robber barons who represented capital arrayed against
disciplinary manager was

But,

labor,

unlike the
the

legitimated through appeal to an objective

order of categories in which the individual's

'correct'

place was

secured through normalizing observation and certified by the examina¬
tion:
All men are equal, in the sense that they have much the same
impulses and reactions as other men [but]...No one had ever
advocated clothing all the men of the country in shoes and
clothes of the same size and shape and the fact began to dawn
upon us that it was equally absurd to attempt to endow them with
the same mental habiliments (:7)6.

Normalizing the Workplace: The "Second Industrial Revolution*'
When it is not omitted entirely,

the intellectual history told in

organizational textbooks generally describes management thought as
linear progress,

sometimes

the book of Exodus
story,

finding

(Gray & Starke,

'management'
1988;

theory as

Robbins,

1990)7.

far back as
Within this

all of human history prior to 1911 was populated with societies,

"largely biased against the concept of managing organizations effective¬
ly and efficiently

(Bowditch & Buono,

1990:6)

people at work was awakened by Frederick W.
1989:7).

until,

Taylor"

"[i]nterest in
(Davis & Newstrom,

"The second major step on the way to current organizational

behavior theory was the Human Relations movement...Today,

it is common

6.
This image is similar to that of a cartoon appearing on the first
page of the first edition of Industrial Psychology (1926).
It portrays
"psychological selection" as a tailor handing a new suit labelled "the
right job" to a huge man labelled "labor," who is dressed in too-small
children's clothes.
Thus,
according to the caption,
the tailor is
relieving labor's "embarrassment."
7. "Would you believe that organization theory issues were addressed
in the Bible? Well they were!" (Robbins, 1990:36).
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to picture modern management theory as a blend of
(Gray & Starke,

[these]

extremes"

1988:9,12).

This perspective systematically represents older thinking as
sophisticated than it was and overstates the ability of today's
works to represent today's problems.

In table 7.1,

less
frame¬

I have collected a

number of themes commonly represented as problems of management for the
new century.

The authors are listed in the endnotes to this chapter.

Table 7.1:

Themes in Managing For the New Century

Internationalization:
Forty years of the most rapid growth in
production, the doubling of the population, and the conquest of
the international markets were accomplished with a decrease in
the number of firms in the leading industries (‘).
The stupen¬
dous wave of industrial consolidations which began in the late
eighties... culminated at the climax of feverish speculation [and]
was abruptly terminated in conditions verging on a panic (2) .
Americans, in the first flush of their international victories
may have assumed foolish airs of "U.S. first and the rest no¬
where," but (3) if we wish to compete with products made in
countries where lower wages prevail we shall need to make a
superior article. Not only will there be a need in the future for
fewer workers to produce a given amount of product but those
workers will need to be highly skilled... there will be more
specialists (4) .
Delayering / The Emerging Service Economy:
Some...will manage a
hundred employees efficiently and others will maintain only
twenty-five.
In general, I find that in the average organization
fifty is a safe limit to the force to place under any individual
(5).
In less than ten years more than 2,000,000 people have been
thrown out of employment in the United States.
They are finding
re-employment in relatively new kinds of work, mostly of the
service type. The increased competition that has come in recent
years...will have to be met, if it is to be met successfully,
through education (6).
The Learning Organization:
The...manager of the future will have
to be first of all an educator...The contest ahead of us is an
educational rivalry (7).
Education is likely to play a more
beneficial [role] than much of the legislation that attracts
public attention (8) .
The thoughtful observer of contemporary
scientific affairs must have noticed the gradual dissolution of
the artificial barriers between different realms of knowledge.
There is considerable traffic over the borders of all disciplines
(9).
The greatest thought of this century is the transference of
value from property to the human being (“).
The mechanical phase...[of industrial relations was followed
by] the organic phase...[which] maintained that society ought to
be regarded as a complex organism, or at least as analogous to an
(Continued next page)
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organism...At the present time the discussion has entered on a
third phase...Neither [the mechanical nor organic views] is ade¬
quate, or carries us far enough... Industrial relations depend
essentially on the interests, impulses, sentiments, and passions
of human beings (u).

Knowledge Workers: Corporate Assets;

In the industrial era just
passed and now drawing to a close, it was to have been expected
that employers, with their chief attention absorbed by questions
relating to machines and methods, should neglect the greatest of
all their assets ... their employees.
Our records show that the
average employee in the average institution represents a capital¬
ized value of between $32,000 and $38,000 to his or her employer.
[The organization must] protect that investment from depreciation
and loss in every way possible [and] develop and increase its
value... Every efficient employee is an asset and not an expense
f12).
It is an important part of [the manager's] duties to find
out what [the workers'] ideas and opinions are...and thus to make
capital out of their originality and their suggestions(13).

Participation, Self-Management and Excellence:
less

corporations

So-called
are merely poorly managed corporations.

soul¬
When

I

took charge I called the employees together and said to them,
"Each...has [his or her] own district, and I want the driver...to
be responsible for all the business in that district; when you
are driving about, drop in now and again on the people who ought
to have express matter"...They swelled with pride in bossing
their own jobs; when a shipment of express matter got away from
them, they took it as a personal grievance.
Our business in¬
creased a third during the first month (14) .
The whole plan was painstakingly explained to them from their
point of view...to show them how the plan would benefit them...
Occasional get-together meetings were held with the heads of
departments...questions were answered... experiences were relat¬
ed, and in a quiet way much was done to arouse and stimulate
enthusiasm for the plan...The employer who does not avail him or
herself of the natural, healthy love of work in employees as a
motive for excellence loses much (1S) .

Dialectically Linking Micro and Macro Issues:
and more be made to do the work

for which

labor

Machines must more
is

becoming

scarce...But instead of workers being mated to a single machine
...one individual will supervise the work of a chain of machines
...requiring, instead of a brainless and emotionless automaton, a
well-trained mind and a knowing touch (16).
The job is never the
same job when filled by different persons...And M is never the
quite the same person in two different jobs...This leads us to
the concept of the worker-in-his-work [or her work]...The hiring
of a new worker for the job will not reproduce the same workerin-his-work unit; a new worker-in-his-work unit has been brought
about

(17) .

Female Advantage:

A careful consideration of...[the required]
qualities will perhaps suggest to the discriminating that women
are especially fitted for the position of... supervisor, and this
we have found to be the case.
Here, then, is a new field for
women (18).
The women, we find, are absolutely loyal.
They do
not work for us awhile and then quit, which is sometimes urged as
one of the objections against woman workers (l9).

(Continued next page)
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Awareness of the *Social Consequences of Management:
Recently
the board of directors of one of America's greatest industrial
enterprises drastically reduced dividends, lowered the salaries
of the management group, and maintained the wages of the workers
at the going rate.
Here is evidence of a new and growing social
consciousness (2>) .

The
ment

newest

thought

for the

the remainder of this

produced

for the

to present the

management thought
it

in Table

'evolving,'

'management

like managing

continues

cited

has been

would expect
less

source

20th.

7.1

as

is

21st

century'

Instead of

continues

and continues

to

I will

it

to

document

the

one

look substantially

evolving,

asked

to reflect the
address

If manage¬

almost universally claimed,

same questions

chapter,

sixty years old.

is

at

the

management theory

its

emergence.

argument

institutional

that

In

today's

changes which

institutional problems

of

concern to that time.
The point
Revolution"

of

of

emergence of this thought

about

third period of

1920

(Moore

industrial

newly-opened epoch of the
rary commentators.
of management was

development

enunciated by these

material

inputs.

functioning

outputs

huge

One

result

apprentice
(Steinmetz,
of

skilled

other main
(Struck,

60

(Jones,

existed

called the

1930/1967:7)

1916:123)

speaking to

"the

the discourse

owners.
of

or

by contempo¬

The

rationalizing

by the time of

for rationalizing the

of this work rationalization was

system which had been a primary
1918;

Scott

"mechanics"
source to

&

Clothier,

1923).

from Europe between

the

First

inputs

destruction of

source of
A

75%

1905

skilled

decline

and

1925

a trickle when demands were rapidly
Baer

(1917)

and drawing only

new machines.

also

1880-1920,

of these efforts,

systems

Industrial

and

'works.'

1930:68).

advertising

1931:4),

speakers were problems

a result

World War,

"New

(Lescohier,

dominated by engineers

As

the

approximate period

problems

of

& Hartmann,

administrator"

In the

is

The

"second

6

cites

spending

applicants
industrial
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for

$125
a

in

labor
immigration

reduced the
increasing

on newspaper

firm that was

revolution"

the

was

installing

founded on the

recognition that,
the

further

"[t]he greatest problem before us today

improvement

creased efficiency
Far

from being

relations
ples

of machinery,

in men"

an opposing

theory claimed

to the

frontier

untapped human resources"

1931:507),

but

development

as

also

an

so much
in¬

from

human

an extension of

Taylorist

organizational

resource.

"[t]he unexplored

itself

of

Scientific Management,

(Gilbreth & Cook,

attempt to distinguish

Hartmann,

force to

a different

closed,

the

not

1917a:23)8.

legitimacy

conservation of

the material

did

(Murphy,

but

is

princi¬
With

frontier of today

1947:5).

"a tactless

appealed to Taylor

The

our

new movement

Taylorism"

for

is

(Moore

&

legitimation:

Admiration for these results (of Scientific Management] has
generated a demand that, in another department of industry there
should be introduced something which might, by analogy, be called
'human engineering'...As the engineers, or technical executives,
learned to control physical resources by science, it now remains...to control the human factors in industry in accordance with
the fundamental principles of human nature (Jones, 1916:125-7).
This

is the point

resources
Men"

comes

(Murphy,

1917b),

il manegglo,

emergence of

into the discourse.

Being Management"
Handling Men"

of

Titles

such as

"Shaping Men to the Work"

(Industrial Management,

(Bloomfield,

1916),

as

1916),

'handling'

"The,

(Slocum,

human

Building of
1917),

"Human

"The New Profession of

could have made no

sense to

readers

a

generation earlier.
It was
through

only with this

'handling'

zational

that

application of

science to

it became possible

theorizing to take on meaning.

for the

human resources
concepts

Human resource

of

organi¬

'management'

would have been both alien and counterproductive to the pre-disciplinary
works

owner operating

employment

relationships

company.

Once

retaining

'human

'backward

integration'

8.

in

skills

a world of
and

became

capital'

skill
a

seasonal production,
needs met

and the

organizations began

into the production of their

Citing the Chairman of the United
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term

largely outside the

limiting resource

existed,

short

States

conditions

a process

of

own workers.

Envelope Company.

for

The Disciplinary Subject
But before the "building of men"

could become possible,

epistemological shift was necessary.

The federalist

a radical

subject could not

be built because s/he entered the work relationship as a complete,
embodied subject whose traits were an inseparable part of her/his
'character.'
bility.

Character development was an individual right/responsi¬

Furthermore,

the formal equality of all citizens did not permit

distinctions between subjects who are built and those who build.
yet,

Worse

a federalist might not define success as constant development.

man does not by

'nature'

want to earn more and more money,

live as he is accustomed to live and to earn as much as
that purpose"

simply to

is necessary for

(Weber 1958:60).

Unlike the federalist citizen,
externalized,

but

"A

visible to others,

the disciplinary self

is

increasingly

and constructed by experts.

S/he is

not author-ized to speak the truth about her/his experience because this
worker's thoughts,
for themselves.

actions,

practices and formal records do not speak

They have a secret meaning available only when queried

by the appropriate experts who can apply the knowledge of their
pline'

'disci¬

to decode the meaning of the subject.

An important step toward bringing the body into disciplinary subjec¬
tivity came when experts

'discovered,'

to include a

"fundamental craving"

achievement"

Scott & Clothier

"the true meaning of happiness,"

in the "normal[ized?]" person for

(1923:21).

The rewards of achievement

were increasingly necessary as subsequent discoveries produced an
endless array of consumer
emptiness
food,

is,

'needs'

of the disciplinary self,

"soothed and made cohesive by becoming

consumer products,

(Cushman,

'filled up'

with

and celebrities...The two professions most

responsible for healing the empty self
apy

whose

[are]

advertising and psychother¬

1990:599)9."

9. Adding weight to Cushman's comment, A. W. Scott, the author of A
Theory of Advertising
(Scott,
1903),
also
founded
the
first
large
personnel consulting company (Moore & Hartmann, 1931).
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I do not wish to imply that psychology and advertising have imagined
the disciplinary self,
within two generations,
of the worker's

but

if human

'nature'

was thoroughly transformed

this argues strongly for the social constitution

'nature.'

If this is so,

the discourse of the employee

and the disciplinary subject each develop in relation to the other;
neither represents a more fundamental reality than the other.

Psycho¬

logy and other strands of management discourse have contributed to
constructing,

as well as discovering the truth of 1'employe,

adding

their expertise to a network of disciplinary relationships extending
back into the practices of Systematic Management.

Normalizing the Worker: Disciplinary Relationships
Between 1912

and 1913,

receiving one paycheck,

Ford reduced "five-day men," who quit after
from 3,594 to 322

(Porter,

presents Ford as a pioneer in this effort.

1917:171).

Even at this

Porter

late date,

work

force permanence was a radical idea resisted by both employers and
workers.

Fear of class conflict,

the high fixed cost of large scale

production and the increasing dependence of workers on cash markets,
lead eventually to more permanent work relations.

At this point,

a

great number of disciplinary ties between the worker and the organiza¬
tion emerge;

these include:

Welfare Work.

The interests of reformers and employers intersected

in a number of early
'welfare work.'
times,

dances,

consumer items

programs then called

These might include inexpensive meals,

music at meal

fashion shows and group discounts on mass purchases of
(Ommer,

of these programs,
force.

'quality of work life'

1917;

Niven,

1967).

Worker loyalty,

the object

would have been a non sequitur in the temporary work

These efforts to create long-term relationships

indicate that

the worker is ceasing to be a generic input.

Employee Health.

Another area of welfare work was employee health.

At the turn of the century,

a work place free of diphtheria,

the like was no small benefit

(Thomas,

1917).

cholera or

Workplace health went a

step beyond the lunchtime concert in creating a disciplinary relation-
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ship with the worker.
workers were disease

In order to obtain assurance that one's co¬
free,

one had to submit one's personal health,

hygiene and habits to a company expert who applied the disciplinary
rules of nursing,

public health and medicine.

Profit Sharing.

Deferred rewards rely less on affect

for worker

loyalty by creating economic ties contingent upon long-term compliance
with organizational practices.

"Most profit-sharing plans,

in fact,

look more to stabilizing the force than to increasing profits through
the incentive of larger volumes of production"

(Fisher:158)10.

Maximiz¬

ing daily production is no longer the only criterion of the good worker.

Savings, Pensions, Loans.
even beyond the fiscal year.

Other disciplinary relationships extended
The company credit union offered the

worker a new means of attaining financial

stability,

but was also one

more element of worker life subjected to the discipline of company
observation and examination
with loans,

(Stanley,

1917).

the relationship was even tighter:

Where this was combined
"Where men buy homes,

there is opportunity for holding down ill-considered resignations"
(Thomas,

1917:100).

The ultimate long-term reward was the pension.

Some early plans could actually make a discretionary determination of
the pension amount at retirement

(e.g.,

Disston,

1917).

Old-age

security became possible at the price of lifetime participation in the
disciplinary processes of the organization.

Families, Community Status, Morality.
relationships

increasingly branched out

The web of disciplinary
from the parks,

libraries and

other community amenities provided by the capitalists of the gilded age,
into more personal relationships such as public health and home owner¬
ship.

Ford investigators examined employees'

ment purchases and housing arrangements,
deemed to be out of hand.

personal conduct,

install¬

intervening when these were

Compliance with these investigations was tied

10.

It is ironic that when employers were concerned with maximizing
daily
output,
the
employee was
discovered to
have
this
short-term
orientation (e.g., Taylor, 1911), but that when the concern of employers
shifted, the employee was 'discovered' to have different motivations,
consistent with the new goals.
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to the famous

five dollar day.

At Ford,

women were not eligible for

profit sharing because they were not seen to be heads of families.
one point marriage was a requirement of eligibility,

even for men.

As the worker increasingly participated in these relationships,
not only became a more fixed part of her/his life,
increasingly into one's personal
period,
es,

life.

At

work

it also reached

For the first time in this

wage work became a primary identity around which family practic¬

community relations and living habits were arranged.

complex as these relationships had become,
early history of the disciplinary subject.

Still,

they constitute only the
Most of these programs began

during the period of Systematic or Scientific Management.
industrial revolution"

as

The

"second

escalated disciplinary relations by an order of

magnitude through normalizing education.

Normalizing Education: Building in Knowledge
The changes which had produced a stable work force had also disman¬
tled the apprentice system and raised the job-specific knowledge
requirements of work.
and more general
schools,

Company training appeared in both task-specific

forms such as Americanization courses,

company reading rooms and libraries,

lectures,

pers and bulletin boards — all innovations of the
revolution."

vestibule
company newspa¬

"new industrial

Outside training was extended through public schools,

night schools and correspondence courses

II Maneaaio Emerges From the Railway

(Scott & Clothier,

1923).

'Officer'

Educating administrative employees began with the railroads and has
its roots

in the terror of capital/labor conflict.

the Railway Club of St.

Louis,

In a 1906 address to

Dewsnup states:

In the solution of the so-called railway problem, education is
likely to play a more beneficial part than much of the legisla¬
tion that attracts public attention.
The educational movements
at Montreal (McGill], Chicago, and elsewhere are significant
(Dewsnup, 1906:vi).
Dewsnup recognizes that this

"experiment"

requires reshaping the

university to industrial needs and defends this as
tradition of American higher education:
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(already)

part of the

One of the features of the educational history of the past halfcentury has been the specialization of education...So far as the
universities are concerned, this utilitarian aim is, after all,
in accord with their earliest policy [to train lawyers, theolo¬
gians & physicians]...Even if this had not been the case, there
would have been every reason to suppose that the modern trend of
higher education is in accord with the spirit of the times and
with the logic of events...[The proliferation of professional
departments is] greater and greater indication of the influence
of the spirit of specialization, which, after all, is but a
response to the demand that education shall adapt itself to the
necessities of life (:402-3).
The railway
ly,

'officers'

developed by this system would,

have little union solidarity11,

but this employee would also repre¬

sent a new form of authority in the organization.
that the paramilitary railway
11 manegglo.
'managing'

Even

is,

not incident-

'officer'

It

is at this point

begins the transformation into

"the head of a great system" will come to see that

"not the originating of

ideas or the institution of

reforms so much as the coordination of the efforts of others
reasoning faculties,

[using]

developed by education and by experience

the

(Haines,

1919:485).
What one sees under construction at this point
manager
(1916)

'discovered'

by Mintzberg

(1968)

is the disciplinary

half a century later.

administrator corresponds to the railway

'officer,'

the source of authority during the period 1870-1920.

Fayol's

who had been

Accounts

from this

period show an acute awareness of the need to replace paramilitary
administration with disciplinary management.
al work was

surprising in the 1960s,

early as Dewsnup

(1906),

leadership with the

If the nature of manageri¬

it was not so in the 1920s.

one can trace the replacement of

"managerial mystique"

mystique may be a problem in the 1980s,

(Zaleznik,

As

'great man'

1989).

as Zaleznik alleges,

Such a
but,

one

must also understand it as a form of practice produced through the
dominant industrial power-knowledge relations of seven decades.
manegglo has always been a coordinator within,

II

not a producer of,

disciplinary relationships.

11. Cf. Taylor's
"college man."

(1911:50,55,56)

reference to management trust of the
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Producing L'Employe: The Vocational Movement
The vocational movement continued the ambiguous alliance of those
interested in bettering the condition of the worker and those attempting
to increase the worker's value as human capital to the organization
(Niven,

1967).

As the work force became more permanent,

the possibility

of shaping the worker to increasingly complex organizational needs
became possible.
wages.

The carrot

for the worker was the promise of increased

The stick for the organization was the ubiquitously discussed

shortage of
The

'skilled machinists12.'

"vocational movement"

of the turn of the century increased the

web of disciplinary relationships between the worker,
public education,

the organization,

government and middle class society.

In 1905,

Massachusetts appointed the Douglas Commission to evaluate educational
institutions and recommend changes to bring education in line with
industrial needs.

The following year saw the formation of the National

Society for the Promotion of Industrial Education
1917,

(Struck,

1930).

By

congress passed the National Vocational Education Act.

This movement is illustrative of the diffuseness and complexity of
the developing disciplinary relationships.
exist to promote worker welfare?
To stabilize the working class?

Did the vocational movement

To increase organizational capital?
Was it an early

'workfare'

Was it fostered by the self-interest of educators?

Does it

government and public education to be at the service of
of these arguments can be well substantiated,
tions

is more central than the others.

program?
show

industry?

Any

but none of these explana¬

The vocational movement resulted

in the transformation of public education along the lines of the new
'common sense'

through which social relations were being transformed

throughout society.

12. Cf. early issues of Management Review (nee, The Bulletin of the
National Association of Corporation Schools) from 1914, or Engineering
Management
(n6e,
Industrial Management)
and Transactions of the ASME
c.1915.
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The Sedimentation of Disciplinary Society
By 1910-1920,

social reality had been thoroughly reshaped along

disciplinary lines.
survives

While the rhetoric of pioneering individualism

(anachronistically)

to this day,

by 1920 the federalist citizen

no longer embodied the common sense of society.

In the main,

capital

and labor no longer contested social relationships and work technolo¬
gies,

but wages and hours.

employee,

not

The average worker sought a

in self-employment.

'career'

Corporate ownership and the ratio-nal

mandate for endless growth were relatively uncontroversial
the mainstream social landscape.

as an

Legislative systems,

features of

education,

social

institutions and the workplace had been interwoven with disciplinary
relationships,
mediated by

legitimated through a discourse of objectivity and

'professional'

experts.

This new way of understanding the work,
organized around new problems,
tions and,

consequently,

the worker and the world was

was structured by new kinds of institu¬

produced new objects of knowledge,

new concepts

for understanding and new knowers to articulate what would be known.

It

is this conjunction of events that produced the possibility for what we
now know as organization science.
Scientific Management,
of management,
management.

the invariable starting point

might best be thought of as the end of the pre-history of

Scientific Management created the possibility of a science

of the worker by bringing "the labor question"

into the domain of indus¬

trial engineering through advocating "high priced labor"
Partridge,

for histories

1888;

Taylor,

1896).

Scientific management,

(Towne,
however,

1886;
did not

pose the worker as a problem of understanding for scientific inquiry.
Today,

the discursive descendants of scientific management are

industrial engineering,
science,

production operations management and management

disciplines related only indirectly to organizational behavior,

organization theory,

human resources management or business policy.

worker first emerges as an object of scientific
time of the First World War,

The

inquiry only about the

when discursive relationships had developed
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sufficiently for

1'employs and 11 maneggio to support "the new profes¬

sion of handling men"

(Bloomfield,

1916).

The "Management Movement"
The high profile of management as a "movement"
about as three forces,
to coalesce.

cal weight of

of course.

Scientific Management.

'employment manager's movement'

industrial psychology.

or,

1973:8),

began

To this was

and the theoreti¬

(Ozanne,

"the forces of light and the forces of darkness"
this coalescing of

came

Far from creating a polarization

of thought between "two clashing management factions,"
90),

1926),

each a composite of multiple constituents,

There was,

added the force of the

(Person,

'disciplines'

1979:-

(Perrow,

created another compatible

axis of disciplinary power by applying the objects and concepts for
scientifically managing material resources to the scientific management
of human resources.

It is from this point that a discourse recognizably

connected to today's organizational knowledge begins to appear.

The Employment Manager's Movement
The historical moment of the disciplines was the moment
when...the human body was entering a machinery of power
that explores it, breaks it down and rearranges it...It
dissociates power from the body...it turns it into an
'aptitude,' a 'capacity,' which it seeks to increase
(Foucault, 1979:137-9).
The entry of scientific knowledge into human subjectivity and the
use of this knowledge to change the subject

from a fixed capacity into a

constantly increasing aptitude was the final disciplinary mechanism
enabling a theory of human management.
of the century,

welfare work,

Beginning just before the turn

the interests of employers and the voca¬

tional movement began to coalesce in the new
management.

of employment

One arm of the vocational movement had entered public

schools to reform the training of workers.
organization,

'profession'

Another entered the large

promising to bring order and increase productivity by

classifying workers and work and matching the one to the other.

This

new movement appealed quite explicitly to the Taylorist principle of
matching workers to jobs they are suited to perform;
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like Taylor,

this

was presented as,
Newcomb,

"a plan for conserving human values"

1914:xvi).

Where employment management went beyond Taylor was
correct

(Blackford &

"placement"

analysis,

practices and
'natural'

of the worker was only one step in a process of

counseling,

process required
(b)

(a)

in seeing that

training and placement

(:262).

Implementing this

an expert knowledge of the inner meanings of worker

a systematic means of categorizing the worker's

traits and developing these to produce the most productive

worker:
When a man writes his name, address, and other items, he tells
far more about himself than he thinks.
Like voice, handwriting
is an expression of character...The rapidity with which he fills
in the blank will indicate, to some degree, his quickness of
thought...Germans and Englishmen do not harmonize readily, nor do
Irishmen and negroes...For the same reason, it is often desirable
to know the religion of the applicant...Happily married men,
other things being equal, do the best work.
They are the most
permanent.
Bachelors come next.
The man with serious domestic
trouble is least efficient and least satisfactory of all...This
is not difficult to ascertain by indirect methods if the inter¬
viewer is tactful and sympathetic...[The list of the applicant's
qualities] is not submitted to applicants for the purpose of
obtaining direct information from them...In many ways applicants
reveal in some measure their characters, their aptitudes, and
their habits as they react to this list (Blackford & Newcomb,
1914:184-8, emphasis added).
This

is the language of il maneggio.

given way to sympathetic tact.
legible to the average person,

The threat of punishment has

The worker's embodied traits,

once

have been recast as a hidden language

decipherable only by the trained expert who understands the internal
meanings of superficial signs.
developed by this profession,
visible as

"variables"

Through the disciplinary apparatus
the unknown interior of the worker becomes

arrayed within precise grids of,

classified and verified knowledge"
A generation earlier,

"organized,

(:198).

the grid of disciplinary practices around the

worker was so loose that a foreman might add fictitious workers to the
payroll to pad his own pocket
to a centralized apparatus,

(:46).

As control moved from the foreman

the main channel to the worker was

lost.

Employment management brought a systematic and universal schema for
plotting worker competencies and aptitudes;
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it regularized wages

according to rates and steps.

Working in tandem with the industrial

engineering of technical systems into standardized jobs,
managers'

the employment

movement used similar methods to produce routinized subjects

who might hold those jobs.
Blackford & Newcomb

(1914)

advocate certain topics that no longer

fit the discourse of the employee,

but beneath these specific differ¬

ences the objects of discourse and the concepts through which they are
related are perfectly compatible with a present-day HRM text.
HRM text has not

'evolved,'

elements of content.

Today's

but has simply changed some specific

One finds

in Blackford & Newcomb,

a fully-devel¬

oped theoretical and practical framework for the selection,
tion and development of workers as a human

classifica¬

'resource.'

Industrial Psychology
The employment manager spoke the discourse of science,
applied fashion.

The model

for this profession was the

professionalized)

practical

'discipline'

but

in an

(itself newly-

of mechanical engineering.

the second decade of the twentieth century,

In

employment management

intersected with another expert discourse rooted in German university
practice.

Just as employment management presented itself as an exten¬

sion of scientific management,
the theoretical

industrial psychology presented itself as

foundation of employment management.

management engineers are drawing together.

They are becoming more aware

of each other's problems and points of view"
The psychologist is an advisor who,
[employment]
1924:230).

(Bingham,

1925:29).

"can be of great value to the

experts who will be required to work out the details"

(Link

The employment manager retains the claim to greater specific

knowledge of his or her industrial domain,
claim,

"Psychologists and

but the psychologist can

"knowledge of the workings of the mind,"

the requirements of an exact technique

and familiarity,

[experimental methodology]

"with
such

as will be essential if these phases of employment are to be placed upon
a sound and scientific basis"

(:230).

The psychologist uses objects and

concepts compatible with those of employment management,
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but goes beyond

the knowledge of the employment manager,
rather than applicants"

to be the one who

"tests tests

(:20).

The employment psychology which will prevail, and which will
increasingly contribute to the unravelling of employment prob¬
lems, is the psychology which rests on continuous research and
experimentation in the field of employment itself.
And this
research must in turn be conducted by psychologists trained in
the best practices of the university laboratory (:390-1).
As reflected in Link's comment,

the entry of

into the discourse of the employee was the point

industrial psychology
from which the exten¬

sive interpenetration of the university and the organization began to
produce a distinct product.
colleges and the railway
and elsewhere.

The way had been paved by the railroad

'experiments'

with programs at McGill,

Industrial psychology was the first

of the new science of

Chicago

institution speaking

"ma.neggia.re" to be enunciated primarily by academ¬

ics13.
World War I was a transformative event in the coalescing of these
strands of knowledge,
& Hartmann,
force,

1931).

"a red-letter date for applied psychology"

During this war,

(Moore

beginning with Kitchener's British

"scores upon scores of thousands of skilled men went to France —

to their death"

(Scott & Clothier,

1923:10).

The problem was not the

carnage per se,

but the fact that those dying were the skilled.

The

scientific classification of recruits allowed those sent to their deaths
to be more consistently those without
the experience of the army,
tional effect,"

(:11)

industrial

skills.

After the war,

"had a tremendous educational and inspira¬

on employers

in influencing them to apply indus¬

trial psychology to the work place.

The "Phenomenological Shift"
In post-industrial society,

says Bell

(1973:488),

longer either physical nature nor machines,

but

Society itself becomes a web of consciousness,
be realized as a social construction."

reality is no

"the social world...
a form of

imagination to

Anticipating Bell by six

13.
This included the Personnel Journal (1914), which became the
Journal of Applied Psychology; the Journal of Personnel Research (1922);
the Journal of Industrial Psychology (1922).
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decades,

Blackford & Newcomb

(1914:4)

announce a dawning awareness of,

"the purely psychological nature of business...the other tangible
factors in our commerce and industry are but the visible counters in a
game14 played solely by the invisible forces of mind and soul."
In the nineteen twenties and thirties,

industrial psychologists

still referred frequently to the worldwide leadership of Germany in this
field (Link,
(1987:159)

1924; Cattell,

1930; Moore & Hartmann,

1931).

Calas

has described "the Hegelian connection" between German

idealism and organization theory in the work of Chester Barnard.

A

similar foundation of dialectical idealism can be detected in the early
industrial psychology writings;

for instance:

Personnel work consists of man-analysis, job-analysis and the
bringing of man and job together...The job is never the same job
when filled by different persons...And M is never the quite the
same man in two different jobs...This leads us to the concept of
the worker-in-his-work as an entity all by itself...[Hiring] is
the creation of a worker-in-his-work unit...[Firing] is the
destruction of that particular worker-in-his-work unit.
The
hiring of a new worker for the job will not reproduce the same
worker-in-his-work unit; a new worker-in-his-work unit has been
brought about (Scott & Clothier, 1923:13-14).
The "worker-in-his-work" indicates a quiet shift in the basis of
reality that industrial psychology brought to the discourse of the
employee.

This shift is compatible with the emerging discourse of

objectivity because it is located firmly within the scientific project,
but it radically recasts the objects of knowledge.

Machines,

output and

money are now peripheral phenomena, markers of what is happening in the
'real' world of values,

perceptions and symbols.

Both work and knowl¬

edge of work have been reconstituted around knowledge and the power
relations into which it enters.

The

'knowledge worker' produced by this

reconstitution of organizational discourse was the
problems of

'employee.'

The

'managing' this worker have been problems of channeling and

controlling the

'knowledge' portion of the employee's work.

Is it any

wonder that it becomes impossible within this discourse to say anything

14.

An excellent example of a "game of truth."
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about knowledge work that is not redundant with the statements already
produced within this discourse about the employee?
L'Employe:

Always a Knowledge Worker?

The disciplines, which analyse [sic] space, break up and
rearrange activities, must also be understood as machinery
for adding up and capitalizing time
(Foucault, 1979:157),
1 will conclude this chapter by returning to the topic of

work.'

'knowledge

In this section I will argue that nothing new can be said about

the knowledge worker in

'post-industrial' society because the constitu¬

tion of the worker as a

1knowledge worker’ is the central event marking

the emergence of the 1 'employe and creating the possibility of the
current discourse of management.

The discourse of the employee was not an immediate response to
problems of works management;
300,000 cars in 1914

it took almost half a century.

(Georgano,

1982:252).

way toward dealing with works management.
however, was still,

Ford made

It had obviously gone a long
Its employment policy,

"hiring men at the back door for as little as we

could get them, putting them in the shop and making them work as long as
they would stick,
(Porter,

and not giving them an advance until we had to"

1917:168).

Mechanistic production systems requiring little

worker knowledge could function with unskilled labor as long as violent
resistance could be avoided.

Even today,

assembly work,

data entry and

the like are often taken to cultures where a worker's primary qualifi¬
cation is a lack of other work opportunities

(Reich,

1983).

Particularly because the Ford assembly line is an icon of work
deskilling

(e.g.,

Braverman,

1974),

it is interesting that Porter is

speaking against the system of disposable workers and extolling the
value of a loyal and enthusiastic work force.

Ford was already looked

to by industry as an exemplar of efficiently deskilling tasks and,
that particular time,
worker resistance.

at

a buyer's market for labor precluded problems of

Only with these relations in place could Ford enter

the "new industrial revolution" of that decade anticipating further
gains from "human being management"

(Industrial Management,
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1916).

In less mechanized environments,
even more appeal.

the discourse of the employee had

Even before 1920, mechanistic production facilities

in which the workers were — as Taylor imagined — mere "hands" was
already recognized as limited to specific areas of business.
(1917)

Fisher

noted that the cooperation and judgment of the worker was

necessary in process technologies; Bloomfield (1916:444) makes similar
observations about,

"organizations which sell service15."

The constitutive problem of the employee has,
been that of knowledge.
the late 1800s,

from the beginning,

During the clashes between capital and labor in

employers had fought to obtain a work environment in

which knowledge was built into technical systems.
was unskilled and interchangeable.

The ideal employee

But the second industrial revolution

of about 1920 was founded on the recognition that only limited success
could be achieved in even the most regimented environment without
workers possessing several levels of special knowledge.

The least

skilled worker was more valuable when retained over a long period and
educated in the practices of a good employee.
Before 1920,

Thomas Edison,

founder of General Electric,

"an important part of my duties,
capital," from worker knowledge

as a business executive," to "make
(Shaw,

1917:81).

story more commonly associated today with
1980s,

Hays

etary technical knowledge to competitors.

tells a

selling propri¬

The shift to

'handling'

in order to win their loyalty or to secure them with deferred

benefits reflects a shift in the locus of knowledge.
in machines could be established in court or,
guns.

(1917)

'high' tech companies of the

of a company bankrupted when an employee quit,

workers,

saw it as

Rights to capital

if need be,

Rights to human capital could not be so coerced.

discourse emerges emphasizing kinder,

by Pinkerton
Thus,

gentler industrial relations

designed to induce workers to voluntarily,

"give us the very finest

l5.
This "contingency" of fit between technologies
environments was 'discovered' again by Woodward (1965).
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a

and

business

products of their heads and hearts,
(Blackford & Newcomb,
Perhaps,

and,

therefore,

of their hands

1914:9).

instead of imagining the knowledge worker to be newly-

emergent as a post-industrial worker, we should imagine him/her as a
worker who has been there all along and who is now in the spotlight due
to the confluence of certain socio-economic accidents:
redefined market boundaries,

new technologies,

global redistribution of classes of work,

etc. which placed this worker at the confluence of critical relations of
power.

After all, Weber clearly identifies bureaucracy as an organiza¬

tional form built on the rational distribution of technical expertise,
employing disciplinary knowledge
(Gerth & Mills

(of the

'files')

as a form of power

(1946).

Is Craft Work Knowledge Work?

One might appropriately ask if federalist craft knowledge was not
also

'knowledge work.'

ed knowledge,

Certainly there is knowledge,

often sophisticat¬

demanded of craft work, but once again the difference

between federalist and industrial realities provides a point of rupture
across which meanings cannot be transported.
Craft work relationships defined the shape of work in Federalist
society.

The specter of class warfare at the end of the 19th century

stemmed from the incompatibility of craft and industrial assumptions
about the organization of work.

Craft,

in the form of the

'trades

union' was the site of organized opposition to the creation of the
disciplinary organization.

Had craft relations survived,

have made industrial organization impossible.
of industrial work relationships,

Similarly,

they would
in a society

craft work survives only in marginal

spaces not claimed by industrial organizations.
To date, the three enabling processes for bringing craft-controlled
work within large organizations have been mechanization,
and professionalization.

formalization

Each of these transforms the work by removing

control of power-knowledge from the body of the craftsperson.

Mechani¬

zation physically builds knowledge into organizationally controlled
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assets,

which are then run by interchangeable

'hands.'

while residing in procedures rather than machines,
gous.

As a last resort,

Formalization,

is directly analo¬

professionalization routinizes knowledge in the

program-and-pigeonhole processes of an occupation whose assumptions are
compatible with those of industrial discourse
1979;

Perrow,

(Robbins,

1990;

Mintzberg,

1986).

If one thinks of the elements of disciplinary relationships as a
web,

craft work exists

largely outside of and in opposition to this web;

knowledge work exists between the strands,

potentially enabling or

resisting the functioning of the relationships.

What I am calling

knowledge work is both produced within and claimed by the organization,
but is embodied in — and also claimed by — the worker.
contest

for ownership of knowledge,

terms of

industrial discourse.

There is a

but it is a conflict bounded by the

The employee cannot fundamentally oppose

the system because the system is necessary for the working body to exist
as l'employe.

Conversely,

one can

'manage'

more or less successfully to

maintain organizational ownership of knowledge,

but one cannot be il

maneggio without employees.
The

"Current" Knowledge Worker:

In the Contest?

Certainly if anyone is a knowledge worker it is the software devel¬
opment worker.

As literal producers of text,

ble body of instructions,
component of the
sections,

an electronic and intangi¬

software developers create the knowledge

"smart machines"

(Zuboff,

1988).

In the following

I would like to analyze two implicit assumptions bounding the

discourse of software development management.

One is the assumption

that the work and the worker are

'naturally'

constituted.

The other is

the assumption that the relevant

framework for understanding the worker

is to focus on the relationship between worker traits and task charac¬
teristics .
Producing the Software Worker
The story of computing is usually a story about machines.
'evolution'

from tubes to transistors to microchips
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The

is one conventional

periodizing of the first decades.

The IBM 360,

the transition from

punch cards to terminals with keyboards and the advent of the personal
computer are well-known milestones.
to this framework.

By implication,

Human computing activity is shaped
the changing meanings of computing

activity have been determined by the technical requirements and capabil¬
ities of the machines.
This framing fits an archetypal

framework using metaphors

biological evolution which is homologous to the story of
progress upon which organization studies rests.

from

industrial

A corollary of this

assumption is the belief that what currently exists has survived because
it is

fittest.

Thus what

are one and the same.

is,

what should be and what might have been

This belief system discourages the type of

analysis conducted in this and the previous chapters,
tell a

'history of the present'

which attempt to

by seeking in the past the chance

convergence of material conditions and social relationships through
which the present is constituted.
development shows a number of

Applying this approach to software

'natural'

relationships one might profit¬

ably question.
History of the Present:
Kraft
computing.

(1979)

The

'Accident'

highlights two key

First,

of Engineering Discourse

'accidents16'

on early machines,

in the development of

the prominence of the gymnasium¬

sized hardware influenced the misconception that programming was a
routine task of machine tending.

The first programmers,

literally

called "computers," were a group of women hired for clerical work,
ENIAC girls."

As the complexity of the work done by the

more apparent,

programming

(a)

"girls"

became a male occupation and

(b)

"the

became
began to

emulate the structure of the most professional occupation in its domain,
electrical engineering,

hence the term "software engineer."

16.
'Accident,'
in
this
context,
involves
elements
of
chance
conditions, social power relations and individual intentions.
It is not
synonymous with randomness, but is intended to imply that the resultant of
these relationships was not produced by either individual plan of group
conspiracy.
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A second accidental concern was related to marketing.
of

'electronic brains'

The mystique

and the lack of prior business applications made

the computer's practical use less than obvious.

One way to evoke a

familiar set of associations in potential users was to present the DP
department as another form of standard engineering shop.
the ACM

(1990:288),

the appearance of the phrase

According to

'software engineering,'

"remains today more an aspiration than a description."
This statement implies that placing software work within engineering
has been a social project,

not a natural evolution.

Weinberg

(1971)

is

one of the few who have recognized that who the software developer
'really'

is might be related in large part to the enormous preselection

of personal qualities acting through hiring policy,

the disciplines of

training and self-selection.
One factor obscuring the loose relationship between computer engi¬
neering and computer applications is the fact that for several decades
computing was constrained by technology rather than applications
problems

(Dickson,

Benbasat & King,

1980).

Computing sedimented into

custom and practice as a domain of technical problems to be engineered,
not social problems amenable to multiple meanings and approaches.
Returning again to the ACM report

(1990),

it is clearly stated that

a problem of computing today is its development according to the needs
of,

"corporations,

institutions."

government research centers and other nonacademic

Perhaps the largest of these is DARPA,

Advanced Research Projects Agency

(Edwards,

1990)17.

what different applications of computing might have

the Defense

One might well ask
'evolved'

if

computer development had been funded through the PTA and NOW.
Not only have the outcomes of computing been shaped in historically
specific ways,

the processes through which these outcomes are achieved

are also not inevitable.

Schaeffer

(1981)

represents an approach to

information systems management I remember from systems analysis class as

17. When I applied to a program at MIT in 1984, I was surprised to
find in the information they passed out that defense spending for research
at that one institution alone was just under one million dollars — a day.
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the

'common sense'

engineering model,

of system design.
the

"control cycle."

of their technical components.
Pert charts.

Human activity is

Everywhere,

fitted into an

Problems are expressed in terms

Projects are abstracted into Gantt or

words are treated as poor cousins to equa¬

tions .
Having participated in such a discourse for half a century,
the software worker to be a

'techie,'

a

'computer jock'

heard an executive for Digital call them,

or,

as

'the purple tennis

we find
I once

shoe set.'

Almost completely absent from this discourse is a desire to understand
who the worker might have been.

This is an immediate and practical

question when one considers the current clamor for software developers
who can be convinced that their work is not simply an engineering
problem

(ACM,

1990;

Rouse & Hartog,

1988a,b;

Rockart & Flannery,

1983).

Conflicting Stereotypes Buffered by Common Sense and Research
Who is the software development worker?

This worker is represented

both as differing and as not differing from other workers.

Further,

the

representations of difference are not consistent with each other.
Different / Wot Different:

A recent string of articles

Quarterly has argued that there is

in MIS

"no significant difference" between

various software personnel or between software personnel and non¬
software workers
1990;

Igbaria,

(Grabski,

Reneau & West,

Greenhaus & Parasuraman,

1987;

1991).

Ferratt & Short,
This

is

1988,

implicitly

supported by the literature on managing in high-technology or DP
settings.

Aside from a mandatory excursus on the differing needs of the

"professional" worker,

the content of these books offers either acontex-

tual OB/HRM advice or specifies the generic engineering details of
technical project management
Schaeffer,

1981;

(Von Glinow,

Couger & Zawacki,

In these texts,

1980;

1988;

Martin & Shell,

Humphrey,

1987;

Singer,

common sense paves over a contradiction.

sionals are different,
posed by HRM/OB topics?

1988;
1982).

If profes¬

how applicable are the problems and solutions
Goldstein

(1985)

and Kenner

(1991)

claim there

are important differences even between different software development
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groups.

Epstein

(1987)

claims that a substantial

subgroup of these

workers are not primarily motivated by hierarchical reward systems.
Couger

(1988)

believes such workers differ from managers

motivations and values.

Weinberg

(1971)

"psychology of computer programming."

in their

has written of the specific

Adding complexity to this

contradiction is the great inconsistency between experts concerning how
these workers might be different.
Inconsistent Differences:

Table 7.2

lists a sampling of the funda¬

mental differences easily found in a review of
development workers.

Two decades ago,

literature about software

Weinberg

(1971)

noted that

images

of the software development worker were governed by "folk prejudice"
more than by careful

inquiry.

This does not seem to have changed.

Given the importance to many business and technical disciplines of
efforts

involving such workers,

characterized such work,

given the turbulent changes which have

and given the highly elaborated expert dis¬

course woven around the software worker,
the worker him/herself
that more do not

is such an enigma.

it

is difficult to believe that
It is harder still to imagine

feel the need to ask who this worker is.

All of the conflicting statements about this worker are supported by
data.

All are reasonable in certain contexts.

Taken as a gestalt,

however,

they cannot be integrated into a coherent picture of the

worker.

These differences,

an impossible choice."
more correct,

in the words of Scott

(1990:142)

"structure

Instead of asking which side of the conflict

Scott suggests,

is

one might assume that both sides contain

reasonable points and to study how these points come to function as a
conflict through habits of representation which,
struct specific meanings

(:139)."

"constrain and con¬

Perhaps these conflicts stem from the

need to construct the software worker within the partitions of the
tripartite box formed by the representations of 11 maneggio,
and the professional.
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l'employe,

Table 7.2:

The Schizoid Software Worker

[Citations are examples only; all points are broadly supported]

S/HE ...
Is

BUT S/HE ALSO...

introverted.

Succeeds or fails based on commu¬
nication ability and places high
value on interpersonal skills.

(Rettig, 1990; Owens, 1987)

(Singer, 1982; Green, 1989)

Is too fact oriented.

Is too creative,

(Owens, 1987)

(Gross, 1991; Verity & Schwartz, 1991)

Is happiest solving puzzles pri¬
vately.

Thinks "analogically," a mode not
rewarded by the organization.

(Owens, 1987)

(Eliot, 1987)

Has low social needs and low need
for recognition.

(Rosenbaum, 1990)

an

"artist."

Identifies with his/her group.

(Rouse & Hartog, 1988b; Couger, 1988)

Is a motivation problem.

Has extremely high growth needs.
Main problem is overdedication to
"the work itself."

(Rosenbaum, 1990; Couger & Zawacki, 1980)

Is

"passive-aggressive."

(Owens, 1987)

(Couger, 1988; Couger & Zawacki, 1980; Franz & Robey,
1984; Inmon, 1986)

Is hypersensitive and resists
organizational goals.
(Rosenbaum, 1990)

Is like mathematicians and engi¬
neers.

Is not like mathematicians and
engineers.

(Mercer, 1987)

(Weinberg, 1970)

Is not professional.

Is professional.

(Couger & Zawacki, 1980; Catt, 1973; Humphrey, 1987)

(Rosenbaum, 1990; Eliot, 1987)

Is extreme representation of
masculine traits.

Is

(Smith & Balka, 1988; Turkle, 1988; Kraft, 1979)

(Catt, 1973)

Is a loyalty problem for the
organization.

feminized.

Must become more contingent.
There is no future security.

(Levine, 1989; Gomez-Mejia, Balkin & Milkovich, 1990)

(Rowland, 1991; Depke, 1991)

Is a problem because s/he ques¬
tions organizational goals.

Must learn to become involved
with organizational goals.

(Rosenbaum, 1990)

(Rouse & Hartog, 1988a,b)

The Tripartite Box:

Another Bad Fit?

As noted in earlier chapters,
must be a manager,
discourse.

the worker in organizational theory

employee or professional

in order to enter the

Which of these is the software development worker?

II Maneaaio.

If one focuses on those who do the production tasks of

software development,

they are,

like the Med 5 nurses,
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not managers by

definition,
however,

because they have no one reporting to them.

One might,

ask how many software developers share with the Med 5 nurses an

environment

in which workers

'manage'

their work and managers do

something other than controlling or leading.
One experience I had as a project manager was probably not unique.
'My'

team answered to a manager who occupied himself largely with

technical problems related to running the various products the division
produced.

He was largely irrelevant to daily activities.

the de facto manager,

a surprising portion of my time was

ing to remove organizational obstacles from tasks

spent attempt¬

identified by the team

and carried out by them through their own volition.
managing,

While I was

The boundaries of

supporting and providing technical expertise in this

situation

were in a permanent state of flux and were only loosely related to
specific

individuals.

Management was not embodied in il maneggio,

but

distributed diffusely among many people.
L'Employe.

Most software development workers are formally employees

of organizations,

but does their work experience coincide with that of

the subject constructed within the discourse of the employee?
instance,

For

even a cursory scan of the literature presents a conflict

between the assumed motivation of the software worker and that of the
generic employee.
One of the cornerstones of the discourse about technical profes¬
sionals

in organizations is that they are inordinately dedicated to work

projects.

From Gouldner

(1957)

to Von Glinow

(1988)

this has constitut¬

ed one of the defining characteristics of this work group.
with this portrait,

Consistent

the software developer is widely believed to be

willing to work six and seven day weeks on his/her own volition
1982)

(Singer,

and to have a high need to grow through participation in challeng¬

ing projects

(Couger & Zawacki,

1980).

This has been portrayed as

a strong commitment that the problems of managing such workers are
related to their inordinate concern for quality and commitment to
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such

projects regardless of management goals
1987;

Rouse & Hartog,

for the organization

(Owens,

1988a,b).

But the discourse of the employee does not provide a framework for
this problem.

It continues to represent the worker as a problem of too

little motivation.

Maslow,

Herzberg and the Hackman Oldham Job Charac¬

teristics Model have surprising popularity in software management
literature
Humphrey,
art'

(Schaeffer,
1987).

1981;

Goldstein

Couger & Zawacki,
(1985)

Couger,

reflects the current

of this discourse at MIT's Sloan school,

technical management knowledge.

1980;

1988;

'state of the

a privileged producer of

He writes:

Given what is presently known about work satisfaction research,
it is suggested that [the JCM] should be comprehensive, in that
it accounts for all the work-related factors that are known to
affect the satisfaction of programmer/ analysts (:18, emphasis
added).
By their construction,

these tools represent the worker for the

purpose of raising motivation.

They have nothing to say about the

worker who is already motivated or whose motivation is high,
inconsistent with management goals.

The software worker is represented

as already high in the characteristics of the JCM,
ment's problem.

Why,

then,

but

is the JCM,

and that

is manage¬

or advice grounded in the

assumptions which produced the JCM offered as a management tool

for this

group of workers?
For that matter,
confirmation,

one might ask why,

despite lack of empirical

empiricists so consistently offer software development

managers advice based on the belief that raising motivation through
task-centered actualization needs is the key problem of managing these
workers

(cf.,

et alt

1983;

Sharp,

1932).

Kietchel,
Fisher,

1989;

1980;

Iaffaldano & Muchinsky,

Brayfield & Crockett,

1985;

1955;

Rabinowitz

Kornhauser &

To offer folk-knowledge is not per se bad,

but it is

inconsistent with the central claim to legitimacy of the organizational
scientists offering the advice.

Couger

(1988:36),

for instance,

uses

what amounts to a mythical rather than empirical measure of validity,
grounding his use of the JCM in the fact that Herzberg
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(1987/1968)

—

"unquestionably the best known researcher on motivation"

— has authored

the most-reprinted Harvard Business Review article of all time18.

By

the rules of the scientific discourse through which Couger claims
authority,

this appeal to verisimilitude is invalid,

but this inconsis¬

tency goes unexamined because what Couger speaks is part of the common
sense of the discipline.
Goldstein
instrument,

(1985)

rightly notes that the JCM is a reliable,

valid

but he ignores the uncertain relationship between JCM

results and organizational outcomes.
there is no measure for relevance.

Goldstein also fails to note that
If

it is so widely believed that

software development workers are so committed to their work that
overcommitment is a problem

(Rouse & Hartog 1988a,b and many others),

why is the worker entering theory as someone who must be motivated at
all?

Would it not make more sense,

perspective,
can profit

even from a purely instrumental

to ask how this commitment can be supported so work groups

from worker initiative?

Couger's citation of the popularity of Herzberg's HBR article does
point to an important form of validation.
million times

Any article reprinted 1.2

(to say nothing of the two appearances

incorporation into other texts)

has been accepted as an important

statement within the discourse of which it
the question of Herzberg's validity is
continuing importance.

in HBR itself and

is a part.

In this context,

less interesting than his

In the absence of empirical

support,

supports Herzberg/Maslow/JCM-related theory as the authorized
ledge'
theory,

about worker motivation?
regardless of

More broadly,

its contextual relevance,

what
'know¬

what supports motivation
as the most important

topic of discussion about the worker?
Writing in Fortune,

Kietchel

that number perhaps 7,000,"

(1989:121)

cites,

"a string of studies

relating worker attitudes to productivity.

18. Couger uses a similar measure to establish his own authority.
The
biographical information included in the article announces, "He has spoken
at the U.S. National Computer Conference more than any other person — 11
times (:36).
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"The

studies

correlation
Kietchel
a,

found positive
at

all.

suggests

"higher

So much

for the

that today's

form of

Those little
punished for

correlations,

employee

negative

so-called

science

high performing

dissatisfaction,"

correlations,

or

no

of management."

companies

are

encouraging

stimulating:

and not-so-little things that employees won't be
failing to do...Ultimately, the moat telling answer

...may come from experts who refuse to be confined to the terms
of the traditional debate...What these experts... find at the
high-performing outfits

is...the old

idea of morale,

which

transcends individual satisfaction to reflect the feeling of the
entire group...The critical factor is what employees are dissat¬
isfied about...How can we build more quality in at less cost?
Why can't we do
added).
Note
cized,

that

not

the

a better

"terms

in Dissent,

organizational

of

the traditional

loses

The Professional.

this

Wilkes,

1991;

capture

some

surprising than the
sionalism

is

the

as

author

1988).

All

element of

diversity of

common

'practitioner'

voice.

does

one

these

software

it

have

chooses,

one

at

If
all?

software

nonprofessional,
1983;

Humphrey,

1987;

contradictory views

development.

opinion regarding the

assumption that

emphasis

criti¬

(Bartol,

of

(:122,

are being

professional,

deprofessionalizing

important

debate"

a major

Depending on the

Orlikowski,

service?

constituency,

development work may be portrayed
professionalizing or

customer

in Fortune,

but

science

job on

the term

What
level

is more
of

'profession'

profes¬

has

an

unproblematic meaning.
Many,
as

a

set

such

synonym
of

few19.

(1990)

developer to be

and reproduces

(1987)

the

change

reduces

Humphrey

Hartog

(1988a)

Bartol

is

a more

use the term casually,

(1983)

attempts

research,

normative

an example

of

the

resistant,

challenge

the term to two
advocates

that

to use

but

example.

she
He

is

an explicit
one

of

assumes

the

the

the

hypersensitive,

seeking technician.

components:

almost

category engineer/scientist

conventional wisdom about

a position thoroughly

also

&

consistent with prior

Rosenbaum

oriented,

Rouse

for employee.

criteria

software

it.

as

knowledge

professionalism be

problem

Humphrey

and the will

to use

instilled by management,

contradicting organization theory's

formulation of

*9. The conceptual conflicts of the literature on which she builds are
a problem.
This has been discussed in chapter two.
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professionalism as
al,

of work under occupational,

not manageri¬

control.
These

common
what

internal

sense

each other means.

made

of

Nor

is

In earlier
vocabulary of
These

bodies)
may be

many of
sive

the

are

to Wilkes

controls

notion of

(1987)

(1991),

relation to

(direct

about these workers

is
in

in which the practic¬

'profession'

knowledge

organizations

relationship).

but

institutions

and Catt

skills,
it

fits

in

as

a

specific

(codified),

and

to

certifying

Nursing,

values

and

for

instance,

attitudes

quite uncomfortably with

and practices

(1973)

and the ACM

of

software

offered by the discur¬

both note that professional

in the

(1990),

field

junior

behavior

as

is

developers

late

& Hartog

functions

(1988a:8)
will

"engineer"

I

At

have

Such

a

s/he
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status

1980s with
same time,

a

of the

seven-

some

folk

literature

software

future

is

I

areas

learns

and

that

that

the

communities

by no means

such developments

a popular belief
if

According

known.

into other business

succeed only

the

imagining the

against

express

current

as the

institu¬

refers more to

pervasive within the

road to professionalism.

One tendency acting

professional"

the term

college).

a problem solved by

software

software engineering.

developers than to the

in this

from a

and

not

to be on the

Rouse

communities

shaping an occupation

(professional

'professional'

reviewed

imminent.

software

are not professional.

relatively undeveloped within

is

know

ask how the diversity of

have tried to present

specific

'professional'

'profession.'

month certificate

sion of

or

and respect,

(I myself began

This

are

concepts

client

status

aspirations

have

and
a

specific

Humphrey

field

I

from discussion by a

specific ways

complex occupation requiring

concept

tions

chapters,

include

deserving of

not

and values within

there discussion of

and to the
a

research does

a homogenizing generalization

objects

institutional

are hidden

those using the term

skills

software development

ways.

conflicts

Thus,

statuses,

invisible by

general.

the

conceptual

assumption that

backgrounds,

es

an element

is

the diffu¬

vice

the

versa.

"new MIS

information

systems

area,

mitigates
sional
It
ment

"is

a business

function

against the development

of

like

This

a proprietary domain

trend

for profes¬

practice.
is

also

not

an easy matter to determine whether

is moving toward or

away

from professionalism.

deskilling expressed by theorists

such

(1979)

such as

are given weight by trends

object-oriented programming.
argument that
ments

any other."

this

generalist

the

routinization

to productivity

competitive

At

advantage
(Inmon,

is

in today's
in

one of,

(1988)

software

same time,

there

and Kraft
and

a persuasive

serious

impedi¬

data processing organization"
lies with the

around whom one might

imagine

develop¬

about

factory
is

"the most

software development

1986)

Concerns

as Orlikowski
the

software

and that

creative

a profession

coalescing.
This

situation

can be

analogized to that

finds the pervasive expectation
and researchers)
finds

of

(by members

'professionalism'

One

also

institutional

and

ambiguously elaborated to

situation

semi-professional

bility of

talking

about

it

relations
support

as

constitute means

of

known problems.

Something else

Nurture

'profession'

such behavior.

altogether

'profession'

is

managers
behavior.

call

such

a

the possi¬

Recall

from

relationships

processes

called

One

only partially
To

and manager/employee

standardizing organizational

The

individual

something else entirely.

both professions

(1990).

nurses.

of the occupation,

a mode of

of

5

or professionalizing eliminates

chapter two that

of the ACM

as

of the Med

for

to

deal with

in the

report

they envision would:

collaboration...System development

is

an exercise

in

collaboration...System requirements are not so much analytically
specified (contrary to appearances) as they are collaboratively
evolved through an iterative process of consultation between end
users
This

and

software developers

report

goes

on to

say that

behavioral

sciences

adequately

addressed key problems,

and tradition"

(289)."

are necessary,

although
academic

closer

research to date

having been,

(:290).
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links with the
has

not

"inhibited by culture

Who is the Software Developer?
Neither the manager,

the employee nor the professional,

been constituted in organization theory,
sioning a nurturant,

collaborative,

as they have

constitute a basis for envi¬

end-user focused,

work environment.

The Computer Science and Technology Board of the ACM,

hardly a group of

radical epistemologists,

"ad hoc measures

or what could be called

dismiss available theory as,
'crowd control'”

(ACM,

1990:289).

Two examples

come to mind of ways theoretical preconceptions actively prevent
differences

such as those called for above from entering theory.

In a recent MIT dissertation,
respondents
is,

Epstein

(1987)

in technical R&D organizations as

identified 40 of 139

"project oriented,"

that

they:
Reject hierarchical advancement in favor of technical challenges
and experience high levels of technical recognition, believe that
their career progress is least hindered of all the groups.
They
also experience a fairly high degree of [perceived] fairness in
evaluation and pay.
At the same time they describe themselves as
being unconcerned with success (career or work), never think
about work when they are away from it and experience the least
development of their managerial abilities [of five groups identi¬
fied] (:145).
Epstein concludes with the observation that,

our society of upward progress and success,
chical career paths"

is necessary;

despite the equation in

"shifting away from hierar¬

"[w]e need to re-evaluate both what

rewards and motivates technical employees"

(:166).

Epstein attempts to

establish that managerial and technical-ladder hierarchical advancement
are equally irrelevant to many technical employees.
theories,

however,

present only raises,

promotions or job enrichment

grounded in a hierarchical model of work as means
workers:

Organizational

for managing such

"[m]anagers can use the expectation of progressing along a

career path to motivate personnel"

(Schaeffer,

1981:42

re:

managing data

center operations).
A similar example comes from a recent nursing paper by Chandler
(forthcoming).

In this paper.

Chandler claims that the concept of

empowerment has been misapplied to nursing experience because it has
assumed the common sense of management theory.
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That

is,

empowering

nurses has been associated with creating structures permitting them to
participate

in administrative control structures.

says Chandler,

What has been missed,

is that the salient relationship for staff nurses is not

between her/himself and the administrative hierarchy,
nurse and the patient.
management discourse.

Vertical

but between the

job enlargement has been presented by

Invisible to this discourse has been a worker

seeking meaning from customer-focused outcomes.
There is

irony in these examples for organization theory.

maturing of baby boomers,

downsizing and delayering,

The

and changing values

in the workforce make it all but impossible to offer satisfying careers
to the average employee based on progression through a system of
hierarchical advancement
Samon,

1990).

(Weber,

At the same time,

Driscoll & Brandt,

1990;

Kelley,

1985;

two large groups of workers offer prima

facie evidence that their key values are nonhierarchical.

Why has this

not been explored?
Bounding the Discourse:
From Taylor forward,

The Worker as

'Employee'

management discourse has conceptualized the

sphere for understanding the worker as bounded by the worker's
job.

The only extraneous

factor entering this model

is

"growth need,"

expressed as the desire to advance from one job to another.
not been specific to one school of thought.

This has

It is as basic to industri¬

al engineering as to human relations streams of research
by Herzberg,

immediate

(as recognized

1968/1987).

For instance,

the ubiquitous measure of work characteristics

Job Characteristics Model

(Hackman,

Oldham,

Janson & Purdy,

is the

1975).

It

forms an adequate integrating framework for research to date into the
relevant work characteristics
stein,

1985).

(skill variety,

influencing the software worker

(Gold¬

The JCM is composed entirely of task characteristics
task identity,

task significance20,

task autonomy and

20. This sounds broader than it has been interpreted to be.
The
example Hackman et al offer of high task significance is tightening nuts
on aircraft brake assemblies.
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feedback).
itself'

Thoroughly absent is any relationship between

'the work

and company goals or client outcomes.

While this has not been posed as a problem for management discourse,
it

is

fundamentally opposed to other representations within software

development seeking a worker who is
Flannery,

1983;

Rouse & Hartog,

"end-user"

1988a;

ACM,

focused

1990).

(Rockart &

After nearly a

century of producing a discourse about the task-centered employee,
theorists

seem baffled that the employee is centered on the task.

There is an absurdity in these relationships hidden by the common
sense discourse of the employee.

In software development,

consistently

poor work outcomes are achieved by workers noted for commitment to the
work and desire for growth through their work

(Singer,

1982).

Because

only the relationship between the worker and the task enters expert dis¬
course,

the workers are then found to be inordinately centered on the

task.
My experience in software development was that nontechnical managers
decided what products the customer needed and used marketing criteria to
set deadlines for product delivery.

Programmers,

question deadlines they knew to be truncated,
they could,
the project.

by cheating the design,

unable to credibly

would compromise where

testing and documentation phases of

Given the all-to-frequent choice of satisfying either

managers or customers,

the reward structure was clear:

just get it out

the door.
I have known few,

if any,

programmers unconcerned with the cus¬

tomer's evaluation of their work,

but the customer spoke to a nontechni¬

cal account representative whose feedback to nontechnical managers
formed the basis for project assignments.

To suggest that the develop¬

ers take ownership for client outcomes in these circumstances

ignores

the power-knowledge relations within which the work took place.
In every software problem,
fied.

at

least two challenges can be identi¬

One is a practical problem for which the software is being

developed.

The other is an abstract logic problem.
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Either of these

elements can be overemphasized by developers,
with in order to produce an application.

but both must be dealt

When the practical problem

reaches the worker as a set of

'specs'

whose development,

credit and

reward belong to someone else,

how can it be imagined that the abstract

logic problem will not have more salience?
Conflicting Representations:

Espoused Goals vs.

Implicit Assumptions

Of the many conflicts one might draw from an analysis such as this,
I would like to focus on the problem of the task-centered worker.
Software developers have a reputation for being narrow,

technical and

problem-centered — an image contrary to my first-hand daily experience
with perhaps a hundred such workers.
being task-centered,

This worker is criticized for

but research and management advice are built on

task-centered models of motivation.

This seems suspiciously like a

self-fulfilling cycle.
For that matter,

why is motivation a central topic

for discussion in

software management when the frequent complaint about this worker is
that s/he is overly motivated?

Are research questions being formulated

to conform with the needs of software developers and their organizations
or with the structures of a pre-existing discourse of the employee?
So far in this dissertation,
of workers,

I have focused on two disparate groups

nurses and software developers.

ties draw people from different backgrounds,

These occupational communi¬
have differing occupational

values and make different demands on the skills and abilities of the
worker.

In their failure to fit the spaces available in the discourse

of the employee,
both cases,

however,

there are some important similarities.

In

there is reason to suspect that the worker is more than the

traditional employee and other than the traditional professional.
Given the differences between nursing and software development,

it

seems highly unlikely that these occupations are unique in this respect.
This raises the more general question of how many other occupations are
constituted around experiences invisible to organizational discourse?
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Even more generally,

what elements of any occupation may fall outside

the tripartite box?
Nursing and Knowledge Work
In the these two chapters I have,
the Med 5 nurse.

necessarily,

moved a long way from

I have done so in order to be able to reframe the

question of whether this worker is a knowledge worker.
of this

'history of the present'

my analysis

With the benefit

it is possible to better understand why

in chapter three reached a dead end.

I am seeking work

which does not fit available representations of the worker.
the discourse of the employee,
fit the employee,

But,

within

I can only speak of experience that does

manager or professional.

regarding this question because I cannot.

I will not

say anything new

In the next chapter,

return to consideration of the work performed on Med 5

I will

and discuss

it in

light of this historical analysis.
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CHAPTER VIII
THE NURSE AS A DISCIPLINARY SUBJECT
In this chapter I will outline several ways one can see understand
the work practices of Med 5

as being shaped by the disciplinary practic¬

es of the discourse of the employee.
done the

'wrong'

'correct'

analysis

results.

(appendix c),

chapter three leads to potentially

but these do not contribute to

theorizing an emerging form of work.
three,

is not to say that having

in chapter three I will now present the

In its own right,

interesting findings

This

This chapter,

is thoroughly bounded by discursive practices.

the existence and role of these boundaries,
trate that the unexamined
itself,

'common sense'

an important subject

experience observed on Med 5
tations constituting the

I hope to illus¬

for study.
The first asks how the nursing

is and is not compatible with the represen¬

'tripartite box'

of manager/employee/ profes¬

While each of these representations does explain some things

about the nurses,

there are also critical ways that the experience I

observed fails to fit into the box at all.
will raise the question of who or what is
5.

however,

By pointing to

bounding current research is,

This chapter contains two sections.

sional.

as much as chapter

By portraying

identifying

'managers'

'management'

who have no

In the second section,
'managing'

the activity on Med

'direct reports'

and by

not embodied in the person of a manager,

question to what extent the basic term on which the

I

I will

'management'

disciplines are founded remains meaningful.

The

'Tripartite Box'

and Nursing Practice on Med 5

To be heard within any discourse,

it is necessary to form one's

statements using the objects and concepts meaningful to that community
of

speakers.

To speak within the discourse of the employee,

speak of employees,

managers or professionals.

the Med 5 nurse?
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one must

But which of these is

Is the Nurse a Manager?
The subjects I observed were selected because they work at the
bedside.

They have no direct reports.

managers.

But are they

'managing?'

By definition,

The nurse manager of Med 5

raised this question in my mind when she said,
period,
time,

that

they are not

prior to the observation

I would see how all of her nurses were managers.

I could not understand what she meant,

first

At the

but her comment has stayed

with me.
As the field observation progressed,
arose.

a second source of dissonance

These nurses reminded me more and more of the experience

documented in Mintzberg's

(1968)

study of CEO work.

Initially,

seen Mintzberg's study as a source of methodology only.
nurses to CEOs had not been part of the design.
shortly after concluding the field research,

I had

Comparing the

Returning to Mintzberg

however,

characteristics now widely treated as a definition of

I reread the six
"managerial" work

and found that Mintzberg's description fit the work of the Med 5 nurses
better than it should have.

Weren't these workers employees?

And isn't

this list the most popular representation of the core characteristics
marking managers as different

from employees?

As shown in tables 8.1 and 8.2,

there is no obvious qualitative

difference between the Med 5 nurses and Mintzberg's CEOs.
points developed by Mintzberg,

five of the six are excellent descrip¬

tions of the nursing work I observed.

The sixth,

do with the power to control one's own affairs.
interesting because Mintzberg
as

Of the six

(1983)

largely rational and benign.

interestingly,
This

has to

is especially

represents power in organizations

Within his

framework,

power difference between a nurse and a manager,

if there is a

it must have a rational

explanation.
When the nurses'

work practices are observed,

differences are not evident.

At one extreme,

these objective

Mintzberg himself admits

that his CEOs are embedded in a web of power relations they may
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Table 8.1:

Is the Nurse Mintzberq's CEO?

MINTZBERG'S CEO

THE MED 5 NORSES

(Mintzberg, 1971 :B99-B 103)

1. The manager per¬
forms a great quan¬
tity of work at an
unrelenting pace.

1. CEOs: 5 telephone calls per day, 36 pieces
of mail, 8 meetings.
Nurses: worked nine
hours (paid for 8), no breaks or lunch; Most
work tasks embedded in other tasks as a free
second or two allows.
More "unrelenting" than
my experience as a manager or with managers.

2. Managerial activ¬
ity is characterized
by variety, fragmen¬
tation and brevity.

2. CEOs: Frequently interrupted, 50% of activ¬
ities lasted less than 9 minutes.
24% of time
spent giving/receiving information.
Nurses:
Average activity lasted two minutes.
Most
activities mix mundane and complex knowledge
(e.g. patient bath/physical assessment).
Interruptions are constant.
15.9% of time
spent giving/receiving information.

3. Managers prefer
issues that are
current, specific
and ad hoc.

3. CEOs: Prefer "concrete situations," are
"action oriented" and dislike desk work.
Nurses: Treat meetings and forms as secondary
to patient activity when possible.
"Chart¬
ing," discharge paperwork is done as a low
priority.

4. The manager sits
between his [sic]
organization and a
network of contacts.

4. CEOs span boundary between organization and
the environment.
"Received far more informa¬
tion than they emitted."
Nurses: Span bound¬
ary between unit/patients and all others.
Constantly connecting between other parties
(table 3.1).
Spent more time giving than
receiving information.

5. The manager dem¬
onstrates a strong
preference for the
verbal media.

5. CEOs: use of verbal media is not an inter¬
ruption, but is his(/her) work.
Nurses:
Exist in a dense web of communication: 100-200
pieces of information in 5 minutes at morning
report (figure 8.2).
87 events per day of
passing information between 2 other parties.

6. Despite the pre¬
ponderance of obli¬
gations, the manager
appears to be able
to control his [sic]
own affairs.

6. CEOs: Define "long-term commitments;" ex¬
ploit situations that appear as obligations,
but are "puppets" of circumstances also.
Nurses: 'Manage' the sequencing of activities
during the work day and exert influence within
a highly constrained structure bound by rules
and procedure.
Is managerial power qualita¬
tively different or, is 'he' just, "the folk
hero of contemporary American society" (Mintz¬
berg, 1973:2)?

influence,

but cannot control.

At the other extreme,

the emergence of

the discourse of the employee has been related to recognition that even
the most closely controlled worker has a degree of influence in these
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relations.
deal of

Between these extremes,

'managerial'

For Mintzberg,
'managerial'

work,

the Med 5 nurses seem to do a great

without managerial authority.

the existence of something that can be bounded as

work is an assumption,

One example of this is that,

not as a point to be researched.

although Mintzberg studied only CEOs,

arbitrarily generalizes his conclusions to all managers
foremen

(1971,

1973),

but not to production work,

he

including

and the appropriate¬

ness of this distinction has not been questioned.

Another indication

that this boundary is assumed to exist is the absence of a literature
seeking to document

Table 8.2:

'the nature of nonmanagerial work.'

One Minute From Morning Report,

June 4,

1991

[On a ‘normal’ day, a nurse might hear five of these segments within five minutes, while working
with as many as four other standard forms]

In room 4030 I have M_ D_.
She's 88 years old, admitted
5/31 with left lower lobe pneumonia.
She also has a right eye
conjunctivitis that has gone to both eyes, that looks like
they're clean.
She's on Dr. A_'s service.
She has aller¬
gies to codeine.
She was 99.2 P.O. when I took her temp at
midnight.
Evening she was 101.8.
Her blood pressure was
130/64.
She still has some rales and wheezing, but she really
sounds much better since yesterday.
She's got a heplock in
her left arm that's been flushed and patened.
She's on a low
cholesterol diet with positive vital signs.
Her 02 stats have
been in the 92s to 96.
Heart rate 73 to 90s.
She's got lab
work scheduled for this morning.
On evenings J_ with a
temp of 101.8 wanted to do blood cultures and notified the
house officer and he never showed up to do them.
That was Dr.
A_.
J_ did send a UA and CNS on evenings.
She also
gave her some Tylenol.
They DCed her with some mycin.
She
also got nitropaste one inch Q 8 hour.
She also gets 21
treatments nebulizer Q 4 hour wait.
She got 40 milligrams of
Lasex IV at 9:00 A.M. yesterday and an additional 20 milli¬
grams IV at 7:00 P.M.
The 2 liters nasocannular is main¬
tained.
She's scheduled for a chest X-ray today and also she
had an EKG, I guess, yesterday, at nine o'clock in the morn¬
ing.
She's been on bed rest for me during the night and she
does get out of bed to the chair with assist on days.
She
thinks she's much improved.
She says, "I wouldn't say I'm
better unless I felt it,"
and she really looks much better.

When work enters the discourse of organizations or of organiza¬
tional research as managerial work it

is

studied,

evaluated,

rewarded

and authorized quite differently than when it enters as nursing
ee)

work.

(employ¬

Research has not asked if managerial work is different,
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but

has presumed this difference,

producing a literature for the

'handler,'

but not for the worker.
In this way,
employee as,

Mintzberg's research has entered the discourse of the

"the ultimate eulogy for the managers"

(Calas,

1987:230).

Despite the fact that Mintzberg's study is based on only five subjects
and lacks strong measures of reliability and validity

(which formally

are the criteria for knowledge within organizational science)
’classic'

this

study has become the official version of what managers do,

"Mintzberg changed the way people looked at management...

[He]

changed

the way management schools looked at how we should be training managers"
(Sonnenfeld,

1990:9-10).

Were the practices of the Med 5 nurses enacted by workers catego¬
rized as managers,

its standing within the organization and in research

would be vastly different.
as

'handlers'

But,

these nurses cannot be well represented

in the sense of il maneggio either.

tion work are both done by this worker.

Managing and produc¬

Control of others

in a formal

sense is not present.
Such diffuse

'managing'

seems an ideal model
organization,"

of work by the members of an organization

for theorizing the

or the post-industrial

"adhocracy," the

"learning

"knowledge organization," but the

discourse of the employee systematically pushes this readily-available
example of such work into invisibility.

Management research is consti¬

tuted as a discourse speaking to managers about employees.
'management'

To seek

knowledge from 1'employe transgresses the common sense of

the discourse.

Such statements cannot be put

into circulation as

research knowledge using the objects and concepts available.
result,

a dimension of the nurse's experience is

organizational knowledge,

despite its timeliness.

As a

lost as a source of
Conversely,

research

does not help the nurse to understand this experience.
Is the Nurse a Professional?
If one moves the nurse from the managerial to the professional
compartment of the tripartite box,

how well does s/he fit?
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This

question has been considered in detail

in chapter three.

generally good fit with professional standards,

There is a

but in this

section I

would like to re-examine some of the elements of ambiguity raised in
chapter three.

There are three main sources of ambiguity:

of nursing's proprietary knowledge,
activity and outputs,
of these areas,

(c)

(b)

(a)

the form

standardization of professional

the degree of occupational autonomy.

In each

there are aspects to the experience on Med 5 that are

fundamentally at odds with the characteristics of professionalism.
Proprietary Knowledge
A profession is

socially legitimated through proprietary ability to

interpret a specific body of knowledge.

Nursing scholarship recognizes

this in its common assumption that development of a "knowledge base"
critical to the status of the occupation
However,

(e.g.,

Aydelotte,

knowledge exclusivity and the practices of

is

1987).

information use on

Med 5 are not entirely compatible.
First,

sharing knowledge is not simply a subjective ethic reflected

in the values of nurses,
structural role.

it

is also integral to the occupation's

This contrasts,

the doctor gathers

information,

for instance,

in which

makes a private interpretation and

delivers a decision in the form of an order.
is not shared.

with medicine,

The physician's knowledge

What is shared is an interpretation in the form of a

decision.
The nurse's role is to share knowledge with those who can use it.
This precludes the

'professional'

role of standing between the knowledge

base and the user of knowledge as a privileged interpreter.
information is shared rather than decisions,
is

lessened.

control of

When

interpretations

This form of knowledge cannot be made exclusive because it

only exists through a process of sharing.
Second,

the content of nursing knowledge is difficult to reconcile

with norms of professionalism.

Perhaps the most durable distinction

between occupations regarded as professional and those regarded as
trades or crafts is that professional knowledge makes appeal to a code
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of abstract,

theoretical principles certified by university programs.

The knowledge of crafts and trades is
dependent on scholastic
secondary level

(cf.

'merely'

folk knowledge,

less

legitimation and often taught in school at the

chapter 2).

Nursing knowledge contains elements of

both forms.
This presents two problems.
knowledge is not clearly

'owned'

One is that nursing's theoretical
by the occupation.

The boundaries of

nursing's knowledge are diffuse and borrow from many areas of expertise
claimed by others.

Another problem is that the content of the knowledge

distinguishing the nurse from all others on the unit is highly contextu¬
al,

transient and often mundane.

operation of the unit,

but

This knowledge may be critical to the

it is not the kind of knowledge successfully

legitimated as professional by other occupations.
nurse as a professional focuses the theorist

To understand the

(and the current nursing

literature as a whole is an excellent example)

away from elements of

knowledge which play a key role in the practice of

'professional'

nursing.
Standardization
While observing nurses

in the four hospitals,

I was taken aback on

more than one occasion to hear physicians asking patients,
of one to ten,

how bad is your pain?"

"On a scale

I never heard a nurse say

anything remotely similar.
The physicians in these instances were exporting the task of
interpretation to the patient,
sional
This

receiving as an input to their profes¬

system a concrete measurement,

amenable to programmed analysis.

is characteristic also of diagnosis.

'cabbage1, '

for instance,

the patient

Once pigeonholed as a

is subject to programmed services.

Of the thirty-five occupations tabulated in Table 3.1,
cannot make programming and pigeonholing the basis

only nursing

for its practice.

The nurse seems to carry the organizational responsibility for
anything in the physical,

*.

mental or spiritual domain of the patient not

"Coronary Artery Bypass Graft"
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(Konner,

1987).

covered by some professional's programming.

The ability to perform the

central task of coordinating activities as an "advocate"

for the patient

involves creating and maintaining a web of connections in the space
between the programs of technical professionals from M.D.

specialists to

dietary technicians.
This seems to be reflected in the language of the workers.
(1987:379)

Konner

presents a glossary of resident and intern slang of which

"cabbage" is only one of a plethora of objectifying terms including:
carbon-based protoplasm,
wreck, worm,

etc.

crispy critters,

dirtball,

garbage man,

train

In my observation I have overheard "cabbage,"

"asshole" and similar language from doctors.

In one instance,

one

resident had another laughing hysterically about a patient's inability
to give a medical history (that patient was the "asshole").
fying the patient is compatible with
creates emotional distance,

Objecti¬

'professional' practice.

It

facilitating objective programming and

pigeonholing.
In not one of the four hospitals did I hear this kind of language
from nurses.

On Med 5, the patient was always referred to by name.

Emotional connection,
clinical practice,

not objectification,

seems to play a key role in

allowing one to recognize the differences between one

standardized product

(patient)

of those differences

(to the patient as well as to the professional

system)

and another,

for assessing the importance

and for bringing them within the patient-care practices of the

organization.
The existence of any number of concerned doctors or callous nurses
would not change the structure of this situation.
structural roles,

not personal affect.

I am discussing

From the theorist's perspective,

emphasizing the portion of nursing fitting into the domain of programand-pigeonhole de-centers a connecting role of the nurses that,
my observation,

appears to play a central structural role in the func¬

tioning of the organization.
sent it,

based on

To call it

'professional'

is to misrepre¬

but not to call it professional is to make it invisible.
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Occupational Autonomy
Research on professions has begun from the observation that certain
occupations enjoy a high degree of autonomy and has attempted to
elaborate the characteristics of those occupations.

In this sense,

autonomy is the base characteristic of professionalism.
ism,

then,

is highly related to independence.

Professional¬

Dependence is unprofes¬

sional .
For the Med 5 nurses,

however,

with that of other occupations.

much of their work is interdependent

Work functioning through relationship

and connection cannot be independent.
does not

However important it may be,

it

fit into the professional compartment of the tripartite box.

Within organizational discourse,

'profession'

dependence-independence continuum.

is associated with a

On this basis Brown et al.

(1987)

suggest that nursing should not be considered a profession because it
is,

"a bastion of the

ingly beset by an

'ethics of compassion'

'ethics of competence'"

in a world that

is increas¬

(:206).

This recommendation misses the possibility that nursing might be
other-than professional instead of semi-professional.

Brown et al

unwittingly trivialize nursing experience because they do not recognize
that

"compassion"

enters into power-knowledge relations determining the

social position of nursing.

Within a societal discourse centered on

professionalism as an "ethics of competence,"
professional enters

anything other-than-

implicitly as an ethics of incompetence.

There is

no space to be both other-than professional and competent.
Is the Nurse an Employee?
As employees of a large organization,
definition,

employees,

work relationship.
employee experience,

the Med 5 nurses are,

by

but this term does more than describe a form of

When work enters organizational discourse as
this

worker has certain values,

labelling creates the presupposition that the
attitudes and needs.

It presents

problems as problems of the employee and it invokes
for dealing with those problems.

Webster & Starbuck
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specific
(1988)

specific
frameworks
cite five

aspects of this worker which have been central to organizational
theorizing2.

Because each of these

common sense of what is
employee,

'really'

'variables'

has passed into the

important to understand about the

it may be helpful to state some assumptions reflected in these

topics:
Job satisfaction:

The natural state of the employee is to he dissatis¬
fied with his or her work.

Turnover:

The employee is less loyal
s/he could or should be.

Absenteeism:

The employee must be induced to come to work.

Job performance:

Employees do not have the combination of knowledge
and initiative to perform as well as they should;
one or both must be provided to them.

Leadership:

Employees cannot determine the purposes and goals of
their work; someone with greater vision must provide
this.

to the organization than

If professionals are defined by independence,
employee is dependent.
variable,
ee.

In research,

an object for research.

S/he is a source of data,

the nonprofessional

the employee is a dependent

One acts upon,

not of

not with,

the employ¬

interpretations or frameworks,

which are produced through collaboration between the researcher and the
manager.

To place a subject in the employee partition of the tripartite

box is to silence her/him as a legitimate knower of her/his own experi¬
ence.

In this

sense,

Milkovich & Glueck,
(1914).

recent human resource management knowledge

1985),

is quite compatible with Blackford & Newcomb

Large portions of Milkovich & Glueck's

(staffing,

development,

could be taught

(e.g.,

employment relations,

five major themes

compensation,

evaluation)

from Blackford & Newcomb.

What is unexplainable within this framework is the experience of
the Med 5 nurses,

participating as collaborators in the performance of

the work of the organization.

Virtually every activity I observed was

performed in the absence of direct supervision.
control

structure of organizational practices,

2. They claim
topics alone.

there

have

been

over
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4000

Within the disciplinary
these nurses were not

studies

of

the

first

two

noticeably more controlled by a superior than were Mintzberg's
CEOs.

Unlike the managers,

a discourse where experts
Recently,
wrote that,

however,

speak to,

the nurses cannot be placed within
rather than about,

in Nursing Administration Quarterly,

them.

Benefield

(1988:57)

"[t]here is abundant literature on motivation theory and

types of motivators,

but there is

little written that

plan a manager can use with professional staff."
ing that the nurse does not fit well into the
the tripartite box.
however,

(1973)

illustrates a work

Benefield is complain¬

'employee'

partition of

Only that portion of the nurse that does

fit,

is legitimized in theory as an organizational subject.

Despite the existence within nursing of a well-articulated discus¬
sion about management practices,
this knowledge.

organizational research has not sought

Nursing scholarship has not been sought

for concepts

and nurses themselves appear in research simply as sources of data.
instance,

Hackett,

Bycio & Guion

(1989)

apply an instrument to nurses

developed among employees at an auto-parts
rgh & Abelson

(1984)

For

foundry.

Sheridan,

Vredenbu-

study nurses using "primary care or team structure"

as a dichotomous control variable,

ignoring the fundamental differences

between primary and team structure presented in the nursing literature.

Other than the study I am now conducting,

I do not know of a single

organizational researcher whose research has incorporated the idea that
what nurses

say about their own occupation might offer appropriate

models for studying their own experience.

It is even more extreme to

suggest that nursing might actually offer ways of theorizing organiza¬
tional experience which might contribute to understanding the Fortune
500.
Re-Shaping the Box:

Harder than it Looks

It is not important that management accept the assumptions of
Theory Y.
These are one man's interpretations...and they will
be modified, — possibly supplanted — by new knowledge within
a short time...The purpose of this volume is not to entice
management to choose sides over Theory X or Theory Y.
It is,
rather, to encourage the realization that theory is important,
to urge management to examine its assumptions and make them
explicit (McGregor, 1960:245-6)
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If the tripartite box can be identified and spoken of,

it may seem

obvious to suggest that when the current partitions do not fit experi¬
ence,

new partitions

(1969)

should be created.

and Brown et al.

(1987)

In effect,

recommend.

this

is what Etzioni

Such a prescription overlooks

the role of disciplinary power-knowledge in the creation and maintenance
of the box.
theory;

Its sides do not represent the borders of a concept within

they represent the limits of theorizing itself.

outside of the box,

but to whom can one speak?

One can speak

Certainly not to those

who participate in the discourse of organizations.
The problem is that,
researcher,

while a term can be coined by a particular

the meanings that term will take on are determined by the

power-knowledge relationships into which the research knowledge engages.
For instance,
in theory,

McGregor introduced Theory Y as a temporary place-marker

a nonspecific signifier to represent an emerging area of

poorly understood relationships.

Thirty-one years

marker has become a cornerstone of O.B.
of Enterprise,

knowledge.

later,

From The Human Side

that which fit the discourse of the employee has been

increasingly reified through time.

That which suggested a more funda¬

mental rethinking of assumptions has become invisible.
work,

widely available,

'real'

his temporary

The original

has become an esoteric representation.

The

McGregor is that which is re-presented in textbooks.

What is needed to change the shape of the box within which work
experience can be represented?
the current box.

Chapter six traced the construction of

It emerged from nothing less than a transformation of

the daily experience of work and the subsequent reshaping of institu¬
tions to reflect the emergent reality.
produced as a hegemonic conspiracy,

I emphasized that this was not

but the complex resultant of many

forces moving in different directions.

To call

for today's researchers

to create new boxes would be naive in the extreme.
What does

lie within the realm of possibility is the development of

a different understanding of the meaning of these boxes.
is assumed to approximate

'real'

When the box

boundaries in the ordering of the
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empirical world,
tean fashion.

the research subject is placed in the box in procrus-

Experience that does not fit

is cut off and discarded.

Only that which corresponds to available schemas can be represented as a
real part of one's experience.

To make matters worse,

one may not even

be aware that the cutting off has occurred.
Another way to view these boxes is to attempt to become sensitive
to the points where experience is being truncated to fit the box.
boundaries of discourse are durable,

but somewhat permeable.

The

If one

assumes that the anomalous experience is also valid experience and that
the category shaping it is a social production subject to change,
possibility then exists for pushing on the boundaries.

the

The role of

knowledge as a force limiting and shaping what can be said about the
subject becomes a possible focus of study.
Consider,

for example,

gender relations in this country since 1965.

The general contours of masculine and feminine social space are recog¬
nizably similar between 1965 and 1991;

the status quo has been durable,

but the specific boundaries have shifted in many places.
managers,

work/family issues in human resource planning,

frequent avoidance of overtly sexist language all
the boundary of the

'normal'

Women as
and the

indicate areas where

has shifted in a generation.

A change in

what can be known has been brought about by challenging the limits of
discourse in language and in practice.
Who is a Manager — What is Management?
"What does Janet [the nurse manager] do?
Was with Barbara for
91/2 hours and Janet was neither directing nor a resource."
[Field note 5/14/91 after first day of observation]
One of the surprises this research presented to me was the absence
of direct supervision in the daily practices of the Med 5 nurses.
attempted to understand this,
questioning whether

As I

I began to realize the possibility of

'management'

— both the organizational practice and

the academic discourse — needs to be centered on the person of the
manager.

The person-centered focus is historically justified,

manager descends

from the railroad

'officer'
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since the

whose main function was to

enforce discipline in the organization.
roles have changed dramatically.

In a hundred years,

In many cases,

however,

the employee,

having

internalized norms of commitment to her/his work needs support,

more

than control.
It was apparent that there were any number of practices shaping the
work of the Med 5 nurses in the absence of the manager.
to wonder if,

This caused me

by remaining focused on the person of the manager,

organizational theorizing has been unintentionally admitting into its
discourse fewer and fewer of the practices relevant to

'managing'

work

activity.
Conversely,

I have seen that,

while the Med 5 nurses have no direct

reports and no formal authority to direct others,
of their effort is directed toward
patient care.

professional production workers perhaps,

production workers nonetheless.

How is one to theorize their

lies

but

'mana¬

is

'managing'

the work on Med 5

largely outside of the historical discourse of management,

and

in the web of disciplinary power-knowledge relationships within

which

the employee takes a place as a working subject.
In this section,

I will offer four examples of,

"the progressive

objectification and the ever more subtle partitioning of
behavior"
knowledge.
(3)

these

activity?

I would like to suggest that what
exists

the coordination of

Within the common sense of organizational research,

are production workers,

gerial'

'managing'

a substantial portion

the

(Foucault,

1979:173)

individual

in the operation of disciplinary power

The four topics will be:

"history of the present"

(1)

paperwork,

on Med 5 and

(4)

(2)

communication,

the intentionality of

the subject who wants to care.
A Genealogy of Paperwork
During the observation period,
on paperwork,

much of

different forms,

the nurses spent

it highly complex.

18.1% of their time

My log recorded the use of 17

all of which were rated as part of a "normal"

the five nurses during the interviews.
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Recently,

a nurse

day by

(Elliott,

1989)

has

suggested that the source of nursing's subordinate position

within health care be analyzed discursively rather than interpersonally
by studying such items as patient charts and third-party payment
policies.
Table 8.3 offers a brief description of the forms
on Med 5

I observed in use

(Some of the abbreviations listed are in use on the unit;

others are mine).

The background information discussed here was

supplied by Janet,

the nurse manager in an interview during which we

discussed each form.

In their operation,

the power-knowledge practices

related to these forms constitute an ever-present and powerful
of the nurse.

Through this

'normal'

paperwork,

'manager'

several agents other

than the nurse manager participate in normalizing the practices of the
staff nurse.

These include:

Third-partv payors:
forms
SFS)

(IV Admin)

(e.q..

Medicare,

Medicaid and insurers).

exist explicitly for payment purposes.

Others

Some

(NDB,

have been produced with reference to their role in documenting

services for payment purposes.
Federal regulatory agencies and the law.

One of the reasons Janet

gave for the development of the current SFS was
Recognition of legal

"federal regs."

liability pervades the system of documentation.

For instance,

one reason Janet gave for the fact that the hospital does

not currently

"cost out"

(i.e.

bill separately for)

that it might be liable for services billed,

nursing services

but not performed.

Hospital administration within and beyond nursing.

Through these

forms the staff nurse becomes highly visible to administration.
pharmacist finds an irregularity with the med cardex,

assessment of patient acuity on the MEDICUS forms is

The nurse

fed into a staffing

budget to which the nurse manager is held accountable.
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If the

s/he generates an

"incident report" to the nurse manager and administration.

can be monitored using SFS data.

is

Cost of services

Table 8.3:

Forms Used on Med 5

(APF) Assignment of Personnel Form:
Filled in by nurse manager.
Eight
boxes, one for each nurse, with patient and key information.
Specifies
who will take first, second, third admission.
(ARS) Assignment Reminder Sheet:
Carried by each nurse; disposed of at
end of day.
Seven columns: Patient/room, vital signs, intake/outputs,
IVs, NPO status, lab/specimen results, treatments/notes.
(CR) Clinical Resume:
Two page discharge form for which nurses are
responsible.
One page for medical information completed by physician.
One page for diet/activity/care information completed by nurse.
(CR-I) Clinical Record — In-Patient:
Primary chart document with which
many patient care workers write in charts.
At left is a date column,
followed by a "Doctor's Notes" margin, then an "All Other Notes" margin
indented an inch; "All entries must be signed and position noted."
(IV Admin)
IVs given,

IV Administration and Site Care Record:
Form for logging all
tubing, filters, pumps etc. for billing purposes.

(KAR) "Nursing Kardex": Complex sheet with primary nurse's care plan for
one patient.
Discarded on discharge.
(LR) Laboratory Requisitions:
Standardized requests for tests made by
checking boxes.
Three sets of forms, must be ordered by physicians.
(MAR) Medical Administration Record:
Form fitting into a cardex on
which is recorded date, time and dosage of every medication given to a
patient.
(MEDICUS) MEDICUS Acuity Form:
Form designed for optical scanning
containing patient identification and 27 clinical items.
Used to
classify patient "acuity" (degree of sickness) as 1, 2, 3 or 4.
(NDB) Nursing Data Base: Eight page form with approximately 350 pieces
of information to be checked off or filled in by admitting nurse.
(Orders) Physician Order Sheet:
Sheet in patient chart on which
physician orders are written.
Columns for date, order, signature and
transcriber.
(PNB)
name,

Primary Nurse Board:
Filled in by manager or nurses.
code status and acuity from MEDICUS form.

Patient

(RUO) Daily Record of Unscheduled Overtime:
Must be filled out by any
nurse seeking overtime pay (which was officially frozen).
(SFS) Standard Flow Sheet:
Six-page accordion form documenting all
nursing care for one patient for one 24-hour day.
(Telemetry) Nursing Cardiac Monitor Flow Sheet:
Daily record for one
patient on cardiac monitor of telemetry monitoring strips, one every
eight hours.
(VR) Vital Signs Record:
Physician form residing in patient chart to
which nurses transfer some SFS information in form physicians demand.
(W-10) Inter-Agency Patient Referral Report:
Brief medical history and
physician orders for patient transferred onto unit from another agency.
Signed by attending physician.
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National statistical standards and certifying bodies
MEDICUS data is compared to
units,

"validated"

through which practices

(JCAHO3) .

national statistics

The

for med/surg

in each location are judged against the

norm for what is done in all locations.

Several

forms

(NDB,

SFS,

NC)

have recently been changed to meet the approval of JCAHO.

Medicine4;
10).
LR),

Patients are admitted by physician paperwork

(e.g.,

Medicine and treatments are controlled by written forms
a discharge requires physician signoff on the CR.

ence also operates more indirectly.

For instance,

certifies the hospital and reviews key forms,
trative and four physician groups
Who/what is

'managing'?

(Affeldt,

influ¬

which

was formed by one adminis¬

1987).

As the variety of these entities

the disciplinary manager is diffuse.

(Orders,

Medical

the JCAHO,

implies,

One example of this process in

operation is a change currently taking place in the documentation.
change involves several key nursing documents
During the observation period,
working with these documents5.

W-

the nurses

(SFS,

NDB,

MAR,

This

CR).

spent nearly an hour per day

They contribute to the structuring of

virtually every nursing activity.
The NDB is the representation of the patient

'owned'

by nursing.

Every medication given is recorded in the MAR and every clinically
relevant activity is

logged in the SFS.

Once a day,

"focus charting"

is

done by a nurse to record nursing information in the patient chart using
CR-I

forms.

One could not reconstruct all the detail of a nurse's day

from these documents,

but,

more to the point,

one could reconstruct

every activity seen as important by those authorized to pass judgment.

3. The Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations,
formerly called JCAH.
4.
Bear in mind that nursing is a subgroup within healthcare, not
within medicine.
Medicine is that area of healthcare controlled by
physicians.
5. I have tabulated 53.8 minutes per day, but 29.4 minutes of this
time is recorded as dealing with patient charts and does not distinguish
reading
physician
orders
from
writing
nursing
information,
"focus
charting" as the nurse manager calls it.
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But who judges nursing performance?

There is a flat-but-conven-

tional hierarchy through which the nurses answer to the unit manager,
director,

the V.P.

of nursing and the hospital administrator,

a

but one

should not overrate the presence of this element of power-knowledge.
Its main day-to-day presence may be as a form of the examination present
in the performance review6.

This is powerful,

but episodic.

Between

one evaluation and the next lie months of normalizing practices operat¬
ing through the SFS,

NDB,

MAR and CR-I.

According to the nurse manager,
January as

far as care plans,

focus noting,

asked who was behind the change,
with the charting,

"All our documentation changed in
and those data bases."

she began by saying "we" were not happy

but quickly expands to include

and "third party payors."
where the power is."

In addition,

"the state,"

"JCAH"

one could add medicine;

The doctors use only the CR-I directly,

have input through administration and through JCAHO.
'managers'

When

"that's

but,

they

None of these

of the nurse are present as individuals on the unit.

The immediate agent for the revisions was a nursing committee.
According to the nurse manager,

most committees within University

Hospital are composed of staff nurses and nursing specialists as well as
nursing administrators.

While this process

is relatively participatory,

the very complexity of the disciplinary web of committees gives commit¬
tee members,
that's

"A lot of power...You can't be on every frigging committee

in the entire institution;

have to defer that,
Thus,

at

you know,

nobody will get any work done.

you win some;

you lose some"

least half a dozen major institutional

normalizing forces.

(Janet).

forces act through

the committee to influence the final shape of the forms.
of what will become normal practice on Med 5,

So you

As producers

these are examples of

Once the new forms are in place,

processes of

disciplinary observation begin to operate to ensure the regular opera¬
tion of the normalizing practices.

6.
Susan,
the
Clinical
Nursing
Specialist,
mentioned
that
her
influence with the staff is limited, "because the bottom line is, I don't
do their evaluations."
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The primary agent of observation is a process known as Quality
Assurance,

"QA."

Compliance with the observational processes

ensured through examinations.

JCAHO,

is also

governmental regulatory agencies,

insurers and medicine are privileged to review the QA process and to
impose sanctions if compliance is deficient.
documents again in January,

1992.

JCAHO will review the

In the extreme,

the dissatisfaction

of this body could result in loss of hospital certification.
likely,

More

it will result in a list of minor deficiencies to be addressed

through normalizing practices.
Every nurse on Med 5 has
activity.

The QA coordinator,

"committee work" which includes a QA
Mary,

has recently been responsible for

remedying the poor compliance with the procedures specified for the new
forms.

With the Clinical Nursing Specialist,

she has assembled a test

packet of forms which each nurse is to complete for a hypothetical
patient.

After the nurses have completed this packet,

their compliance

with the new forms will be examined again.
Thus,

through "normalizing"

staff will enforce the
itself.

training and examination,

'management'

the nursing

of several remote institutions upon

Between the normalizing practices embedded in the forms,

the examination,

and

punctuating daily practices with a judgment of success

or failure to comply,

a mechanism of observation through documentation

and Quality Assurance operates to regularly bend behavior toward the
norm.

Thus

is the disciplinary subject

'managed.'

For whom does this documentation operate?
outside of nursing,

Certainly many parties

or within nursing away from the bedside,

sented by the practices enforced through these documents.
least represented is the bedside nurse.

are repre¬

Possibly the

The changes being made to the

documents discussed in this section are controlled more by a discourse
about nursing than by a discourse of nursing.
For. instance,
medicine,
through

the CR-I

is a document that reflects the demands of

within which nursing attempts to represent

"focus charting."

The MAS

its own experience

is monitored by pharmacy.
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Regarding

the new SFS,
they didn't

Janet

asked,

"Why give them all

have to do this,

they could

patient,

each of them and wouldn't

hospital

be

shapes
the

accountable?"

the practices

form that

Fiscal

has

paperwork to do?

spend another

that

be better?

accountability,

relating to the

the NDB

this

SFS.

If

hour with the

[But]
not

how can...the

nursing care,

Similarly,

Janet

describes

replaced:

It replaced a tool that myself as a manager loved.
The tool
that we had formerly was so open and so loose...I could see
how a person [the staff nurse] started and then, how they
grew...I could randomly pick up 3 tools over a period of
[time] and say, "My gosh, has this person improved."
You
know, she's now looking at, she first started, she was just
counting respirations.
Now, she must be taking the patient's
shirt off, listening to, palpating, percussive, doing all
these things.
Or, I can look at, GYN, gynecological systems.
This patient [sic: nurse] never asks a male patient does he
examine his testes.
She's got a problem.
What's her hangup?
Why doesn't she address this?
She never asks a female patient
what, about, birth control pills and, stuff like that.
Janet values
Now we

the new tool much
have

less:

a tool that's

a

checklist.

It

just

doesn't

give

you any kind of qualitative piece...things don't pop out as
being as important.
There's so much on it, I mean, I'd hate
to count how many things are on here.
There must be 2000
things here and everything is in the same little type.
Who or what
monitors
they

these

'manages'

forms

are produced?

important,

but

or

is

The

to what

on Med

5?

it

institutional

the

answer
extent

is

Is

it

Janet,

not

simple.

it

consist

does

Janet's
of

And to what

being performed

is

concern

is

to understand the

organization,
a vast

area of

knowledge

need

focus

current

(1991)

role may be

activities
extent

embodied

represented

is managing

in Janet?

influence the worker

the manager

If

one's

in the

arbitrarily excludes

governed by disciplinary practices

unintentionally

discourse of

for greater

simplistically
spending

forces that

on the person of

'management'

not

through which

of

power-

relationships.

Drucker
the

a

it

nominally

processes

within the discourse of management?
invisibly because

who

"half"

illustrates the

organizing to this

"productivity"

states that

among

shortage"

"unskilled
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To

illustrate the

"knowledge workers,"

"the nursing

their time with

topic.

inapplicability of

is

due to

clerical work."

Drucker
nurses
For Drucker,

the solution

is

advice misses,
relations

"fairly easy"
on the

one

—

hand,

ignorant

of both the

the occupational

circumstances

As

advice

result,

journal

the web

of

the

sense

formulating the problem of
to

It

also

a management

guru

to be

forms

and

shortages.

a preeminent

is

knowledge work

as

a need to

increased

a

in

it

for

This

appears

complexity of these

even though

knowledge work

clerk.

surrounding recurring nursing

given by

appears to make

principles

clinical

a

institutional management

constituted through nursing paperwork.

completely

a

give the paperwork to

century out

industrial

of

date,

apply Taylorist
productivity.

Cn—nnication
Communication
nurses'
above

time.

One

could

discussion of

effects

of

medicine,
some

activities

power
law,

paperwork.

through practices

What

I

would

and the
like to

disciplinary processes

of visibility

and of

the

analogously to the

As with paperwork,

between nursing

finance.

of the ways that

a quarter or more of

analyze these practices

relations

and

constituted

one

could trace the

institutions
focus

'manage'

on

of

instead,

information

are

flow

invisibility.

Visibility
The visible

is

largely produced by processes

outcomes

of

trators,

and others who

the RN to

concern to medicine

speak as

must master

a

review and

an RN,

clinical

and,

concerning

by extension,

to

clinical

insurers,

judge nursing practice.

i.e.,

within the discourse

of

language

dominated by medical

terms

adminis¬

In order

nursing,

she

and medical

diagnosis.
By owning the official words that operate the industry,
medical words from a physician generate the health industry
profits.
It is this power of profit making that awards
medicine its status of "official discourse of health care."
It also allows physicians to be oblivious to a nurse's diagno¬
sis (Elliott, 1989:540).
There
patient
theory,"

is

are many
created

as

preceptor to
community.

some of

sites

and maintained.
the

new nurses
This

is

from which this

nurses

form of talking

Nursing

told me.

facilitates

her

reinforced through
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school

offers

The practice of
induction
lectures,

into
the

a

for

about

the

"basic
assigning

a

language

"journal

club,"

ongoing education,
clinical

the practices

ladder etc.

To

speak as

defined enunciative position.
nursing to
asking:

a nurse who did

Are you

This

encrypted,
event

ity

at

nurse's

to

accurately

of

few minutes
system,

minority of
that

the

In

nurse's

from

us

us

tryunc to

I

observed

spoken

about

statements

such

do

is

calls,

by

and goes

is

seconds to the
is

of

e—en

of

accessibil¬

can

call

for

(with

anyone

on the
any

justifica¬

at

any time or

found.

from her desk.
such that
"Toni,
call.

i3

There
used

orders,"
If

not

clerk.

it

is

only
is

3he will

information

and

an
in

a

likely
be

informa¬

floor.

As

they

source

representative,

a result,

nursing
one of

stream of messages which need
a

each

an ongoing

through the unit

permeable to

un thus way.

o

in

is marked by

expected

other hospital workers,

and

about

nurse

many or most physician orders,

a nurse

accessibility

the nurse

the

and the type

information may be

If the clerk calls,

steady

nursing unit,

are

information

call to

chically ncnutcred because
nurse

the

for granted by medicine.

communication goes

nurse

to the

a

comes

discourse

any person on the

avaulable
cay

never

from physician to visitor,

any needed

reply within

contrast

occupation
a

but

the

"report"

nursing community

she will

In this way,

tion requests

of

specifically

a perpetually-available

most telephone

exchanges.

Toni will

paged.

of

nurse

in this

indicate where

instance,

intercom

have

steps

information transferred during this

If the nurses

lab work and much other
Every

a

24-hour discourse

ritual

individual

place

either produce

For

an ongoing,

Anyone,

any time.

to

community of

operation produces

competent member
tion)

in

The

and visibility.

nurse

to enter

the

contextualize my

reference which can be taken
staff

is

instance,

not want to

is marked by the

8.2).

process whose

The

for

predominantly clinical

(Table

immediate

I,

language

a participant

patient.

an RN

advance

a nurse?

In entering the
becomes

necessary to

are

is the only
the
not

’managers'
be

hierar¬

often necessary to the work the

the momentary unavailability of
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of

the

nurse

is

an event

and requiring

that

is

recognized by all participants

as

not

'normal'

an explanation.

Invisibility
There

is

another dimension to disciplinary communication.

plinary processes may present
the

clinical

entire
the

knowledge by which

network of

are

do

this

not

fit

For

all

spoken

instance,

nurses,

cate with patients.
considered to be of
anyone

spent

failure to
As
object

of medical

invisibility
noticeable

I

is

as

this

activities.

talk"

in this

If

accounted

same time

Eighty-five percent
activities
all

is

as

Activities

a result,

less

disciplinary.

this
when

it,

have

and communi¬
activity

is

asked by nurses

care,

the patients

in even the

readmissions

short

time

I

caused by

it

becomes

is

it

is

of

log of patient

a more visible
contacts

activity

This

patient

clinical
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contacts,

and
95.4%

of

activities were usually
(and mundane)

activity.

involving one of

as well.

information gathering

an

often hidden by more

activities

These

not

invisible.

information to the patient,

for.

of patient

in which

of

nursing practices

said to be by nurses,

from the

involved another

clinical

no

into

care plans.

eliminate the

is

at the

of

I

1990)

performed

but

home

Second,

patient

communicating

still

Where

First,
or

fit

an

performance of

available to educate

had.

activity
As

also hide

study and outside of

importance.

several

relative to

Assessment

appear to be two reasons

(Tannen,

time

activity.

invisible,

reinforced because the work

the total

percent

both

discourse.

information/education,

three

are

no one

noted

visible.

visibly.

they

follow post-discharge

important

"rapport

they are

had explained their medications

on the unit,

but they

reactions to medications,

the utmost

invariably responded that

a visible object

Where nursing practices

lack of time

There

as

is measured,

and recorded

discourse,

complained to me of the

if

she

discourse,

blood pressure,

treatments

nurse

nursing practices.

schema of medical

temperature,

the

Disci¬

the

above

Seventy-seven

contacts

involved

another

information gathering was

combined with more visible patient feeding,

moving or hygiene constitut¬

ed eighty-four percent of all activity time.
These practices are so invisible the subjects themselves take them
for granted as

'common sense.'

The nurses could articulately describe

their role as advocate for the patient,
technical skills,

their decision making or their

but when I asked about the connecting/communicating

activities presented in Table B.15,

they either said

'no'

thought about them or told me that everyone on the floor

they hadn't
'just had to'

share information.
At the same time,

any one failure of this

invisible network to

assure patient care may be treated as an unforgivable breach within the
visible discourse.

I have described one incident of a physician who

needlessly routed all of his patients through surgical

ICU for two years

because of one incident with staff nurses which he did not discuss with

the nurses involved.
who was

Another incident I observed involved a physician

impatient with a nurse because she had not administered blood

products he ordered even though the blood bank would not fill his

request because it violated their procedures.
with the blood bank.

The nurse had to check

The physician simply assumed that,

once written,

the order was as good as carried out.
The gap between the near-total

invisibility of these nursing

communication practices and the dependability with which they function
is an indication of the strength of the disciplinary processes.

There

is no formal monitoring of these processes — and hence no need to
recognize them,

reward them or include those who perform them in the

power-knowledge practices

structuring patient care — so there is no

hierarchical control over them.

Yet,

what it means to do nursing on Med 5,
ability to

'manage'

as part of the

'common sense'

they function with great depend¬

the practices of the staff nurse.

History of the Present
In the seventeenth century, the physician, coming from the
outside, added his inspection to many other controls —
religious, administrative, etc.; he hardly participated in the
everyday administration of the hospital.
Gradually, the visit
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of

became...an ever more important part of the functioning of the
hospital...The old form of inspection, irregular and rapid,
was transformed into a regular observation...This had two
consequences: in the internal hierarchy, the physician,
hitherto an external element, begins to gain over the reli¬
gious staff and to relegate them to a clearly specified, but
subordinate role in the technique of the examination; the
category of the 'nurse' then appears (Foucault, 1979:185-6).

In the article by Drucker earlier in this chapter,

common sense

allows him to make grossly uninformed statements about nursing which
support his call for Taylorist rationalization of

'knowledge work.'

His

stereotyped view of what nurses do and ignorance of the specific
relationships whose wholesale change he advocates is not questioned
because what he says is the expected.

It is this type of common sense

to which a history of the present can be a remedy.
When historical perspective is lost,
existence of the discursive object

one loses appreciation of the

'nursing,'

as a complex,

dynamic

social space which can shift so completely over time and in differing
social contexts that there is no core practice essential to nursing.
What will be considered a nursing site, who will be defined as a patient
and what one must do to assume the subject position
stantly renegotiated.
discursive space

'nurse'

are con¬

This is also shown in the changing shape of the

'hospital.'

As noted by Foucault above, the hospital was once principally a
nursing space.

The function of clinical medicine entered this space

only after the relationships of power legitimating medicine became
centered on clinical science

(Foucault,

1975).

As clinical medicine

became increasingly dominant in healthcare, the discursive space of the
hospital came more and more to be indistinguishable from the discursive
space of medicine.

Today it is

'common sense' to see hospitals as

support structures for the administration of medical care.
If this history is not accounted for, the operation of the rela¬
tions of power sustaining the modern hospital appear to be static,
objective,

'natural.'

The normality of the status quo prevents one from

asking how it is that nursing has retained responsibility for the tasks
that existed when nurses ran the Hotel-Dieu in sixteenth century Paris,
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while authority to decide what role the hospital will play has passed to
medicine,

and other institutions focused on medicine.

Understood through the lens of the normal,

it is taken for granted

by most outside of nursing that nurses exist to aid physicians.
experience in this regard is illustrative.

My own

Despite the years I had

worked in a company providing strategic and operational guidance to
hospital administration,

it was a revelation, when I began to research

this dissertation, to find that nursing could legitimately claim a
history and a role in healthcare which could operate independently of
medicine were it not for social power relations enforcing dependency.
In a highly acclaimed documentary film, Garey & Hott
instance,

(1988),

for

document medicine's war against community health nursing,

accusing it of,

"tending to promote Communism."

If this history is

viewed as a story of dynamic processes still in play today,

one can

better understand why nursing seeks professional recognition so that it
might stand apart from medical authorization.
Similarly, the cultural split between hospital trained and univer¬
sity trained nurses cannot be understood apart from the roles these
institutions have played in historical power relations.

The hospital

has been neither the necessary nor the only training site for nurses
(Reverby,

1987).

It has been the favored site for producing nurses

tailored to the needs of physicians, because of the dominance of the
medical model in hospital power-knowledge relationships.

Recently,

a

urologist acquaintance of mine remarked that hospital nursing schools
had trained the "best" nurses.

Another physician in residency remarked

of nursing that "somebody's got to do the scut7 work."
For organizational research,

and for every member of society,

failure to bring these considerations into discourse reinforces a health
care system reflecting the values of medicine.

All that is needed to

prevent nursing from having an opportunity to offer structural solutions

7. The undesirable work.
The idea of nursing as involving more than
'housekeeping' for the physicians had apparently not been represented in
medical school.
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to today's crisis in healthcare finance and delivery is to continue to
participate in the current discourse of organizing without questioning
the common sense that tells us what nursing work is.
Intentionalitv:

The Subject Who Wants to

"Care'

I would like to speak briefly about another side of disciplinary
power relations.

Foucault

(1980:94)

once said that power was both,

"intentional and nonsubjective," that is,

it is formed in the relation¬

ship between human intentionality and social structural influence.
this research I have focused on the structural element.

In

Another

question one might ask is what history produces the intentionality of
the subject who enters these positions.
does the

'subject who wants to care'

In the case of nursing, where

come from?

The most glaring demographic fact of nursing is that it is an
occupation of women.

In a society formally committed to equality of

opportunity, what is it about being a nurse and being a woman that makes
it so unlikely that a man will become a nurse?

Social conditioning

operates through class cultural and other dimensions as well.
the worst years of the 1980s nursing shortage,
Philippine nurses was brought to the U.S.

During

a steady stream of

(Kelly,

1988).

What made the

Philippine nurse a more desirable subject than a nurse from another
place?

Why does greater career opportunity for women in general

increase the number of nurses of color?
These are not questions I can pursue within the boundaries of this
dissertation, but they are of critical importance.

Foucault noted that

relationships of power depend on a "double conditioning" in which
structural relations of power are maintained by individual action and
individuals are constituted through structural relationships:
There is no discontinuity between them, as if one were dealing
with two different levels (one microscopic and the other
macroscopic); but neither is there homogeneity (1984:99-100).
The processes by which bodies are produced as masculine and
feminine subjects in society are a relatively new area of inquiry (e.g.,
Jardine,

1985).

If the position of nursing and the position of women in
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society are connected (Deloughery,

1977),

and the processes by which

bodies are constituted as men and women are subject to change,
comes back,

through the subject,

to effect the processes by which the

disciplinary practices of the organization are produced.
the most important

'managers'

this

Perhaps one of

of the nurse is the history of social

practices and relationships which have produced a subject who wants to
care.

Within the common sense of organizational discourse,

the subject

histories of particular kinds of workers cannot be traced because the
subject of analysis — the employee — is fixed and universal.
this actor as a base,

Using

two decades of research on women in organizations

have shown that there are no important differences between men and
women8

(Calas & Jacques,

1988).

How can the same discourse be used to

document the social production of a specific group of subjects whose
gender experience is highly interrelated with their value to the
occupation/organization?
These questions are important because,

unlike 1'employe,

this

subject who wants to care has attitudes and values in common with those
being increasingly represented as necessary in the post-industrial
worker.

In the next chapter,

I will examine some of the conflicts and

tensions associated with the power-knowledge relationships through which
the body of this worker — who may be the elusive

'knowledge worker' —

is put into discourse as a subject and object of organizational knowl¬
edge.

8. This has been valuable for arguing against workplace discrimina¬
tion, but within the current discourse, establishing women's equal ability
to perform managerial work has precluded simultaneously representing
male/female difference (Jacobson & Jacques, 1989b).
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CHAPTER IX
TEXT AND CONTEXT:
NURSING AS PROFESSION / NURSING AS WOMEN'S WORK
Why have women passion, intellect, moral activity —
these three — and a place in society where no one
of these three can be exercised?
(Florence Nightingale, 1979:25)

The following text is a verbatim transcript of a portion of the
group interview I conducted with the Med 5 nurses.
is a nurse

"R" is myself;

(I could not identify individual voices).

"N"

The question I

will consider in this chapter is how the meanings this text can assume
are influenced by the discourse within which it is contextualized.
R:

N:

Urn, if I remember, none of
you really emphasized school
training as being an impor¬
tant part of how you got to
[they laugh] what you know
now.

[Laughing]
rate?

Should we elabo¬

R:

[Laughing]

Sure.

N:

I think there's a big dif¬
ference between what you
learn...

N:

Out of a book...

N:

...and what you learn as you
go [unclear]

N:

[Several talking at once]...all the time and then
being put there.

N:

Will take over.

N:

... but when you're on your
own, and...

N:

It's almost frightening the
first time [unclear] you.

N:

I mean, everybody's around
you, but...

N:

I don't think they stress
how much physical work you
really do.

N:

No.

N:

I never got that impression.

N:

They did a little bit with
us.

N:

Not with us.

They were so
involved in theory, they
didn't really let us know,
really, what we'd actually
be doing, the running around

N:

Definitely.

N:

The amount of work you had
as a student, maybe one or
two patients, then you come
out here and you have 4, 5
and 6.

N:

Right, they never told you
how much responsibility you
were going to have.

N:

Right.

N:

N:

Yeah.

They never even led us to
believe it would be diffi¬
cult — so concerned with
the book work.

N:

Then, and you're, there's
nobody there to back you up.
I mean, when you're in
school there's always some¬
body who's going to come in
if something happens or the
nurse will...

N:

Diagnosis.

or the responsibility.
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[Several talk at
once]... exactly what the
patient had, what you were
going to do for that patient
that, the care plan.

N:

Right.

R:

How does that sense develop?

R:

And have those things turned
out to be important, the
things they did teach you?

N:

[Several at once]
I think
you have to start and
then...

N:

Yeah, it certainly helps
[unclear].

R:

N:

You couldn't do it without
it.

Is it just a matter of hav¬
ing been through it, or do
you have to experience it in
a certain way?

N:

I think when you visual...

R:

Urn hm.
But, then there's a
lot that they didn't teach
you?
You get a job and your
learning goes on?

N:

Visual.

N:

...when you watch someone
else go through it and maybe
partially being there and
just...

N:

Or just trusting how you
feel.
You know, you can
feel that something is not
right, that to act on it.
I
mean, you, you just learn to
act on it and not to think
that it's a silly feeling.
I mean you really [pause]
People are so unpredictable.

R:

Would I be likely to do that
at first?
It's my first day
on the unit; I have a feel¬
ing. . .

N:

I don't think so.

N:

No.

N:

I think you feel it and then
you think, it I — I think
at the beginning I thought
they were silly feelings,
but then when they started
to come true I knew they
were, they were worthy of
acting on them.

N:

And, then, talking to other
people, like their feelings
when they've been in a situ¬
ation. . .

N:

Right.

N:

...too.
That kind of con¬
firms that we do have that
gut feeling [unclear]...for
awhile.

R:

Is this something that peo¬
ple talk about when they
describe your job and they
describe what's important

N:

Um hm.

R:

OK, suppose I'm at that
point.
What do I still have
to learn?

N:

What, you've already gotten
out of school?

R:

Right.

N:

Flexibility.

R:

How do I learn to be flexi¬
ble?

N:

I think it's forced upon you
and [??] you learn it.

N:

[All talk at once] Um huh,
yeah...I really do, it's
think it's forced upon you.

N:

The skills, procedures, you
learn from watching others.

N:

And there's things you pick
up, things you never learn
in school.

N:

It's kind of hard to des¬
cribe, though.

N:

N:

There's almost like a sixth
sense that you really, it,
it, it's always there, but
it really develops after
you've seen something a
couple of times and it kicks
in and you know...
Knowing something's wrong
when you walk into a room,
even though there's really
nothing there to tell you
what's wrong in the first
place.
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N:

about your job, this feeling
that you're telling me
about?

N:

But, it's, I think it's kind
of like what a mother feels
for her children...

We've had people come on an
in-service that have said
that.
When we did the
study.
I don't even remem¬
ber what it was.
Maybe it
was before.
Do you remember
this?
You know she used to
act on gut instinct, more
likely than anybody else?
I
don't remember what that
study was.
That was the 1st
time I ever remember some¬
body bringing it to the
floor...

N:

Yes.

N:

...they always say, "You
just have a feeling" [ev¬
eryone talking at once,
affirming].

N:

Or there's [unclear] cry.
Somebody on the outside
wouldn't know those...

N:

Right.

N:

...cries from one to the
other.

N:

That's the same thing.

N:

Not that we've had any chil¬
dren, but [laughs].

R:

Is it something that you
find recognized and valued
within nursing?

N:

[Unclear, drowned out by
other speaker].

N:

I think nurses recognize and
value it with each other.

N:

I remember that...

N:

Saying that there was a
feeling before a physical
[symptom?], and nurses are
the ones that act on it.
Maybe it's a conference I
went to...

N:
N:

Oh, th-[unclear]
...but nurses are the ones
that act on it...

N:

Yeah.

N:

...more readily than anybody
else.
They're the, they're
the ones that are in the
room and that sense that
something's not right.
With
maybe no numbers to back it
up, but they know it's going
to happen.

R:

Yeah?

N:

Absolutely.
When you pass
on to somebody that you feel
something, I think they find
that credible.

N:

Mm.

Maybe [if you had?] some¬
thing like maybe the jour¬
nals or the nursing maga¬
zines might do that, but not
when you hear about nursing
[unclear]...

R:

How long does this thing
take to develop?

N:

It's different for everyone.

N:

People on the outside don't
generally think of that
right away...

I felt like it was there
immediately, but I just felt
silly...

N:

Yeah.

N:

No.

N:

N:

... or know about that.

...felt silly bringing it to
somebody's attention. That I
just don't feel something's
right here.

N:

Do what the doctor says and
that's it. [Nothing about?]
feeling or you act on it.

N:

[Unclear]...the matter.

N:

Thinking that it's silly and
it's not important.

N:

N:
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N:

Right.

R:

How long was it before you
started to feel that it was
worthwhile to bring to some¬
body's attention?
I mean,
just in general, I mean, was
it 3 days, 15 years?

N:

[Unclear] [With me?] it was
after orientation and seeing
things a few times.

N:

Yeah,

N:

[Drowned out by others].

N:

After orientation, getting
on your own and [unclear]
feeling [unclear].

N:

[Unclear]...feeling that
you're on your own I think.

N:

I think the more experience
you have, though, the...

N:

The more the more things you
can sense.

N:

From years of experience.

N:

Like seeing, um, bad things
happen, it's like little
clues I've picked up or
something.

N:

I kind of have a sense for
things now.

I think it was after-

Two Discourses of Nursing
In my time on Med 5,

I represented a certain amount of the nurses'

experience in transcripts and logs.

Through these,

I have created a

text representing the work practices of these nurses.

This text serves

as the primary authorization for any subsequent theoretical representa¬
tions I can make.

This is a

'normal'

research practice.

Had my

research been informed by other philosophy and methodology,

the form of

the text would have differed, but textual representation of the subjects
of the research would be expected.
In both functionalist and interpretive research,

it would be a goal

to attempt to transcend the text in order to get closer to the truth of
the

'real'

situation.

In this genealogical analysis I will focus

instead on the ways the text becomes the truth of the situation as it
enters discourse.

What I will seek to illustrate is the way this truth

is structured differently depending on which discourse,

and which place

in discourse, the text assumes.
In this chapter I will speak of two discourses represented in
nursing.

In large part, my perspective on these discourses is based on

a review of
work.

'the'

nursing literature,

At the suggestion of Dr.

nursing,

a massive and diverse body of

Chandler, my committee member from

I have read in five academic and three practitioner journals
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identified by her as the top journals in the field.
journals are Advances In Nursing Science,

Image,

The academic

Nursing Outlook,

Nursing Research and the Western Journal of Nursing Research.

The three

practitioner journals are the Journal of Nursing Administration,
Administration Quarterly and Nursing Management.
reviewed at least 2000 articles,

In all,

Nursing

I have

editorials and book reviews

from this

literature.

"Strategic” and "Tactical" Discourses
De Certeau

(1984)

offers a useful

discursive formations.
Foucault,

framework for contrasting two

De Certeau's analysis is compatible that of

but where Foucault concentrates his analyses on changes in the

dominant discourse of societies,

de Certeau also analyzes the margin¬

alized discourses that exist within the space defined by those dominant
ways of understanding.
What I have called dominant discursive power-knowledge relations
(following Foucault),

de Certeau calls

sents dominant relations of power,
space,

it

"strategies."

Because it repre¬

strategic discourse organizes social

"assumes a place that can be circumscribed as proper

(de Certeau,

1984:xix).

Within this space,

(propre)"

a strategic discourse

provides the discursive objects that form the vocabulary and concepts
which shape the structure of what can be meaningfully said.
Also operating within the discursive space structured by a strate¬
gic discourse,

but subversively "reappropriating" the objects of that

discourse into a different system of meanings

is what de Certeau termed

"tactics."
I call a "tactic"...a calculus which cannot count on a "prop¬
er" (a spacial or institutional localization), nor thus on a
borderline distinguishing the other as a visible totality...
The "proper" is a victory of space over time.
On the con¬
trary, because it does not have a place, a tactic depends on
time (de Certeau, 1984:xix).
Within tactical discursive practices,
to be their own,

bodies

"in a system too vast

too tightly woven for them to escape from it"

(:xx)

assume subject positions that simultaneously undermine and depend on the
meanings given by strategic discourse.
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Tactical discourse is,

"like a

rented apartment.

It transforms another person's property into a space

borrowed for a moment by a transient"

(:xxi).

Which discourses compete

for the authority to represent the meanings of the above nursing text?
Nothing so simple as a strategic and a tactical discourse can be
identified,

but relatively distinct boundaries delineate strategic and

tactical elements within the many disciplinary meaning systems contest¬
ing for the authority to represent the meaning of the nurse/employee.
The strategic boundaries are largely defined by organizational,
and nursing science.

medical

Two strands of tactical resistance to scientific

discourse can be found in the "oral culture"

of Med 5 and in feminist

interpretations of the meanings within nursing.

I will refer to these

tactical strands as the discourse of caring/connecting.

Science as a Specific Discourse
Why should so many people, including psychiatrists, believe
that I am an anti-psychiatrist?
It's because they are not
able to accept the real history of their institutions...A real
science is able to accept even the shameful, dirty stories of
its beginning (Foucault, 1988a:15).
The

'ancestry'

of organizational science can be traced one genera¬

tion back to psychology and sociology,
indirectly through medicine)

two generations back

to biology.

Biology,

in turn,

(sometimes
was trans¬

formed in the early 19th century as it was placed within the metanar¬
rative of evolution and the methodology of experimental inquiry
ley,

1985;

Burke,

1985;

Boorstin,

1983).

Two authors

(Midge-

from the inaugural

issue of Administrative Science Quarterly reflect that the entrance of
organization

'science'

not a necessary

into this discourse was a project,

'evolution'

a choice,

and

of knowledge.

There is now every reason to believe that an administrative
science can be built, although the building will not be easy.
An administrative science will be an applied science, standing
approximately in relation to the basic social sciences as
engineering stands with respect to the physical sciences, or
as medicine to the biological (Thompson, 1956:103).
Placing organizational science within this discourse has
constructing the management disciplines as a specific

involved

form of knowing,

as a belief system with goals and social purposes.

Inquiry has been

bounded by the axiomatic

belief,

(but in no way inevitable)
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"that

regularities can be identified in the phenomena under consideration"
(:103).

Another explicit goal was to eliminate diversity1

knowing by replacing,
language,

"enabling

in ways of

"ephemeral professional dialects," with a common

[administrative science]

to systematize and explain

administrative phenomena which occur in related fields"

(Litchfield,

1956:7).
Abstraction is a core value within this belief system,
sustained by the belief in underlying commonalities.
a model is from concrete experience,
important

a value

The more abstract

the more powerful it is:

"An

indication of success in science is the number and range of

'concrete'

events which one set of concepts can

1956:105).

Measurement,

'explain'"

quantification and statistical

(Thompson,

significance are

tools well suited to inquiry within this belief system because they
filter knowledge into a form consistent with these core beliefs,
note that they are not,
'validity'

themselves,

the beliefs.

but

Admission of the

of qualitative methods to this belief system in no way

changes the shape of the discourse.
Thompson recognizes that
ge'"

(:104),

knowledge.
and science.

that is,
Lyotard

"'science'

is not a synonym for

'knowled¬

that there is also legitimate extra-scientific

(1984:18)

distinguishes between knowledge,

By Lyotard's definition,

learning

knowledge contains narrative and

tacit knowing as well as ethical and aesthetic values and the general
sense of

'how to'

regarding living in a community.

Learning contains

only the subset of knowledge expressible in the form of a true/false
statement.

Science imposes two more restrictions on learning:

bjects must be available for repeated access,"

"[o]-

and statements about the

object are limited to those which can be judged according to objective
criteria.
These characteristics are not weaknesses of science;
simply boundaries of this specific discourse.

they are

They constitute a

weakness only if the discursive basis of scientific knowledge is

*.

One person's

'diversity'

is another person's
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'fragmentation.'

forgotten and experimental norms come to be regarded as,
and controlled extension of common sense"
Quine

(1953),

(Kerlinger,

"a systematic

1986:4).

an empiricist philosopher of science,

more cautiously

contextualizes scientific inquiry as a loose web of statements,
determined by its boundary conditions,"
related only to each other,
interior of the field"
in empiricism as
temologically,

in which statements are directly

and only indirectly to statements in "the

(objective reality).

Quine describes his belief

"the myth of physical objects"

to the gods of Homer"

—

"comparable,

tion of the theory of evolution as a,
Similarly,

"powerful

one might refer,

1987).

Recasting this

discourse,

(like any discourse),

(Foucault,

1984a)

edge.

(1985:1)

descrip¬

folk-tale about human

without disrespect,

or the metamyth of organizational science
Carter & Jackson,

epis¬

(:44).

Quine's appeal to myth is reflected in Midgeley's

origins."

"under¬

to the myth

(Ingersoll & Adams,
in discursive terms,

1983;
scientific

can be thought of as a game of truth

with rules stipulating what can be considered knowl¬

These rules are value statements

in the sense that,

within them,

certain elements of experience are prominent and other elements are less
valued or unrepresentable.

Contextualizing Nursing Within This Discourse
How do the rules of this particular game of truth operate to bring
the interview fragment of the Med 5 nurses

into discourse?

The discus¬

sion of chapter three illustrates the boundaries of this discourse.
Emphasis on clarity,
having,
as

definition and measurement do not allow a place for

"a sense for things."

In order to represent nursing practices

important within scientific discourse,

nursing subjectivity in terms of

technical

nursing has had to construct
expertise,

discourse as the clinician and the professional.

entering this

The alternative would

be to be represented as generic labor.
Within nursing,

the three main enunciative positions one can assume

in order to speak with authority as a nurse are all strongly shaped by
scientific discourse.

(1)

As a clinician,
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the

'professional'

nurse is

constituted largely within and by the objects and concepts of medical
science.

(2)

As an administrator,

the

'professional'

nurse manager is

analogously constituted within the objects and concepts of organiza¬
tional science.

(3)

As an authorized knower of her own experience,

the

nurse researcher is constituted within experimental science.
As Kuhn
other)

(1962/1970)

discourse,

within scientific

(or any

the limits of the discourse itself are never empiri¬

cally encountered.

What can be represented is explained;

represented is invisible.
explanation.

has illustrated,

what cannot be

There is no troublesome object demanding an

To find these,

one must look beyond the discourse.

there is no analytical position outside of discourse itself,

Since

I will

attempt to illustrate some of the ways the discourse of science con¬
strains the representation of nursing experience by comparing this
strategic game of truth to a second,

The

tactical system of representation.

'Caring/Connecting2 Metamvth': A Tactical Discourse of Nursing

Nursing,

perhaps more than any other occupation,

is constituted at

the intersection of two incommensurable discursive systems.
hand,

On the one

nursing's ancestry may legitimately be traced back through applied

and experimental disciplines of clinical and administrative science.
the other,

nursing is also constituted through,

On

"the parallel evolution

of the role of women and modern professional nursing in our Western
society"

(Deloughery,

1977:v).

This is expressed in the conflicted

metaphor of the "caring profession"
1986;

Jennings,

in this term is related to the fact that,

Parsons,

in scien¬

the concepts of caring and professionalism have been

very nearly antithetical.

Lovell

physician writing of nurses as
produce,

1989;

1987).

The conflict
tific discourse,

(Benner & Wrubel,

(1981:36)

cites a turn of the century

"human commodities" because,

but they conserve values."

The caring "instinct"

"they do not
of the nurse,

often expressed by analogizing the physician/nurse/patient relationship

2. 'Caring/connecting' is an awkward neologism, but,
will elaborate later, either word alone is insufficient.
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for

reasons

I

to that of the father/mother/child,
medicine and a pervasive public
1988;

Lovell,

1981;

Connors,

has been both a constant theme of

image haunting nursing

1985).

(Garey & Hott,

This image has so thoroughly

permeated public discourse that successful nurses may receive the
unwelcome

'compliment'

that they are

"almost a doctor"

members of a distinct form of clinical practice
devaluation is

— not exemplary

(Masson,

inevitable within scientific discourse.

system focused on

'hard,'

measurable objects,

1985:70).

Such

Within a value

the conservation of values

can assume only subordinate status.
For nursing,

the double bind of public

been that in order to claim recognition,
they are not

'just'

of discourse,

discourse has

nurses have had to show that

mothers and organizational wives.

Within the terms

claiming the importance of wife/mother duties as a source

of recognition has not been an option.
to the "evolution"
of nursing,

(strategic)

When Deloughery,

of women's roles to claim the

she borrows both concepts

above,

refers

"professional"

status

from the strategic discourse of

science.
This dynamic is reproduced again and again throughout
theorizing;
course,

feminist

"[a]n important indication of the power of masculine dis¬

is the degree to which it must be relied upon in order to even

criticize it!"

(Jacobson & Jacques,

1989a:105).

Emerging from the

intersecting discursive elements of masculine/scientific/industrial
common sense,
metamyth,

however,

a different game of truth,

the caring/connecting

is beginning to be articulated.

In proposing a

'caring/connecting metamyth,'

I am not referring to

a specific institutional structure analogous to organizational science.
Rather,

I

am drawing on disparate strands of an emerging way of speaking

about women's experience in society.
(masculine)

professions

basis of a relationship
abstract principles.
psychology,

education,

Nursing is different

from other

in that nurses claim authority primarily on the
(nurse-patient),

This

instead of through a body of

intersects with a growing body of work in

philosophy,

linguistics and elsewhere attempting
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to articulate a
connection"

"women's voice,"

(Gilligan,

1982;

an "ethic of caring," or a "self-in

Jordan et ai,

1991;

Grimshaw,

1986;

Tannen,

1990).
While the relationship between nursing and feminism has been "an
uneasy alliance"
Sanchez,

(Vance,

1989:15),

Talbott,

McBride & Mason,

1985;

Morantz-

there is a resonance among all of these positions.

All are producing a vocabulary of objects and concepts one might begin
to categorize as a specific game of truth.

The Caring/Connecting Metamvth as a Specific Discourse
Virtually the whole range of Industrial employments is an
outgrowth of what is classed as woman's work in the primitive
barbarian community (Veblen, 1899/1983:5).
The experience through which knowledge of the scientific subject
has been formed has been almost exclusively male
1989b).

(Jacobson & Jacques,

The emergence of a discourse of caring/connecting reflects the

deliberate attempt to develop knowledge and knowledge structures re¬
flecting the varieties of women's social experience.
this discourse are tactical,

emerging within the space defined by the

strategic discourse of interlocking sciences;
and edging toward speech,
they are,

The strands of

mothers'

"alternatively silenced

voices are not voices of mothers as

but as they are becoming"

(Ruddick,

1989:40).

At the heart of the discourse of caring/connecting is a radical
philosophical departure from the discourse dominant in Western culture
since the Renaissance

(Bordo,

1986).

In contrast to the individuated

self of Western/scientific/industrial discourse,

the caring/connecting

metamyth advances the concept of a permeable self constituted through
relationships.
Girls learn to grow in relationship through healthy interac¬
tion with their mothers and other significant people.
The
fundamental processes of mutual relationship are mutual
engagement (attention and interest), mutual empathy, and
mutual empowerment.
Both mothers and daughters "see" and
"respond to" the other and to engage in interaction that
leaves both people feeling more aware of self and other...
[This] implies an ongoing capacity "to act in relationship,"
to consider one's actions in light of other people's needs,
feelings, and perceptions (Surrey, 1991:167)
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This "self-in-connection," removes the origin of meanings from a
presumed objective world order and relocates it in interpersonal
relations.

This has implications both for work practice and for methods

of knowing about work practice.

Seeking to represent work activities

promoting "growth in connection" leads to the realization that there ia
an entire economy of work practices that begins out of sight and ends at
what theorists of work consider to be the beginning of analysis.

An

innate characteristic of this work is that, when it is performed
competently, the worker and the work disappear. leaving no evidence that
something had to be done in the first place (cf.,

chapter eight).

Following from this observation is the realization that caring/
connecting work is absent by definition from the discourse of science
because the objects and concepts for studying
different kind of

(masculine)

'work'

are grounded in a

experience focused on things and outcomes,

not relationships and enabling.

Even when this work is represented,

once it is shaped to fit the terms, theories and values of
research,

'good'

it appears to be unimportant.

A key value stemming from the self-in-connection is that of
involvement.

This is precisely opposed to the value of abstraction in

the discourse of science.
involvement with a process,

The value of the connected worker lies in
not abstraction from it.

Knowledge is

legitimated through the situated involvement and committed engagement of
the knower.

Principles become meaningless apart from their context.

A Hidden Economy of Work
Maternal voices have been drowned by professional
(Ruddick, 1989:40)

theory.

Reading representations of work reflecting the discursive values of
caring/connecting shows entire areas of private and public work to be
invisible within the discourse of science.
is likely to be

Further, this invisible work

'women's work,' performed largely by women and consti¬

tuted through experiences socially valued as

'feminine.'

If the scien¬

tist is the archetypal subject of organizational discourse,
is the archetypal caring/connecting subject.
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the mother

In studying nursing and other feminist writing I have noticed at
least three paths through which work becomes invisible by explicit or
implicit attachment to the signifier

'mother.'

invisibility of domestic labor itself
Himmelweit & Mohun,

1977;

Hochschild,

A second,

1989).

Folbre,

ing.

Huff,

1990;

Tannen,

(Hartmann,

1982;

Fraad,

1981;

'domestic labor'

1989;

is performed invisibly,
(Kolb,

forthcom

Yet a third path concerns entire

occupations structured around activities of social
level,

'mothering.'

these occupations reproduce the

relationship illustrated in the following anecdote.
years of marriage,

1983;

area is the invisible

in mixed-gender occupations

1990).

At the organizational

Weinbaum,

Resnick & Wolff,

largely unexplored,

web of practices through which
and usually without credit,

One path involves the

After thirty-odd

a female friend and colleague took a visiting profes

sorship requiring that she and her husband work three thousand miles
apart.

One day last spring they were talking on the telephone and,

she recounts it,

as

there was an exchange something like the following as

her husband asked,
"Where are my summer clothes?"
"I put them in boxes in the attic for the winter.
Each Spring
and Fall I clean the closets and put the clothes we don't need
in the attic."
"Oh.
You know, I never thought about how, when the warm
weather came, lighter clothes just appeared in my closet."
In telling this story,

I realize with some guilt the

toiletries replenish themselves in the bathroom at home,
wife no doubt experiences differently.
characteristics pervading

'mother'

an eclectic set of sources on
1990;

Bose,

Pringle,
Weinbaum,

1983;

Howe,

1977;

Margolis,

theme in these sources
of

'women's work,'

work.

1987;

Matthews,
1984;

Dally,

a reality my

summarizes

(Gordon,

Ferguson,

1987;

way

some

This table is developed from

'women's work'

Feldberg & Sokoloff,

1988;

Table 9.1

'magical'

Kreps,

1982;

1991;

1984;
1976;

Beard,

Lunneborg,

Oakley,
Lopata,

1915).

1974;
1971;

A common

is that they are concerned with the marginality

the fact that it can pervade the entire structure of

work in society without being noticed or valued.
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Such work is often

Table 9.1: Practices Common to
THE WORK:
Content has to do
with caring or
connecting

*Women's Work'

Sequencing or connecting work of others is invisi¬
ble.
Attention goes to content, not the overall
pattern.
E.g., nursing role in coordinating other
workers (including physicians).

Taken for granted
and may not even
seem to others to
be work

Systematic practices of this work are not studied.
Getting 'ahead' interpreted as training women to
behave/perceive as men do.
Not considered a model
for positions of responsibility unless shaped around
&/or deriving status from a masculine profession.

Complexity is
presumed nonexis
tent; work is
learned 'intui¬
tively'

Presumption that the work is innately or intuitively
learned.
Federal Dictionary of Occupational Titles
(Howe, 1977), recently ranked skills required of LPN
just below that of shoveler of "chicken offal;"
skills of nurse midwife just below those of hotel
clerk; child care attendant and parking lot
attendant ranked equally.

May have techni¬
cal component,
but core is not
technical
knowledge

Core role of 'office wife' or 'physician's hand¬
maiden' is unprogrammable.
Technical tasks can be
specialized/spun off.
Cf. file clerk, typist,
receptionist re: secretary.
Cf. dietary, housekeep¬
ing, therapy re: nursing.

Labor intense;
worker must be
present through a
process

Abstraction from work is a source of status.
Physi¬
cian involved only at admission, discharge and
diagnosis.
"Upper" management farthest from produc¬
tion.
Caring/ connecting is not a point in the
process, but is the process itself.

THE WORKER:
Isolated, feels
alone with any
dissonance role
may create

Like motherhood, restricted authority, unbounded
responsibility.
Nursing is internally stratified by
class, race and certification.
Nurses often look at
themselves, not social/structural practices, to
understand problems of nursing.

Enters role as
'normal' conse¬
quence of social¬
ization

Why are most nurses, secretaries, primary caregivers
women?
Implicit 'caste system' results from strati¬
fied male/female job markets.
There is a stigma to
a man working in a 'woman's' occupation.
The dynam¬
ics producing this labor source are unstudied,
therefore not planned.

Characterized by
dependency,
therefore avail¬
ability

'Free' to act as the representative of a more power¬
ful figure.
Must be available.
Does not have
private space.
Interactions are initiated whenever
it is convenient for others.
Often associated by
others with sexual availability.

Gaining power
affirms one's
dependency

Power gained through enforcing the rules of others.
Flirting, one of the few sources of power, reinforc¬
es sexual theme.
Advancement means assimilating the
values of powerful, denying one's own.

Carrying respon¬
sibility, stress
for others

Med 5 nurse: "I have to leave my job at work because
its so emotional."
Another pays for own (secret)
AIDS regular testing to avoid loss of insurance.
Responsibility without authority for everyone else's
work performance.
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invisible and,

when visible,

is not considered complex or important.

The skills required by this work are represented — invariably by others
— as deriving from
invariably,

'common sense,'

intuition or instinct.

Almost

the basis for this work is activities of caring/connecting.

Caring/Connecting as a Structural Work Practice
To date,

the caring/connecting metamyth has been articulated with

an emphasis on caring as an emotional/affective activity.

This has

led

to warnings on the part of some feminist theorists that the emerging
"ethic of caring" might come to be used to justify women's
ability to carry the emotional baggage of society
Grimshaw,

1986;

Tronto,

1987).

'natural'

(Ferguson,

1984;

While the emotional aspect of caring is

integral to a metamyth of caring/connecting,

I would like to concentrate

on the less represented structural aspect of caring.
Ruddick cites three core characteristics of
"preservation,

growth and social acceptability"

strong connecting component;
course of science;

"maternal thinking"
(:17).

—

All three have a

all three are invisible within the dis¬

all three are excellent descriptions of nursing work.

One phrase of Ruddick's seems to capture both the spirit of these
activities and the spirit of the nursing work I observed on Med 5:
"maintaining conditions for growth."
Lunneborg
attitude."

(1990:5-8)

describes women's work as

"the helping

The interconnection of thinking and feeling is integral to

this attitude.

It does not reflect,

ble politics of universal love,"

"a warm,

(Ferguson,

mushy and wholly impossi¬

1984:172),

but a theory of

instrumental action reconceived around the concept of the self-in¬
connection.

One cares about the work at hand enough to seek whatever

connections may be needed to carry it out.

Ruddick

(1989)

describes the

connection/distinction between sentiment and connection in terms of
motherhood:
To be committed to meeting children's demand for preservation
does not require enthusiasm, or even love; it simply means to
see vulnerability and to respond to it with care rather than
abuse, indifference or flight (:19).
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The Oxford English Dictionary defines
together in sequence,

order,

or coherence."

in organizations or other social contexts,
for claiming recognition,
sional'

knowledge base),

recognition.

as:

"To join

In this sense connecting,
does not constitute authority

power or status.

Skill content

not skill ordering,

(a

'profes¬

forms the basis

for

Connecting work does not have its own outcomes;

facilitates the outcomes of others.
gy,

"connect"

it

In an outcome-centered epistemolo¬

connecting will always appear as peripheral

'cheerleading.'

Placing the Interview Text Within the "Tactical" Discourse
Moving the text of the interview transcript from the strategic
discourse of expertise to the tactical discourse of caring/connecting
changes the meanings the text can assume.

Following are four examples:

"They were so involved in theory..."
The Med 5 nurses were critical of their schooling for being
inordinately abstract,

"theoretical."

Correspondingly,

they placed high

value on learning that had occurred intersubjectively in the workplace.
The prominence of theory in nursing education is consistent with the
norms of a

'profession'

and,

thus,

with the political realities of an

occupation seeking recognition within the strategic discourse,

but there

is a tension between professional values and the representation of
nursing experience by the staff nurses themselves,

illustrating a

discursive double bind they face.
Representing this work as professional affirms its relative
importance,

but appeal to this concept places nursing within the terms

of evaluation of the paradigmatic professions,
the

'good'

less,
of

nurse appears

in discourse as a

within the strategic discourse

such as medicine.

'little doctor.'

leave').

'mother'

work,

Nonethe¬

(which structures the organization

institutional practices and the distribution of rewards)

position for

Thus

except as an absence

(e.g.,

there is no

'maternity

Thus the dominant representation of the nurse by those

privileged to speak publicly within nursing is that of professional.
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In their own,

tactical discourse,

the staff nurses are citing a key

criterion of professionalism — an abstract knowledge base — as a
problem with their education.

Like the housewife,

caught in a non-space between traditional,
of nursing as

the staff nurse is

unsympathetic representations

instinctive and the dominant strategy

(professionalism)

chosen by nurses authorized to speak within the strategic discourse
(cf.,

McClure,

1984).

Many women now view women's work outside the home merely as an
extension of women's work inside the home...Advocates of equal
rights for women...have generally identified with male defini¬
tions of power, status and significant activity in the world
(Gordon, 1991b; cf. Gordon, 1991a, Baer, 1991).
These relationships to knowledge also have acted to separate nurses
from relatively less

'professional'

taries,

waitresses,

beauticians,

connecting workers,

etc.

(Howe,

1977;

such as secre¬

Pringle,

1988).

"There's almost like a sixth sense..."
A book referred to me by several nurses over the last
From Novice to Expert

(Benner,

1984).

is

Benner speaks of the development

of nursing skill using a skills acquisition model
1980)

few years

(Dreyfus and Dreyfus,

which emphasizes the value of tacit knowledge embedded in experi¬

ence.

Within this model,

achievement of expert skill is contingent upon

transcending mere rule-based behavior to rely on
situational,

experiential,

discretionary knowledge which cannot be made

explicit in rule-based form.
the value of

"sixth sense"

concept professional

(extra-scientific)

Benner explicitly attempts to establish

in nursing practice,

but again the discursive

functions as a double bind for the staff nurse.

Benner's choice to work within the limits of the concept of
'profession'
in that

is a positive contribution to

'advancing'

nursing practice

it provides a site for contesting the meanings of nursing work

within the strategic discourse.

There is also a cost to this strategy

in terms of what can/must be represented.

Benner speaks of knowledge

acquisition as a cycle beginning with rules and moving beyond rules
broader experience.

This,

in turn,

into

permits elaboration of the rules.

The starting and ending point of this
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learning cycle is the form of

explicit rules amenable to the formation of a

'professional'

knowledge

base.
In large part,
They represent
ence.

the Med 5 nurses are speaking of a different cycle.

"sixth sense"

knowledge as

first encountered in experi¬

It becomes part of an orally-experientially transmitted caring

culture,

which feeds back into personal knowledge.

Such knowledge

practices may never be externalized in professional rules or written
text of any sort.

Thus,

the meanings attached to these practices by

those involved in them are visible only to the care-giving community who
alone participate in the oral,
senting "a sixth sense"

tactical practitioner discourse repre¬

as not dependent upon a

'professional'

structure

of explicit rules.
This invisibility constitutes both the strength and limitation of
this

form of resistance to the dominant discourse.

These tactical

discursive practices do not have the power to challenge the adequacy of
professional subject space as a way of representing the nurse.

They

exist within and use the vocabulary of strategically-defined discursive
space,

but they use this space

with respect to ends and references foreign to the system they
had no choice but to accept...[T]heir use of the dominant
social order deflected its power, which they lacked the means
to challenge" (de Certeau, 1984:xiii).
Rooney

(1991)

has recently attempted to articulate this tension as

a general philosophical problem.

Addressing a point raised by Lawrence

Blum — that parental caring is composed of a
lar principle is called for)
Rooney asks,

and knowing how

"knowing that

(a particu¬

(to apply the principle)

—

does parental caring have to stem from an abstract princi¬

ple at all:
I would suggest, however, that there is a sense of knowing how
in such situations which involves both knowing that the child
is in danger as well as knowing how to attend to the child,
but without requiring a separable knowing that a particular
principle is applicable (:352).
Rooney asks,
problem here?'"

"[djoesn't Blum have a

'one principle too many'

Her point is that not only is the concept of an

abstract principle superfluous to the situation,
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it is also — within a

philosophy which values abstraction — more real than the concrete
situation it represents.
to be represented as
knowledge,
'serious'

In order to be knowledge at all,

following from principles.

following from relationship,

knowing has

The source of caring

is thus unrepresentable within

discourse such as medical or organizational

science.

Note also that the nurses do not speak of gaining "a sense for
things"
value

over time except

"silly feelings."

course,

in the sense that it takes time to learn to
What develops over time — in addition,

of

to expertise — is entry into the tactical discourse of caring/

connecting within which this feeling,

that was there all along,

is

representable as important.

"People on the outside don't generally think of that..."
It

is not an inherent quality of oral-folk knowledge to be invisi¬

ble — except within a culture in which authority and rewards are
negotiated through technological/professional discursive relations.
technical

"games of truth,"

principles is permitted;

In

reliance on an explicit body of abstract

reliance on folk knowledge is dismissed.

Because a tactical discourse such as that of caring/connecting operates
within the space and the vocabulary of the strategic discourse,
representable,

but representation systematically transforms the meanings

of the subordinate discourse into the
meanings

system.

these practices,
It

'common sense'

but not their form"

(de Certeau,

To see it at all,

one must look away from the content of
"sequence,

When the enacted text of nursing is

scientific discourse,

1984:xviii).

to representing caring/con¬

practices and develop an appreciation of their
coherence."

of the strategic

"Statistical investigation grasps the material of

is precisely form that is critical

necting work.

it is

interpreted through

with its emphasis on expertise,

disappears and caring appears as

'affect.'

order or

connection

The status of

'professional'

nursing comes to be contested in terms of nursing's expert knowledge.
Only by entering the tactical discourse of the workplace can one find
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resistance to the dominant representation.

As a result,

"people on the

outside don't generally think of that..."

"It's kind of like what a mother feels..."
Interestingly,

none of the nurses in this interview are mothers and

the topic was not raised by me prior to its suggestion by one of the
nurses.

I had been forewarned by the nurse manager that I would find

all her staff nurses to be managers,

but I

appealing to a different representation,

found the nurses themselves

that of the mother.

Discursive Tension? Mothers and Managers
The Med 5 nurses can be represented as similar to Mintzberg's CEOs.
They could also,

by their own description,

be compared to mothers.

The

choice of representations — not the work itself — will have an extreme
influence on the way nursing practice will enter public discourse.
Within scientific/industrial/masculine discourse,
gerial'

has high status.

work that is

'mana¬

The organizational research disciplines speak

directly to the manager and orient their activities toward the solution
of managerial problems.
Work that is

'mothering'

has

low status.

understanding of organizational problems.

It

is not studied for

Organizational expertise is

not offered for the solution of mothering problems.
presumed to exist in organizations.
thinking is,

Mothers are not

Within this discourse,

"thinking about mothers and children by

'maternal'

'experts'

who hope

to be heard by mothers rather than to hear what mothers had to say"
(Ruddick,

1989:11).

Metaphorically,

interest to this discourse is

and often literally,

'father'

with authority one must assume a

work

'father'

(Weinbaum,

position

and children are spoken about as objects3 within,

what is of

1983).

To speak

(the expert).

not subjects of,

Women
the

discourse.

3. This is an obverse illustration of the difference between caring
as an emotion and caring/connecting work.
The 'fathers' who speak about,
not to, the women and children, may very well love them, but this emotion
is expressed in terms of guardianship, not terms of co-equal growth in
relationship.
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The Nursing Literature:

Conflicting Strategies and Tactics

If one listens to what nurses say about their own occupation,
dissatisfaction with the terms of public discourse is readily evident:
We would now suggest that neither the professional nor trade
union model is directly applicable to nursing because both are
in effect masculine strategies in a male-dominated, patriar¬
chal society.
Professionalization is a male, middle-class and
upper-class strategy, while trade unionism is a masculine
working-class strategy.
The problem, of course, is that
nursing is neither predominantly male nor homogeneous in terms
of class (Short & Sharman, 1987:198-9).
Jennings & Meleis
"necessary,

(1988:58)

but not sufficient"

claim that management models are
for nursing because,

among other things,

they overlook the interaction of:
The male-dominated practice of medicine and the female-domi¬
nated practice of nursing...Just as the medical model alone is
not suited to the clinical practice of nursing, so the sole
reliance on management and administrative theories from other
disciplines is not apropos for the practice of nursing admin¬
istration (:59).
Reading the nursing literature,

it quickly became apparent to me

that nurses authorized to speak from this enunciative position do not
represent nursing as an occupation existing to assist to medicine.
Rather,

they articulate a complete and coherent discourse about health

and illness,

dependent on medicine only through social power-knowledge

relationships.
nurses

The problem of representation encountered by these

is that the terms of strategic discourse keep returning nursing

to the world of organizational or medical values.
It seems that nursing administration has gone from the male
medical model to the male business model with nary a blink of
the eye.
Staff nurses do not fit either model.
Staff nurses
are closer to the relationally oriented feminist model of
empowerment.
To empower practicing nurses, administrators
need to listen to the world view from the staff perspective
(Chandler, forthcoming:13).
Masson

(1985)

identifies five qualitative differences between

"masculine" medicine and "feminine"
Problem solving
Reliance on technology
Standard disease treatment
Culture-free prescription
Autonomy as independence

nursing:
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
vs.
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Nurturing
Reliance on time/presence
Unique whole-person treatment
Culture-bound, interpersonal
Autonomy as interdependence

Masson points out that only the masculine side of these pairings is
likely to be recognized and valued within discourse outside of nursing.
Because one side of the difference does not speak for itself,

it is

little realized outside of nursing that the interests of nursing authors
are not restricted to issues internal to hospital nursing departments,
but extend to alternative visions for the configuration of health care
itself

(Allan & Hall,

1988; Maglacas,

1988).

In public discourse,

medical diagnosis functions as a synonym for health care; organizational
discourse shapes

'nurse management'

turnover and stress management.

into a discourse about motivation,

Thus nursing is contained within a

space that cannot threaten the structure of the dominant discursive
relationships.

Henry & LeClair

structural power dynamic.

(1987)

Elliott

explicitly name this as a

(1989)

also speaks of the ways:

Subordination occurs...routinely and systematically, at the
structural intersections of professional boundaries such as
payment charts, third-party payment policies, and the state
...where 'the means of communication and interpretation' owned
by the male-dominated professions of medicine and health care
finance, plus the state, prevail (:539).
Despite recognition of these relationships,

there is parallel

recognition that bringing new objects and concepts into public discourse
is next to impossible;

"[w]hat is it about caring

our health care industry)
(Hays,

1989:202).

(and the language of

that makes writing about care so difficult?"

A large portion of the answer would seem to be that

caring is not of major concern to medicine,

science or management and,

since public discourse is shaped by these institutions, the practices of
caring are not looked for; terms for expressing caring barely exist;
theories direct knowledge toward objects and outcomes,

leave caring work

in the shadow of more discursively visible activity.
One can see the nurse textualized in the nursing literature in a
way that reaches both toward the strategic discourse of science and
expertise and toward the tactical discourse of caring/connecting.

The

conflict this creates is not one which cannot be resolved by compromise,
because there is no neutral discursive space between the two positions;
one must speak within available discursive space.
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What can be accom-

plished by viewing this situation as a discursive problem is to under¬
stand the conflict as something other than a failure of nurses to be
professional.
As a textual practice,

the nursing literature is not fully in the

space of scientific/expert discourse.

This partial inclusion can be

used as an opportunity for resistance by exploiting the subversive
possibilities of the logical non sequitur 'caring profession,' by
showing the inadequacy of the subject space

'professional' to contain

all of the meanings nurses attempt to bring into this discourse,

to

"name the nameless so that it can be thought”

citing

(Ruddick,

1989:40;

Audre Lourde).
Simultaneously, there is a danger that cannot be eliminated from
this practice.

As long as nurses put the object

'professional'

into

discourse, they run the risk of further marginalizing the tactical
discourse of caring/connecting.
sional'

To enter the subject position 'profes¬

can be a useful tactic for resistance,

but to imagine that

nurses are professionals is to accept the strategic discourse as reality
and to sever connections between the authorized voices of nursing and
the tactical voices whose meanings circulate ephemerally in a discourse
operating around and between,

but not through,

the written text of

nursing.
Carinq/Connectinq Within a Discourse of Control and Abstraction
I have said that abstraction is a primary value of the discourse of
science and that connection is a primary value of the discourse of
caring/connecting.

This is more than an intellectual difference;

it

constitutes the power-knowledge axis of a core social power relation¬
ship.

Consider the physician and the CEO.

The physician spends very

little time with the patient, but controls admission,
writing of orders.

Through a small investment of time, the general

shape of activities around the patient
associated with control)
normal(ized)

discharge and the

can be

(and the status and reward

'managed.'

Similarly,

a CEO in the

organization is more distant from the work of the organiza-
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tion than any other member,
status and control.

but this abstraction is a source of power,

Both subjects gain authority through attachment to

the strategic discourse ordering work space and work processes.
Conversely, the nurse, who makes the outcome happen, must be
connected to the work process itself through time.

Involvement is

integral to the role s/he plays and recognition of this activity is
proportionately lower.

Attachment to the dominant discourse is neces¬

sary as a source of authority for the nurse also, but this is a subordi¬
nate authority, the authority to carry out the wishes of others.

Like

the production worker, the nurse who must engage in the process of
delivering the product carries less status than members of the adminis¬
trative hierarchy.

This is true both within the organization and in

relations with the larger society.

Abstraction and connection integral¬

ly influence what will be represented
will be invisible

(and therefore valued)

and what

(and therefore not valued).

In the case of health care, the resistance of nursing discourse to
the power-knowledge of medicine,

organizations and

'common sense'

potentially challenges the relations determining who will receive health
care, the form of that health care will take,
care will be funded,
themselves.

the methods by which that

and finally, the definition of health and illness

This does not become a public debate,

however, because

neither the nursing model of health nor the values through which nurses
know their work are amenable to abstract representation.

A conspiracy

of the powerful is not necessary to produce this silencing;
passively enforced by the machinery of

'common sense'

it is

discourse.

A Skills Acquisition Problem
One way these discursive tensions represent an organizational
problem is in regard to skills acquisition.

In current practice,

it is

widely accepted that the wise administration assesses and plans to
secure a dependable supply of critical resources

(e.g.,

Thompson,

1967).

Only those resources represented in organizational discourse can
possibly be considered as potentially critical.
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If,

as on Med 5,

the

operation of the organization is critically dependent upon invisible
skills invisibly maintained through tactical discursive practices,
efforts can be made to assess the process of securing,
rewarding (nurturing?)

no

developing and

those skills until they are represented in the

strategic discourse which structures administrative decision making.
The ongoing supply of a critical resource is left to chance.

Such has

been the case with nursing and such is the case with the entire economy
of caring/connecting work.
For illustration,

contrast the representation of medicine and

nursing within information systems theory.

While the expert medical

practitioner uses tacit knowledge and judgment to perform diagnosis,

the

explicit theoretical rules governing this practice are a fair represen¬
tation of the process.

What is present in discourse is what is most

important to the occupation.

Note,

for instance, the success of

artificial intelligence diagnosis programs such as MYCIN (Barr &
Feigenbaum,

1982),

in which rule-based "expert system" software can

compete favorably with live physicians in accurately diagnosing disease.
Such systems might be useful to supplement peripheral nursing activi¬
ties,

but development of such a system for the core functions of nursing

is unthinkable because caring/connecting rests largely on activity to
determine what needs attention after all of the experts have applied
their rules.
Studying nurses as an organizational theorist,

I have asked myself

what activities done by members of this occupation could not be done by
another occupation without re-creating something like a nurse.

The

answer I would presently give is that nursing's distinctive competency,
the

one

to

all

zation,

is

that

care
to

appearances necessary for
the nurse

is

the

the functioning of

one person

the

about

anything that might happen

in

connect

any parties who need to be

connected in

successful

outcome for the patient.
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the

on

unit

universe

of

the

organi¬

whose job is
the patient

order to

assure

a

to
and

This is not represented or representable in the terms and struc¬
tures of organizational theory (If it could be seen, why has organiza¬
tional research so consistently passed over it?).

Consider the 87 times

per day these nurses passed information between other parties.
now a complex activity,
the nurse

now three activities at once,

'manages' to bring everything together, then disappears from

the outcomes of others,
ing,

now a simple one,

Doing

her work largely (un)represented by the sequenc¬

ordering and coherency of a unit whose operation can be

(and

dependably is) taken for granted within organizational and clinical
discourse4.
Having made a unique and critical contribution through activities
that are not publicly representable, the nurse is left to claim authori¬
ty either in technical expertise or in the relationship with the
patient.

At best,

technical proficiency will lead to a representation

of the nurse as a lesser doctor;
a technician

at worst s/he will be misrepresented as

(if there is one thing the staff nurse is not it is

narrowly focused).

Claiming the relationship with the patient as a

basis for authority, without a framework for valuing the structural
importance of caring/connecting,
as-cheerleader,

is easily trivialized into the nurse-

just another smiling (and optional)

face replaceable by

an aide with six weeks' training.
Nursing as Knowledge Work?
But what does this imply in terms of my analysis of knowledge work?
I would like to suggest here that the nurse is not so much a knowledge
worker as a learning worker.

This is both a source of nursing's

invisibility to organizational theory and the reason such nurses may be
paragon workers for understanding the post-industrial future of work.
The concept of knowledge work reflects the current object/outcome
oriented discourse of work.

Knowledge is conceptualized as a form of

4. A friend and colleague has pointed out that I have used 'outcome'
in this argument in a masculine sense in that I have implicitly treated
only instrumental outcomes as real.
This suggests one point from which
the line of questioning I am developing in this chapter might be extended.
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capitalizable asset,

embodied in the worker, with whom the organization

must contend for control.

In chapter six,

I traced the emergence of

this form of knowledge work to the 1880s.

In this sense,

worker and 1'employS are the same subject.

the knowledge

It is because this worker

has been around for a century that pronouncements of the 21st century
emergence of the knowledge worker make little sense when scrutinized.
What may be emerging in the learning worker,

is a worker whose

value lies not in static knowledge content, but in what s/he knows how
to learn.

Because this knowledge must be constantly renewed,

connection to the work situation,
be exercised in abstraction.

it cannot be capitalized,

in

nor can it

It escapes from current discourse because

the objects and concepts now constituting discursive reality represent
objectified knowledge,

not the ability to learn.

The professional is not the learning worker.
learns what is already known (by experts)
relations of power.

The professional

and already controlled by

The manager and the employee also learn what is

known and enter a controlled system of industrial relations.

The

learning worker escapes from this discourse because her/his value lies
in knowing what is not yet known and for which relations of powerknowledge have not been established.
To represent the learning worker within current organizational
discourse opens up a subject space whose relations with the discourse
have yet to be established.

Unlike the knowledge worker, who is

established within the strategic discourse as a subspecies of profes¬
sional,

the learning worker — if the Med 5 nurses are any indication —

may be supported by tactical relationships,
produce without capitalizing"

(de Certeau,

"everyday practices that
1984:xx).

Such a worker can

be marginalized to prevent a direct challenge to the strategic dis¬
course,
ized,

but s/he cannot easily be brought into this discourse,

capital¬

and contained by discursive power-knowledge relationships.
Like the incipient employee represented in 1877 as

'labor,' the

learning worker challenges the present order of industrial relations.
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This is not because s/he will be the agent of a revolution,

but because

s/he has been produced by a revolution that has already begun in social
relations of power between work,
As

in 1870-1920,

workers and the world of organizations.

power-knowledge relations have outrun discourse;

wherever the learning worker enters the strategic discourse,
becomes l'employ6.

s/he

Discourse then works against the production of the

learning worker as it once worked against the production of the employ¬
ee.

Slouching Towards Bethlehem
And what rough beast, its hour come round at last,
Slouches towards Bethlehem to be born?
(Yeats, 1962:91)
Finally,

after what must seem a very convoluted journey,

it is

through the learning worker that I return to the question posed in
chapter one:
ment?

what will be the future of organizational theory develop¬

Perhaps it will now be more clear why I do not seek an answer to

this question in the direction of methodological refinement.
tional discourse,

as a privileged position from which to speak about

arose with l'employe.

work practices,

Organiza¬

practices within which the control,

It is

legitimated through social

direction and

'development'

of the

employee can be represented as an important social problem.

L'employe,

however,

is a historically specific subject space

constructed around the working body,

a space shaped by problems and

social relations specific to the milieu from which it emerged.
zational

science has been created and sustained by practices

ing the need for an expert discourse about the employee,
sive relations

shift,

as they did in 1870-1920,

space for the working body,

legitimat¬

but if discur¬

producing a new subject

these sustaining practices disappear.

In the remaining chapter,

I will examine the claim that the current

malaise in organizational theory development is located,
ual theories or theorists,

Organi¬

not in individ¬

but in the discursive system within which

theorists must place themselves in order to make claims about organiza¬
tional practice.

Increasingly,

the discourse of those engaged in
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organizational practices occurs outside the academic discourse of the
employee — between workers, between organization members and consul¬
tants,

in

'practitioner' or popular writing.

As it does so,

the manage¬

ment disciplines face a growing crisis of legitimacy.
On the one hand, the management

'disciplines'

can stress rigor,

admitting only knowledge of the employee which builds on prior knowledge
in scientifically acceptable fashion,
(1988).

as advocated by Webster & Starbuck

This will keep interpretations of the working body within the

discourse of the employee, but possibly at the price of the discourse
itself becoming severed from the institutional relationships sustaining
it.

On the other hand,

subject,

legitimating discursive practices around a new

such as the learning worker,

challenges the privilege of

organizational science to articulate the meaning of this subject.

Who

will articulate the meaning of this subject and from what position(s)
they will speak is once again contestable.
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CHAPTER X
MANAGING FOR THE 20th [SJC]
Dunce:

CENTURY:

IMPLICATIONS FOR THEORIZING

The word dunce comes from the name of John Duns Scotus, an eminent thirteenth-century scholastic theo¬
logian.
In the early sixteenth century the humanist
scholars of classical Greek and Latin and the reli¬
gious reformers criticized the Dunses, or followers
of Scotus, for their resistance to the new learning
of the Renaissance and the new theology of the
Reformation.
By the end of the sixteenth century
dunse or dunce had acquired its current meaning "a
stupid person."
(Word Mysteries & Histories r Houghton Mifflin)

In chapter one,

I noted that these turbulent times could be

exciting for researchers of organizations.

Instead,

ing malaise about the state of theory development.

one finds

increas¬

Simultaneously,

comparing any recent Harvard Business Review with available policy/OT/
OB/HRM texts,

or contrasting themes from the

'popular'

management

literature with those appearing in major research journals shows a gulf
to be developing between organizational researchers and the workers and
managers they study.

New problems and practices which are pervading

large organizations

(diversity,

ethics,

international management.

Quality Management,

self-managing teams,

etc.)

Total

have entered organiza¬

tional theory — when they have entered at all — only as additional
topics added to the now-traditional structures of

'disciplinary'

organizational knowledge.
While the need for relevance in research is routinely professed,
new problems of organizing do not enter theory based on relevance,

but

on correspondence with prior theories,

most of them developed to address

problems of a past,

Where "relevance and rigor"

diverged,

industrial order.

have

the management disciplines have overwhelmingly chosen to

follow rigor

(Staw,

1985)

— so also did the followers of John Duns

Scotus.

A Lesson From History
Relations between organizations and business schools were not a
necessary condition for the creation of large organizations.
shown in chapters six and seven,

As

I have

the academy developed relationships
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with large organizations at a relatively late point in their emergence.
At the turn of the century,
ment was

the teaching of

(primarily railroad)

still an experiment at a few colleges.

manage¬

Railroad executives

themselves were free to admit that this was as much a political expedi¬
ent

for recruiting

a means of

'officers'

not sympathetic with the unions as it was

instrumentally educating workers.

As the relationship between organizations and academe developed,
radically new set of relationships with industry were forged.

a

These

changes were called for as much by reformers such as Jane Addams as by
corporate executives.
through an

Through these processes,

'industrial revolution' which,

structures the notions of specialization,

education itself went

"reproduced in the academic
production,

and marketability

which were already valued as sustainers of economic development"
1987:64).

(Calas,

Education emerged from these transformations as a standard¬

ized mass producer of a commercial product.
The appearance of new,
the most obvious

hours

standardized course content,

'grading,'

for class,

academic disciplines

indication of these changing relations.

ranking of students,
fine levels of

professional,

a

the

written examinations,

of study — were all radical

the latter half of the nineteenth century
secondary schools,

Hierarchical

teacher training and certification,

'course'

(Bledstein,

'vocational movement'

file to follow the college-trained

'officers'

is only

regular

innovations in

1976).

In public

helped produce a rank and
of industry.

Courses as

innocuous as grammar school art were introduced by reforms oriented
toward developing mechanical drawing skills needed by an industrializing
society.
Organizational/academic relations have become increasingly elabo¬
rated as sites of disciplinary knowledge of the worker — new
sions'

'profes¬

authorized to articulate expert knowledge of the employee — have

proliferated in organizations.

Most of these experts have sought the

certification of the universities.

Today,
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it seems quite natural that

success in business is dependent upon business education,
not always the case.

but this was

Need the relationship continue?

Industrial Education / Post-Industrial Society
Braudel

(1981,

1982,

1984)

offers examples over five centuries of

institutions and industries moving out of as well as into relations of
production such as those currently sustaining the management disci¬
plines.

Farming has become capitalist where profit margins were

sufficient, but remained a peasant industry where margins were narrow or
uncertain.

Industry has aggregated when profits could be made on a

large scale and reverted to small shop or cottage production when
profits were better in other areas.
between extracting,

These relations have shifted freely

producing, trading and financial sectors.

All that

has been constant is the mobility and power of the system of relations:
"The chief privilege of capitalism, today as in the past,
ability to choose"

(Braudel,

1982:

621).

remains the

Is there any reason to imagine

that the relationship between the university and business should be
immune from this contingency?
In the emergence of organizational discourse, two distinctive roles
have been played by the university.

One has been that of custodian

(through the language and values of the sciences)

of the founding values

of the discourse of objectivity.

The second,

certify,

the objective expertise of the

through degree programs,

related,

role has been to

industrial manager and professional.
It is impossible to overestimate the facilitating value of these
roles when they emerged a century ago,
of U.S.

at a point where the institutions

society were widely believed to be in imminent danger of self-

immolation at the hands of the vested interests of capital and labor.
The authority of the discourse of manegglare rested in its ability to
'objectively'

represent its knowledge of what constituted

work for a fair day's pay.'

'a fair day's

It's arm's length relationship to knowledge

provided a basis for constituting a new,
work.
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socially safe,

discourse of

The current privileged position of the management disciplines in
the university perhaps owes more to this discursive role than to the
discipline's ability to produce a science of organizing.

In 1990,

Oliver Williamson asserted that an "incipient science of organization"
is beginning to emerge

(Stone,

1991:816).

Williamson's view was shared

by Freeman Hunt — but Hunt wrote in 1856.

The intervening 134 years,

span the history of l'employe as the normal(ized) worker of society and
the appearance of the management disciplines,

shaped around this worker.

That the principles of this science are still "incipient" has not
prevented the development of disciplinary relationships between organi¬
zations,

the management disciplines and workers.

In the management disciplines,
medium is indeed the message.

to use McLuhan's famous phrase, the

The graduating college senior who has

forgotten the key variables of expectancy theory has still learned to
appear at a scheduled time, to sit in rows and columns of desks,
hierarchically ranked by grade level and
seek answers,

not to raise questions.

'quality' point average,

Industrialized education

thus contributes to producing the task-centered worker

member,

to

S/he has learned to do the task

at hand without questioning its relevance.

organizational psychology.

to be

'discovered' by

In the production of this organizational

one can see an institutional response to the labor question and

the works management question from which the management disciplines
emerged.
But,

if production of a science of the employee has not been a

requirement for the academy's entry into the disciplinary relations of
organizing,

it seems unlikely that rigor and validity will slow the

unravelling of these relationships should practitioner and academic dis¬
courses of work diverge.
ment disciplines,

I am not predicting the demise of the manage¬

but I am attempting to show that,

because the social

position of management discourse is supported by mobile and historically
specific power-knowledge relationships,
possibility.
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such a demise is a distinct

It seems dangerously complacent not to ask what value industrial
education can offer to post-industrial society.

If educational rela¬

tions with business and society were transformed in the nineteenth
century by changes in the social organization of work,
that the transformation of industrial society,

is it not likely

accelerating since the

1950s, may eventually result in yet another configuration of the
relationships between education, business and society?
Genealogy and Analysis of Organizational Discourse
Within the current structure of organizational research, this
question is not only unaddressed, but unaddressable.

There is no

framework for studying these shifting relationships because the rela¬
tionships themselves structure the meanings that can be produced in
organizational discourse.

The functionalist may question individual

theories, but has no means for questioning the limits of scientific
knowledge itself.
meaning,

The interpretive researcher may seek subjective

but has no basis for asking how subjects are produced.

The

Marxist cannot inquire into the limits of class analysis because class
relations form the framework for Marxian analysis.

From any of these

positions, the discourse of the employee is embedded in the logic of the
framework one must use to produce knowledge.

Thus,

the boundaries of

what can be said in organizational discourse continue to be set by the
works management question, the labor question and the trust question.
Calas & Smircich,

commenting on the recent call for innovation in

management education contained in the Porter-McKibbin report,

reflect a

similar view:
[To call for] "change and innovation" is hardly more than a
restatement of the traditional, exhausted and soon-to-beobsolete way of speaking that is typical in the American
business school...It is the discourse we in schools of manage¬
ment have created and perpetuated, a discourse that pretends
to be offering alternatives, but doesn't.
It is also a
discourse that re-inscribes the same values under a rhetoric
of change, and, in doing so, ends up closing off possibilities
for change (Calas & Smircich, 1990:698).
Genealogical inquiry offers one possible approach to developing a
dialogue about these changing relationships.
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The genealogical research-

er is no more capable of speaking from outside the discourse of manage¬
ment than any other scholar, but, unlike functionalist,
radical research positions,
limits of discourse.

interpretive and

genealogy offers tools for studying the

By researching how the taken-for-granted came to

be taken for granted, by seeking to identify points of resistance
between discourses and by analyzing points of contradiction within
discourses,

genealogy makes possible another way of approaching the

problems of organizational knowledge development.
While genealogical research itself cannot be hypothesis testing,
genealogy does not require the elimination of hypothesis-testing
methodologies in the production of knowledge.
do complicate the scientific project,

Genealogical assumptions

however, by bringing objectivity

into the realm of analysis as a cultural value.

Genealogical reflection

on scientific inquiry is one means by which science can be embedded
within a broader discussion of its boundaries and its role as a value
system.

Genealogy provides a framework for understanding knowledge as a

dynamic interaction between language and practice,

and for seeking to

explore the discursive power-knowledge relationships structuring
meaning.
Genealogical inquiry is not a solution for problems of representa¬
tion.

In fact, genealogy would lead one to be skeptical of the possi¬

bility of anything as unproblematic as a solution.

It is,

of the few methods available for beginning to ask whether,

however, one
as partici¬

pants in the discourse of organizing, we might avoid the fate of the
Dunsmen.
L'Employe

as a Problem of Representation

There is an exercise I have used in half a dozen classes with
undergraduates and MBAs in two schools.

On a checklist containing

twelve characteristics a job might have,

they are asked to rank the

characteristics in order of importance for themselves in their own
career.

On a separate list,

"average employee."

they are asked to do the same for the

Everyone,

of course,
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rates salary highly.

Beyond

this,

students invariably select radically different qualities for them¬

selves and for the
who is this

'average' employee.

'average'

The question I then raise is:

employee?

In describing what they imagined to be the average employee,
students generally produce an image of a white, male hardhat worker in
an assembly-line environment working for twenty dollars an hour.
'average' worker is not at all average.
endangered species
What the

(Sweeney & Nussbaum,

Statistically,

'he'

This

is an

1989).

'average' employee does represent very accurately is the

normalized employee around which the discipline of managing and the
disciplines of knowledge about managing grew.

If the

"average" employee

were average, motivation would be a key problem in the work place.
the "average" worker were average,

leadership would be necessary.

the "average" worker were average,

absenteeism, turnover and job

performance would be central administrative issues.

If
If

Whether s/he is

average or not, this representation facilitates the reproduction of
industrial power-knowledge relationships by serving as a foil against
which the more demographic ally average future managerial employee
sitting in the class constitutes him/herself as an organizational
subject

through difference from the

'average'

employee.

But, what does it mean when the product of management schools
assume their subject status as managers in relation to an employee who
is marginal to contemporary organizational practices?
from their privileged status to ignominy,

The Dunsmen fell

not because of the falsity of

the Scholastic philosophy they espoused, but because the material
conditions of secular, mercantile Renaissance Europe produced new
relations of power intersecting with another discourse,
cism.

that of Empiri¬

Knowledge of 1'employe is similarly historically and culturally

situated.

To represent the body of the worker as that of

'the employee'

is, by that very act of representation, to foreground certain problems
and to invoke a specific set of solutions to the problems of organizing.
For instance, the day I interviewed Janet,
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the manager of Med 5,

as

we were wrapping up,
CN IVs1.

she began to talk about Mary and Barbara.

But they have quite different styles and aspirations.

is patient-focused,

Barbara

minimizes her involvement in administrative matters,

and hopes to make a career of bedside nursing.

Mary is working on a

master's degree and hopes to someday be a director of nursing.
spoke of how nursing needed both of them and how,
ences,

Both are

Janet

despite their differ¬

both were examples of excellent nursing practice.

When I bring Barbara and Mary into organization theory in the
category

'nurse'

(or worse,

'employee')

I

create an abstract homogeniza¬

tion of these two distinct ways of doing nursing.

If examples of

excellent practice were selected from other nursing situations,

I'm sure

a large group of Marys and Barbaras could be assembled who were differ¬
ent from each other,

but doing work called nursing.

Within the current discourse of organization theory,

the mechanisms

for knowing are geared to represent the commonalities between these
workers

(and between them and foundry workers).

administration,
mature,

discussions of whether

are experiencing stress,

shared between

(or imposed upon)

'nurses'

'they'

etc.

are professional,

are

focuses on elements of experience
different workers.

The same may be said of software workers.
that

Even within nursing

are or are not professional,

Different studies show

are or are not change resistors

This body of work does not help me to understand the differences

between software communities or individuals.
differences as well as similarities,
similarities;

they

'control'

Instead of elaborating

our available tools re-present only

for differences.

Controlling differences

is not something resulting from a particular researcher's
nor is

it specific to a particular theory.

Controlling,

intentions,
universalizing

and hierarchically arranging differences are practices embedded in the
system of knowledge currently dominant in the discourse of organiza¬
tions.

1.

To be deemed competent,

research must adhere to these norms.

The top rank of the clinical

ladder.
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Integration of difference into a common framework was the originat¬
ing condition of the discourse of il maneggio.

Within this discourse,

worker demands for co-determination have been reconstructed as worker
needs for the right job and good supervision.
implications of worker demands

The potentially radical

for meaningful work has been reconstruct¬

ed as differences between Theory X / Theory Y methods of
The value systems of other cultures are

'managed'

'handling.'

into the existing

corpus of knowledge as international management.
This new way of representing created a space within which the
'natural'

domain of owners and managers was the control and direction of

organizations.
innate

Correspondingly,

'needs'

of the task-centered worker created a space for repre¬

senting forms of worker
outcomes.
meanings

the discovery by social science of the

Conversely,

'motivation'

unrelated to organizational

unless the worker could represent his/her

in terms of task-centered work,

tional discourse.

The work,

s/he had no voice in organiza¬

the worker and the world of this period

developed a new common sense that produced a new subject.

The task-

centered worker is neither more nor less real than the industrial order
itself.

S/he is an ongoing response in organizational discourse to the

labor question and the works management question.
But today,
of business.
questioned.
position;

these questions are no longer central to the discourse

The legitimacy of managerial capitalism is not popularly
To be a "hireling for life"

it is actively sought,

top schools of business.

is no longer a degraded

even by the best and the brightest from

Management is widely used as if it has an

unproblematic meaning — to manage is to manage employees for the
of the organization.'
ted into

'common sense'

Manager,
as

'good

employee and organization have sedimen¬

if they were real and timeless entities

instead of discursively constructed representations whose meanings rest
on dynamic,

unstable and multiply meaning-laden social power-knowledge

relationships.
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But today,

a new work order is emerging which represents the worker

in terms of flexibility,
and quality.

innovation and concern for customers,

The task-centered worker him/herself

represented as a problem within this discourse.

is coming to be

Having been laboriously

produced through a century of discursive practice,
is shifting to represent the bad worker.

outcomes

1'employe's meaning

I do not state this as a

problem from the perspective of one critical of the management disci¬
plines.

Rather,

the discourse of management,

tuted and by its own assumptions,

as it is currently consti¬

is increasingly unable to offer

conceptual models useful for the problems posed within that discourse as
the problems of the next decades.

Internal Contradictions of the Discourse of the Employee
The sudden prominence of Total Quality Management
business — the

"Quality Imperative"

— illustrates,

these contradictions.

(Business Week,

(TQM)

October 25,

Worklife,

1991)

Around TQM are coalescing many of

the central workplace issues of the last decade-and-a-half,
Japanese management techniques,

in American

self-managing work groups.

such as
Quality of

flexible production and others.

Driving this new way of talking about work is the widely held
perception that companies need new models of organizing in order to
adapt to rapidly changing,

global markets.

technologies and systems.

These,

restructuring.

in turn,

This requires new production
require workplace and job

Technical and mechanical systems alone,

not achieve what General Electric,
"boundaryless organization."
sor to 1'employe.

in its

however,

will

1990 annual report calls the

TQM also requires a new worker,

In this changing discourse,

a succes¬

the task-centered worker

is being re-constituted as the customer-centered worker.
A recent consulting study2 of over 7,000 employees in 120 units of
a major telecommunications company I will call Telecom suggests that
this customer-centered worker may indeed be identifiable in even very

2. I would like to thank Alan Peterfreund of Peterfreund Associates,
Amherst, MA, for permission to cite this study.
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traditional organizational environments.

Some findings of this study

indicate that:
Fostering communications with the customer is associated with
worker perceptions of management leadership quality.
Worker participation per se was not highly related to percep¬
tions of business success, but employee involvement efforts
focused on satisfying customers were.
Perceptions of work group success were related to success
satisfying customers.

in

At the work group level, improving work processes is associat¬
ed with customer feedback and ability to define customer
expectations.

But wait a minute!
In 1850,

it was well

'known'

that the good worker was driven by

connections to the community and a direct interest in the sale of
his/her product.

By 1920,

the same worker had been

'discovered'

to be

driven by innate needs that could be satisfied by the task at hand,
if this task was assembling toasters
task environment
cally'
comes.

(Hackman et al,

in an

1975).

'enriched,'

In 1990,

even

assembly-line

the worker is

'empiri¬

shown to have an interest in customer and organizational out¬
What is changing,

the human nature of the worker or the repre¬

sentation of the working body within a changing discourse of work?
As one follows the history of the body at work,
who this body can be is malleable.

The body fits into available subject

positions and changes as they change.
are dynamic,

These subject positions,

reflecting the material conditions,

historical baggage of a specific time.
(whether functionalist,

one can see that

in turn,

relations of power and

Confirmatory methods of research

interpretive or radical)

of the worker within these relationships,

but,

can tell us the

'truth'

because the object of

inquiry is the work or the worker — not the relationships themselves —
these methods cannot ask how the truth of the worker is,
by discourse.

As a result,

itself,

shaped

when conflicts occur between 1'employs and

whatever new worker may be emerging from post-industrial relations of
power,

these conflicts either go unexamined or are structured into the

framework of old problems.
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Table 10.1 highlights some current conflicts within the discourse
of the employee.
focused,

On the one hand,

today's worker must become customer

must increase his/her skills and be willing to commit to

lifelong learning.

Most

important,

s/he must care about all that

is

going on from supplier to customer and be willing to go the extra mile,
to take

'ownership'

for the organization's overall performance.

On the other hand,

s/he must

learn that the organization considers

the work force a disposable resource.

S/he must not seek long term

security in a job or with one company and s/he should not expect
hierarchical promotion,

long the main reward for loyal workers

in large

organizations.
Individually,

the need for increasing contingency and the need for

increasing commitment on the part of the worker can be framed within the
discourse of the employee.

Since worker and organization have been

consistently conceptualized within management discourse as two freely
contracting individuals
employer's

(e.g.,

Barnard,

legal and ethical right.

play or rest"

(McGregor 1960:473),

to task-centered variables

1938),

contingency is an

Since commitment,

it can be

'managed'

"is as natural as
through attention

separable from issues of contingency.

By

permitting contingency and commitment to be constructed in discourse as
separate issues the worker has been — and is — simultaneously repre¬
sented as a contingent

'resource'

(Pfeffer & Baron,

organizational member from whom one can expect
through "deep personal commitment"

(Humphrey,

1988)

and as an

"superior performance"
1987).

This representation of current workplace issues presents the worker
in a way amenable to solving the labor question and the works management
question.

TQM,

however,

is one prominent example of the increasing

3. This is a simplistic and unfair characterization of The Human Side
of Enterprise, but not of "Theory Y" as it has come to be represented in
the discourse of management.
Note that it is also not discursively
different (as is most often assumed) from Taylor's framing of scientific
management as a method removing barriers to allow the worker to "work to
his best advantage and at his best speed" (Taylor, 1911:13-14).
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Table 10.1:

Conflicting Demands of Contingency and Commitment
(Telecom citations provided by Peterfreund Associates, Amherst, MA)

The dedication which produces
superior performance is best ob¬
tained through deep personal com¬
mitment

We are all panicked.
Everybody
thinks they are going to be out of
a job.
(Depice, 1991:115, citing IBM worker re: layoffs)

(Humphrey, 1987:xiii, re: IBM’s success)

Team spirit is the byword...[the
CEO] demands loyalty to Sun and is
irate when he's let down.
Levine, 1989:72, re: Sun Microsystems)

[Workers should be] developing a
skills portfolio to go...A lifetime
career at a corporation will not be
a viable alternative for many peo¬
ple in the future.
(Rowland, 1991:17)

Our vision for the 1990s [is] a
boundaryless company...In a bound
aryless company, internal func¬
tions begin to blur.
Engineering
doesn't design a product and then
'hand it off' to manufacturing.
They form a team.
(G.E. annual report, 1990)

The manufacturing industry learned
long ago that [quality assurance
requires] a separate quality con¬
trol department... If data process¬
ing is indeed in a 'crisis of qual¬
ity' the only logical answer is to
copy the principle of deliberate
separation of the quality-control
function.
(Singer, 1982:135)

Customers' vision of their needs
and the company's view become
identical, and every effort of
every man and woman in the company
is focused on satisfying those
needs. Customer service? It's not
somebody's job. It's everybody's
job.
(G.E. annual report, 1990)

The job characteristics taken from
Hackman and Oldham's JCM should ac¬
count for all the characteristics
of the work itself.

Lack of employee commitment [to
Total Quality program efforts] is
a real barrier.

What's good for the business is not
necessarily good for the employee.
Gains for the company do not neces¬
sarily mean greater security, more
opportunity or even a psychic —
let alone financial — payoff for
the employee.

(Telecom manager, 1991 survey)

(Goldstein, 1985:18, re: programmer/analysts)

(Telecom internal memo, August 29, 1991)

The changing nature of work de¬
mands flexibility [work force
contingency] ...'professionali¬
zation' and 'certification' in
materials management and other
functions [are] altering the sta¬
tus of employees [creating new
skill demands].
(Telecom internal memo, August 29, 1991)

A marginal work force may be flexi¬
ble, and it may be cheap.
But for
employers who are looking for high¬
er productivity or quality, contin¬
gent workers are not the answer.
Many employers find that the less
they give a worker...the less hard
work and quality performance they
can expect to get back in return.
(Sweeney & Nussbaum, 1989:58)

frequency with which the contemporary discourse of business
ing

'the customer-centered employee question'

management discourse.

is present¬

as a central problem for

It is no longer enough that the worker not go on
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strike or that s/he follow instructions.

S/he must also act in a

discretionary and volitional way to perform,

"those little and not-so-

little things that employees won't be punished for failing to do"
(Kietchel,1989:122).
However,

within the discourse of the employee,

discretionary,

voli¬

tional worker activity has been constructed as a problem to be managed.
Identifying and organizing worker commonalities within a framework
articulated and executed by experts are axiomatic goals embedded in the
language
object

(science),

(1'employS)

shareholder wealth)

speakers

(experts),

and the goals

subjects

(il maneggio),

the

(prediction and control to maximize

of this discourse.

The key challenge to organizations is increasingly said to be the
need to create
creating,

"holographic"

structures

in which members participate in

"systems that are able to learn from their own experience,

and

to modify their structure and design to reflect what they have learned"
(Morgan & Ramirez,

1983:5).

But,

the industrial worker has been

constructed as a person committed to
worker in the

"holographic"

Unfortunately,

'the work itself.'

organization may be,

Whoever the

it is not 1'employe.

until current knowledge of the worker can be discussed as

specific to a chapter in the history of the working body,

'new'

research

and theorizing can only enter the discourse if its form re-produces this
increasingly outmoded re-presentation of the worker.
For instance,

Peters

(1987),

advocates making the self-managing

team the basic building block of organizations.
development,

Peters claims,

management culture.

The barrier to this

is not worker attitudes,

but 150 years of

What Peters does not address is that the self-

manager as a subject is not present in the current discourse of organiz¬
ing.

Even when Peters speaks of management as the problem,

he speak?

Peters'

to whom does

intended reader is not a potential team member,

one in a position to set up a team.

but

To speak to the self-manager would

require discursive relationships that do not yet exist.
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The effectiveness of this boundary is reflected by the dependabili¬
ty with which organizational researchers have used nurses as objects
(called

'subjects')

organizing,

of research,

gathering only data,

from these so-called subjects.

not ideas about

Because organization science

is constructed as an expert discourse about the employee,

interpreta¬

tions of employee experience come from the discourse of the researcher,
not that of the worker.

Interpretations

which the staff nurse is a subject,

from the tactical discourse in

or from the expert discourse of

nursing are irrelevant.
Because the explanations
speak to il maneggio,
s/he does,

at

least,

zational science.

I can invoke as an organizational theorist

I cannot speak to the worker about the

not within the discursive relationships of organi¬

Within the current structure of the discourse,

speak to other organizational experts or to
maneggio.
claim,

'the practitioner,'

If relations of production are indeed changing,

the discourse of management is perhaps

prominence is

'managing'

il

as so many

speaking to an actor whose

fading and whose role is changing,

fails to address new relations where

I must

'managing'

while it systematically
is performed by subjects

unrepresentable in current theory.
Within the discourse of the employee,

the problem of organizing has

been framed as the need to change the worker to accept managerial goals,
which are presented as those of
more normal(ized)
organization'

or

'natural'

Why is this any

than asking how the manager and

'the

can be changed in order to facilitate the worker's ability

to satisfy the customer?
customer,

'the organization.'

owner,

Of the discursive objects:

product and organization,

employee,

manager,

is there an a priori reason

to accept one as a more legitimate subject of organizational discourse
than another?
That

'the employee'

works

for

'the organization,'

embedded in management discourse that it is
'the organization'

is.

It

is so deeply

seldom asked who or what

is certainly not the employee,

consistently been conceptualized as,

in effect,
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who has

an outside contractor.

exchanging work for compensation.

In these days of downsizing and

contingency,

(who is also an employee).

the customer,

it is not the manager

who by definition works in another organization.

not be any specific product or any component of the capital
There has
(Veblen,
Snow,

It

is not

It need

stock.

long been reason to question whether it is the stockholders
1923).

1986),

What is left but the legal charter itself

(cf.

Miles &

a purely discursive object without material content,

amenable to multiple uses and purposes.
Does

it not make sense,

of work relationships,
is the worker?'
to represent

in light of the accelerating transformation

to again ask

'what is the organization'

and

'who

What role does management discourse play in continuing

'high-tech'

workers of the 1990s through Maslow,

and the Hackman-Oldham Job Characteristics Model,

which reproduce the

task-centered worker and the manager who synoptically designs,
or enriches work.

Constituting the worker as a

as

'the organization,'

synonymous with

Herzberg

'resource,'

enlarges

management

and the organization as a unified

entity representing the good of all marginalizes the ability to speak of
relationships of power at all — much less to study their operation and
directions of change.
Note that I am not developing these points
of organizations

(e.g.,

Benson,

1983).

from a Critical Theory

The conflicts presented above

are currently prominent in routine conversations within companies like
G.E.

and Telecom.

They do not exist between competing discourses,

compete within the dominant discourse of organizations.

but

For those of us

whose traditional role in these industrial relations of power has been
to produce knowledge as authorized experts speaking to the management of
large organizations,

these conflicts

should be raising questions about

the role the management disciplines will play in

'managing for the 21st

century.'
Within the discourse of 1'employe,
addressed,

these conflicts cannot be

except as absurd non sequiturs because they are

into separate theoretical problems.

'managed'

One cannot ask what role the worker
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should have in the governance of organizations without raising the
unpopular view that current employment relationships are sustained by
relations of power rather than by

'natural'

and objective forces.

Instead of legitimating self-managing programming teams by speaking
to them as managers of their own
speak about the learners to
criticized for lack of

'learning work,'

'real'

managers.

research continues to

The worker is then

interest in organizational outcomes.

Instead of

seeking a model in the Med 5 nurse for a vision of the self-directing
worker focused on customer outcomes,

theory suggests the application of

instruments developed in an auto parts foundry.

The worker is then

found to be lacking in work ethic.
Knowledge Worker / Learning Organization:
In chapter nine,

I

A Discursive Problem?

suggested the nurses I

described by the neologism learning worker.

studied might be well

In using this term,

I am

making a tentative connection between two current objects of management
discourse,

the knowledge worker and the learning organization.

In a recent issue of Fortune,

Kietchel

(1990:133)

for a new "paradigm," the "learning organization."
required of this new paradigm,
conceptualize,
change"

The critical

according to Kietchel,

feature

is the ability to

"a new model company that builds in the capacity to

(Kietchel,

1990:133).

This still-hypothetical

zation requires the construction of a new worker,
ed to be a proactive problem solver.
like the

wrote of the need

learning organi¬

empowered and motivat¬

Such a worker initially sounds

'knowledge worker.'

But knowledge is not the same as
existence;

it can be capitalized;

is a process.

it

learning.

The former has a static

is relatively durable.

The latter

The content of what is known at any one time is

less

important to learning than are the skills and qualities which permit one
to know how to change that knowledge.
learning is an expert activity,
resides

in knowing.

In the discourse of 1'employS,

reserved for the specialist.

Power

Through normalizing power-knowledge relationships.
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this expert discourse capitalizes,
knowledge

distributes and mobilizes worker

'for the good of the organization.'

Seemingly disparate elements of managerial discourse such as the
Taylor system, bureaucratic theory and information systems theory have
all contributed to shifting the site of knowledge from the body of the
worker to organizational systems and processes.

Human relations/human

resources theorists have contributed to the disciplinary containment of
the knowledge that could not be removed from the body of the worker
through the development of a network of standard organizational proce¬
dures and practices.

Even representatives of labor — speaking,

of

necessity, within the same discourse — have contributed to elaborating
a disciplinary web of codified work practices and reward structures.
The learning worker would upset these relationships by performing
an activity that has become the domain of specialists;

s/he upsets the

head/hand distinction on which industrial relations are founded.
addition,

the learning worker's skill is not a static asset.

In

The

disposability of the content of this worker's knowledge makes it
difficult or impossible for the organization to,

in Thomas Edison's

words,

Because this worker is

"make capital out of their originality."

not contained within the relationships bounding the discourse of the
employee,

s/he is unrepresentable within this discourse — unless s/he

enters the outdated subject position l'employS.

The learning worker is

then represented in the same terms that have been used to describe the
working body for a century.
An upcoming conference on "knowledge workers in contemporary
organizations" reflects this discursive trap.
for this conference,

In the call for papers

knowledge work is referred to as "specialised

knowledge" and "specialised expertise"

(Lancaster University,

1992).

Thus, the recognition of changing work relationships is drawn back into
the discourse spoken in 1902 when Carnegie pronounced that era,
of the specialist"

(Carnegie,

1913:36).

the specialized expert, who is the

"the age

If the industrial is the era of

'new' worker emerging in the post-
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industrial?

In both nursing and software development

be the sole examples)

(and these cannot

I have encountered work situations where it is

impossible to represent the work practices of the worker as important
because they do not operate within the discourse of expertise.
The Learning Worker: Marking a Spot in Discourse
I am suggesting that the term learning worker be used to mark a
site in organizational discourse where the discourse of the employee is
shaping emerging post-industrial work practices into industrial work
problems.
worker.

This is very different from offering a theory of the learning
I do not presume to say what the learning worker is;

"to

imagine another system is to extend our participation in the present
system"

(Foucault,

1977a:230).

Rather, by naming the learning worker,

I

am attempting to call attention to the power-knowledge relationships
through which discourse constructs contemporary work practices to
reflect the social needs and power relationships of the last shift in
the organization of work,
(cf.

a shift that was basically complete by 1920

Table 7.1).
Before the learning worker can enter theorizing as a new discursive

subject, before new concepts regarding work relations can be produced in
theorizing,

it is first necessary to examine today's discourse of

organizing as discourse.

The working body can enter discourse only by

fitting into a subject space already structured within that discourse.
In chapters six and seven I examined the discursive changes associated
with the emergence of l'employe precisely to show 'the employee'

as a

discursively constructed space and to associate the shape of this space
with particular social relations and historical problems.
One cannot simply step out of the discourse of the employee.
word I have written has been written from within this discourse.

Every
To

speak to a contemporary business audience requires using the objects and
concepts of this discourse.

What I have attempted to do,

competing voices within this discourse,
is,

by contrasting

is to show its specificity, that

to show the role played by discourse in creating the subject
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positions,

the objects and concepts within which it becomes possible to

speak of the working body.
Identifying organizational discourse as the central problem to be
researched distinguishes this genealogical study from functionalist,
interpretive or radical approaches,

which are,

in their various ways,

each seeking to increase knowledge of the worker him or herself.

Only

poststructuralist techniques such as genealogy and deconstruction pose
discourse itself as a problem to be researched.
what is

'known'

about the worker,

Rather than adding to

this genealogy has asked

'how does it

become possible to create knowledge of the working body?'
In this
ledge.

sense,

genealogy makes a positive contribution to know¬

While I do not offer a theory of the learning worker,

I mark a

spot for examining how the discourse of organizing removes the working
body from the power-knowledge relations of late-20th century organiza¬
tional practice and places it within the power-knowledge relations of
late-19th century practice.

This examination changes the questions the

researcher is likely to ask and the directions research might take.
A discursive view of the worker suggests that the theory-develop¬
ment malaise cited in chapter one may have less to do with computing
capacity,
which,

rigor or conceptual clarity than with a way of knowing in

in order to speak of the working body at all,

the researcher must

construct an interpretation of that body which presents it as a response
to the works management question and the labor question.
Such

'deconstructive4'

zational knowledge,

study is a positive engagement with organi¬

albeit not in an accustomed way,

the assumptions one makes about knowledge,
nence.

its origins and its perma¬

It changes the questions one might ask,

that have sedimented into
able beliefs.

'common sense'

because it changes

by bringing practices

back into discourse as contest-

It raises questions about who is authorized to articulate

organizational knowledge and who is to be the subject of study.

4.

Genealogy is a different technique from Deconstruction.
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The Future of Academic Discourse in the Management Disciplines
As the subject of his inaugural address to the Operational Research
Society, Rosenhead (1986:335)

questions the "custom and practice" of

operational research, by which he means:
works for

('custom'),

"the questions of who O.R.

as well as what we do and how we do it

tice')." The "paucity and poverty of O.R.

('prac¬

discussion on these issues,"

to which Rosenhead refers is paralleled in the management disciplines.
However,

such a dialogue would be quite timely for a number of reasons.

Like Operational Research,

organization studies has been constitut¬

ed almost exclusively to speak to,

"the managements of formally estab¬

lished and legally entrenched organizations
the employee emerged from,

(:336)."

The discourse of

and continues in the tradition of technical

experts speaking of instrumental problems internal to the large organi¬
zation.

This domain is no less important than it has been, but the

social relations of 1992 are not those of 1880.
Today,

for all practical purposes, the large organization,

cially in the U.S.,
where questions of

espe¬

is society and organizational discourse is the arena

'the good life' will be decided.

Hospitals and

government agencies copy for-profit corporate forms, believing them to
be

'state of the art.'

500 for assistance.

Public schools increasingly look to the Fortune

The U.S.

government is arguably the most unilater¬

ally pro-business government among the heavily industrialized countries.
More U.S.
pline.

college students major in business than in any other disci¬

In such a society,

is an organizational discourse governed by

instrumental questions and unwilling to question its own constituting
values appropriate?
On a more pragmatic level, management,

the traditional constituency

supporting organizational knowledge production,
tal changes.

is undergoing fundamen¬

Fewer organizational members will be managers.

more of the activity that must be

'managed' will be performed under the

discretion of workers not primarily identified as managers.
tion,

More and

In addi¬

of those identified as managers, the issues of concern to this
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group are less and less amenable to solutions — or even discussion —
within frameworks offered by the discourse of the employee.
will the management disciplines speak in the future?
knowledge relationships,

To whom

What power-

if any, will sustain the constitution of these

'disciplines' of knowledge?
Management theory could be, but is not,

asking what could be

learned about new problems and models by listening to workers.

Instead,

the discourse of the employee continues to enter the workplace with
preconceived theories formulated by professionally-certified experts
speaking only to each other about the worker.

Within the discourse of

objectivity, this arm's-length relationship is appropriate,
have argued,

but,

as I

the discourse of objectivity emerged with and is suited to

industrial power-knowledge relations.

Who is to say that post-industri¬

al organizational research cannot be guided by a discourse of resis¬
tance?

For instance,

the field research I present in this dissertation has

already been enthusiastically received by a number of nurses,

including

the unit manager of Med 5 and has been used in a number of ways.
previous organizational research in clinical settings,
does not attempt to tell the truth of the nurse.

Unlike

this research

Rather, by documenting

the existence and coherency of a marginalized nursing discourse about
the nursing employee,

by destabilizing the presumed

'natural'

the dominant medical/organizational/scientific discourse,

status of

and by

documenting practices overlooked by the dominant discourse, my research
has contributed toward marking a space within which nurses can take a
different subject position in claiming the value of their own under¬
standing as nurses contest
will

the meanings their organizational practice

assume.

Note that the role played by my genealogical research has not been
to speak the truth of the worker.

To do so would "extend my involvement

in the present system" of discursive relations.

Rather,

I have attempt¬

ed to show the ways in which currently dominant knowledge is situated
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discursively rather than empirically and,

in doing so,

contestable that which was presumed to be natural,
'real.'

inevitable or simply

This destabilization of what is known creates a space within

which other ways of knowing can claim to be
'wrong.'

have made

'marginalized,'

rather than

The contest for meaning can be shifted from arguing the

empirical correctness of what is known to examination of the socially
contained discursive power-knowledge practices through which alternative
truths are sustained or marginalized.
Managing for the

20th

21st Century

Historical perspective shows this to be the second century in a row
in which experts speaking of business relationships herald the new
century in terms of transformational changes in technologies,
tionalization of markets,

interna¬

a shift to a service economy and a growing

awareness that the key to strategic advantage lies in the knowledge and
attitude of the worker.

In an industrializing 19th century,

claims were new observations,

these

representing newly emerging social values

and marking sites of dramatic shifts in work relationships.
increasingly post-industrial 20th century,

recycling the same claims

reinscribes old meanings on changing experience.
recycled claims are presented as

In an

'leading edge,'

Worse,

because the

it is not even possible

to question the sameness of the supposed change.
There are powerful incentives for those of us in schools of
management to re-hash the familiar.

Our institutional positions are

quite comfortable and reward structures are heavily skewed toward those
who will

'discover'

again what is already known.

If,

however,

the

subject of 1'employe continues to constitute the boundaries of academic
discourse, while the discourse spoken in organizational practice gropes
toward another organizational subject not yet representable — the self¬
manager,

the customer-centered worker, the holographic worker,

the team-

managed worker — how long will a privileged position exist for those
articulating the discourse of the employee?
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This privileged academic

space was,

after all,

once reserved for the Dunsmen.

In the words of

the President and CEO of Southwestern Bell Telephone:
[W]hat was once thought to be beneficial and financially
healthy, is in fact counterproductive in today's competitive
world...A fair question at this point: "Do we really need to
change?
Things seem to be going in the right direction.
If
it ain't broke, don't fix it.
We're doing OK today."
True.
Where we are today isn't the problem.
It's where we're headed
...No, we're not in a crisis today.
But, yes, unquestionably,
a crisis awaits us if we don't turn around these trends
(Adams, 1992:1,2).
By analogy,

the management disciplines today are in the position of

a rider in a limousine,

enjoying the company of friends,

good stereo and opening a bottle of champagne.
able and one may want it to continue.
able or not is secondary,
edge of a cliff.

however,

listening to a

The position is comfort¬

Whether the position is comfort¬

if the car is about to run over the

As Schaffner noted nearly a century ago,

emergence of today's organizational discourse,
can long survive the reasons for its being"
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at the

"no Industrial relation

(1907:132).

APPENDIX A
STRUCTURED OBSERVATION OF NURSES:
In a

'normal'

dissertation,

design would be a chapter,

METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN

presentation of the field methods and

not an appendix.

Because this dissertation

has been designed specifically to question the normalizing through which
the

'normal'

— including the

'normal'

dissertation —

is produced,

I

have felt the need to structure the presentation differently.
Chapters one through three present,

in abbreviated form,

research

that might have been a complete dissertation with a title something like
'Structured Observation of Professionals:
Work.'

Implications

for Knowledge

This research is presented as briefly as possible because

chapters

four through eleven re-present the analysis

perspective.

from a different

In order to make the story flow as smoothly as possible I

have placed the method and design for chapter three — which is
tant,

but

impor¬

supplemental to the main dissertation arguments — in this

appendix.
Why Structured Observation?
The main purpose of observing nurses was to gain as detailed an
idea as possible of the content of their work day.
involves relatively objective data — contact,

Such information

frequency,

duration —

which can be collected using methods taken from functionalist1 data
gathering.

The level of detail required in this data precludes certain

common collection methods
questionnaire methods.
interpreted.

such as self-report through interview or

Such data would be both too summarized and too

In addition,

it is desirable,

although not central,

to

gather qualitative data as supplemental source for understanding the
practices of the research subjects.
These requirements of the data seem to suggest
researcher observation

(Sanday,

1983)

"ethnoscientific"

in which data are recorded in a

1.
I wish to emphasize that the term
'functionalist'
is not a
pejorative term but a
label
for research characterized by specific
assumptions about knowledge (Burrell & Morgan, 1979).
That much of the
results
I present are qualitative does not make chapter three less
functionalist.
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way permitting
contact,
tional

(but not

limited to)

frequency and duration.

categorization and tabulation of

Two examples of such work in organiza¬

science are the dissertations of Mintzberg

(1984).

(1968)

and Barley

Both have also written about the methodological

their approaches

(Mintzberg,

An additional,

1970,

and critical,

1973;

Barley,

1988b;

implications of
forthcoming).

benefit of this methodology is that it

forms a useful base for the genealogical analysis of chapters six
through eleven.

The relative merits and limitations of

functionalist,

interpretive and genealogical philosophies of research will be assessed
in chapters

four and five.

For the time being,

I am attempting to work

within the theoretical and epistemological boundaries of current
theorizing as represented by Mintzberg and Barley,

both of whom have

produced well-respected work within the mainstream of organizational
studies.
What is Structured Observation?
Barley

(1988b)

notes that research to date regarding the worker

within a technical system has tended to fall
economic

issues,

(2)

into three categories:

technical change and alienation,

a determinant of structure.

(3)

(1)

technology as

While supporting that all three are

important lines of questioning.

Barley notes the absence of,

"systematic

analyses of how technologies orient the temporal context of work"
(:126).

Barley focuses on studying the interface between the subject at

work and the system within which that subject becomes a worker.
Barley's work follows ethnographic lines,

but it should not be

confused with interpretive ethnographies such as those of Gregory
(1983).

It

is more in line with the functionalist qualitative work of

Eisenhardt & Bourgeois

(1988)

or Sutton & Rafaeli

(1988).

Barley

carefully distinguishes between structural and interpretive data.
suggests

four structural parameters:

location and rate of occurrence,
is,

sequence,

duration,

temporal

which can be gathered objectively,

without attempting to understand the subjective meanings of the

research subjects.
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He

that

I have used Barley's general approach and rationale for this
project,

but for a specific methodological tool I have used the work of

Mintzberg

(1968,

1970).

executive diaries,

As a flexible alternative to questionnaires and

Mintzberg proposed a form of structured observation

quite similar to that

later used by Barley.

One problem with diary

research had been that the subject could only record categories of
activity established beforehand by the researcher.

Another was that

when the subject was busy the diary was an intrusive and distracting
influence and,

consequently,

a poor source of data.

An observer making

detailed notes through structured observation can gather more detail
than the subject would otherwise report,

while being a minimal

intrusion

into the flow of work events.
Another benefit of structured observation noted by Mintzberg is the
ability to gather relatively uninterpreted data.
elementary "datum"
1960),
attempt

While the most

of research is an interpreted entity

structured observation data are minimally so.

(cf..

Popper,

A self-conscious

is made by the researcher not to ask why an action occurs or

what it means.

Mintzberg claimed that the categories could be developed

as the research takes place.

In this project,

I

completely deferred the

development of summary categories until after leaving the field.
Modifying Mintzberg's Approach
Mintzberg

(1970)

a contact record,

proposed three records

for logging research data,

a chronology record and a mail record.

observation of nurses at three large hospitals,
business mail to be a part of the work day,

In past

I did not notice

so this

log was eliminated.

In the interest of permitting more comprehensive note taking,
two logs were combined.
(1)
(3)
(5)
(7)

Mintzberg's categories
(2)
(4)
(6)

Time
Medium
Participants
Place

for these logs were:

Duration
Purpose
Initiation

Because Mintzberg was recording only personal contact,
the possibility of time between contacts,
duration"

category.

the other

necessitating the

there was
"(2)

Since I have attempted to record all contacts with
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the work environment,

whether personal or physical,

contacts does not exist.
nated because it can be,
The term "(3)

time between

This allows the duration column to be elimi¬
and was,

medium,”

was replaced with the less

reconstructed retrospectively.

representing a general category of activity,
interpretive

"contact,”

leaving general

category construction for post-observation analysis.
list contacts as
"patient,"

specifically and as

"memo").

Because

"(4)

I

attempted to

literally as possible

purpose"

relying on researcher interpretation,

(e.g.,

cannot be inferred without

official explanation or subjective

meaning,

this category was relabeled "activity."

reflects

is my attempt to record the actions of the subject,

imputed reasons behind them.

The distinction this
not the

The other categories were retained.

My

modified structured observation record contained these items:
Time:

Time contact

is

initiated

(using 24 hour time).

Contact:
Person, thing or event constituting the contact.
could be a patient, supervisor, form, meeting, etc.
Activity:

This

What occurs during the contact?

Participants:
Other individuals involved in the contact and, as
nearly as can be determined, the organizational role through which
they enter the contact (e.g., shift supervisor, patient).
Initiation:
As nearly as can be determined, the person or event
initiating the contact.
An example of an event initiating a
contact would be a "patient call light" leading to contact with a
patient.
Place:
This
sheets.
form is

The physical location of the contact.

information was used to create a six-column format for coding
A one-page sample of transcribed field notes taken using this

included as Table B.l of appendix B.
Data Gathering

Overview of Data and Sites
Four research sites,
to this

study.

hospitals.

2.

three preliminary and one primary,

contributed

All four were medium-to-large New England teaching

The pseudonyms2 I will use for these sites are:

All places and persons have been given pseudonyms.
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University Hospital - Primary field research.

May to July,

1991.

General Hospital - Preliminary field research,

October 12,

1989.

Mt.

Sinai Hospital -

Metropolitan Hospital -

"

"

"

"

October 13,

1989.

"

"

"

"

October 26,

1989.

The preliminary data collected consists of unstructured field notes
based on one full day of observation at each of the three hospitals.
The primary data was collected at University Hospital and consists of:
observation logs for each of
each of these nurses,

five nurses,

semistructured interviews with

a group interview with the nurses,

a half day of

observation/interview time with the Clinical Nurse specialist and
interviews with both the nurse manager and assistant manager.
neous data include a tape of
June 4,

1991;

"morning report"

photographs of the unit,

a

Miscella¬

at University hospital

recorded log of all signs,

instructions and labels posted on the unit,

a diagram of the unit floor

plan,

and post hoc comments

samples of the forms observed in use,

recorded while driving home after each visit to the site.
Preliminary Field Work
Because this
of conceptual,
out,

I

is my first research project and because of the number

methodological and epistemological issues to be worked

conducted a series of preliminary field site visits prior to

developing the dissertation proposal.
member of my committee,

Ginny Chandler,

the nursing

recommended six field sites that might be

appropriate given my general research interests.
I

contacted the directors of nursing in each of these sites

beginning in September 1989 and was eventually able to make appointments
at three sites.

The following month,

I

spent one day at each site,

following a more or less ethnographic approach to observation.3
site,

I

followed one nurse from the beginning of her shift

In each

(7:00 A.M.)

3.
To call a one-day visit ethnographic would be inappropriate, but
the day's research was treated in a manner that would be consistent with
ethnographic method.
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until

she left the unit after work4.

Field notes were written up after

leaving the field each day using the guidelines
Bogdan

set out in Taylor &

(1984).

The purpose of this work was to get a more specific

feel

for the

milieu in which my research was to be conducted so that I might be
better able to develop a viable proposal.
field time has been that

A secondary benefit of this

it offers some perspective on the applicability

of the observation at University Hospital beyond that one site.

I have

occasionally found it useful to include this work in the dissertation as
a source of anecdotal data.

Getting In
The possibility of conducting research at University Hospital was
initially suggested by a friend,
administrator,

Patricia Cavanaugh.

Pat has been a useful

sounding board and source of

information for my work for several years.
Hospital would have the qualities

As a nurse

She told me University

I required in a nursing unit and

suggested I contact an acquaintance of hers

in the nursing education

department.
I

called the acting director of nursing education on February 18,

1991 and she was receptive to my project.

She and the director for whom

she was standing in offered to co-sponsor my proposal to the hospital's
Institutional Review Board.
me to Janet,

It was these two individuals who suggested

the nurse manager of Med 5.

I met with Janet early in May

and arranged to begin observation the following week.
step of the way was encouraging,
Nonetheless,

Everyone at every

gracious and generous with their time.

field work was three months and thirty-nine telephone calls

away from my first contact 1
At Janet's request,
myself at

I obtained nurses to observe by presenting

"morning report,"

volunteer for that day.

describing my research,

and asking for a

During the observation period,

as opportunities

4. The exception was Metropolitan Hospital, where I was assigned to
a nurse working a twelve-hour shift.
I followed her for eight hours.
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arose,
day.

I

asked the other nurses if I could arrange to follow them for a

The five nurses I eventually followed represented the entire group

available for day-shift observation during the period this work was
conducted.
Field observation was conducted in May,
completed by mid-July.

The interviews were

A feedback session was conducted for the nurses

on the unit November 13th,
education department,

1991.

1991 and,

at the invitation of the nursing

the initial results were presented as part of a

poster session sponsored by nursing education on December 5,

1991.

Context: University Hospital and Med 5
University Hospital is a medium-sized
associated teaching hospital.
management structure
autonomous

(200-300 bed)

university-

It has a relatively decentralized

(detailed in chapter three).

in the formal structure,

Nursing is relatively

with the Director of Nursing

reporting directly to the administrator.
University hospital staff are state employees and the nurses are
unionized.
was

During the time I was observing and interviewing,

in a budget crisis and the nurses'

union had agreed to give back a

wage increase if the budget was settled by a certain date.
also a prohibition on overtime pay.
my research had been completed,
back,

the state

There was

At some point in the summer after

the nurses got the raise they had given

but this was up in the air while my research was proceeding.
While every hospital has its unique differences,

the general

"feel"

of University was quite similar to that of the other sites I visited.
All are teaching hospitals and tertiary care centers,
they are complex in terms of organization,
service.
nursing,"

which means that

technology and scope of

All are organized around a model of nursing known as

"primary

a model in which the nurse takes primary responsibility for

coordinating the many caring,

treatment and diagnostic services

'her'

patients will receive.
The nurses I observed are all university-prepared.
bachelor's degree;

Four have their

the fifth has an associate's and is completing a BSN
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program.

Two are beginning master's degree studies.

from 24 to 33.

I do not know their marital status,

Their ages range
but none of them

have children.
This study represents a homogeneous subset of nursing experience on
a number of other parameters.

(1)

Med 5

is a medical unit where the

majority of patients are being treated for cancer or cardiac problems.
The form of care would have differed on a surgical,
other type unit.
nights,

(2)

I observed day-shift behavior,

where responsibilities are different.

(3)

was composed of weekdays and excluded weekends.
all female,
on days).

psych,

emergency or

not evening or

My observation period

(4)

My subjects were

although there were two male nurses on the unit
(5)

Four of the subjects were Anglo;

one was Latina.

My rationale for selecting such a narrow sample is that
useful

(neither one

it is more

in this study to have a fairly coherent idea of one work situa¬

tion than to collect a pastiche of different experiences without being
able to gather enough detail to make informed comparisons possible.

I

would like to see this work extended through future research attempting
to map some of the variety of experiences in these other situations.
Each nurse signed a consent form in which I explained that the
primary goal of the observation was,
ties that are part of a

'normal'

"to develop a list of the activi¬

day on the nursing unit."

Because men

in ties with clipboards have not necessarily showed up on nursing floors
as advocates of nurses,

I was careful to attempt to dissociate this

research from efficiency studies.

The consent form stated:

will be made to determine how hard I

[the nurse]

am working.

"No attempt
It is

assumed that all members of the unit are currently doing their best
work.

Only the kinds of activities that make up this work will be

recorded."

Observation
For each of the five nurses,
observation.
be followed,

the same format was followed for

Except for the first morning,

when Barbara volunteered to

I arranged the date in advance with the nurse.
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I would

arrive on the unit between 6:40 and 6:55 A.M.,

prior to morning report,

would find the nurse I would be following and would remain with her,
or off the unit,

every minute until she ended her work day,

on

between 3:30

and 4:30 P.M.
The only exception to this guideline,
nurse,

was that

as I emphasized with each

I would wait outside the room whenever,

in her judgment,

it was not appropriate in terms of patient care to have someone observ¬
ing what was going on.

In practice,

this made little difference because

the patient rooms had large windows.

Also,

I would ask the nurse to

describe what had transpired as soon as she came out of the room.
I

instructed the nurses to go through their day as if I were not

there.

I told them that if I

fell behind they should not wait for me.

I believe that the behavior I observed was very close to what would have
gone on had I not been there.

The nurses paid relatively little

attention to me and any number of times,
comment,

I

found that I had lost my subject who had gone on to her next

task without waiting for me.
as though I was
nurse;

I

after pausing to write down a

invisible.

On the other hand,

we did not try to act

I was introduced to most patients by the

asked questions whenever there was a point to clear up and,

the rare occasions that the pace of their work permitted,
sometimes

we would

indulge in a few seconds of casual conversation.

not so much to be invisible,

in

My goal was

but to promote a degree of comfort that

would allow my presence to be taken for granted.
After leaving the field each day,
tape recorder while driving home.
research data.

I

I dictated afterthoughts into a

These were transcribed as part of the

also transcribed each of the activity logs.

The

transcribed log for each day ran between 26 and 38 pages.

Interviews
I

also interviewed each of the five nurses individually for about

one half hour.

Initially this interview was to have been a validating

step in which the nurses would be asked whether the items I
as

'normal'

were indeed part of a normal day.
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identified

As the observation period

progressed,

however,

there was so much convergence between the practices

of one day and those of the next that the validation step seemed
redundant.
On June 3rd,

I met with my committee and we agreed to a new plan

intended to make better use of the interview time.

First,

would fill out a sheet with some basic demographic data
Then I would present them with a check sheet of
activities I had observed,
a normal day.

This

(Table B.2).

'normal'

asking them to identify all

the nurses

contacts and

items not part of

list is reproduced in table B.3 of appendix B.

items were listed as normal by all

Most

five nurses and no item was checked

as not-normal by more than one nurse.
This left most of the remaining interview time for dialogue,
I used for semi-structured interviewing.
nurses were:

The questions asked of all the

How do you know how to do what you do?

to organize your day?

How do you know how

Have you thought about the number of times you

convey information from one person to a third person?
these core questions,

In addition to

I also asked unstructured questions.

After the nurses had been interviewed individually,
half-hour group interview.
validation step,

questions.

I

conducted a

This had also been initially conceived as a

but had been changed at the June 3rd meeting.

the group interview,

which

which was recorded and transcribed,

I

During

asked three

These were posted on the wall on a sign that read:
I have no healthcare experience and I want
to do what you do, as well as you do it:
1. Who am I?
2. What do I need to learn?
3. Where?

We then discussed who might become a nurse on Med 5,

what skills

s/he would have to acquire and where these skills would be learned.
part of the June 3rd proposal,

I also conducted three other interviews:

Clinical Nursing Specialist:

One of the support staff who acts as

a resource for the nurses on several units
Nursing Specialist.

As

is Susan,

the Clinical

Susan is usually on Med 5 on Tuesday mornings and

she agreed to spend the morning of June 4th with me.
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During this

period,

I observed some interaction with the staff nurses,

primary data consisted of two taped interviews

in which I

but the
asked about

the role of the CNS relative to the staff nurses and two meetings
between Susan and the nurse manager,

which I also recorded.

I tran¬

scribed both the interviews and the meetings.

Assistant Manager:

Agnes,

the assistant manager agreed to meet

with me to discuss the ways her role influences the practice of the
staff nurses.

We met

for approximately one and a half hours.

This was

also taped and transcribed.

Nurse Manager:

The last step in the data gathering was to meet

with the nurse manager,

who was most generous in attempting to answer

all of my remaining questions regarding her role relative to the staff
nurses,
of

the organization's structure,

forms,

points of clarification,

the origins of practices,

etc.

the use

The resulting three and three-

quarter hour interview yielded a quite dense 88 page document to add to
the field data and increased my understanding of the reluctance of
funded researchers to do their own transcribing!

Leaving the Field
In selecting a criterion for determining completion,
differs from most other forms.

In most quantitative data gathering,

determining completion is a non-issue.
to questionnaire research.

this research

It is

irrelevant,

for example,

On the other hand most participant observa¬

tion research has been grounded in interpretive methodologies seeking
subjective meanings of work.
tion"

(Glaser & Strauss,

1967)

Here,

some form of

"theoretical

satura¬

is necessary as a sign of completion.

This saturation is commonly reached only after months of study.
In this study,
tion is enough,
theoretical
observation,

I

face the problem of determining how much observa¬

but because I am not seeking subjective meaning,

saturation is

irrelevant.

In fact,

toward the end of the

I began to experience precisely the opposite problem.

Because I was becoming familiar with the unit and beginning to like the
people working there,

it became more and more difficult to simply record
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what was

occurring.

I

occurring or making
subjects.
problem,

Of
but

it was

of Mintzberg's.

experience
The

I

tion

to the

type

of

Two

a

and day to day.
nurses

I

The

in the November

activities

logs.

that was

quite durable

and the nurse manager that
day.

feedback

After the

This was

second day

similar to the one

second criterion was

a normal

work

decision.

reassured that there was

events

'normal'

I

of the degree to which each day's

of

was

complete when

sample of

criteria guided this

list

similar to that

step of the process

a repetition of the previous

representative of
and

free of this

field observation was

assessment

five days,

from the

something was

something meant

had collected a representative

patterning to the day's
nurse

about what

completely

considered this

assembled

After

never

shifting to why

rapidly becoming more troublesome.

first was my

could have

used.

is

on the unit.

observation was
I

one

for ending the
I

determined that

attention

interpretations

course

My criterion

found my

the

a dependable
from nurse to

subjective valida¬

the data

expressed

finally

collected

in the

is

interviews

session.

Data Analysis
The
of

first

task

transcripts.

in

The

analyzing the

second was

special-purpose data bases)
activities.

The

to

data was

create

categorizing

to produce the

a data base

(actually

and tabulating the

structure of these data bases

is

454

detailed

pages
four

observed
in table A.l.

Categories
Categories were
(1968).

The

subjectively developed,

criterion that

activities making different
personal

qualities

consideration of

of the

I

attempted to

demands

subject.

clinical meaning

clinically trained and because
judgments.
knowledge
relatively

While

I

am,

and values,

I

no

I

doubt,

think the

straightforward.

on the
I

as were those

apply was
skill,

to

of Mintzberg

identify

knowledge,

values,

explicitly attempted to

in these
am not

categories

because

attempting to make

influenced by my own
reader will

avoid
I

am not

clinical

subject

find these

position,

categories

One validation of their plausibility
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or

is

their acceptance by the nurses themselves during the feedback session.
Tables B.4 through B.7 contain a list and description of the categories
developed for the four data bases.

Charts
Once the data was tabulated,
display it.

a number of reports were run to

The Nursing Contact Data Base was used to generate a

tabulation of the frequency and time spent in each activity.
presented in several

formats

in tables B.9 through B.14.

Communication Data Base was used to create a network map
forthcoming)

This

is

The Nursing
(Barley,

displaying the frequency of communication between two other

parties by one of the nurses

(B.15).

The Nursing Decision Data Base was used to produce an analysis of
the types of decisions made by the nurses

(B.16,

B.17).

I

can only

assume that I have missed many decisions they made because I was not
involved in the work and because I am not clinically trained.
decisions that I

could ascertain,

however,

Those

can be treated as a minimum

subset of the nurse decision-making activity.

Table A.l: Data Bases Created from Field Notes
NURSE CONTACT DATA BASE: List of all contacts made during observation period.
Nurse H : Code for nurse #l-#5
Time : Time (00:00-24:00)
Thing : Yes/no code for whether contact was an object (Yes) or person (No)
Duration: Number of minutes (in 0.5 minute increments) contact lasted
Category: Category code
NURSING COMMUNICATION DATA BASE: Tabulation of every observed instance of a nurse con¬
veying information that was not necessary for the work immediately at hand from one party to a third
party (e.g., a message from the dietary technician to a physician).
Nurse # : Code for nurse #l-#5
Time : Time (00:00-24:00)
From : Person with whom message originated
To
: Person receiving the message
NURSING DECISION DATA BASE: List of all nursing decisions apparent to the observer.
Nurse # : Code for nurse #l-#5
Time : Time (00:00-24:00)
Category: Category code
PATIENT DATA BASE: Coding of all direct patient contact made by the nurse.
Nurse # : Code for nurse #l-#5
Time : Time (00:00-24:00) decision was made
Duration: Number of minutes (in 0.5 minute increments) contact lasted
Category: Yes/no code to one or more of the categories specified
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The Patient Data Base was used to develop a rough index of the
different components of patient

interaction

(B.18,

B.19).

Again,

one

must assume I have missed much,

but what was noticeable to me is still a

step toward understanding some of the multidimensionality of patient
contact.
From analysis of all the data described thus far,
ed a

'normal'

day on Med 5

(B.20).

I have construct¬

This table reports the activities

one would be likely to encounter on any day.
normally occurring at a specific time,

In addition to activities

I have included activities that

will occur whenever the nurse feels she has the time during the day.

Boundaries
I

stated earlier that methodology is a less critical

indication of

the paradigmatic boundaries of a study than is the philosophy of
knowledge giving meaning to the method.

For this reason,

I must discuss

the boundaries of chapter three separately from those of chapters six
through nine.
One surprising limitation of the method used has been that minuteby-minute measurement is actually crude in such a fast-paced environ¬
ment.

The data I present is consistently conservative in presenting

number of activities and duration because it misses a portion of the
activities packed into a single minute where four or five things happen.
This was not uncommon.

A refinement I would attempt in the future would

be to supplement the log sheet I used with a check sheet of less-thanone-minute activities,

developed from observation,

which could be ticked

off while simultaneously allowing the type of logging done in this
study.
Another boundary of structured observation is the potentially
intrusive presence of the researcher.
believe that this was not severe.
hospital medical floor,

Several

The site I

indications lead me to
selected,

a research

is characterized by extremely complex interac¬

tions between the nurse and dozens of other occupations and visitors;
research is a routine part of the organization's mission.
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The nurses on

this particular site are,

by all indications,

and willing to show it off.

proud of their practice

None were visibly uncomfortable with my

presence except the assistant manager,

whom I did not follow.

A couple

of nurses compared working in my presence to acting as a preceptor5 for
a new nurse,

a familiar activity for them.

In addition,

my peripheral

observation of the nurses I was not following each day showed that their
practices appeared similar to those of the nurses I was observing.
Another limitation is the development of categories.

I do not

pretend that those developed are the definitive schema for tabulating
these activities.

I offer them as a starting point,

elaboration or for change.

a basis for

While they are subjectively grounded,

they

are grounded in the several years of experience I have devoted to under¬
standing theories and problems of organizing in both the management
disciplines and the nursing literature.

I have attempted to be as clear

as possible about specifying what experience falls

into each category so

that the reader may critically assess the implications of the schema
presented.
One might also well ask whether this study is reliable in the sense
that

it presents the same experience that would be found on another day.

I do not believe that longer observation would offer a great deal of new
experiences regarding work on the unit.
confident that I could predict the
happen.

By the second day,

'normal'

This was reinforced on the third,

I

felt

events that were likely to
fourth and fifth days.

is a great deal of variation in the detail of these experiences,
underlying patterning of activities appears to be quite durable.
was also validated by the nurses,

who said that the activities

There
but the
This

I

submitted to them were part of a normal day.
What could be documented in a longer study is nursing time spent
away from patient care activities:
recertification of skills,

committee work,

meeting time and other

participation in
'nonproductive'

5. A new nurse is assigned an experienced nurse,
for her first six months on the unit.
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called a preceptor,

activities.

The experience in this study is based on nurses who are on

the unit with a full patient

load.

it represents the majority of days,

This

is a

'normal'

situation in that

but selecting these days systemati¬

cally excludes the non-direct care elements of the nurse's work experi¬
ence.
One question a single-site study must invariably answer is that of
external generalizability.

The common perception that such research

lacks generalizability has been partially driven by its

lack of validity

measures characteristic to hypothesis testing research.

It has also

been supported by the tendency of interpretive research to emphasis
site-specific characteristics of a research site6.

I do not believe

either of these points is relevant to the present study.
Unlike interpretive work,
mundane and the common,

this study has emphasized the normal,

the

experience which is taken for granted precisely

because it is widely shared.

As

for the assumption that single-site

case research is less generalizable than multi-site hypothesis testing
research,

this view relies on a fallacious extension of the statistical

assumption that observed differences occur randomly.
statistical heuristic,
testing.

Randomness

is a

assumed in order to be disproved in hypothesis

It is not a characteristic of the research site itself.

Complete randomness is assumed only to create a measurement point

from

which it can be shown to what degree the researched behavior was not
random7.
When this criterion appears as a critique of
(e.g.,

Eisenhardt,

1991),

interpretive work

I believe the author has erroneously come to

assume that the observed behavior is,

itself,

potentially random.

It is

important to remember that underlying hypothesis testing is the assump¬
tion that actual behavior is nonrandom.

6. Cf., the discussion of
chapter two and Barley (1984).

What

interpretive

is

lacking in single-site

research

on

professions

in

7. It is precisely this pervasive covariance between key variables
that Webster & Starbuck (1988) document as a problem for hypothesis¬
testing research in organization studies.
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research is not generalizability itself,
izability.

but a neat measure of general-

I have spent research time at

unique in many ways,

four hospitals.

Each is

but each fits into a general picture of research-

hospital-primary-nursing-unit that I now have.

Research in nursing

journals reinforces my subjective assessment that the experiences I
observed occur broadly enough to be written about by nurse authors as
general conditions.
Other hospitals may differ in the specific personalities and struc¬
tures that combine to produce experience on Med 5,
common healthcare environment,
tions

but they share a

common educational/professional

for producing nurses and other healthcare professionals,

institu¬
common

financial constraints and common cultural assumptions about the manage¬
ment of

large organizations.

In addition,

they emerge from a common

cultural milieu ranging from concern about AIDS to shared movies and
MTV.

It would be surprising indeed if the

constitute the data for this

'normal'

practices which

study were unique to Med 5

at University

Hospital.
This is not to suggest that the usual
ted'

caveat is inapplicable.

'further research is

My primary interest,

however,

lie in the direction of simple replication over a number of
sites.

Rather than to reify the normal,

learn from the exemplary,

my first

etc.

diploma),

time

similar

by extending this type of research to a number

(hospitals and other),

associate,

would not

interest would be to

of sites differing in their models of nursing practice,
type

indica¬

form of nurse preparation

(weekday/weekend,

What is missing from this,

institutional

(bachelor,

day/evening/night shift),

and most other studies,

is an elabora¬

tion of the varieties of nursing experience.

A second direction would

be to extend this study to other occupations,

since I do not consider

this research to be primarily about nurses,
tions and society,

but about work,

of which nursing is one integral part.
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organiza¬

A Reminder
I would like to end this section by reminding the reader that this
appendix and chapter three form a

'dissertation within a dissertation.'

In these sections I have endeavored to present the results of this
investigation within a philosophical framework8 consistent with main¬
stream of organizational science.
Having done this,
later chapters.

There,

chapter three itself becomes

'data'

of a sort

for

I will present yet another philosophical and

methodological grounding and will re-analyze this field work from a very
different perspective.

This appendix,

then,

is written specifically to

apply to chapter three,

not to the entire dissertation.

8. One could say within the "paradigm" as the term was used by Burrell
& Morgan (1979), but the popularization of this term has been associated
with a devaluing of its meanings in certain circles to the point where it
is nearly synonymous with "method" (cf., Gioia & Pitre, 1990).
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APPENDIX B
TABLES RELATED TO FIELD RESEARCH AT UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

Table B.l:

7:32

Janet

All

Sample Activity Log

Janet

Sheet

Third report ends.
Announcement of DNR, DNI
not resuscitate, do not
intubate pt. statuses].
Introduces me.

[Do

7:35

Me

7:52

RN

RN/B
(Joanne)

RN

Nursing

Casual conversation

Unit
clerks

UC/B/me

B

Clerk

Introduces me to clerks

7:53

Pt.

B/pt.

B

23B

Introduces self to new pt.
[Obese, middle-aged black
woman with very little
mobility]
Temp/BP

7:54

BP cuff

B

B

P-zone

Finds "cuff" [rolling
instrument for taking blood
pressure] and returns.

7:55

Pt.

B/pt.

B

23B

Questions: "Did they weigh
you?" "Are you going to eat
sitting up?" and more. Tells
pt. BP is "not bad, 140 over
92. "

7:57

Form:SFS

B

B

Outside
23

Writing

7:58

Pt.

B/pt.

B

23B

M

If

7:59

"

•I

Janet

”
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I introduce myself and
explain my research. Barbara
agrees to let me follow her
today.

Explaining treatment to pt.
and talking about her
upcoming procedure
Helping pt. to sit up for
breakfast. Asks how catheter
is [I later found out this
is a "triple lumen" also
called a "subclavian," a
catheter inserted through
through the upper chest
directly into a vein to give
access for meds etc. for a
pt. whose arms might not
stand the intense IV
activity, or for convenience
where a lot of IV/bloods are
involved].
"No tests
scheduled for today."

Table B.2:

Demographic Interview Sheet

NURSE DEMOGRAPHIC DATA,

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

Name:
Age:
Number of years in nursing:
Number of years in this job:
Clinical ladder status:

Education

Year
Rec 'd

(degree(s),

certification programs etc.):

Title and short description

Professional memberships / activities

Table B.3? List of 'Normal' Items Validated by the Nurses
[* indicates validated as normal by only 4 out of 5]
_Take report in AM
_Give report at end of shift
_Give/take report when leaving unit
other)

(lunch,

meeting,

errand or

Contact with:
_Assignment reminder sheet
MEDICUS acuity form
_Med. cardex
_Standard flow sheet
_Chart
_Lab form — urine test
_Lab form — blood test
_Lab form — blood bank
_Physician orders
Charge control form
_W-10
_Discharge paperwork
_Care plan paperwork
_Nursing Data Base
_T.O.O. number cardex
_Protocol sheets
_Administration and site care record
_Clinical record sheet
_Primary nurse sheet (clipboard)
_Primary nurse board in hallway
_Assignment sheet (clipboard)
_Blood pressure cuff
_Thermometer
_Urine collection jug
_"Hat" for urine/stool collection
_Scale
_Food trays / water pitchers
_IV paraphernalia
_Medications
_Gloves
_Linens/linen closet
_Medical and hygiene supplies/supply cabinets
_Serve meal / help patient eat
_Get patient water/juice
_Make bed
_Wash patient / help patient wash
_Answer patient call light
_Help patient move (e.g., bathroom, chair)
_Actions to make patient comfortable
_Throw items into trash/clean patient room
_Give/get info between any two other people (e.g., patient and
physician; physician and lab; patient and dietary; unit clerk and
med nurse)
_Getting patient to do something they would not do without
encouragement
_Explaining physician's or other's actions to patient
_Giving special attention to patient not required by job (e.g. loan
book, attend funeral, stay at bedside during death).
_Telling patient where they are/ what's happening/ what's coming up.
_Explaining meaning of tests and procedures to patient
_Try to get patient to follow care plan after discharge
_Discuss patient care needs at discharge
_Start work early, stay late, postpone or skip lunch
_Determine whether physical assessment of patient indicates action
needed
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Table B.3 ?

Continued

Decide ability of veins to withstand IV activity / where to pierce
vein /what gauge needle to use
Decide whether to interrupt activity for patient call
Decide when to check on patients / charts
Decide whether/how to follow orders that are incomplete, ambiguous or
not written yet
Decide when or how something needs to be communicated (tape in chart,
page, tell personally, etc.)
Decide when patient needs unscheduled service (dietary, stop smoking,
visit from care planner)
Deciding when to vary a basic routine (e.g. getting antiseptic when
bathing)
Deciding when patient unable to sign discharge summary
Deciding whether to go to a meeting or stay on unit
Deciding when to notify doctor about orders that need to be changed
Deciding what to do about orders not carried out as written
Deciding who to report to when leaving unit
Deciding how to schedule conflicting activities
Administering PRN medications
Deciding specific manner/technique of drawing blood or collecting
specimens from case to case
Deciding timing of paper work (e.g., when to do discharge, admission
paperwork)
Administer medication - orally
Administer medication - IV
Start IV / change heplock
Take vital signs
Do physical assessment
Answer patient call
Recording food/fluid intake; urine, stool and other outputs
Count out narcotics
Check blood supplies with another nurse
Write discharge summary / care plan
Go to meetings/lectures related to health care delivery
Participate in QA process
Inform physicians/suggest need to change orders
Prepare urine sample for lab
Prepare blood sample for lab
Check lab test results on monitor and/or by phone
Check telemetry monitor for patient's cardiac condition
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Table B.3:

Continued

THINGS

[M = Multiple contacts per nurse per day]
[1 through 5 = Number of nurses contacting item at least once per day]
BPC
SC
SI
FD
GLV
TH
HAT
UJG
MEN
CAB
LIN
SUP
UC
LC
SPC
ST
IV
BLM
BOX
LIT
EC
PAN
MON
DRS
CHT
REF
TMN
BEL
WHL
TUB
GLC
POS
HUM
BFC
COD
PAT
TRA
BRC

Blood pressure cuff
Scale
Sink
Meal tray/food/water
Disposable gloves
Thermometer
"Hat"
Urine jug
Food menu
Supply cabinet
Towels/linens/gown
Supplies
Utility closet
Linen closet
Specimen container
Stethoscope
IV apparatus/blood supplies
Blood products/medications
Sharps box
Pt. call light
"Egg crate"
Bedpan
Lab monitor
Dressings/bandages/diapers
Primary nursing wall chart
Reference material
Telemetry monitor
Narc bell
Wheelchair/tray chair
Bath tub
Glucometer
Restraints/"posey"
Humidifier
Breakfast cart
Code equipment
Telemetry patches
Trach tube inserts
Allergy bracelet

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
5
5
5
5
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Table B.4:
1.

Forms:

KAR
RS
ACU
SFS
ORD
MAR
W10
LAB
NDB
DIS
CP
ADS
NAR
APF
PNB
GEN
TEL
OVT
2.

Specific forms used during the work day.

Nursing Kardex
Assignment Reminder Sheet
MEDICUS SHEET
Standard Flow Sheet
Chart/order
(Medical Administrative Record) 'Med cardex'
W-10 (Inter-agency Pt. referral)
Blood/microbiology/chemistry laboratory request form
Nursing Data Base
Clinical Resume (Discharge plan)
(Non)/Standard Care plan
Admin & Site Care Record
Narcotics control sheet
"Admission board" (Assignment of Personnel form)
Primary nurse board
Unspecified
(Telemetry strip) Nursing Cardiac Monitor Flow Sheet
Daily record of unscheduled overtime

Technical tasks

TEC
3.

Nursing Contact Data Base Categories

Technical prep work
Patient Contact:

FEE
MOV
MED
TST
HEP
BLD
EDU
COM
CLN
TRT
HYG
ADM
4.

GRP
RPP
RPT
RIN
GIN
IN

(IVs,

meds,

etc.)

Categories of patient contact activity.

Feeding
Phys. Comfort/move/restrain/checking/telemetry patches
Give medications
Testing (blood, urine, etc.)
Install heploc
Give/take blood
Information about procedures/education/instructions for
home/continuity
Communicating info to/from other workers
Getting clinical information (pulse/BP/lung sounds/telemetry
assessment
Treatment
Cleaning/personal hygeine
Administrative items
Communicating/Coordinating:

Sharing information with other than.
the patient

Giving report
Getting report - Person
Getting report - Tape
Receive information
Give information
2-way conversation, pt. related or not clearly personal
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Table B.4:
5.

Training,

MTG
LEC
BAK

6.

*Professional'

Meeting
Oncology lecture
Background work: Counting narcotics,
working procedures
Physical Maintenance of Patient or Room /

BED
CLE
SEC
GET
7.

Change bed
Clean
Misc. clerical/secretarial
Get supplies
Personal Time

PER
8.

Administative,

Continued

Bathroom,

break,

etc.

Other

OTA

Other action
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checking equipment,

Secretarial

Table B. 5:

.

1

Nursincr Communication Data Base

2.

PT
VI

Patient
Visitors

3.

MD

MD:

4.
5.
6.
7 .
8.
9.
10
11
12
13
14

RN
DRN
ERN
RNA
RNM
RNC
. MN
. CNS
. DPH
.ORN
.ICU

Physician,

Nurse
Nurse
Nurse
Nurse
Nurse
Nurse
Nurse
Nurse
Nurse
Nurse
Nurse

med student,

resident

Other day nurse on unit
Day nurse, other unit
Nurse, other shift
Ass't. Mgr.
Manager/administrator
Chemo nurse
Med nurse
CNS
Discharge Planning Manager
Oncology Nurse
ICU

15 .
16.
17.

UC
UA
FM

Unit clerk
Unit Aid
Facilities management / carpenters/ equipment engineer /
cleaning person

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

BT
LAB
DT
DTY
XRT
NMT
TT
EKG

Tech: Blood/lab
Blood/chem/micro lab
Tech: Dietary
Dietary dept.
Tech: X-ray/radiology
Tech: Nuclear Med. Tech.
Tech: Transportation
Tech: EKG

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.

PH
PT
SW
HC
VO
OT

Pharmacist/pharmacy
Physical therapist
Social worker
Home care coordinator
Volunteer
Occupational therapist

32.
33.

ANC
3RD

34.

PRC

35.

GEN

Ancillary testing, treatment depts.
3rd parties external to hospital: Insurors, nursing
homes, etc.
Connecting to/from clinical administrative procedure,
'the way things are done' instead of to a person
General, other.
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Table B.6: Nursing Decision Data Base Categories
DOC

Decide to bring something to doctor's attention

ORG

Organizing/coordinating tasks for self and/or patient

OK

Deciding what is acceptable treatment

OUT

Deciding to seek other expertise

DPT

Making decision about patient capability

COO

Deciding to cooperate with or to seek help from a peer

CAR

Deciding about patient care

DIV

Making decisions related to IVs.

PAP

Administrative/paperwork decisions

MOT

Deciding ways to motivate patient to do what is required by
treatment

Table B.7: Patient Contact Data Base Categories
1.

Feeding

2.

Physical comfort/movement

3.

Meds/

4.

Information about procedures/education/instructions
continuity

5.

Communicating info to patient

6.

Getting clinical information

7.

"Rapport talk,"

8.

Treatment

9.

Cleaning/personal hygeine

"needle work"

(IV meds,

blood,

testing)
for home/-

from other workers & vice versa

connecting to patient through conversation

10.

"Above-&-Beyond,"

actions neither required nor expected

11.

Administrative items
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Table B.8: Time Worked by Nurse
(Hr:min)
NURSE

TIME
IN

TIME
OUT

TIME OFF
UNIT

1

6:55

16:32

: 46

2

6:46

15:50

3

6:54

4

5

TOTAL

OVER*

(Cafeteria)

8:51

1:11

: 42

(Lecture)

8:22

: 42

15:30

: 55

(To visit
a patient)

7:41

: 01

6:40

16:20

—

(Worked
thru lunch)

9:40

2:00

6:50

16:08

(Put in for
1 hr. O.T.)

9:18

1:38

5:53
(13%)
Based on a standard of eight hours minus ten minute breaks
morning and afternoon.
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Table B.9:

DURATION

A.Fores

Contact. Time - Minutes

NURSE 1

NURSE 2

NURSE 3

NURSE 4

NURSE 5

TOTAL

AVG

STD DEV

113.5

108.0

73.0

151.0

44.5

484.0

98.0

ICAR
RS
ACU
SFS
ORD
MAR
U10
LAB
NDB
DIS
CP
ADS
NAR
APF
PNB
GEN
TEL
OVT

2.0
7.0
2.0
15.0
53.5
6.5
1.0
4.5
2.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
6.0
0.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

2.5
5.0
2.0
18.0
33.0
7.5
0.0
6.0
13.0
9.5
3.0
3.5
0.0
1.0
1.0
3.0
0.0
0.0

2.0
7.5
2.0
11.0
26.0
8.0
0.0
3.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.0
0.0
0.0
7.0
0.0
0.0

2.0
11.5
3.0
15.5
25.0
3.0
0.0
1.0
23.0
15.5
0.5
0.5
27.0
1.0
1.5
11.5
9.5
0.0

2.0
7.0
2.0
14.0
9.5
1.5
0.0
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.5
2.0
0.5

10.5
38.0
11.0
73.5
147.0
26.5
1.0
15.5
38.0
31.0
7.5
6.0
34.0
3.0
5.5
24.0
11.5
0.5

2.1
7.6
2.2
14.7
29.4
5.3
0.2
3.1
7.6
6.2
1.5
1.2
8.0
0.6
1.1
4.8
2.3
0.1

36.4
0.2
2.1
0.4
2.3
14.3
2.6
0.4
2.1
9.1
5.9
1.7
1.4
9.8
0.5
0.7
4.0
3.7
0.2

B.Tech.

28.5

35.5

36.5

40.0

34.0

174.5

34.9

3.8

182.0

180.0

191.0

230.0

302.5

1085.5

217.1

46.4

12.0
19.0
6.0
9.5
15.0
0.0
23.5
14.0
52.5
0.0
29.5
1.0

4.0
6.0
9.0
7.0
25.0
33.5
18.5
16.0
43.0
4.0
13.0
1.0

27.0
32.5
10.5
1.0
8.0
3.0
7.0
20.0
13.0
36.0
33.0
0.0

15.0
55.5
1.0
2.0
24.0
0.0
37.5
38.5
38.0
3.5
13.0
2.0

70.0
117.0
4.0
0.0
0.0
2.5
0.0
12.0
18.5
7.5
70.0
1.0

128.0
230.0
30.5
19.5
72.0
39.0
86.5
100.5
165.0
51.0
158.5
5.0

25.6
46.0
6.1
3.9
14.4
7.8
17.3
20.1
33.0
10.2
31.7
1.0

23.4
39.1
3.4
3.7
9.5
12.9
13.1
9.6
14.9
13.1
20.8
0.6

C.Patient
FEE
MOV
MED
TST
HEP
BLD
EDU
COM
CLN
TRT
HYG
ADM

D.Comm.

133.5

134.5

108.5

111.5

131.5

619.5

123.9

11.4

GRP
RPP
RPT
RIN
GIN
IN

10.0
0.0
22.0
29.5
28.0
44.0

10.0
3.0
27.0
24.5
23.0
47.0

4.0
4.0
29.0
5.0
28.0
38.5

10.0
2.0
22.0
7.0
27.0
43.5

8.0
7.0
31.0
8.0
23.0
54.5

42.0
16.0
131.0
74.0
129.0
227.5

8.4
3.2
26.2
14.8
25.8
45.5

2.3
2.3
3.7
10.1
2.3
5.3

E.Adain

17.0

14.5

3.0

1.0

1.0

36.5

7.3

7.0

MTG
LEC
BAK

17.0

6.0

2.0

0.0

0.0

25.0

5.0

6.4

0.0

8.5

1.0

1.0

1.0

11.5

2.3

3.1

F.Maint

55.0

38.5

50.5

48.0

59.0

251.0

50.2

7.0

17.0
2.5
0.0
35.5

17.0
0.0
0.0
21.5

17.5
11.0
1.0
21.0

14.5
2.0
5.5
26.0

18.0
3.0
0.5
37.5

84.0
18.5
7.0
141.5

16.8
3.7
1.4
28.3

1.2
3.8
2.1
6.9

G.Pers.

3.0

8.0

13.0

9.5

0.0

79.5

6.7

4.6

H.Ot.Act

0.0

7.0

0.0

0.0

5.0

12.0

2.4

3.0

532.5

526.0

475.5

591.0

577.5

2742.5

540.5

41.0

531
0.3

502
4.8

461
3.1

580
1.9

558
3.5

2632
4.2

526.4
2.72

41.9
1.5

BED
CLE
SEC
GET

TOTAL
Actual
X err
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Table B.10:

DURATION

Contact Time - Percent of Total Time

NURSE 1

NURSE 2

NURSE 3

NURSE 4

NURSE 5

TOTAL

AVG

A. Fore

21.3%

20.5%

15.4%

25.5%

7.7%

17.6%

18.1%

6.1%

KAR
RS
ACU
SFS
ORD
MAR
U10
LAB
NDB
DIS
CP
ADS
NAR
APF
PNB
GEN
TEL
OVT

0.4%
1.3%
0.4%
2.8%
10.0%
1.2%
0.2%
0.8%
0.4%
1.1%
0.8%
0.4%
1.1%
0.0%
0.4%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

0.5%
1.0%
0.4%
3.4%
6.3%
1.4%
0.0%
1.1%
2.5%
1.8%
0.6%
0.7%
0.0%
0.2%
0.2%
0.6%
0.0%
0.0%

0.4%
1.6%
0.4%
2.3%
5.5%
1.7%
0.0%
0.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
1.3%
0.0%
0.0%
1.5%
0.0%
0.0%

0.3%
1.9%
0.5%
2.6%
4.2%
0.5%
0.0%
0.2%
3.9%
2.6%
0.1%
0.1%
4.6%
0.2%
0.3%
1.9%
1.6%
0.0%

0.3%
1.2%
0.3%
2.4%
1.6%
0.3%
0.0%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.4%
0.3%
0.1%

0.4%
1.4%
0.4%
2.7%
5.4%
1.0%
0.0%
0.6%
1.4%
1.1%
0.3%
0.2%
1.2%
0.1%
0.2%
0.9%
0.4%
0.0%

0.4%
1.4%
0.4%
2.7%
5.4%
1.0%
0.0%
0.6%
1.4%
1.1%
0.3%
0.2%
1.5%
0.1%
0.2%
0.9%
0.4%
0.0%

0.1%
0.3%
0.1%
0.4%
2.7%
0.5%
0.1%
0.4%
1.6%
1.0%
0.3%
0.3%
1.6%
0.1%
0.1%
0.7%
0.6%
0.0%

5.4%

6.7%

7.7%

6.8%

5.9%

6.4%

6.5%

0.8%

C.Patient
FEE
MOV
MED
TST
HEP
BLD
EDU
COM
CLN
TRT
HYG
ADM

34.2%

34.2%

40.2%

38.9%

52.4%

39.6%

40.2%

6.7%

2.3%
3.6%
1.1%
1.8%
2.8%
0.0%
4.4%
2.6%
9.9%
0.0%
5.5%
0.2%

0.8%
1.1%
1.7%
1.3%
4.8%
6.4%
3.5%
3.0%
8.2%
0.8%
2.5%
0.2%

5.7%
6.8%
2.2%
0.2%
1.7%
0.6%
1.5%
4.2%
2.7%
7.6%
6.9%
0.0%

2.5%
9.4%
0.2%
0.3%
4.1%
0.0%
6.3%
6.5%
6.4%
0.6%
2.2%
0.3%

12.1%
20.3%
0.7%
0.0%
0.0%
0.4%
0.0%
2.1%
3.2%
1.3%
12.1%
0.2%

4.7%
8.4%
1.1%
0.7%
2.6%
1.4%
3.2%
3.7%
6.0%
1.9%
5.8%
0.2%

4.7%
8.5%
1.1%
0.7%
2.7%
1.4%
3.2%
3.7%
6.1%
1.9%
5.9%
0.2%

4.1%
6.6%
0.7%
0.7%
1.7%
2.5%
2.2%
1.6%
2.8%
2.8%
3.6%
0.1%

D.rn—n.
GRP
RPP
RPT
RIN
GIN
IN

25.1%

25.6%

22.8%

18.9%

22.8%

22.6%

22.9%

2.4%

1.9%
0.0%
4.1%
5.5%
5.3%
8.3%

1.9%
0.6%
5.1%
4.7%
4.4%
8.9%

0.8%
0.8%
6.1%
1.1%
5.9%
8.1%

1.7%
0.3%
3.7%
1.2%
4.6%
7.4%

1.4%
1.2%
5.4%
1.4%
4.0%
9.4%

1.5%
0.6%
4.8%
2.7%
4.7%
8.3%

1.6%
0.6%
4.8%
2.7%
4.8%
8.4%

0.4%
0.4%
0.9%
1.9%
0.7%
0.7%

E.Achrin

3.2%

2.8%

0.6%

0.2%

0.2%

1.3%

1.4%

1.3%

MTG
LEC
BAK

3.2%
0.0%
0.0%

1.1%
0.0%
1.6%

0.4%
0.0%
0.2%

0.0%
0.0%
0.2%

0.0%
0.0%
0.2%

0.9%
0.0%
0.4%

0.9%
0.0%
0.4%

1.2%
0.0%
0.6%

B.Tech.

STD DEV

F.Maint
BED
CLE
SEC
GET

10.3%

7.3%

10.6%

8.1%

10.2%

9.2%

9.3%

1.3%

3.2%
0.5%
0.0%
6.7%

3.2%
0.0%
0.0%
4.1%

3.7%
2.3%
0.2%
4.4%

2.5%
0.3%
0.9%
4.4%

3.1%
0.5%
0.1%
6.5%

3.1%
0.7%
0.3%
5.2%

3.1%
0.7%
0.3%
5.2%

0.4%
0.8%
0.4%
1.1%

G.Pers.

0.6%

1.5%

2.7%

1.6%

0.0%

2.9%

1.2%

0.9%

H.Ot.Act

0.0%

1.3%

0.0%

0.0%

0.9%

0.4%

0.4%

0.6%
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Table B. 11:

DURATION

Contact

Time - Number of Contacts

NURSE 1

NURSE 2

NURSE 3

NURSE 4

NURSE 5

TOTAL

AVG

A. Fores

48

78

40

1
5
1
13
9
3
0
3
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0
0

1
13
2
10
15
2
0
2
9
4
1
1
3
1
2
7
5
0

1
5
1
11
10
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
3
1
1

261
6
32
6
62
53
19
1
15
12
10
4
5
6
3
5
15
6
1

52.2
1.2
6.4
1.2
12.4
10.6
3.8
0.2
3
2.4
2
0.8
1
1.2
0.6
1
3
1.2
0.2

14.3

1
7
1
12
8
6
1
5
1
3
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

56
2
2
1
16
11
5
0
4
2
3
2
3
0
1
1
3
0
0

39

MAR
RS
ACU
SFS
ORD
KAR
U10
LAB
NDB
DIS
CP
ADS
NAR
APF
PNB
GEN
TEL
OVT
B.Tech.

13

15

11

29

13

81

16.2

6.5

C.Patient

91

153

72

481

11
20
8
1
2
1
5
16
7
5
13
0

17
38
1
2
6
0
21
32
28
1
6
1

17
21
3
0
0
1
0
5
9
2
13
1

56
94
20
12
13
8
56
73
92
10
43
4

96.2
11.2
18.8
4
2.4
2.6
1.6
11.2
14.6
18.4
2
8.6
0.8

29.3

5
12
3
5
1
0
20
8
29
0
7
1

76
6
3
5
4
4
6
10
12
19
2
4
1

89

FEE
MOV
MED
TST
HEP
BLD
EDU
COM
CLN
TRT
HYG
ADM

D.Coaun.

69

70

60

82

72

353

70.6

7.0

GRP
RPP
RPT
RIN
GIN
IN

2
0
1
21
23
22

2
2
1
19
21
25

2
2
2
6
27
21

3
1
1
9
28
40

1
3
1
14
24
29

10
8
6
69
123
137

2
1.6
1.2
13.8
24.6
27.4

0.6
1.0
0.4
5.7
2.6
6.9

1

4

2

1

1

9

1.8

1.2

3

0.6

0.5

E. Adi in

STD DEV

0.4
3.7
0.4
2.1
2.4
1.5
0.4
1.4
3.4
1.7
0.7
1.1
1.2
0.5
0.6
2.3
1.9
0.4

5.2
11.6
2.4
1.9
2.2
2.2
8.2
9.5
9.2
1.7
3.7
0.4

1

1

1

0

0

0

3

1

1

1

6

1.2

1.0

32

21

31

50

43

177

35.4

10.1

3
0
26

3
0
0
18

5
4
1
21

6
1
6
37

5
2
1
35

22
10
8
137

4.4
2
1.6
27.4

1.2
1.4
2.2
7.5

G.Pers.

1

2

9

5

0

17

3.4

3.3

H.Ot.Act

0

2

0

0

2

4

0.8

1.0

255

246

241

398

243

1383

276.6

60.9

MTG
LEC
BAK

F.Maint
BED
CLE
SEC
GET

TOTAL

3
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Table B.12:

Contact Time - Number of Actions > 1.5 Minutes

NURSE 1

NURSE 2

NURSE 3

NURSE 4

NURSE 5

TOTAL

AVG

A. Forms
HAR
RS
ACU
SFS
ORD
KAR
U10
LAB
NDB
OIS
CP
ADS
NAR
APF
PNB
GEN
TEL
OVT

18.0
1
1
1
2
5
1
0
0
2
2
1
1
0
0
1
0
0

19.0
1
1
1
2
6
1
0
2
2
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

17.0
1
1
1
0
6
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
2
0

25.0
1
1
1
5
6
1
0
0
2
1
0
0
2
0
0
2
3

7.0
1
1
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

-

-

-

-

-

86.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
11.0
24.0
6.0
0.0
3.0
6.0
5.0
2.0
1.0
4.0
0.0
1.0
4.0
4.0
0.0

17.2
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.2
4.8
1.2
0.0
0.6
1.2
1.0
0.4
0.2
0.8
0.0
0.2
0.8
0.8
0.0

5.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.6
1.9
1.0
0.0
0.8
1.0
0.9
0.5
0.4
1.0
0.0
0.4
1.0
1.2
0.0

B.Tech.

5

8

5

10

9

37.0

7.4

2.1

C.Patient
FEE
MOV
MED
TST
HEP
BLD
EDU
COM
CLN
TRT
HYG
ADM

37.0
2
7
2
2
1
0
4
5
10
0
4
0

47.0
6
1
1
2
4
5
7
4
12
2
3
0

36.0
0
6
3
0
2
1
1
5
4
5
9
0

41.0
2
12
0
0
4
0
7
5
7
1
2
1

48.0
7
14
1
0
0
1
0
3
8
2
12
0

209.0
17.0
40.0
7.0
4.0
11.0
7.0
19.0
22.0
41.0
10.0
30.0
1.0

41.8
3.4
8.0
1.4
0.8
2.2
1.4
3.8
4.4
8.2
2.0
6.0
0.2

5.0
2.7
4.6
1.0
1.0
1.6
1.9
2.9
0.8
2.7
1.7
3.8
0.4

D.Caaui.
GRP
RPP
RPT
RIN
GIN
IN

23.0
1
0
1
5
6
10

25.0
2
1
1
5
4
12

15.0
2
2
2
0
3
6

12.0
2
1
1
0
3
5

18.0
1
2
1
0
4
10

93.0
8.0
6.0
6.0
10.0
20.0
43.0

18.6
1.6
1.2
1.2
2.0
4.0
8.6

4.8
0.5
0.7
0.4
2.4
1.1
2.7

E.Acfcnn
MTG
LEC
BAK

1.0
1

2.0
1

1.0
1

0.0
0

0.0
0

-

-

-

-

-

0

1

0

0

0

4.0
3.0
0.0
1.0

0.8
0.6
0.0
0.2

0.7
0.5
0.0
0.4

F.Maint
BED
CLE
SEC
GET

9.0
3
0
0
6

6.0
3
0
0
3

7.0
3
1
0
3

7.0
4
1
2
0

9.0
2
1
0
6

38.0
15.0
3.0
2.0
18.0

7.6
3.0
0.6
0.4
3.6

1.2
0.6
0.5
0.8
2.2

G.Pers.

1

1

3

3

0

8.0

1.6

1.2

H.Ot.Act

0

6

0

0

2

8.0

1.6

2.3

94

114

84

96

93

483.0

96.6

9.8

TOTAL

320

STD DEV

Table B.13;

Contact Time - Number of Actions <= 1.5 Minutes

NURSE 1

NURSE 2

NURSE 3

NURSE 4

NURSE 5

TOTAL

AVG

STD DEV

A.Forms
WAR
RS
ACU
SFS
ORD
KAR
U10
LAB
NOB
DIS
CP
AOS
NAR
APF
PNB
GEN
TEL
OVT

31
0
6
0
10
3
5
1
5
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

37
1
1
0
14
5
4
0
2
0
1
1
3
0
1
1
3
0
0

22
0
4
0
13
3
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

51

2
0

33
0
4
0
9
9
3
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
3
0
1

174
1
27
1
51
29
13
1
12
7
3
2
4
2
3
4
11
2
1

34.8
0.2
5.4
0.2
10.2
5.8
2.6
0.2
2.4
1.4
0.6
0.4
0.8
0.4
0.6
0.8
2.2
0.4
0.2

9.5
0.4
3.7
0.4
3.2
2.7
1.9
0.4
1.4
2.8
0.5
0.5
1.2
0.5
0.5
0.7
1.9
0.8
0.4

B.Tech.

8

7

6

19

4

44

8.8

5.3

C.Patient

54

112

24

273

54.6

30.5

3
5
1
3
0
0
16
3
19
0
3
1

35
6
2
4
2
0
1
3
8
7
0
1
1

48

FEE
MOV
MED
TST
HEP
BLD
EDU
COM
CLN
TRT
HYG
ADM

5
15
5
1
0
0
4
11
3
0
4
0

15
26

0

10
7
2
0
0
0
0
2
1
0
1
1

39
55
13
8
2
1
37
51
51
0
13
3

7.8
11
2.6
1.6
0.4
0.2
7.4
10.2
10.2
0
2.6
0.6

4.3
8.6
1.6
1.0
0.8
0.4
6.4
9.0
8.3
0.0
1.4
0.5

D.Conaun.

46

45

45

70

54

260

52

9.6

1

0
0
0
6
24
15

1

0
16
17
12

0
1
0
14
17
13

0
1
0
14
20
19

2
2
0
59
103
94

0.4
0.4
0
11.8
20.6
18.8

0.5
0.5
0.0
3.7
3.4
8.4

E.Acfcnn
MTG
LEC
BAK

0

2

1

1

1

5

1

0.6

0

0
0
2

0
0
1

0
0

0
0
1

0
0
5

0
0
1

0.0
0.0
0.6

F.Naint

23
0

15

24

140

28

10.0

3

0

0
20

0
15

2
3
1
18

44
2
0

34

0

5
37

3
1
1
29

7
7
7
119

1.4
1.4
1.4
23.8

1.2
1.4
1.9
8.1

G.Pers.

0

1

6

2

0

9

1.8

2.2

H.Ot.Act

0

1

0

0

0

1

0.2

0.4

162

143

152

299

150

906

181.2

59.2

GRP
RPP
RPT
RIN
GIN
IN

BED
CLE
SEC
GET

TOTAL

0

0
0

0
12
1
5
9
1

0

2
7
1

1
1

1
1
2
5

1
2
2
0
14
27

21
0
4

0
0
9
25
35

1
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Table B.14:

Contact Time - Percent of Time < 1.5 Minutes

NURSE 1

NURSE 2

NURSE 3

NURSE 4

NURSE 5

TOTAL

AVG

STD DEV

A.Forms
MAR
RS
ACU
SFS
ORD
ICAR
U10
LAB
NDB
DIS
CP
ADS
NAR
APF
PNB
GEN
TEL
OVT

22. OX
42.9%
60.0%
5.6%
53.8%
100.0%
100.0%
16.7%
-

33.3%
20.0%
20.0%
75.0%
15.2%
46.7%
33.3%
10.5%
33.3%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
-

32.2%
46.7%
100.0%
7.7%
42.9%
78.6%
-

23.2%
65.2%
33.3%
25.8%
28.0%
33.3%
100.0%
23.9%
9.7%
100.0%
100.0%
3.7%
100.0%
100.0%
21.1%
-

57.3%
42.9%
57.1%
68.4%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

30.0%
4.8%
47.4%
9.1%
61.9%
16.0%
35.8%
100.0%
61.3%
14.5%
11.3%
20.0%
66.7%
5.9%
100.0%
63.6%
45.8%
17.4%
100.0%

29.6%
4.8%
47.4%
9.1%
61.9%
16.0%
35.8%
100.0%
61.3%
14.5%
11.3%
20.0%
66.7%
5.0%
100.0%
63.6%
45.8%
17.4%
100.0%

12.7%
8.0%
14.4%
13.3%
24.2%
23.1%
32.4%
30.5%
11.3%
3.1%
41.6%
47.1%
1.7%
0.0%
43.3%
41.1%
-

B.Tech.

28.1%

18.3%

16.4%

35.0%

13.2%

22.3%

22.3%

8.1%

C.Patient

26.9%

16.4%

22.3%

42.2%

7.1%

22.1%

22.1%

11.7%

FEE
MOV
MED
TST
HEP
BLD
EDU
COM
CLN
TRT
HYG
ADM

25.0%
15.8%
16.7%
31.6%
-

16.7%
40.0%
42.9%
100.0%
57.1%
45.0%
23.1%
10.6%
-

73.3%
42.3%
100.0%
100.0%
6.3%
-

14.3%
5.6%
50.0%
-

66.0%
21.4%
35.2%
6.8%
-

100.0%
33.3%
44.4%
28.6%
3.0%
13.5%
37.5%
16.3%
7.7%
-

55.8%
55.3%
23.1%
-

8.3%
5.4%
1.4%
-

25.4%
20.9%
41.0%
41.0%
2.1%
2.6%
39.9%
40.3%
30.6%
6.6%
-

25.4%
20.9%
41.0%
41.0%
2.1%
2.6%
39.9%
40.3%
30.6%
6.6%
-

34.6%
14.3%
27.2%
16.9%
17.1%
-

D.CcMBLn.

28.5%

28.6%

32.7%

48.9%

28.5%

32.9%

32.9%

7.9%

GRP
RPP
RPT
RIN
GIN
IN

10.0%
45.8%
48.2%
22.7%

46.9%
60.9%
25.5%

100.0%
64.3%
32.5%

10.0%
100.0%
63.0%
67.8%

14.3%
100.0%
56.5%
28.4%

4.8%
12.5%
60.8%
58.5%
34.9%

4.8%
12.5%
60.8%
58.5%
34.9%

4.9%
0.0%
26.3%
5.8%
16.5%

10.3%

33.3%

100.0%

100.0%

12.3%

12.3%

43.2%

E. Adi in
MTG
LEC
BAK

F.Haint
BED
CLE
SEC
GET

-

_

-

33.3%

7.2%
-

-

17.6%

100.0%

100.0%

36.4%

37.7%

41.6%

64.6%

47.5%

45.6%

45.6%

10.3%

100.0%
49.3%

67.4%

8.6%
31.8%
100.0%
71.4%

10.3%
63.6%
100.0%

16.7%
33.3X
100.0%
62.7%

7.1%
37.8%
71.4%
68.2%

7.1%
37.8%
71.4%
68.2%

6.4%
16.7%

46.2%

15.8%

-

10.7%

25.4%

17.0%

-

8.3%

8.3%

7.1%

27.6%

28.0%

6.4%

-

-

-

G.Pers.

-

12.5%

H.Ot.Act

-

14.3%

TOTAL

33.3%

-

26.3%

24.4%

-

-

28.5%

-

39.6%
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-

-

-

100.0%

39.1%

39.1%

20.4%

Information Carried From One Party To Another By a Nurse
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x

Does not duplicate count of x with

Table B.15:

Table B.16: Decisions Made by Nurses

SUBCATEGORY
(TABLE B.6)

CAR

NURSE
(#1-5)

DESCRIPTION OF DECISION

1 DECIDES TO TELL A PEER THAT A PT IS "DNR"
DECIDES TO STAY 4 HOURS WITH DYING PT RECENTLY
DECIDING WHEN TO MOVE A PT OUT OF A ROOM
INSTRUCTS CLERK ABOUT AN AMBULANCE FOR DISCHARGE
2 DISCUSS HOW TO PROCEED WITH A PT
3 GAVE PT HOME PHONE
ASKS VISITOR TO BRING PT'S GLASSES
ALLOW PT TO KEEP MEAL COVER TO VOMIT INTO
ADDS A SHEET TO PT. BED WHILE PT IS OUT OF IT
DECIDES TO VISIT PT ON ANOTHER FLOOR AFTER WORK
ADVISES PT ON MEAL CHOICES
TRYING TO DECIDE WHO TO NOTIFY IN DIVISIVE FAMILY
HAS TO DECIDE WHO TO TELL OF PT'S LIVING WILL
4 QUESTIONS ABOUT MEDS LEADING TO NEED FOR ALLERGY
BRACELET
WHAT ROOM TO PUT A NEW ADMISSION INTO
DECIDES WHAT TO DO W/ PT. CLOTHING FOUND IN CLOSET
DISCUSS QUALITY OF A PT'S LAST FEW WEEKS W/ CNS

COO

3 DECIDES TO HELP OTHER NURSE MOVE PT.
4 TWO NURSES DISCUSS WHO TO GIVE NEW ADMISSION TO
ASKS ANOTHER NURSE IF SHE CAN TAKE NEW ADMISSION
DECIDES TO GET HELP FROM PEER ON HEPLOCK
5 NEGOTIATING WHO WILL TAKE 1ST ADMISSION
AGREES TO TAKE VITAL SIGNS ON NEW ADMISSION
GIVES TASK OF GIVING MED TO A PEER
(MULTIPLE) SEEKS HELP IN WORKING W/ PT.
GETTING PEER TO HANG AN IV BAG BC. SHE'S TOO BUSY

DIV

1

INSTALLS HEPLOCK, DECIDES ON NEEDLE GAUGE?
DECIDES WHERE TO PUT A HEPLOCK
DECIDES HOW FAST/LONG TO RUN AN IV

2 NEEDLE GAUGE FOR IV?
NEEDLE GAUGE AND HEPLOCK SITE
3 DECIDES A HEPLOCK NEEDS REPLACING
DECIDES (AT PT. REQUEST) TO INSTALL HEPLOCK
4 DECIDES TO CHANGE HEPLOCK
DECIDES TO INSTALL HEPLOCK
DECIDES TO CHANGE A HEPLOCK
DIV

5 DECIDING RATE FOR IV FLOW

DOC

1 TELLS DOCTOR ABOUT A PT'S COUGH SEEKING MEDICATION
ASK DOCTOR ABOUT DISCHARGE PLAN
PAGES DOCTOR TO GET HIM TO SIGN W-10 (SUCCEEDS 11:27)
ASKS DOCTOR WHICH OF 2 BP READINGS HE WANTS
ANTICIPATING ORDERS, ASKS IF DOCTORS WANT URINALYSIS
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Table B.16t
SUBCATEGORY
(TABLE B.6)

NURSE
(#1-5)

Continued

DESCRIPTION OF DECISION

2 LOOKS FOR DOCTOR; ONE OF LAB VALUES IS "KIND OF LOW"
BRINGING CONDITION OF WOUND TO ATTENTION OF DOCTOR
ASKS DOCTOR IF SHE CAN ASK QUESTIONS
ASKS DOCTOR IF SHE CAN ASK QUESTIONS
FINDS DOCTOR TO GET HIM TO SIGN DISCHARGE PAPERS
3 QUESTIONS WHETHER PT NEEDS PAIN MED
TRYING TO PAGE AN MD TO GIVE INFO
MADE RECOMMENDATION ABOUT PT. THAT DOCTOR INCORP. INTO
ORDERS
GIVES INFO TO A DOCTOR
TALKS DOCTORS INTO GIVING PT DILAUDID. TAKES RESP. TO
ADMINISTER
TRYING TO INFORM DOCTORS OF DNR STATUS OF PT & FAMILY
DESIRES
4 DECIDES TO CHECK PT'S ARM W/ O.T. AND DOCTORS
TRYING TO GET DECISION FROM DOCTOR TO WHOM SHE HAS
GIVEN INFO
DECIDES DOCTOR NEEDS TO KNOW PT'S HEART RATE
TRYING TO GET ORDERS FOR PT. WHOSE TRTMT HAS BEEN
STOPPED
GETS VERBAL ORDER TO STOP MED DEPRESSING HEART RATE
5 ASKS DOCTOR FOR ORDER FOR HALDOL (CARRIED IN HEAD 55
MIN)
LISTENING TO PT.
WILL TELL DOCTORS TO DISCONTINUE
ORDER
ASKS FOR VERBAL ORDER (GETS IT 5+ HRS LATER)
ASKING 2ND DOCTOR ABOUT MED FOR 41
REQUESTS OF ERN THAT RESIDENT LOOK AT A DRESSING
ASKING DOCTOR ABOUT HALDOL FOR 41 (PROBLEM WITH HE
JUST ATE?)
TELLS DOCTOR OF SOME PT REFUSING TRTMT
DPT

1 JUDGES PT. UNABLE TO SIGN DISCHARGE SUMMARY
2 DECIDES WHETHER OR NOT TO GIVE/REQUEST SLEEPING MEDS
EXAMINES PT. DECIDES CONDITION DOES NOT NEED DOCTORS
3 DECIDES TO QUESTION PT'S STATEMENT OF NO ALLERGIES
DECIDES PT. CAN HAVE CORN FLAKES.
GETS SOME
4 DECIDES WHAT CHANGES A PT CAN MAKE TO BREAKFAST
DECIDING WHETHER TO FEED A PT.
DOESN'T KNOW CONDITION
DECIDES TO CONTINUE WORK INSTEAD OF ANSWER PT CALL
LIGHT
DECIDES MOTHER'S CONCERN DOES NOT WARRANT CALLING
DOCTOR

MOT

1 PLAN TO GET STOOL SAMPLE FROM PT
DECISION TO USE TOUGH APPROACH ON PT.

(ALCOHOL ABUSER)

3 DECIDES TO USE DILAUDID TO GET PT. TO TUB
DECIDES NOT TO WARN PT OF POSSIBLE EFFECTS.
IF. . .
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JUST CALL

Table B.16:
SUBCATEGORY
(TABLE B.6)

OK

NURSE
(#1-5)

Continued

DESCRIPTION OF DECISION

1 SAYS OTHER RN CANNOT TAKE STEP STOOL FOR HER PT.
DECIDES BLOOD TECH SHOULD FLUSH HEPLOCK DIFFERENTLY
ACCEPTS PT DECISION TO CLEAN DISPOSABLE TRACH TUBES
SEEKS HELP FROM MD RE: TECHNIQUE FOR GIVING INJECTION
TELLS MAINT PERSON WHEN TO MOVE A CALL BUTTON
GIVES TYLENOL PRN
2

SEEKS HELP FROM PEER RE: TECHNIQUE FOR GIVING
INJECTION
DECIDES WHETHER BT CAN DRAW SAMPLE FROM PT'S HICKMAN
CALLS LAB TO ASK PROCEDURE ON SCHILLING TEST
JUDGES A FEW ICE CUBES DO NOT VIOLATE "NO LIQUIDS"
ORDER

3 DISCUSSING BEST WAY TO ADMINISTER A MED
DISCUSSING TECHNIQUE FOR INSTALLING HEPLOCK
4 DECISION ABOUT WHO CAN ENTER 41 "STOP, CHECK W/ NURSE
BEFORE4 ENTERING"
GENERAL: DECISION WHETHER TO INTERRUPT FOR TELEMETRY
MONITOR
5 DECIDING BEST WAY TO GIVE HALDOL
DECIDES PT'S NOSE BLEED DOES NOT REQUIRE RESPONSE
DECIDES TO TREAT SORE AS BREAKDOWN, NOT HERPETIC
LESION
WILL CUT SKIN THAT IS EXFOLIATING, BUT WILL NOT PULL
GIVES PERMISSION TO GO INTO MASK ROOM
ORG

1 DECIDES TO DO PLASMA FOR 1 PT INSTEAD OF CHEMO FOR
OTHER
DOES COPYING CLERK USUALLY DOES BC. "I HAVE 5 MIN"
ARRANGING W/ CLERK TO HANG AN IV BAG (PLATELETS?)
AT NOON
ARRANGING SCHEDULING OF MEDS W/ MED NURSE
TRYING TO COORDINATE CHEMO/BLOOD WORK ON A PT
CHECK ON TEST NOT WRITTEN BUT PT. SPEAKS OF IT
ARRANGES TIMING OF PLASMA W/ BLOOD BANK
DECIDES SHE CANNOT COME TO QA MEETING
DECIDES TO DO BLOOD TEST ON A PT LATER
2 DECIDES ITS OK TO LEAVE UNIT FOR LUNCH
TRYING TO COORDINATE BETW. MEDS & WHAT DOCTOR DID
EARLIER
DECIDES A BLOOD TEST MUST WAIT UNTIL TOMORROW
FINDS 6 DOCTORS.
DECIDES QUESTION CAN WAIT TIL LATER
COORDINATING 2 BLOOD/MEDS BETWEEN BT AND NMT
DECIDES TO CALL 6TH FLOOR FOR GLUCOMETER BATTERIES
COORDINATING TREATMENTS FOR PT

ORG

3 STRATEGY TO PUSH MORNING ROUTINE IN CASE SOMETHING
HAPPENS
DISCUSSING CHANGING PT STATUS TO KEEP HIM FROM
TRANSFER
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Table B.16:
SUBCATEGORY
(TABLE B.6)

NURSE
(#1-5)

Continued

DESCRIPTION OF DECISION

DECIDES TO USE DEAD TIME FOR CHARTING
4 STRATEGY TO GET A PT.

SETTLED TO BE FREE FOR OTHER

THINGS
DECIDES
DECIDES
DECIDES
DECIDES

OUT

TO DO SPECIMENS DOCTOR IS ASKING ABOUT
BED JUST NEEDS MAKING, NOT CHANGING
TO LEAVE AN ACTIVITY FOR 2ND SHIFT
TO REPORT TO ICU (AND NOT EARLIER)

5 WILL LET 6TH FLOOR KNOW WHEN THEY CAN SEND A PT DOWN
TELL CONSTRUCTION PEOPLE HOW TO GET TUB ROOM EMPTY
WILL GET TEMP LATER
REPORT, GEN: DECISION WHAT TO HEAR AS INFO
POSTPONES SEEING NEW ADMISSION TO WORK IN 41
(SEVERAL) WHETHER TO RESPOND TO MSG WHEN WORKING W/ PT
IN 41
1 BRING PT'S OXYGEN USE PROBLEM TO HOME CARE PLANNER
DECIDES TO ASK ONCOLOGY NURSE ABOUT A PT.
5 TRYING TO GET DRUG FOR 41 FROM PHARMACIST

PAP

1 DECIDES TO FINISH ADMISSION PAPERWORK TOMORROW
4 DECIDES TO LEAVE NOTE IN BOOK RESERVED FOR CLERKS TO
WRITE
5 PUTS IN FOR OVERTIME

Table B.17:

Summary of Decisions Made by Nurses

Num.
Nurses*

#

%

Decide to bring something to doctor's attention

28

21

5

Organizing/coordinating tasks

30

23

5

19

14

5

Deciding to seek other expertise

3

2

2

Making decision about patient capability

9

7

4

Deciding to cooperate with or to seek help from a peer

9

7

3

Deciding about patient care

17

13

4

Making decisions related to IVs.

11

8

5

Administrative/paperwork decisions

3

2

3

Deciding ways to gain cooperation of patient

4

3

2

for self and/or patient

Deciding what is acceptable treatment

133
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Table B.18? Summary of Patient Care Categories,
Percent Occurrence by Category

B.18a:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Categories

Feeding
Physical comfort/move
Meds/ "needle work" (IV meds, blood, testing)
Information about procedures/education/instructions for
home/continuity
Communicating info to patient from other workers & vice
versa
Getting clinical information
"Rapport talk,"
Communicating for the sake of connection
Treatment
Cleaning/personal hygeine
"Above-&-Beyond," neither required nor expected
Administrative items

B.18b:

Percent of Contacts in Which Each Activity Occurred
ACTIVITY
#

OCCURRANCES

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

B.18c;

PERCENT OF
TOTAL

50
105
68
97
88
122
81
18
53
2
2

14%
30%
20%
28%
25%
35%
23%
5%
15%
1%
1%

346

197%

Percent of Contacts in Which n Activities Occurred

(n=)
# ACTIVITIES
PER CONTACT

6
5
4
3
2
1

1
i

-- CONTACTS

NUMBER

PERCENT

1%
3%
6%
18%
27%
45%

2
12
22
61
94
155
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CUMULATIVE
PERCENT

1%
4%
10%
28%
55%
100%

Table B.19: Summary of Patient Care Categories.
Number of Activities by Duration of Contact
LENGTH OF
ACTIVITY
(MIN.)

NUMBER OF
ELEMENTS IN
ACTIVITY

NUMBER OF
OCCURRENCES

14
3
2

1
5
35

1

111

2

5
4
3
2
1

1
1
7
25
29

3

6
4
3
2
1

1
6
15
9
7

4

5
4
3

1
4
6

2

10

1

3

5
4
3

2
2
7

5

2

1

1

3

6

5
4
3
2
1

1
4
6
4
1

7

5
4
3
2

1
1
4
1

8

3
2
1

1
1
1

9

6
5

1
3

2

2

10

4
3

4
2

11

5
2

2
1

12

2

1
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Table B.19:
LENGTH OF
ACTIVITY
(MIN.)

Continued

NUMBER OF
ELEMENTS IN
ACTIVITY

NUMBER OF
OCCURRENCES

13

5

1

14

4

1

2

1

15

3

1

16

3

2

18

3

2

19

3

1

21

2

1

25

3

1

34

2

1
346
1114
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Occurrences
Total Minutes

Table B.20: A 'Normal' Day on Med 5
B.20a: Occurring at specific times
6:40

If

6:49

Arrive on unit
patients

7:007:34

Morning "report"
- Hear recorded report from night shift
- Make notes on:
* Reminder sheet
* MEDICUS acuity sheet
- Check:
* Primary nursing board
* Admission board
* Nursing kardex

"key” (one person each day, in rotation) (App.
- Count narcotics with evening shift "key"
- Check "code" equipment

(if not

"key"),

talk to night

20-25 min.)

shift,

check

7:3010:30

"Morning work"
Specific time and order are highly variable
Interspersed with other activities
For each of 4-6 patients (Average 5):
- Check tests/needs for patient and see that s/he is ready
- Get temp/blood pressure, write in standard flow sheet
(SFS)
- Change or straighten bed (usually change)
- Talk to patient.
Ask about his/her status
- Help to bathroom/bedpan, often collect urine for testing
- Check breakfast, help those who need it

12:00

Check pt.

12:2112:50

Give report to another nurse who can cover one's pts.
Leave unit for lunch
Highly variable; 3 of 5 nurses left the unit.

14:30

Give report

15:00

If

16:00

Talk to evening nurse(s)

16:04

Leave for the day

lunches and help those who need it

into tape recorder

"key" (one person each day, in rotation)
- Count narcotics with evening "key"
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(App.

15 min)

Table B.20;

Continued

B20.b: Not occurring at a specific time

****

**★*

Personal time (Average 7 minutes)
- Bathroom, talking about personal

life,

etc.

One new admission (Approximately 30 minutes):
- Introduce self to patient
- Get "egg crate," disposable hygeine products,
- Explain equipment in room, procedure, etc.
- Get Nursing Data Base (NDB) information

etc.

*★**

One discharge (Approximately 20 minutes):
- Complete nursing pages of Clinical Resume (discharge
form)
- Get MD to complete/sign MD pages of Clinical Resume
- Explain medications, discharge procedure etc. to patient
- Get patient signatures on discharge paperwork
- See that patient chart is complete

****

"Charting" (Average 20 minutes):
- Update patient information contained in chart

*★**

IV/blood work, medications (Average 40-45 minutes)
- Give oral, rectal medication
- Install "heplock" for IV
- Hang IV bag or inject medicine through IV
- Take blood sample "peripherally" or through IV
- Give pt. blood, platelets, etc.
- Check on IV flow
- Reading telemetry monitor, documenting, checking pt.

★***

Patient contact (Average 3.6 hours)
- Basic comfort/hygeine
- Treatment/medication
- Communication
- Testing

****

*** *

*** *

work.

Meetings (Approximately 15 minutes per day1)
- QA work
- Committee membership
- Staff meetings

General paperwork (Average 1 hour)
Does not including charting, admission,
- Flow sheet and reminder sheet
- Miscellaneous forms

discharge work

Communicating (Average 86 minutes)
Does not include morning or evening report
- Receiving or giving information

1. Based on manager's estimate of one-half day per month of committee
plus brief staff meeting on a weekly basis.
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APPENDIX C
IMPLICATIONS FROM CHAPTER THREE REGARDING
THE STUDY OF PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYEES
Despite the fact that the

'something else'

that might be knowledge

work did not emerge from the analysis of chapter three,
does have implications

this research

for organizational theorizing regarding the study

of employed professional workers.

I would like to suggest three

propositions for consideration in future research and theory development
regarding the work of professionals and "semi-professionals”
zations:
and the

(1)

in organi¬

The conceptual borders of professionalism are ill-defined

'common sense'

definition sustaining them is tautological.

(2)

There is a need for mapping the structure and variety of meanings taken
on by

'professional'

work and workers in various occupations.

(3)

There

is a need for theories sensitive to the variety of occupational meanings
and problems which may currently exist under the umbrella label

'profes¬

sional . '
Proposition 1:

The Borders of Professionalism

In my review of the literature about professionals in organizations
(chapter two),

I

found an absence of empirical work asking how actual

work experiences were or were not professional.
'common sense'
theory.

a conceptual

definition serves as the assumptive starting point for

This approach does not provide a basis

professional?

Neither does it

act day-to-day.
bureaucratic

Instead,

for asking who is a

lead to questions of how professionals

A narrow set of occupations — engineers,

laboratory settings,

some college professors,

scientists in
and an

occasional physician — forms the basis for most of the literature.
Inquiry has not been directed toward understanding the borders of
professionalism.
Today,

while concern for understanding professional work is

sifying,

this

studied,

but

al.,

1987;

interest

is not driven by the occupations traditionally

in the grey area of

Drucker,

inten¬

1988;

Reich,

'semi-professional'
1990).

work

(Brown,

et

The case of the nurses on Med 5

suggests that organizational studies knows little about mapping the
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influence of professionalism within the structure of occupations.

This

has only rarely been a subject of research interest

1978)

(e.g.,

despite the increasing size of the labor force segment
nursing,

teaching,

'high-tech'

Cullen,

involved in

and other occupations which are not

clearly professional or nonprofessional.
Instead of fitting this experience to an a priori,
definition immune from empirical critique,

'common sense'

I believe organization theory

could better understand this grey area by inquiring into the content of
work experience in these occupations.
model of professionalism,

Rather than fitting them to a

it might aid understanding to develop a model

of professional work characteristics from the actual work practices of
these occupations.
work.

This is what Mintzberg

(1973)

did for managerial

Perhaps it is time to extend this approach to professional work

in organizations.
Proposition 2;

Mapping the Structure and Meanings of Professionalism

Research in organizational studies has little to say about the
experiences observed on Med 5 because nurses have not been presumed to
be professional employees in this literature.
tional

A review of the organiza¬

literature for this study uncovered only one article in which

professionalism was considered in the study of nurses.
(Chua & Clegg,
nursing,

1989),

This article

addressing conflicts of professional

ideology in

is more closely connected to research in sociology and in

nursing than to other organizational research.
Other organizational research studying nurses has been character¬
ized by the following features:
* Human resource management problems have been prominent
* The

'generic employee'

has been the presumed subject of research

* The work has attempted to confirm existing theoretical

frameworks

* The impact of professional norms and values has not been considered
This research has rested on the assumption that the main topics of
organizational research are applicable to nurses
they apply to,

say,

assembly-line workers.
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in the same way that

Organizational research has

used nurses to test theories of turnover
absenteeism

(Hackett,

Bycio & Guion,

satisfaction and commitment
Strasser,

1984),

1989),

1982)

retention

(Martin & Clinebell,

Type A/B stress patterns

Matteson & Preston,
gency

(Abelson & Baysinger,

(Lee,

1984),

(Spencer,

1988;
1988;

1986)

9

Bateman &
Ivancevich,

and technological &/or environmental contin¬

(Anderson & McDaniel,

1988;

Quintana,

Hernandez & Haddock,

1988)

without questioning whether the constructs tested are applicable in this
context to begin with.
To the extent that professionalism is an important
work practices of nurses,
diverged radically.

influence in the

research assumptions and work practices have

There is nothing wrong with having applied models

from management theory to nursing situations to learn how the nurses fit
the models.

The missing step has been asking how the models fit the

nurses.
For instance,
workers

one of the most central beliefs about professional

is that they are strongly,

work itself."

perhaps unduly,

committed to

"the

To motivate the cardiologist to admit to a hospital,

administration budgets for an open-heart unit.
ers to work long hours for little pay,
inherent interest of the project

(e.g.,

the

To get software develop¬

the manager sells them on the
Kidder,

1981).

In contrast,

the

task of motivating and directing generic employees is most often managed
through sanctions and rewards other than the work itself1.
The challenge to the manager of professionals is not to directly
motivate workers to do the work,

but to create an environment in which

performance of the work is a satisfying experience.
sional worker is dissatisfied,
the worker or the work.

When the nonprofes¬

the dominant response has been to change

When the professional worker is dissatisfied,

the problem is more likely to lie in the structure within which work
takes place

(Mintzberg,

1979).

1.
rewards]

McGregor's
(1960:40)
observation that,
"Most of
[a worker's
can be used for satisfying his needs only when he [sic] leaves
the job." is by no means outdated.
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To the extent that the nurses in the studies cited above were
professional, the theoretical models used were inappropriate.
instance, Hackett,

For

Bycio & Guion (1989:425) developed a questionnaire to

research nurse absenteeism based on research of,
an auto-parts foundry."

"unionized employees at

The authors were open to the possibility that

"absenteeism cultures might vary across hospitals"

(:429), but they did

not consider the implications of professionalism as a culture.

As a

result, they attribute their findings entirely to individual character¬
istics such as "emotional-physical fatigue" and "work ethic"

(:450-l).

Were nurses researched as professionals, Hackett et al's findings
would not be refuted per se, but they would be relevant in a different
way.

When absenteeism is a problem with professionals,

one does not

look to the professionals, but to the work.

One might ask 'what is it

about nursing in this setting that produces

(in Hackett et al's terms)

"the desire to be absent?"'

If the nurses of this study were found not

to fit the characteristics of professional employees,

one might ask:

'How might professionalization of the work obviate problems of absentee¬
ism, turnover and retention?'
Fottler

(1981)

is one of the few to question whether theories of

management apply in the same way to employees in all occupations.

The

assumption of theoretical universality2 held by most organizational
theorists has systematically prevented researchers from noticing
characteristics of nursing specific to that occupation because the
occupation's members function as a source of data only,

not of ideas.

Because no occupation-specific knowledge is exhibited or sought by
researchers, the research is limited to extending existing models.

The

possibility of learning from the ideas of the research subjects is
excluded by design.

2. Theoretical universality does not imply the assumption that a
theory applies to every situation or explains all employee behavior.
Theory has been treated as universal in the sense that the same key
variables and theoretical framework are assumed to be as applicable to
human interaction in one occupation or culture as in any other.
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For instance.

Shipper states that,

"[nurse]

effectiveness was

assessed by industrial engineering measures of performance and employee
attitude

(Shipper,

1988:2),"

without a word to indicate the tremendous

criticism such an approach has received from nurses themselves
Sharman,

1987; Jennings & Meleis,

Abelson (1984:61) use,

1988).

(Short &

Sheridan, Vredenburgh and

"primary care or team structure" as a single

control variable despite the fundamental difference between primary and
team nursing presented in the nursing literature
cott,

1985; Van Servellen & Mowry,

(Putney,

1985; Donnelly,

1988; Lippin-

1986).

Organizational and nursing research have, to some extent, been
running on divergent paths.

The former is producing research offering

advice for changing the employee within the context of the currently
existing work environment.
ty"

(Cohen,

1981)

Nursing's "quest for a professional identi¬

is directed toward changing the environment itself.

These two projects contain conflicting assumptions about the locus of
change, the perceptions and motivations of the worker and the central
problems facing administration.

It is beyond the scope of this study to

say what role organizational research should play vis a vis nursing, but
this would seem to be a problem worthy of discussion and research.
I believe this study shows the potential value of research mapping
the structure of professionalism at other nursing sites.
representative of the entire occupation?

Is Med 5

What about community hospi¬

tals? Nursing homes? Community health nurses? HMOs and nurse-run facili¬
ties?

Within what is often presumed to be one occupation, much research

would need to be done to map the degree and meanings of professionalism
from site to site and nurse to nurse.
This constitutes a general problem for organizational theorizing.
We are equally ignorant of the meanings of professionalism across a wide
range of occupations, many of them in areas emerging as critical to
organizations of the next decades.

Does occupationally generic theory

systematically miss important dimensions of other work experience,
particularly those which lie in the grey area between the established
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professions and industrial work,

those most often identified when

knowledge work and the post-industrial shift are discussed?
Proposition 3:
Perhaps,

Theories Sensitive to Occupational Context

between theories seeking only commonalities across occupa¬

tional boundaries and theories

focused on site-specific knowledge,

there

is room for a research approach emphasizing elements of both approaches.
The nurses on Med 5,

for instance,

can be related to the general

litera¬

ture of managing organizational professionals on the basis of their work
practices.

At the same time,

the fact that these practices are enacted

within the context of nursing is also important.

Perhaps a more

collaborative approach to creating and applying knowledge is called for,
one sensitive to the problems and concepts of the occupational context.
As Jennings & Meleis
sary,

(1988:58)

argue,

management models may be

but not sufficient," because the environment of nursing,

fer [s]

from the more predictable,

assembly line,

"neces¬
"dif¬

nuts-and-bolts-filled

milieu of the widget factory."
During one morning of my observation,

Mary,

a nurse who was

attending evening classes toward a business degree,

laughingly called my

attention to a passage in her accounting book which read,

"You will all

make decisions about corporations in your various roles as owner,
creditor or manager of the corporation."
in nursing administration,
narrow to her;

Although Mary plans a career

this view of management seemed laughably

the assumptions of the text did not

fit her experience.

If one looks at nurses in the organization studies

literature,

one

would assume that the principle problems of managing nurses are individ¬
ual turnover,

absenteeism and commitment — successful management

involves changing the nurse.
faction surveys,

If,

however,

one looks at nursing satis¬

a different picture emerges

Wandelt,

Pierce & Widdowson,

1981;

Hartley,

1988).

(1987:205)

As Prescott

Donovan,

(Canadian Nurse,
1980;

notes,

Scherer,

1987;

1988;

Huey &

these studies show with

"remarkable consistency" that recurrent nursing shortages are related to
dissatisfaction with salary and,

more importantly,
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to professional

issues.

Chandler

(1988)

has argued that to focus on individual nurses

rather than structural change is literally "killing” the nurses within
nursing.

Kelly (1987,

1988a,

1988b)

stresses this same point.

Actively questioning boundaries of management research findings is
foreclosed when nursing research invokes universal management research
as a body of proven principles

(e.g., Gleeson, Nestor & Riddell,

1983).

Neither this blind acceptance nor simple-minded rejection of management
research is appropriate.

Turnover and absenteeism cannot be made to

disappear by simply assuming nurses to be professionals.

Of utmost

importance in the utilization of management research results,

however,

is the recognition that they do not address professionalism in nursing,
that they focus on the subject rather than the structure,
not necessarily compatible with fostering

and they are

'professional' work practices.

While these comments are applicable to nursing,

I believe the

implications for organizational theorizing are more general.

In the

literature review and empirical work I have conducted for this study,

I

have found that organizational theories do not necessarily share models
of the worker,
nursing.

theoretical concepts,

or problems to be researched with

I would suggest that a similar line of inquiry be extended to

other occupations,

especially those in the grey 'semi-professional'

of the emerging post-industrial occupations.
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